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Foreword
Two parts of  the book 'Discourses on the Beyond' (ìÅå Á×¿î

ÕÆ) are already in your hands. Now the third part has been
published for you. This volume discusses in great detail the sublime
words, the ennobling spiritual experience and the exalted living of
some of the most enlightened Souls, moreover it elaborately
explains the efficacy of some meditative practices and the utility
of  the holy congregations. The effort in the series is to collect and
collate the precious words and utterances of great seers and saints
at one place in the form of  a book to make them easily accessible
to the practitioners of Nam (éÅî) and the preachers - the
disseminators of  Truth, who I hope will find the book a source
of great help and worth for them, because it is not easy to locate
the sayings of the great men lying strewn in the numerous past
issues of "Atam Marg". Here in this volume the quintessence of
the teachings of these spiritually great men is presented to you.

By reading and then by pondering over these nuggets of
supernal wisdom many seekers will be able to find the true and
right path and thus transform their lives.

We do hope that the perusal of  these noble words will remove
the false concepts, evil tendencies and the negative karmic
impressions accumulated since long, from the minds of the readers,
because these words are "the precious life blood of Master Spirits"
and the quintessence of their ennobling spiritual experience, which
they have articulated for the common good of the world at large.

Waryam Singh
Founder Head and Chairman,

Ratwara Sahib Vishav Gurmat Roohani
30-1-2000 Mission Charitable Trust
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Preface

'The Discourses on the Beyond' (Volume-III) has six chapters; the
first three are the recorded discourses of  His Holiness Sant Ishar
Singh Ji delivered to the audience which used to assemble at a
private lodge where Sant Ji stayed in the year 1961. In these
discourses the fundamental questions of religio-mystic-philosophy
have been discussed and the path leading to the transcendental
state of mind is explained in a style that makes the inaccessible
accessible. Here the words of profound knowledge steeped in the
Divine Experience of Sant Ji Maharaj flow spontaneous like the
mountain spring.

In the first Chapter entitled "Sacred Sermons of Sant Ji', the
mode of contemplation is discussed. The next Chapters are devoted
to the deep study of the concept of 'Shabad' with its many
ramifications. The word Shabad (Sanskrit Sabda) literally means
sound. Theologically it means the Holy Word, the Logos and also
a sacred hymn as frequently used in Gurbani. Its equivalent
substitutes used in Guru Granth Sahib are dhun or dhuni, nad, anahat
nad, bachan, bani, kavao. Shabad is often linked with the word Guru
to form gurushabad or gur ka sabad (Guru's word). In the hymns of
Guru Granth Sahib the term Shabad occurs independently 1271 times
and linked with Guru, 'gur shabad' occurs 572 times. Mostly Shabad,
in Gurbani, stands for 'divine revelation'. The word, the Shabad, is
the spoken voice of  EKONKAR. It may also be the Divine voice
of  the mystical Guru. The Guru's voice as preserved in Guru
Granth Sahib is referred to as Guru Shabad or Gurbani. Mystically
the Shabad originally belongs to God, the Guru being the instrument
through which it is articulated. It is, therefore mentioned as Dhur
ki bani (the word ultimate) Khasam ki bani (the utterance of the Lord
Master (G.G.S. P. 722). Shabad is also identified with God, Guru
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and also the Divine Naam. God reveals Himself and speaks through
the Guru, and makes Himself  known through Shabad, The Word,
so that The Word is the Guru, (Shabad Guru Surat Dhun Chela P.
943). God reveals Himself  through The Word and makes the path
of liberation known through Shabad, Nam & Guru.

The real significance of the Shabad is revealed through its
functions. One of  the shades of  Shabad is hukam, the Divine
Cosmic Order or the Divine Creative Energy. Keeta pasao eko
kavao, tis te hoe lakh dariao - with one word Thou didst effect
the worldly Expanse, where by lacs of  rivers began to flow (P. 3).
The word itself  is the Creative & Dissolutive Power, "By the Divine
Word comes about Creation and dissolution; By the Divine Word
again comes about creation - utpati parlo Sabde hove; Sabade hi
phiri opati hovai. P. 117). Again Shabad, Nam and Hukam, the three
words stand for God's Operative power that Creates, Preserves and
dissolves and is immanent in sustaining all the creation.

Chaudis hukam vartai prabh tera
Chaudis namu patalang;
Sabh mai sabad vartai prabh sacha
Karami milai bialang. P. 1275

Only a mystic divine of Sant Ji's calibre can unfold the deep
meanings of this basic concept. He is of the view that 'human
intellect cannot hold fast to the Shabad. The Holy Word is not a
letter of alphabet, it is God's energy enriched in Divine Melody
which is identical with God Himself (P. 14).

'What has been described as primal sound is actually Shabad.
This is called anahad Nad (unstruck melody) : it is produced in
the body without any effort of the individual self, by establishing
its relationship with vital airs & ether (P. 20). His Holiness has
identified thirteen sounds emanating from Shabad viz; kingri, singi,
bheri, toor, beena, Ek shabad, neesanu, garud shabad, ghanta, ghungru, tanti
shabad, runjhun & babiha (P. 20-23). It is really a very interesting
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and fascinating study for the students of  theology.

The fourth chapter of the book is the discourse of His
Holiness Sant Waryam Singh Ji of  Ratwara Sahib in which some
glorious glimpses of  a true saint are depicted. The last two chapters
of  the book record the speeches of  Dr. Swami Ram, the saint
scholar of International fame & also the founder of Himalayan
Institute of Medical Sciences, Dehradun. These speeches were
delivered at the annual samagam of  Vishav Gurmat Roohani Mission
Charitable Trust at Ratwara Sahib in the Oct., 1995. Swami Ram
is a profound scholar of mysticism & religious philosophy and a
great admirer of  Sikh Gurus & Guru Granth Sahib.

I must thank Prof. P. D. Shastri for the translation and Prof.
P. S. Sidhu for vetting this book. I know it is a stupendous task
to translate the mystic thoughts; you can only imbibe them, if you
have a faith. This book I do hope will definitely help to enrich
your inner & real self.

Ratwara Sahib Dr. Jagjit Singh

12-3-2000 Chief Editor
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Sacred Sermons of  Sant Ji
(Part - I)

During the course of series of Dewans - holy gatherings, at
Chandigarh in 1961, one day, at dawn a large number of  devotees
both Sikh and Hindu brethren of  almost all persuasions turned up.
On that occasion a question was put to the holy great man.

"By what means and by what discipline of life,
Tell me, O Nobleman, Is He attained?
And by what methods is He to be contemplated."
By touching the feet of the saints is attained the Wondrous Lord
To the feet of the holy therefore, attach thyself.
ÇÕå¹ ° ÇìÇèÁË ÇÕå¹ ° Ã¿ÜÇî êÅÂÆÁËÍÍÇÕå¹ ° ÇìÇèÁË ÇÕå¹ ° Ã¿ÜÇî êÅÂÆÁËÍÍÇÕå¹ ° ÇìÇèÁË ÇÕå¹ ° Ã¿ÜÇî êÅÂÆÁËÍÍÇÕå¹ ° ÇìÇèÁË ÇÕå¹ ° Ã¿ÜÇî êÅÂÆÁËÍÍÇÕå¹ ° ÇìÇèÁË ÇÕå¹ ° Ã¿ÜÇî êÅÂÆÁËÍÍ
ÕÔ¹ Ã¹ðÜé ÇÕå¹ ° Ü¹×åÆ ÇèÁÅÂÆÁËÍÕÔ¹ Ã¹ðÜé ÇÕå¹ ° Ü¹×åÆ ÇèÁÅÂÆÁËÍÕÔ¹ Ã¹ðÜé ÇÕå¹ ° Ü¹×åÆ ÇèÁÅÂÆÁËÍÕÔ¹ Ã¹ðÜé ÇÕå¹ ° Ü¹×åÆ ÇèÁÅÂÆÁËÍÕÔ¹ Ã¹ðÜé ÇÕå¹ ° Ü¹×åÆ ÇèÁÅÂÆÁËÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - HBB- HBB- HBB- HBB- HBB

The holy man pointed to the preceding lines of the great
statement quoted above and asked the enquirer to ponder over the
hint contained therein :

"Beyond our reach, the eternal Creator
The purifier of sinners,
Contemplate Him even for an instant."
Á×î ðÈê ÁÇìéÅÃÆ ÕðåÅ Á×î ðÈê ÁÇìéÅÃÆ ÕðåÅ Á×î ðÈê ÁÇìéÅÃÆ ÕðåÅ Á×î ðÈê ÁÇìéÅÃÆ ÕðåÅ Á×î ðÈê ÁÇìéÅÃÆ ÕðåÅ êÇåå êÇòå ÇÂÕ ÇéîÖ ÜêÅÂÆÁËÍÍêÇåå êÇòå ÇÂÕ ÇéîÖ ÜêÅÂÆÁËÍÍêÇåå êÇòå ÇÂÕ ÇéîÖ ÜêÅÂÆÁËÍÍêÇåå êÇòå ÇÂÕ ÇéîÖ ÜêÅÂÆÁËÍÍêÇåå êÇòå ÇÂÕ ÇéîÖ ÜêÅÂÆÁËÍÍ
ÁÚðÜ¹ Ã¹Çéú êðÅêÇå í¶à¹ñ¶ ÁÚðÜ¹ Ã¹Çéú êðÅêÇå í¶à¹ñ¶ ÁÚðÜ¹ Ã¹Çéú êðÅêÇå í¶à¹ñ¶ ÁÚðÜ¹ Ã¹Çéú êðÅêÇå í¶à¹ñ¶ ÁÚðÜ¹ Ã¹Çéú êðÅêÇå í¶à¹ñ¶ Ã³å Úðé Úðé îé° ñÅÂÆÁËÍÍÃ³å Úðé Úðé îé° ñÅÂÆÁËÍÍÃ³å Úðé Úðé îé° ñÅÂÆÁËÍÍÃ³å Úðé Úðé îé° ñÅÂÆÁËÍÍÃ³å Úðé Úðé îé° ñÅÂÆÁËÍÍ

AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - HBB- HBB- HBB- HBB- HBB
By associating with the holy men who are in direct communion

with the Divine, and by showing deep devotion to them, one can
realise God. As Guru Maharaj avers in this connection :

Those who utter Lord's Name with their tongue
And hear with ears the ambrosial word
Nanak says he is sacrifice unto them
Who are rapt in the Lord Transcendent."
ðÃéÅ À°Úð³Çå éÅî³ ÃÌòä³ Ã¹é³Çå Ãìç Á³ÇîÌåÔÍÍðÃéÅ À°Úð³Çå éÅî³ ÃÌòä³ Ã¹é³Çå Ãìç Á³ÇîÌåÔÍÍðÃéÅ À°Úð³Çå éÅî³ ÃÌòä³ Ã¹é³Çå Ãìç Á³ÇîÌåÔÍÍðÃéÅ À°Úð³Çå éÅî³ ÃÌòä³ Ã¹é³Çå Ãìç Á³ÇîÌåÔÍÍðÃéÅ À°Úð³Çå éÅî³ ÃÌòä³ Ã¹é³Çå Ãìç Á³ÇîÌåÔÍÍ
éÅéÕ Çåé Ãç ìÇñÔÅð³ ÇÜéÅ ÇèÁÅé° êÅðìÌÔîäÔÍÍéÅéÕ Çåé Ãç ìÇñÔÅð³ ÇÜéÅ ÇèÁÅé° êÅðìÌÔîäÔÍÍéÅéÕ Çåé Ãç ìÇñÔÅð³ ÇÜéÅ ÇèÁÅé° êÅðìÌÔîäÔÍÍéÅéÕ Çåé Ãç ìÇñÔÅð³ ÇÜéÅ ÇèÁÅé° êÅðìÌÔîäÔÍÍéÅéÕ Çåé Ãç ìÇñÔÅð³ ÇÜéÅ ÇèÁÅé° êÅðìÌÔîäÔÍÍ

AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - G@I- G@I- G@I- G@I- G@I
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Ordinarily one can realise the God-head by recitation of Nam
(éÅî), by being in the holy company of saints, and by deep
devotion to God. Once, when through deep contemplation the
interior visualisation of the Divine finds a lodgement in one's heart,
then with the help of the enlightened saints the ultimate
Consciousness of  the Divine can be attained. The Gurmukhs, the
Saints, and the spiritually endowed divines can easily discern and
judge the spiritual worth of the seekers, who can be classified into
three categories of high, middle and low according to their spiritual
merit and standing. Then the means adopted to instruct them
according to their respective merit fructify faster and show results
quickly. The number of  levels among these three categories of
seekers multiply manifold, when their individual propensities
imbibed from the three Gunas of  Rajo, Tamo and Sato are taken
into consideration.

For the seekers of  the highest order and merit the most
suitable method recomended is the worship and the contemplation
of  God purely as a non dual transcendent reality without attributes.
For the middle level seekers there are three modes of  contemplation.
First type is called prateek (êÌåÆÕ) , the second is called Sampat
(Ã¿êå) and the third is called Angraih (Á¿×ÌÇÔ) (these terms are
explained later). These three kinds are summed up under the title
dhyan (ÇèÁÅé). For the lower (third category) seekers, remembering
and repeating the Name of God, with the tongue; then doing jap
in the heart, and finally ajapa jap (repeating God’s Name in the mind
only). These three kinds are summed up under the designation of
Jaap (ÜÅê). In these is included nine-fold devotion (bhagti). Devotion
is of two kinds : one is called devotion of the Beyond, that is
the highest form of  devotion. It is called devotion to One Supreme
only. Devotion which is constant and is full of  passion (love of
God) is called devotion to The Beyond. To this only a person of
True knowledge is entitled - none else. The second type is called
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devotion of Non-Beyond (ÁêðÅ í×åÆ). This is a non intensive
devotion of  Duality. All the four kinds of  seekers, the Artha Aarthi
(Áðæ ÁÅðæÆ), The Aarat (ÁÅðå), The Atur and Giani can use this
mode of  worship. Some great souls have mentioned four types of
seeker devotees.

1. Kanishta (ÕÇéôà íÜéÆÕ)(ÕÇéôà íÜéÆÕ)(ÕÇéôà íÜéÆÕ)(ÕÇéôà íÜéÆÕ)(ÕÇéôà íÜéÆÕ) are the lowest type : Those who
cannot concentrate and control their wayward mind, during recital
of  scriptures and prayer. They read and recite the scriptures without
concentration. They meditate in fits and starts and without
bothering whether the mind is attentive or indulging in flights of
imagination. These seekers in the company of other devotees do
acquire the habit and inclination to pray, to observe the daily
meditative routine, and how to read and recite the holy texts, but
they remain completely oblivious of the fact that :

"Praise the Lord O Saintly friends
With mind concentrated and fully awakened."
êÌí ÕÆ À°ÃåÇå ÕðÔ¹ Ã³å îÆåÍÍêÌí ÕÆ À°ÃåÇå ÕðÔ¹ Ã³å îÆåÍÍêÌí ÕÆ À°ÃåÇå ÕðÔ¹ Ã³å îÆåÍÍêÌí ÕÆ À°ÃåÇå ÕðÔ¹ Ã³å îÆåÍÍêÌí ÕÆ À°ÃåÇå ÕðÔ¹ Ã³å îÆåÍÍ
ÃÅòèÅé Â¶ÕÅ×ð ÚÆåÍÍÃÅòèÅé Â¶ÕÅ×ð ÚÆåÍÍÃÅòèÅé Â¶ÕÅ×ð ÚÆåÍÍÃÅòèÅé Â¶ÕÅ×ð ÚÆåÍÍÃÅòèÅé Â¶ÕÅ×ð ÚÆåÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - BIE- BIE- BIE- BIE- BIE

Such devotee-worshippers try to shun evil acts and thoughts,
they listen to the discourses of the great souls in the religious
meetings - superficially they are also engaged in sewa (Ã¶òÅ) (service
of  people), they also talk of  great thoughts more or less. But they
do not enquire from the great persons the methods to control the
mind. Rather they persevere in their own way. These persons are
somewhat better than those who do not worship at all. The
persistence in their own wayward manner of worship does in the
long run, bear fruit, if  they are lucky enough to encounter some
enlightened soul, from whom by learning the most appropriate mode
of  worship, they may acquire the propensity to pray and meditate
with full concentration of mind. It is also possible that in the
wholesome company of saints they may make an effort to control
and stabilize their minds. It will not be wrong if  they are called
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the students of first standard in a Primary school of devotional
worship. But they are certainly better than those who do not pray
at all.

2. Middle level Devotees (îèî íÜéÆÕ)(îèî íÜéÆÕ)(îèî íÜéÆÕ)(îèî íÜéÆÕ)(îèî íÜéÆÕ)  - The consciousness
of these seekers has been somewhat awakened. When in prayer or
reading the holy text they make an attempt to control their mind.
When they are reading the Holy text, they pay attention to the
spellings and thus try to stop the mind from wandering. They make
an attempt to understand the meaning of the sacred text, and for
that brief  moment, they are able to stop the mind from its flights.
Sometime, they get absorbed in the substance (meaning) of the holy
text for a short while and even begin enjoying the Bani in a small
measure. When doing the jap of gur-mantra (the secret word given
to them by the Guru), they know that their mind is making the
flights and they try various expedients to control it. Sometimes,
their mind does become stable and for a little while, they are able
to achieve concentration and feel its divine taste - and they make
up their mind, that in future when they sit for prayer, they will
not allow their mind to wander. But mind is elusive like mercury.
You can’t hold mercury under your finger. To control mercury, you
need some chemical, similarly to control your mind you need some
proper method. Such a devotee is classed as the middle type. These
are much better than the aforesaid ones (lower level devotees). If
they work hard, they can very soon make progress. These can be
termed as devotees, who have studied upto the  matriculation
standard.

The Best devotees (À°åî íÜéÆÕ) (À°åî íÜéÆÕ) (À°åî íÜéÆÕ) (À°åî íÜéÆÕ) (À°åî íÜéÆÕ) - The beloved devotees of
this class are full of  love for the Holy Gurus and for their beloved
Saints. They regard their words as sublime and worth veneration.
Their time of  the prayer is firmly fixed. They recite the Bani with
rapt attention and in a perfect manner; and they sit for prayer at a
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proper place. At that time, they never allow any other thought to
enter their mind. They get completely engrossed in the shabad (The
holy word). By slow degrees they forget their surroundings and
become a part of the Shabad itself. They spontaneously obtain the
knowledge of  the secret internal activities. With full faith, they
cross the internal stages and get on the road to progress. By keeping
company with the great souls, they soon arrive at their desired
destination. In their mind, there is a strong urge to do good to
others to perform desireless actions, to bring the people who have
lost their way on the right path. They themselves do the jap of the
Nam and also inspire others to do the same. They organise the
meetings and devotional programmes by bringing Godly great
persons there. If for any reason, their inner consciousness is
disturbed, they inwardly begin to feel the change at once just like
a drug addict, who feels disturbed when he can’t get the intoxicant
he needs. About this the Bani says :

I slept not with my spouse to-night and every part of my body is
pining in pain.
Go and ask thou the deserted one, as to how does she passes her
night.
ÁÜ¹ é Ã ¹åÆ Õ ³å ÇÃÀ° Á ³× ¹ î ¹ó ¶  î ¹ Çó ÜÅÇÂÍÍÁÜ¹ é Ã ¹åÆ Õ ³å ÇÃÀ° Á ³× ¹ î ¹ó ¶  î ¹ Çó ÜÅÇÂÍÍÁÜ¹ é Ã ¹åÆ Õ ³å ÇÃÀ° Á ³× ¹ î ¹ó ¶  î ¹ Çó ÜÅÇÂÍÍÁÜ¹ é Ã ¹åÆ Õ ³å ÇÃÀ° Á ³× ¹ î ¹ó ¶  î ¹ Çó ÜÅÇÂÍÍÁÜ¹ é Ã ¹åÆ Õ ³å ÇÃÀ° Á ³× ¹ î ¹ó ¶  î ¹ Çó ÜÅÇÂÍÍ
ÜÅÇÂ ê¹ÛÔ¹ â¯ÔÅ×äÆ å°î ÇÕÀ° ðËÇä ÇòÔÅÇÂÍÍÜÅÇÂ ê¹ÛÔ¹ â¯ÔÅ×äÆ å°î ÇÕÀ° ðËÇä ÇòÔÅÇÂÍÍÜÅÇÂ ê¹ÛÔ¹ â¯ÔÅ×äÆ å°î ÇÕÀ° ðËÇä ÇòÔÅÇÂÍÍÜÅÇÂ ê¹ÛÔ¹ â¯ÔÅ×äÆ å°î ÇÕÀ° ðËÇä ÇòÔÅÇÂÍÍÜÅÇÂ ê¹ÛÔ¹ â¯ÔÅ×äÆ å°î ÇÕÀ° ðËÇä ÇòÔÅÇÂÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg  - ACGI - ACGI - ACGI - ACGI - ACGI

Such devotees begin to experience the inner light, and inwardly
and outwardly they feel it as the Light of God. But still, the
complete destruction of  ignorance has not taken place. They
sometime feel five types of  illusions : (i) the illusion of  duality,
(ii) doubt about one’s duty (iii) illusion about one’s companions (iv)
illusion about change and (v) illusion about what is Reality. The
influence of these five illusions still remains in their mental make
up; sometimes, the darkness of ignorance overpowers them, due
to the natural force of habit; and often that darkness is relieved
by the light of  True knowledge. Such devotees need the guidance
of God realised great souls at all times who have the capacity to
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destroy the five illusions.

Such devotee seekers have risen to the Master's (Post graduate)
level of their spiritual quest and knowledge.

4. The highest level of seekers : - In their case all the five
illusions have been destroyed, and after aquiring the ultimate
knowledge of The Absolute, their minds more often abide in the
fourth, fifth and sixth stage of  Super-consciousness. Because of  the
total absence of  the I'ness (ego) they become god like Brahmagyanis
(gnostics), and are often honoured by such exalted appellations as
Guru Dashmesh Maharaj gracefully confers : -

He who knows the Spiritual Bliss
He is the pure godly Khalsa,
Between God, myself and him
Not a grain of difference is there, then.
ÁÅåî ðÃ ÇÜÔ ÜÅéÔÆ, Ã¯ ÔË õÅñÃ ç¶òÍÍÁÅåî ðÃ ÇÜÔ ÜÅéÔÆ, Ã¯ ÔË õÅñÃ ç¶òÍÍÁÅåî ðÃ ÇÜÔ ÜÅéÔÆ, Ã¯ ÔË õÅñÃ ç¶òÍÍÁÅåî ðÃ ÇÜÔ ÜÅéÔÆ, Ã¯ ÔË õÅñÃ ç¶òÍÍÁÅåî ðÃ ÇÜÔ ÜÅéÔÆ, Ã¯ ÔË õÅñÃ ç¶òÍÍ
êÌí îÇÔ, î¯ îÇÔ, åÅÃ îÇÔ, ð³ÚÕ éÅÔé í¶òÍÍêÌí îÇÔ, î¯ îÇÔ, åÅÃ îÇÔ, ð³ÚÕ éÅÔé í¶òÍÍêÌí îÇÔ, î¯ îÇÔ, åÅÃ îÇÔ, ð³ÚÕ éÅÔé í¶òÍÍêÌí îÇÔ, î¯ îÇÔ, åÅÃ îÇÔ, ð³ÚÕ éÅÔé í¶òÍÍêÌí îÇÔ, î¯ îÇÔ, åÅÃ îÇÔ, ð³ÚÕ éÅÔé í¶òÍÍÃðì ñ¯Ô ×Ì ³æ)Ãðì ñ¯Ô ×Ì ³æ)Ãðì ñ¯Ô ×Ì ³æ)Ãðì ñ¯Ô ×Ì ³æ)Ãðì ñ¯Ô ×Ì ³æ)

Such seekers have made Spiritual progress to the highest
doctoral (D. Lit.) level.

Mentioned above are the four characteristic levels of the
devotee-seekers. Those who are at the bottom to start with, then
improve to middle level and then rise to the best categories, they
can also reach their spiritual destination, provided they put in hard
effort.

Now I will explain this to you in greater detail. Since it is
difficult to remember all this, therefore, make a note of it in your
note book. You may at your leisure discuss it among yourselves.
By repeated studies, this knowledge becomes confirmed for those
seekers who take part in holy meetings (satsang), recite the Bani
(Holy texts) and who by studying the words and lives of greatmen,
Gursikhs (×¹ðÇÃÖ), Sadhus, Spiritual adepts (ÃÅèÕ) and Arifs (mystics
- ÁÅðë), and the spiritually enlightened souls were inspired by their
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deeds and achievements to seek the Divine. Therefore, it is
essential that they should control their mind, free their mind from
the meshes of the false worldly pleasures and should forsake desires
of  all sorts. According to the philosophy of  Gurmat, when a soul
is born in the world in the shape of man, then his livelihood, joys
and sorrows, praise and censure, gain and loss, have all been
written in the shape of destiny since the beginning of time
according to the inexorable law of  Karma. Even the familial
relationships and ties of  their present life are determined as written
by the eternal law of Samyoga and Viyoga. (The process of union
and separation).

Such cargo shall be with the mortal, as God's pen has recorded on
his brow.
ÜËÃÆ Õñî ò¹óÆ ÔË îÃåÇÕ åËÃÆ ÜÆÁó¶ êÅÇÃÍÍÜËÃÆ Õñî ò¹óÆ ÔË îÃåÇÕ åËÃÆ ÜÆÁó¶ êÅÇÃÍÍÜËÃÆ Õñî ò¹óÆ ÔË îÃåÇÕ åËÃÆ ÜÆÁó¶ êÅÇÃÍÍÜËÃÆ Õñî ò¹óÆ ÔË îÃåÇÕ åËÃÆ ÜÆÁó¶ êÅÇÃÍÍÜËÃÆ Õñî ò¹óÆ ÔË îÃåÇÕ åËÃÆ ÜÆÁó¶ êÅÇÃÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - GD- GD- GD- GD- GD

About these writs of Destiny more clarifications are given us
under -

The writ, scribed by the Creator, O my mate, can be erased not.
The Creator, who Himself has created the universe, mercifully
places His foot (realization) in man's mind.
ñ¶Ö¹ é ÇîàÂÆ Ô¶ ÃÖÆ Ü¯ ÇñÇÖÁÅ ÕðåÅÇðÍÍñ¶Ö¹ é ÇîàÂÆ Ô¶ ÃÖÆ Ü¯ ÇñÇÖÁÅ ÕðåÅÇðÍÍñ¶Ö¹ é ÇîàÂÆ Ô¶ ÃÖÆ Ü¯ ÇñÇÖÁÅ ÕðåÅÇðÍÍñ¶Ö¹ é ÇîàÂÆ Ô¶ ÃÖÆ Ü¯ ÇñÇÖÁÅ ÕðåÅÇðÍÍñ¶Ö¹ é ÇîàÂÆ Ô¶ ÃÖÆ Ü¯ ÇñÇÖÁÅ ÕðåÅÇðÍÍ
ÁÅê¶ ÕÅðä° ÇÜÇé ÕÆÁÅ ÕÇð ÇÕðêÅ ê×¹ èÅÇðÍÍÁÅê¶ ÕÅðä° ÇÜÇé ÕÆÁÅ ÕÇð ÇÕðêÅ ê×¹ èÅÇðÍÍÁÅê¶ ÕÅðä° ÇÜÇé ÕÆÁÅ ÕÇð ÇÕðêÅ ê×¹ èÅÇðÍÍÁÅê¶ ÕÅðä° ÇÜÇé ÕÆÁÅ ÕÇð ÇÕðêÅ ê×¹ èÅÇðÍÍÁÅê¶ ÕÅðä° ÇÜÇé ÕÆÁÅ ÕÇð ÇÕðêÅ ê×¹ èÅÇðÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - ICG- ICG- ICG- ICG- ICG
Over the head of all the beings is the Lord's writ; there is none
over whom this writ is not.
He Himself is without a writ.
Creating the creation, the Lord beholds it and Himself, causes His
writ to be executed.
Ãðì ÜÆÁÅ ÇÃÇð ñ¶Ö¹ è¹ðÅÔÈÃðì ÜÆÁÅ ÇÃÇð ñ¶Ö¹ è¹ðÅÔÈÃðì ÜÆÁÅ ÇÃÇð ñ¶Ö¹ è¹ðÅÔÈÃðì ÜÆÁÅ ÇÃÇð ñ¶Ö¹ è¹ðÅÔÈÃðì ÜÆÁÅ ÇÃÇð ñ¶Ö¹ è¹ðÅÔÈ
Çìé° ñ¶ÖË éÔÆ Õ¯ÂÆ ÜÆÀ°ÍÍÇìé° ñ¶ÖË éÔÆ Õ¯ÂÆ ÜÆÀ°ÍÍÇìé° ñ¶ÖË éÔÆ Õ¯ÂÆ ÜÆÀ°ÍÍÇìé° ñ¶ÖË éÔÆ Õ¯ÂÆ ÜÆÀ°ÍÍÇìé° ñ¶ÖË éÔÆ Õ¯ÂÆ ÜÆÀ°ÍÍ
ÁÅÇê Áñ¶Ö¹ Õ°çðÇå ÕÇð ç¶ÖËÁÅÇê Áñ¶Ö¹ Õ°çðÇå ÕÇð ç¶ÖËÁÅÇê Áñ¶Ö¹ Õ°çðÇå ÕÇð ç¶ÖËÁÅÇê Áñ¶Ö¹ Õ°çðÇå ÕÇð ç¶ÖËÁÅÇê Áñ¶Ö¹ Õ°çðÇå ÕÇð ç¶ÖË
Ô¹ÕÇî ÚñÅÂ¶ Ã¯ÂÆ ÜÆÀ°ÍÍÔ¹ÕÇî ÚñÅÂ¶ Ã¯ÂÆ ÜÆÀ°ÍÍÔ¹ÕÇî ÚñÅÂ¶ Ã¯ÂÆ ÜÆÀ°ÍÍÔ¹ÕÇî ÚñÅÂ¶ Ã¯ÂÆ ÜÆÀ°ÍÍÔ¹ÕÇî ÚñÅÂ¶ Ã¯ÂÆ ÜÆÀ°ÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - EIH- EIH- EIH- EIH- EIH

It is very essential for all seekers that by having firm faith in
these statements of  the Gurus they should forsake the desires for
wealth, women and children, and then should associate with the
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well known Saints, savants and mystics.

Out of the godly men whom you have adopted, keep the
company of such as are full time practitioners of the transcendental
meditation of  the Infinite and who are seekers of  the Word Divine.
By keeping their company, the seeker can advance on the path of
Name Divine. In order to make progress in one’s practice of  Nam,
it is necessary under all conditions to practise such virtues as non-
attachment to the world, right thinking, contentment, fortitude,
forgiveness and belief in God and so on. One should totally leave
all those actions in which these virtues do not figure.

Do thou not ever do such a deed, of which thou may have to
repent in the end.
ÁËÃÅ Õ³î¹ îÈñ¶ é ÕÆÚË ÇÜå° Á³Çå êÛ¯åÅÂÆÁËÍÍÁËÃÅ Õ³î¹ îÈñ¶ é ÕÆÚË ÇÜå° Á³Çå êÛ¯åÅÂÆÁËÍÍÁËÃÅ Õ³î¹ îÈñ¶ é ÕÆÚË ÇÜå° Á³Çå êÛ¯åÅÂÆÁËÍÍÁËÃÅ Õ³î¹ îÈñ¶ é ÕÆÚË ÇÜå° Á³Çå êÛ¯åÅÂÆÁËÍÍÁËÃÅ Õ³î¹ îÈñ¶ é ÕÆÚË ÇÜå° Á³Çå êÛ¯åÅÂÆÁËÍÍ

AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - IAH- IAH- IAH- IAH- IAH
Farid, the deeds, which are of no avail, abandon thou those deeds,
lest thou be put to shame in the court of the Lord.
ëðÆçÅ ÇÜ³éÆ Õ³îÆ éÅÇÔ ×¹ä å¶ Õ³îó¶ ÇòÃÅÇðÍÍëðÆçÅ ÇÜ³éÆ Õ³îÆ éÅÇÔ ×¹ä å¶ Õ³îó¶ ÇòÃÅÇðÍÍëðÆçÅ ÇÜ³éÆ Õ³îÆ éÅÇÔ ×¹ä å¶ Õ³îó¶ ÇòÃÅÇðÍÍëðÆçÅ ÇÜ³éÆ Õ³îÆ éÅÇÔ ×¹ä å¶ Õ³îó¶ ÇòÃÅÇðÍÍëðÆçÅ ÇÜ³éÆ Õ³îÆ éÅÇÔ ×¹ä å¶ Õ³îó¶ ÇòÃÅÇðÍÍ
îå ÃðÇî³çÅ æÆòÔÆ Ã»ÂÆ çË çðìÅÇðÍÍîå ÃðÇî³çÅ æÆòÔÆ Ã»ÂÆ çË çðìÅÇðÍÍîå ÃðÇî³çÅ æÆòÔÆ Ã»ÂÆ çË çðìÅÇðÍÍîå ÃðÇî³çÅ æÆòÔÆ Ã»ÂÆ çË çðìÅÇðÍÍîå ÃðÇî³çÅ æÆòÔÆ Ã»ÂÆ çË çðìÅÇðÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - ACHA- ACHA- ACHA- ACHA- ACHA

For achieving the supreme state, self-control, meditation and
taking part in holy congregation are absolutely essential. Adopting
these virtues alone is called an endeavour to reach the goal. The
real fact is that to the thoughtless man the world seems real. As
against this, to the thoughtful person, who is engrossed in Him,
this very world looks the manifest form of  God Himself. The world
is the creation of the mental imagination. When this falsehood is
destroyed and one achieves the mindless state, then this world
appears as the manifest form of  God.

For the seeker of  the Supreme, to start with, it is very
necessary to feel love for the gross form of  the Guru. By such a
love for the guru, the secret wire inside gets connected to the
reality of  the Almighty. With His Grace, this wire reaches the heart
and kindles earnest desire for achieving God. Gradually as, the love
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for the Guru finds a lodgement in the heart, in that measure the
dirt of  the inner mind begins to be washed away. Duality is
absolutely finished. When with incessant practice, one’s
consciousness becomes refined, then love for the formless being of
the Guru springs forth. Because our path is :

As a lotus-flower remains unaffected in water, as also a duck
swims against the stream's current and becomes not wet, so with
fixed intent on the Guru's word and uttering the Name, O Nanak,
the dreadful world-ocean is crossed.
ÜËÃ¶ Üñ îÇÔ Õî« ÇéðÅñî¹ î¹ð×ÅÂÆ éË ÃÅä¶ÍÍÜËÃ¶ Üñ îÇÔ Õî« ÇéðÅñî¹ î¹ð×ÅÂÆ éË ÃÅä¶ÍÍÜËÃ¶ Üñ îÇÔ Õî« ÇéðÅñî¹ î¹ð×ÅÂÆ éË ÃÅä¶ÍÍÜËÃ¶ Üñ îÇÔ Õî« ÇéðÅñî¹ î¹ð×ÅÂÆ éË ÃÅä¶ÍÍÜËÃ¶ Üñ îÇÔ Õî« ÇéðÅñî¹ î¹ð×ÅÂÆ éË ÃÅä¶ÍÍ
Ã¹ðÇå ÃìÇç íò ÃÅ×ð¹ åðÆÁË éÅéÕ éÅî¹ òÖÅäËÍÍÃ¹ðÇå ÃìÇç íò ÃÅ×ð¹ åðÆÁË éÅéÕ éÅî¹ òÖÅäËÍÍÃ¹ðÇå ÃìÇç íò ÃÅ×ð¹ åðÆÁË éÅéÕ éÅî¹ òÖÅäËÍÍÃ¹ðÇå ÃìÇç íò ÃÅ×ð¹ åðÆÁË éÅéÕ éÅî¹ òÖÅäËÍÍÃ¹ðÇå ÃìÇç íò ÃÅ×ð¹ åðÆÁË éÅéÕ éÅî¹ òÖÅäËÍÍê ³éÅ -ê³éÅ -ê³éÅ -ê³éÅ -ê³éÅ -
ICHICHICHICHICH

The purpose is to gain mastery of  the Shabad (Holy Word).
Shabad is all. There is nothing else but the Shabad. Shabad has
assumed all shapes by becoming manifest. Shabad is the beginning,
middle and end of  all. For this reason, it is necessary to practise
Shabad. As is hinted in Gurbani -

The creation and deluge occur through the Lord's Word.
Through the Word the creation evolves again.
Guru's slave knows that the True Lord Himself does everything.
The Guru-centric realises that having created He merges all in
Himself.
À°åêÇå êðñÀ° Ãìç¶ Ô¯òËÍÍ Ãìç¶ ÔÆ ÇëÇð úêÇå Ô¯òËÍÍÀ°åêÇå êðñÀ° Ãìç¶ Ô¯òËÍÍ Ãìç¶ ÔÆ ÇëÇð úêÇå Ô¯òËÍÍÀ°åêÇå êðñÀ° Ãìç¶ Ô¯òËÍÍ Ãìç¶ ÔÆ ÇëÇð úêÇå Ô¯òËÍÍÀ°åêÇå êðñÀ° Ãìç¶ Ô¯òËÍÍ Ãìç¶ ÔÆ ÇëÇð úêÇå Ô¯òËÍÍÀ°åêÇå êðñÀ° Ãìç¶ Ô¯òËÍÍ Ãìç¶ ÔÆ ÇëÇð úêÇå Ô¯òËÍÍ
×¹ðî¹ÇÖ òðåË Ãí¹ ÁÅê¶ ÃÚÅ ×¹ðî¹ÇÖ À°êÅÇÂ ÃîÅòÇäÁÅÍÍ×¹ðî¹ÇÖ òðåË Ãí¹ ÁÅê¶ ÃÚÅ ×¹ðî¹ÇÖ À°êÅÇÂ ÃîÅòÇäÁÅÍÍ×¹ðî¹ÇÖ òðåË Ãí¹ ÁÅê¶ ÃÚÅ ×¹ðî¹ÇÖ À°êÅÇÂ ÃîÅòÇäÁÅÍÍ×¹ðî¹ÇÖ òðåË Ãí¹ ÁÅê¶ ÃÚÅ ×¹ðî¹ÇÖ À°êÅÇÂ ÃîÅòÇäÁÅÍÍ×¹ðî¹ÇÖ òðåË Ãí¹ ÁÅê¶ ÃÚÅ ×¹ðî¹ÇÖ À°êÅÇÂ ÃîÅòÇäÁÅÍÍ

AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - AAG- AAG- AAG- AAG- AAG
By being in touch with the great and enlightened savants who

are well-versed in the revealed Divine Word one can overcome the
human infirmities and weaknesses created by the overwhelming evil
perversions, the long accumulated veneer of  dirt of  generations,
the discriminatory human segregation, and cloud of mental
obscurity. His internal life is characterised by satogun (noble quality)
and he experiences happiness. But in order to reach one’s
destination, the steep climb of the consciousness is accomplished,
only by the practice of the Shabad (holy word). Hence it is
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necessary for us to wait upon the great souls, who have realised
the Truth and we should be ever busy in their service. The beloved
Sikhs should adore the Bani of Guru Granth Sahib and should listen
to it, read it and have faith in it.

Meeting with thy Guru, remain thou ever wakeful.
Ô¯Ô ¹ ÃÅòèÅé Áê¹é¶ ×¹ð ÇÃÀ°ÍÍÔ¯Ô ¹ ÃÅòèÅé Áê¹é¶ ×¹ð ÇÃÀ°ÍÍÔ¯Ô ¹ ÃÅòèÅé Áê¹é¶ ×¹ð ÇÃÀ°ÍÍÔ¯Ô ¹ ÃÅòèÅé Áê¹é¶ ×¹ð ÇÃÀ°ÍÍÔ¯Ô ¹ ÃÅòèÅé Áê¹é¶ ×¹ð ÇÃÀ°ÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - HIE- HIE- HIE- HIE- HIE

They should devote themsleves to Him body and soul and
render service to Him humbly without any trace of  personal vanity.
It is also imperative to be in close communion both inwardly and
outwardly with such a saint every day for an hour or two. One
should gaze straight into his eyes without batting one's eye lids.
Thus one should go on practising this every day. While doing so,
a day will come when the sight of that great soul (saint) will focus
on you. Then there will be a cleaning of your mind and the evil
of  your mind would vanish. In this way, when he preaches to you
of his own accord about the higher states, then, automatically your
mind will reach the higher stages. This means that for establishing
complete rapport with your guru, you should remain ardently eager
for catching his eye. The grace and the miracle of  Guru’s power
would start moulding your inside and you would make daily
progress (on the spiritual path), with your effort and constant
practice. One should not be in a haste to accomplish this nor
should one feel restless (for immediate success), because the steady,
step by step practice gradually bears fruit. Some over eager
enthusiasts who as soon as they meet a saint, start practising
spiritual routine at once. They leave the whole thing in the middle
and one does not know where they have evaporated. Any act done
in haste cannot last for long. This creates obstacles in your path,
at the instance of  satan. Whatever action is performed under the
glance of  grace of  the Guru remains permanent. Just as a golden
principle is demonstrated for the remembrance (of God).

God's churn, churn thou O my brother.
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Steadily churn it, that the butter may not be lost.
ÔÇð ÕÅ Çìñ¯òéÅ Çìñ¯òÔ¹ î¶ð¶ íÅÂÆÍÍÔÇð ÕÅ Çìñ¯òéÅ Çìñ¯òÔ¹ î¶ð¶ íÅÂÆÍÍÔÇð ÕÅ Çìñ¯òéÅ Çìñ¯òÔ¹ î¶ð¶ íÅÂÆÍÍÔÇð ÕÅ Çìñ¯òéÅ Çìñ¯òÔ¹ î¶ð¶ íÅÂÆÍÍÔÇð ÕÅ Çìñ¯òéÅ Çìñ¯òÔ¹ î¶ð¶ íÅÂÆÍÍ
ÃÔÇÜ Çìñ¯òÔ¹ ÜËÃ¶ åå¹ ° é ÜÅÂÆÍÍÃÔÇÜ Çìñ¯òÔ¹ ÜËÃ¶ åå¹ ° é ÜÅÂÆÍÍÃÔÇÜ Çìñ¯òÔ¹ ÜËÃ¶ åå¹ ° é ÜÅÂÆÍÍÃÔÇÜ Çìñ¯òÔ¹ ÜËÃ¶ åå¹ ° é ÜÅÂÆÍÍÃÔÇÜ Çìñ¯òÔ¹ ÜËÃ¶ åå¹ ° é ÜÅÂÆÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - DGH- DGH- DGH- DGH- DGH

Then the great man remarked, what I have narrated to you
are the external means. Now I will tell you about the upliftment
(raising) of internal consciousness by degrees which is achieved by
the fakirs. Please listen to it carefully. When your consciousness sees
the heavens in the head; then stars, planets, many moons, and
countless suns will appear in a clear and clean sky. Also you would
have the resplendent glimpse of  the form on which you used to
meditate in the Agya-Chakkar in this sky. Many seekers being
satisfied with these glimpses stop here and feel satisfied when they
see the light of  these destinations. When you put in hard labour
to practise through Baikhari (ìËÖðÆ), Madhyama (îèîÅ) (middling)
Pasanti (êÃ¿åÆ) and Final Para (êðÅ) (beyond) forms of  the Bani
(divine Word) and put the pressure of  your breath on the last-Bani,
whose dwelling is in the navel (éÅíÆ), then the prayer to God
would burst out of  every pore of  your body. Then generally this
is the condition : A man of God meditates on God with every
fibre of  his being (P. 941). Beyond that when the saints after having
decided all points, would counsel you to raise your consciousness
to a greater height, only then one should resort to practice in the
right way. First of  all in Agya Chakkar, you have with great effort
to steady your meditation between the two eyes at the root of the
nose. As is said -

I see the fruitful vision of the Saint-Guru and this is the idea, that
I have entertained in my mind.
The Lord has become merciful unto Nanak and he has entered the
sanctuary of the Saint Guru.
Ãëñ îÈðÇå êðÃÀ° Ã³åé ÕÆ ÇÂÔË ÇèÁÅéÅ èðéÅÍÍÃëñ îÈðÇå êðÃÀ° Ã³åé ÕÆ ÇÂÔË ÇèÁÅéÅ èðéÅÍÍÃëñ îÈðÇå êðÃÀ° Ã³åé ÕÆ ÇÂÔË ÇèÁÅéÅ èðéÅÍÍÃëñ îÈðÇå êðÃÀ° Ã³åé ÕÆ ÇÂÔË ÇèÁÅéÅ èðéÅÍÍÃëñ îÈðÇå êðÃÀ° Ã³åé ÕÆ ÇÂÔË ÇèÁÅéÅ èðéÅÍÍ
íÇÂú Ç´êÅ« áÅÕ°ð¹ éÅéÕ ÕÀ° êÇðú ÃÅè ÕÆ ÃðéÅÍÍíÇÂú Ç´êÅ« áÅÕ°ð¹ éÅéÕ ÕÀ° êÇðú ÃÅè ÕÆ ÃðéÅÍÍíÇÂú Ç´êÅ« áÅÕ°ð¹ éÅéÕ ÕÀ° êÇðú ÃÅè ÕÆ ÃðéÅÍÍíÇÂú Ç´êÅ« áÅÕ°ð¹ éÅéÕ ÕÀ° êÇðú ÃÅè ÕÆ ÃðéÅÍÍíÇÂú Ç´êÅ« áÅÕ°ð¹ éÅéÕ ÕÀ° êÇðú ÃÅè ÕÆ ÃðéÅÍÍ

AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - ECA- ECA- ECA- ECA- ECA
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Here you would meditate on the Concrete Form of  God.
Gradually you would see the light and you would get the glimpse,
the form would look transparent. When your being is merged in
this figure of God, then you would experience that your own body
is exactly like the Form of  your meditation. Then the difference
of meditation, meditator and meditated would break and the seeker
would become worthy of the higher destination.

Warning - Since the path of  Shabad consciousness is esoteric,
it is not to be made public. You have to have firm faith in the
instructions of  the great souls. There are countless roads to reach
Waheguru, there are endless means (methods); you should firmly
stick to the formula, by means of  which you can find the solution
to your problem. Many votaries going on this path, without much
experience, raise the objection that it is idolatry, it is false ideology.
But Guru Maharaj has ordained thus -

Reflect thou over the Guru's image in thy mind and by Guru's
instruction propitiate thy soul with the Guru's hymns.
×¹ð ÕÆ îÈðÇå îé îÇÔ ÇèÁÅé°ÍÍ×¹ð ÕÆ îÈðÇå îé îÇÔ ÇèÁÅé°ÍÍ×¹ð ÕÆ îÈðÇå îé îÇÔ ÇèÁÅé°ÍÍ×¹ð ÕÆ îÈðÇå îé îÇÔ ÇèÁÅé°ÍÍ×¹ð ÕÆ îÈðÇå îé îÇÔ ÇèÁÅé°ÍÍ
×¹ð ÕË ÃìÇç î³åÌ îé° îÅéÍÍ×¹ð ÕË ÃìÇç î³åÌ îé° îÅéÍÍ×¹ð ÕË ÃìÇç î³åÌ îé° îÅéÍÍ×¹ð ÕË ÃìÇç î³åÌ îé° îÅéÍÍ×¹ð ÕË ÃìÇç î³åÌ îé° îÅéÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - HFD- HFD- HFD- HFD- HFD

The meditation consists of three parts, depending on the stage
of  the development of  the seeker. They are 1. Prateek Dhyan (êÌåÆÕ
ÇèÁÅé) 2. Sampat Dhian (Ã¿êå ÇèÁÅé) and 3. Ahamgrahi Dhyan
(ÁÔ¿×ÌÇÔ ÇèÁÅé) (explained below).

1. Prateek Dhyan (êÌåÆÕ ÇèÁÅé) (êÌåÆÕ ÇèÁÅé) (êÌåÆÕ ÇèÁÅé) (êÌåÆÕ ÇèÁÅé) (êÌåÆÕ ÇèÁÅé) - (meditation on an object fully
believed to be God) Take whatever object you seek to worship as
God (Holy Book or Guru or idol) then build your unshakable faith
in it, by regarding it as a direct source and the manifest proof of
godliness and the visible form of  God Himself. This is called
meditating on a set image. As has been ordained -

Deem thou the Guru and God as One.
×¹ð¹ êðî¶Ãð¹ Â¶Õ¯ ÜÅä°ÍÍ×¹ð ¹ êðî¶Ãð¹ Â¶Õ¯ ÜÅä°ÍÍ×¹ð ¹ êðî¶Ãð¹ Â¶Õ¯ ÜÅä°ÍÍ×¹ð ¹ êðî¶Ãð¹ Â¶Õ¯ ÜÅä°ÍÍ×¹ð ¹ êðî¶Ãð¹ Â¶Õ¯ ÜÅä°ÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg  - HFD - HFD - HFD - HFD - HFD
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Look at the Guru as the image of  God Himself  and feel the
presence of divinity in him. This is called the worship of a manifest
image of God.

2. Sampat Dhyan (Ã¿êå ÇèÁÅé)(Ã¿êå ÇèÁÅé)(Ã¿êå ÇèÁÅé)(Ã¿êå ÇèÁÅé)(Ã¿êå ÇèÁÅé) - (Meditation of an image as
God) Leave aside the visible shape and develop consciousness of
godhood in the object of your worship and find in it only the
presence of God (not its visible shape). This is called Sampat Dhyan.
The commandment is -

The Guru and God are one and the Divine imbues all.
They who are pre-destined, reflect over the Lord's Name.
×¹ð¹ êðî¶Ãð¹ Â¶Õ° ÔË Ãí îÇÔ ðÇÔÁÅ ÃîÅÇÂÍÍ×¹ð¹ êðî¶Ãð¹ Â¶Õ° ÔË Ãí îÇÔ ðÇÔÁÅ ÃîÅÇÂÍÍ×¹ð¹ êðî¶Ãð¹ Â¶Õ° ÔË Ãí îÇÔ ðÇÔÁÅ ÃîÅÇÂÍÍ×¹ð¹ êðî¶Ãð¹ Â¶Õ° ÔË Ãí îÇÔ ðÇÔÁÅ ÃîÅÇÂÍÍ×¹ð¹ êðî¶Ãð¹ Â¶Õ° ÔË Ãí îÇÔ ðÇÔÁÅ ÃîÅÇÂÍÍ
ÇÜé ÕÀ° êÈðÇì ÇñÇÖÁÅ Ã¶ÂÆ éÅî¹ ÇèÁÅÇÂÍÍÇÜé ÕÀ° êÈðÇì ÇñÇÖÁÅ Ã¶ÂÆ éÅî¹ ÇèÁÅÇÂÍÍÇÜé ÕÀ° êÈðÇì ÇñÇÖÁÅ Ã¶ÂÆ éÅî¹ ÇèÁÅÇÂÍÍÇÜé ÕÀ° êÈðÇì ÇñÇÖÁÅ Ã¶ÂÆ éÅî¹ ÇèÁÅÇÂÍÍÇÜé ÕÀ° êÈðÇì ÇñÇÖÁÅ Ã¶ÂÆ éÅî¹ ÇèÁÅÇÂÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg  - EC - EC - EC - EC - EC
My mind, none else is so great as the Guru.
I can think of no other place. The Guru alone can cause me to meet
the True Lord.
î¶ð¶ îé ×¹ð Ü¶òâ° Áòð¹ é Õ¯ÇÂÍÍî¶ð¶ îé ×¹ð Ü¶òâ° Áòð¹ é Õ¯ÇÂÍÍî¶ð¶ îé ×¹ð Ü¶òâ° Áòð¹ é Õ¯ÇÂÍÍî¶ð¶ îé ×¹ð Ü¶òâ° Áòð¹ é Õ¯ÇÂÍÍî¶ð¶ îé ×¹ð Ü¶òâ° Áòð¹ é Õ¯ÇÂÍÍ
çÈÜÅ æÅÀ° é Õ¯ Ã¹ÞË ×¹ð î¶ñ¶ ÃÚ¹ Ã¯ÇÂÍÍçÈÜÅ æÅÀ° é Õ¯ Ã¹ÞË ×¹ð î¶ñ¶ ÃÚ¹ Ã¯ÇÂÍÍçÈÜÅ æÅÀ° é Õ¯ Ã¹ÞË ×¹ð î¶ñ¶ ÃÚ¹ Ã¯ÇÂÍÍçÈÜÅ æÅÀ° é Õ¯ Ã¹ÞË ×¹ð î¶ñ¶ ÃÚ¹ Ã¯ÇÂÍÍçÈÜÅ æÅÀ° é Õ¯ Ã¹ÞË ×¹ð î¶ñ¶ ÃÚ¹ Ã¯ÇÂÍÍ      AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg  - DI - DI - DI - DI - DI
I have served the Guru, the Supreme Lord and the dispeller of
dread and my agony is eliminated.
The True Guru is the profound and unfathomable Ocean of Peace
and the destroyer of sin.
×¹ð¹ êðî¶Ãð¹ Ã¶ÇòÁÅ íË í³Üé° ç¹Ö ñæ¹ÍÍ×¹ð¹ êðî¶Ãð¹ Ã¶ÇòÁÅ íË í³Üé° ç¹Ö ñæ¹ÍÍ×¹ð¹ êðî¶Ãð¹ Ã¶ÇòÁÅ íË í³Üé° ç¹Ö ñæ¹ÍÍ×¹ð¹ êðî¶Ãð¹ Ã¶ÇòÁÅ íË í³Üé° ç¹Ö ñæ¹ÍÍ×¹ð¹ êðî¶Ãð¹ Ã¶ÇòÁÅ íË í³Üé° ç¹Ö ñæ¹ÍÍ
ÃÇå×¹ð¹ ×ÇÔð ×íÆð¹ ÔË Ã¹Ö ÃÅ×ð¹ ÁØÖ³â°ÍÍÃÇå×¹ð¹ ×ÇÔð ×íÆð¹ ÔË Ã¹Ö ÃÅ×ð¹ ÁØÖ³â°ÍÍÃÇå×¹ð¹ ×ÇÔð ×íÆð¹ ÔË Ã¹Ö ÃÅ×ð¹ ÁØÖ³â°ÍÍÃÇå×¹ð¹ ×ÇÔð ×íÆð¹ ÔË Ã¹Ö ÃÅ×ð¹ ÁØÖ³â°ÍÍÃÇå×¹ð¹ ×ÇÔð ×íÆð¹ ÔË Ã¹Ö ÃÅ×ð¹ ÁØÖ³â°ÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg  - DI - DI - DI - DI - DI
The Guru is God, and Guru, the Lord of the universe.
The Guru is bounteous, compassionate and forgiving.
He, whose mind is attached to the Guru's feet, he, O slave Nanak,
has perfect destiny.
×¹ð¹ êðî¶Ãð¹ ×¹ð ¹ ×¯Çò³ç¹ÍÍ×¹ð ¹ êðî¶Ãð¹ ×¹ð ¹ ×¯Çò³ç¹ÍÍ×¹ð ¹ êðî¶Ãð¹ ×¹ð ¹ ×¯Çò³ç¹ÍÍ×¹ð ¹ êðî¶Ãð¹ ×¹ð ¹ ×¯Çò³ç¹ÍÍ×¹ð ¹ êðî¶Ãð¹ ×¹ð ¹ ×¯Çò³ç¹ÍÍ
×¹ð¹ çÅåÅ çÇÂÁÅñ ìÖÇÃ³ç¹ÍÍ×¹ð¹ çÅåÅ çÇÂÁÅñ ìÖÇÃ³ç¹ÍÍ×¹ð¹ çÅåÅ çÇÂÁÅñ ìÖÇÃ³ç¹ÍÍ×¹ð¹ çÅåÅ çÇÂÁÅñ ìÖÇÃ³ç¹ÍÍ×¹ð¹ çÅåÅ çÇÂÁÅñ ìÖÇÃ³ç¹ÍÍ
×¹ð ÚðéÆ ÜÅ ÕÅ îé° ñÅ×ÅÍÍ×¹ð ÚðéÆ ÜÅ ÕÅ îé° ñÅ×ÅÍÍ×¹ð ÚðéÆ ÜÅ ÕÅ îé° ñÅ×ÅÍÍ×¹ð ÚðéÆ ÜÅ ÕÅ îé° ñÅ×ÅÍÍ×¹ð ÚðéÆ ÜÅ ÕÅ îé° ñÅ×ÅÍÍ
éÅéÕ çÅÃ ÇåÃ¹ êÈðé íÅ×ÅÍÍéÅéÕ çÅÃ ÇåÃ¹ êÈðé íÅ×ÅÍÍéÅéÕ çÅÃ ÇåÃ¹ êÈðé íÅ×ÅÍÍéÅéÕ çÅÃ ÇåÃ¹ êÈðé íÅ×ÅÍÍéÅéÕ çÅÃ ÇåÃ¹ êÈðé íÅ×ÅÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg  - HIG - HIG - HIG - HIG - HIG
The Guru's feet, I have enshrined within my mind and the Lord,
has mercifully united me with Himself.
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×¹ð Õ¶ Úðé ÇÔðçË òÃÅÂ¶ÍÍ×¹ð Õ¶ Úðé ÇÔðçË òÃÅÂ¶ÍÍ×¹ð Õ¶ Úðé ÇÔðçË òÃÅÂ¶ÍÍ×¹ð Õ¶ Úðé ÇÔðçË òÃÅÂ¶ÍÍ×¹ð Õ¶ Úðé ÇÔðçË òÃÅÂ¶ÍÍ
ÕÇð ÇÕðêÅ êÌÇí ÁÅÇê ÇîñÅÂ¶ÍÍÕÇð ÇÕðêÅ êÌÇí ÁÅÇê ÇîñÅÂ¶ÍÍÕÇð ÇÕðêÅ êÌÇí ÁÅÇê ÇîñÅÂ¶ÍÍÕÇð ÇÕðêÅ êÌÇí ÁÅÇê ÇîñÅÂ¶ÍÍÕÇð ÇÕðêÅ êÌÇí ÁÅÇê ÇîñÅÂ¶ÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg  - ABG@ - ABG@ - ABG@ - ABG@ - ABG@

Meditating on some Form of God is very important in this
mode of  Worship; because human intellect cannot know the
Godliness of  the Shabad (holy Word). You cannot hold fast to the
Shabad. Uniting the consciousness with the Holy Word is possible
only for the very advanced seekers. Only such a seeker is fit for
the meditation of the Shabad who has totally withdrawn himself
from all the affairs of the world and has merged himself with the
all-pervading Waheguru. The Holy Word is not a letter of  alphabet,
it is Divine Energy in tune with the melody of  the Shabad; it is
complete identity with God.

So at the time of contemplation of God by being in tune with
the divine meoldy of the Shabad. The contemplation of Shabad
means total realisation of  the perfection (Godhood) of  Waheguru.
Many seekers wrongly start meditating on the letters (of the
alphabet) which does not lead to progress.

Another matter is that to whatever school you have been
admitted, you have to follow the formulas of  the teacher of  that
institution. To indulge in the criticism and fault finding of  these
will destroy the six phases of having achieved indifference to the
world. And all the gains hither to made by the seeker lose their
usefulness. In this way, many seekers exposing their atheism, persist
in their assertion that there is no need of  a guru or a saint to guide
them on this path of spiritualism. This argument of theirs is valid
upto some extent, for many pretenders and hypocrites are
proclaimed as saints or sadhus. But they are bogus ones; they have
absolutely no knowledge of the ultimate goal. They are themselves
spiritually blind. If anyone becomes their follower, he too will fall
in the pit of ignorance.

If a blind one leads the way, he would lead the whole company to
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destruction.
Á³éÅ ÁÅ×È Ü¶ æÆÁË, Ãí¹ ÃÅæ¹ î ¹ÔÅòËÍÍÁ³éÅ ÁÅ×È Ü¶ æÆÁË, Ãí¹ ÃÅæ¹ î ¹ÔÅòËÍÍÁ³éÅ ÁÅ×È Ü¶ æÆÁË, Ãí¹ ÃÅæ¹ î ¹ÔÅòËÍÍÁ³éÅ ÁÅ×È Ü¶ æÆÁË, Ãí¹ ÃÅæ¹ î ¹ÔÅòËÍÍÁ³éÅ ÁÅ×È Ü¶ æÆÁË, Ãí¹ ÃÅæ¹ î ¹ÔÅòËÍÍ

íÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð - CE/BíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð - CE/BíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð - CE/BíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð - CE/BíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð - CE/B
For this reason, by showing devotion to the saints, to Guru’s

true Sikhs, and to those who have realised the Ultimate, one
establishes love with the True Guru or Waheguru. Because the
genuine saints are rare, therefore, clues to identify them are as under
-

Thou, O Lord, comest into my mind, when I behold Thine saints.
ÁÅòË ÃÅÇÔì¹ ÇÚÇå å¶ÇðÁÅ í×åÅ ÇâÇáÁÅÍÍÁÅòË ÃÅÇÔì¹ ÇÚÇå å¶ÇðÁÅ í×åÅ ÇâÇáÁÅÍÍÁÅòË ÃÅÇÔì¹ ÇÚÇå å¶ÇðÁÅ í×åÅ ÇâÇáÁÅÍÍÁÅòË ÃÅÇÔì¹ ÇÚÇå å¶ÇðÁÅ í×åÅ ÇâÇáÁÅÍÍÁÅòË ÃÅÇÔì¹ ÇÚÇå å¶ÇðÁÅ í×åÅ ÇâÇáÁÅÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg  - EB@ - EB@ - EB@ - EB@ - EB@

If meeting with a holy man, you feel that the wave of Gur-
mantar is automatically bursting out of your heart, like water
gushing out of a spring, then you can be sure that you are sitting
in the company of  a true saint.

Make thou friendship with the pious person, and attach thy mind
with the True Guru.
Thiswise, thy root of birth and death shall be cut and then thou
shalt be blest with peace, O friend.
×¹ðî¹Ö ÃÀ° ÕÇð ç¯ÃåÆ ÃÇå×¹ð ÃÀ° ñÅÇÂ ÇÚå°ÍÍ×¹ðî¹Ö ÃÀ° ÕÇð ç¯ÃåÆ ÃÇå×¹ð ÃÀ° ñÅÇÂ ÇÚå°ÍÍ×¹ðî¹Ö ÃÀ° ÕÇð ç¯ÃåÆ ÃÇå×¹ð ÃÀ° ñÅÇÂ ÇÚå°ÍÍ×¹ðî¹Ö ÃÀ° ÕÇð ç¯ÃåÆ ÃÇå×¹ð ÃÀ° ñÅÇÂ ÇÚå°ÍÍ×¹ðî¹Ö ÃÀ° ÕÇð ç¯ÃåÆ ÃÇå×¹ð ÃÀ° ñÅÇÂ ÇÚå°ÍÍ
Ü³îä îðä ÕÅ îÈ« ÕàÆÁË å» Ã¹Ö¹ Ô¯òÆ ÇîåÍÍÜ³îä îðä ÕÅ îÈ« ÕàÆÁË å» Ã¹Ö¹ Ô¯òÆ ÇîåÍÍÜ³îä îðä ÕÅ îÈ« ÕàÆÁË å» Ã¹Ö¹ Ô¯òÆ ÇîåÍÍÜ³îä îðä ÕÅ îÈ« ÕàÆÁË å» Ã¹Ö¹ Ô¯òÆ ÇîåÍÍÜ³îä îðä ÕÅ îÈ« ÕàÆÁË å» Ã¹Ö¹ Ô¯òÆ ÇîåÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg  - ADBA - ADBA - ADBA - ADBA - ADBA
The ward is the Guru,
And the mind rapt in it is the disciple.
Ãìç¹ ×¹ð È Ã¹ðÇå è¹Çé Ú¶ñÅÍÍÃìç¹ ×¹ð È Ã¹ðÇå è¹Çé Ú¶ñÅÍÍÃìç¹ ×¹ð È Ã¹ðÇå è¹Çé Ú¶ñÅÍÍÃìç¹ ×¹ð È Ã¹ðÇå è¹Çé Ú¶ñÅÍÍÃìç¹ ×¹ð È Ã¹ðÇå è¹Çé Ú¶ñÅÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg  - IDC - IDC - IDC - IDC - IDC

But in fact, an intellectual seeker, whose mind is not stable,
cannot grasp the Shabad (divine word). Those seekers who attained
spiritual merit in their previous birth, now start from the stage,
where they left it in their previous life and now come into the world
in a new body. They are able to link their consciousness with the
Shabad. But the seeker, who is in first or second level (of this
school of  spiritualism) and has just started following the Guru and
is treading on the path of Nam, but who has just come out of
the life of sensual enjoyments and moral disorders, can under no
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condition understand the technique of  the M. A. class. If  such a
one wishes to reach his spiritual destination, then he will have to
avoid false argumentation, and should concretise the lessons given
by great souls and will have to pass through the preliminary stages
of 'trikuti' mode of meditation and the object of meditation (God
or Guru). Otherwise not having succeeded, through lack of  success
in this field, this life of  his also would end fruitlessly.

The great divines have ordained further that in Agya Chakkar,
there is the confluence of the three Nadis (ducts) namely Ira, Pingla
and Sukhmana (these terms have been explained earlier). This is the
spot for bathing of the mind in the tank of Amrit (nectar).

The left wind-pipe, the right wind-pipe and the central one; These
three abide in one place.
Priyag is there, where the three streams the Ganges, Jamna and
Saraswati, meet. My mind bathes at that place.
O saints, the Immaculate Lord abides there. Going to the Guru,
some rare one understands this.
The Immaculate Omnipresent Lord is seen in that place. Pause.
ÇÂóÅ Çê³×¹ñÅ ÁÀ°ð Ã¹ÖîéÅ åÆÇé ìÃÇÔ ÇÂÕ áÅÂÆÍÍÇÂóÅ Çê³×¹ñÅ ÁÀ°ð Ã¹ÖîéÅ åÆÇé ìÃÇÔ ÇÂÕ áÅÂÆÍÍÇÂóÅ Çê³×¹ñÅ ÁÀ°ð Ã¹ÖîéÅ åÆÇé ìÃÇÔ ÇÂÕ áÅÂÆÍÍÇÂóÅ Çê³×¹ñÅ ÁÀ°ð Ã¹ÖîéÅ åÆÇé ìÃÇÔ ÇÂÕ áÅÂÆÍÍÇÂóÅ Çê³×¹ñÅ ÁÀ°ð Ã¹ÖîéÅ åÆÇé ìÃÇÔ ÇÂÕ áÅÂÆÍÍ
ì¶äÆ Ã³×î¹ åÔ ÇêðÅ×¹ îé° îÜé° Õð¶ ÇåæÅÂÆÍÍì¶äÆ Ã³×î¹ åÔ ÇêðÅ×¹ îé° îÜé° Õð¶ ÇåæÅÂÆÍÍì¶äÆ Ã³×î¹ åÔ ÇêðÅ×¹ îé° îÜé° Õð¶ ÇåæÅÂÆÍÍì¶äÆ Ã³×î¹ åÔ ÇêðÅ×¹ îé° îÜé° Õð¶ ÇåæÅÂÆÍÍì¶äÆ Ã³×î¹ åÔ ÇêðÅ×¹ îé° îÜé° Õð¶ ÇåæÅÂÆÍÍ
Ã³åÔ¹ åÔÅ Çéð³Üé ðÅî¹ ÔËÍÍÃ³åÔ¹ åÔÅ Çéð³Üé ðÅî¹ ÔËÍÍÃ³åÔ¹ åÔÅ Çéð³Üé ðÅî¹ ÔËÍÍÃ³åÔ¹ åÔÅ Çéð³Üé ðÅî¹ ÔËÍÍÃ³åÔ¹ åÔÅ Çéð³Üé ðÅî¹ ÔËÍÍ
×¹ð ×Çî ÚÆéË ÇìðñÅ Õ¯ÇÂÍÍ×¹ð ×Çî ÚÆéË ÇìðñÅ Õ¯ÇÂÍÍ×¹ð ×Çî ÚÆéË ÇìðñÅ Õ¯ÇÂÍÍ×¹ð ×Çî ÚÆéË ÇìðñÅ Õ¯ÇÂÍÍ×¹ð ×Çî ÚÆéË ÇìðñÅ Õ¯ÇÂÍÍ
åÔ» Çéð³Üé¹ ðîÂÆÁÅ Ô¯ÇÂÍÍåÔ» Çéð³Üé¹ ðîÂÆÁÅ Ô¯ÇÂÍÍåÔ» Çéð³Üé¹ ðîÂÆÁÅ Ô¯ÇÂÍÍåÔ» Çéð³Üé¹ ðîÂÆÁÅ Ô¯ÇÂÍÍåÔ» Çéð³Üé¹ ðîÂÆÁÅ Ô¯ÇÂÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - IGD- IGD- IGD- IGD- IGD

Out of these three nadis, the two go on showing countless
kinds of the lights of the stars, the moon and the sun. At this
spot, during spiritual practice a kind of dance is discerned, which
reveals to the consciousness unlimited phenomena of  the unstruck
melody and reverberance of  the divine words. Generally five types
of  sounds can be heard from the divine tunes. But as the
consciousness makes progress and becomes finer the sound of the
various kinds of  instruments seem to intoxicate it. There is nothing
in the third Nadi, but darkness. But sometimes, the consciousness
rises to higher level through this nadi, without hearing the divine
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Word and without that dance and without seeing the (above-
mentioned) illuminations, the phenomena are something like this as
-

The Lotus (Õ¿òñÕ¿òñÕ¿òñÕ¿òñÕ¿òñ) :
The things, which ever caused me great anxiety, they all have now
vanished.
I now sleep in peace, abide in the supreme spiritual bliss and my
inverted heart lotus has bloomed.
ÇÜéÅ ìÅå Õ¯ ìÔ¹å° Á³ç¶Ãð¯ å¶ Çîà¶ ÃÇí ×ÇÂÁÅÍÍÇÜéÅ ìÅå Õ¯ ìÔ¹å° Á³ç¶Ãð¯ å¶ Çîà¶ ÃÇí ×ÇÂÁÅÍÍÇÜéÅ ìÅå Õ¯ ìÔ¹å° Á³ç¶Ãð¯ å¶ Çîà¶ ÃÇí ×ÇÂÁÅÍÍÇÜéÅ ìÅå Õ¯ ìÔ¹å° Á³ç¶Ãð¯ å¶ Çîà¶ ÃÇí ×ÇÂÁÅÍÍÇÜéÅ ìÅå Õ¯ ìÔ¹å° Á³ç¶Ãð¯ å¶ Çîà¶ ÃÇí ×ÇÂÁÅÍÍ
ÃÔÜ ÃËé Áð¹ Ã¹Öîé éÅðÆ À±è Õîñ Çì×ÃÇÂÁÅÍÍÃÔÜ ÃËé Áð¹ Ã¹Öîé éÅðÆ À±è Õîñ Çì×ÃÇÂÁÅÍÍÃÔÜ ÃËé Áð¹ Ã¹Öîé éÅðÆ À±è Õîñ Çì×ÃÇÂÁÅÍÍÃÔÜ ÃËé Áð¹ Ã¹Öîé éÅðÆ À±è Õîñ Çì×ÃÇÂÁÅÍÍÃÔÜ ÃËé Áð¹ Ã¹Öîé éÅðÆ À±è Õîñ Çì×ÃÇÂÁÅÍÍAMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - FAB- FAB- FAB- FAB- FAB
He, in whose inverse heart lotus, the Divine light dawns, sees the
pure Lord amongst all.
À± ºè Õò« ÇÜÃ¹ Ô¯ÇÂ êÌ×ÅÃÅÀ± ºè Õò« ÇÜÃ¹ Ô¯ÇÂ êÌ×ÅÃÅÀ± ºè Õò« ÇÜÃ¹ Ô¯ÇÂ êÌ×ÅÃÅÀ± ºè Õò« ÇÜÃ¹ Ô¯ÇÂ êÌ×ÅÃÅÀ± ºè Õò« ÇÜÃ¹ Ô¯ÇÂ êÌ×ÅÃÅ
ÇåÇé Ãðì Çéð³Üé° âÆáÅ ÜÆÀ¹ÍÍÇåÇé Ãðì Çéð³Üé° âÆáÅ ÜÆÀ¹ÍÍÇåÇé Ãðì Çéð³Üé° âÆáÅ ÜÆÀ¹ÍÍÇåÇé Ãðì Çéð³Üé° âÆáÅ ÜÆÀ¹ÍÍÇåÇé Ãðì Çéð³Üé° âÆáÅ ÜÆÀ¹ÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg  - A@H - A@H - A@H - A@H - A@H
My doubt is dispelled. I have obtained peace and rest. The Lord has
appeared unto me and my heart-lotus has blossomed.
íÌî¹ Ö¯ÇÂú Ã»Çå ÃÔÇÜ Ã¹ÁÅîÆíÌî¹ Ö¯ÇÂú Ã»Çå ÃÔÇÜ Ã¹ÁÅîÆíÌî¹ Ö¯ÇÂú Ã»Çå ÃÔÇÜ Ã¹ÁÅîÆíÌî¹ Ö¯ÇÂú Ã»Çå ÃÔÇÜ Ã¹ÁÅîÆíÌî¹ Ö¯ÇÂú Ã»Çå ÃÔÇÜ Ã¹ÁÅîÆ
êð×ÅÃ¹ íÇÂÁÅ ÕÀ°« ÇÖÇñÁÅÍÍêð×ÅÃ¹ íÇÂÁÅ ÕÀ°« ÇÖÇñÁÅÍÍêð×ÅÃ¹ íÇÂÁÅ ÕÀ°« ÇÖÇñÁÅÍÍêð×ÅÃ¹ íÇÂÁÅ ÕÀ°« ÇÖÇñÁÅÍÍêð×ÅÃ¹ íÇÂÁÅ ÕÀ°« ÇÖÇñÁÅÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - BDI- BDI- BDI- BDI- BDI

When there is the manifestation of  the lotus. The
commandment is -

Turning away from the world, the heart lotus is filled with Nectar
and this mind, then goes not anywhere.
À°ñÇà Õî« Á³ÇîÌÇå íÇðÁÅÀ°ñÇà Õî« Á³ÇîÌÇå íÇðÁÅÀ°ñÇà Õî« Á³ÇîÌÇå íÇðÁÅÀ°ñÇà Õî« Á³ÇîÌÇå íÇðÁÅÀ°ñÇà Õî« Á³ÇîÌÇå íÇðÁÅ
ÇÂÔ¹ îé° ÕåÔ¹ é ÜÅÇÂÍÍÇÂÔ¹ îé° ÕåÔ¹ é ÜÅÇÂÍÍÇÂÔ¹ îé° ÕåÔ¹ é ÜÅÇÂÍÍÇÂÔ¹ îé° ÕåÔ¹ é ÜÅÇÂÍÍÇÂÔ¹ îé° ÕåÔ¹ é ÜÅÇÂÍÍ                          AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg  - ABIA - ABIA - ABIA - ABIA - ABIA

The mind becomes, thought waves cease, the desires are
destroyed and one easily gets into meditation. One catches the
glimpse of  one’s beloved deity even with the open eyes :

Their mind lotus blooms and their attention remains fixed (in the
Lord) in a State of Equipoise.
ÇÔðçË Õî« êÌ×ÅÇÃÁÅ ñÅ×Å ÃÔÇÜ ÇèÁÅé°ÍÍÇÔðçË Õî« êÌ×ÅÇÃÁÅ ñÅ×Å ÃÔÇÜ ÇèÁÅé°ÍÍÇÔðçË Õî« êÌ×ÅÇÃÁÅ ñÅ×Å ÃÔÇÜ ÇèÁÅé°ÍÍÇÔðçË Õî« êÌ×ÅÇÃÁÅ ñÅ×Å ÃÔÇÜ ÇèÁÅé°ÍÍÇÔðçË Õî« êÌ×ÅÇÃÁÅ ñÅ×Å ÃÔÇÜ ÇèÁÅé°ÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg  - BF - BF - BF - BF - BF

The Stars :
The comet has arisen. How can the Lord be seen with the eye?
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The True Guru shows the Lord to the perfectly fortunate slave of
his.
åÅðÅ ÚÇóÁÅ ñ¿îÅ ÇÕÀ° éçÇð ÇéÔÅÇñÁÅ ðÅîÍÍåÅðÅ ÚÇóÁÅ ñ¿îÅ ÇÕÀ° éçÇð ÇéÔÅÇñÁÅ ðÅîÍÍåÅðÅ ÚÇóÁÅ ñ¿îÅ ÇÕÀ° éçÇð ÇéÔÅÇñÁÅ ðÅîÍÍåÅðÅ ÚÇóÁÅ ñ¿îÅ ÇÕÀ° éçÇð ÇéÔÅÇñÁÅ ðÅîÍÍåÅðÅ ÚÇóÁÅ ñ¿îÅ ÇÕÀ° éçÇð ÇéÔÅÇñÁÅ ðÅîÍÍ
Ã¶òÕ êÈð Õð³îÅ ÃÇå×¹Çð ÃìÇç ÇçÖÅÇñÁÅ ðÅîÍÍÃ¶òÕ êÈð Õð³îÅ ÃÇå×¹Çð ÃìÇç ÇçÖÅÇñÁÅ ðÅîÍÍÃ¶òÕ êÈð Õð³îÅ ÃÇå×¹Çð ÃìÇç ÇçÖÅÇñÁÅ ðÅîÍÍÃ¶òÕ êÈð Õð³îÅ ÃÇå×¹Çð ÃìÇç ÇçÖÅÇñÁÅ ðÅîÍÍÃ¶òÕ êÈð Õð³îÅ ÃÇå×¹Çð ÃìÇç ÇçÖÅÇñÁÅ ðÅîÍÍ

AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg  - AAA@ - AAA@ - AAA@ - AAA@ - AAA@
In the (heart) lotus chamber are the jewels.
There they glitter like lightning.
The Lord is near, not far.
He completely permeates my mind.
ðåé Õîñ Õ¯áðÆÍÍ ÚîÕÅð ìÆÜ¹ñ åÔÆÍÍðåé Õîñ Õ¯áðÆÍÍ ÚîÕÅð ìÆÜ¹ñ åÔÆÍÍðåé Õîñ Õ¯áðÆÍÍ ÚîÕÅð ìÆÜ¹ñ åÔÆÍÍðåé Õîñ Õ¯áðÆÍÍ ÚîÕÅð ìÆÜ¹ñ åÔÆÍÍðåé Õîñ Õ¯áðÆÍÍ ÚîÕÅð ìÆÜ¹ñ åÔÆÍÍ
é¶ðË éÅÔÆ çÈÇðÍÍ ÇéÜ ÁÅåîË ðÇÔÁÅ íðêÈÇðÍÍé¶ðË éÅÔÆ çÈÇðÍÍ ÇéÜ ÁÅåîË ðÇÔÁÅ íðêÈÇðÍÍé¶ðË éÅÔÆ çÈÇðÍÍ ÇéÜ ÁÅåîË ðÇÔÁÅ íðêÈÇðÍÍé¶ðË éÅÔÆ çÈÇðÍÍ ÇéÜ ÁÅåîË ðÇÔÁÅ íðêÈÇðÍÍé¶ðË éÅÔÆ çÈÇðÍÍ ÇéÜ ÁÅåîË ðÇÔÁÅ íðêÈÇðÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - FEG- FEG- FEG- FEG- FEG
The lightning flashes and bliss reigns in the place.
ÇìÜñÆ ÚîÕË Ô¯ÇÂ Áé¿ç¹ÍÍÇìÜñÆ ÚîÕË Ô¯ÇÂ Áé¿ç¹ÍÍÇìÜñÆ ÚîÕË Ô¯ÇÂ Áé¿ç¹ÍÍÇìÜñÆ ÚîÕË Ô¯ÇÂ Áé¿ç¹ÍÍÇìÜñÆ ÚîÕË Ô¯ÇÂ Áé¿ç¹ÍÍ                               AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - AAFB- AAFB- AAFB- AAFB- AAFB

The Moon :
Thy bounties, O Lord, illumine the soul and the moon of gnosis
shines in the body.
By the Lord's gifts, the moon of Divine knowledge shines and the
darkness of pain is removed.
Ú³ç¯ çÆêÅÇÂÁÅ çÅÇé ÔÇð ÕËÚ³ç¯ çÆêÅÇÂÁÅ çÅÇé ÔÇð ÕËÚ³ç¯ çÆêÅÇÂÁÅ çÅÇé ÔÇð ÕËÚ³ç¯ çÆêÅÇÂÁÅ çÅÇé ÔÇð ÕËÚ³ç¯ çÆêÅÇÂÁÅ çÅÇé ÔÇð ÕË
ØÇà ÚÅéäÅ åÇé Ú³ç¹ çÆêÅÇÂÁÅÍÍØÇà ÚÅéäÅ åÇé Ú³ç¹ çÆêÅÇÂÁÅÍÍØÇà ÚÅéäÅ åÇé Ú³ç¹ çÆêÅÇÂÁÅÍÍØÇà ÚÅéäÅ åÇé Ú³ç¹ çÆêÅÇÂÁÅÍÍØÇà ÚÅéäÅ åÇé Ú³ç¹ çÆêÅÇÂÁÅÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - GFE- GFE- GFE- GFE- GFE
By Guru's grace, I have easily obtained the home of bliss. The
darkness is dispelled and the moon of wisdom has risen. Pause.
×¹ð êðÃÅÇç ÃÔÜ Øð¹ êÅÇÂÁÅ×¹ð êðÃÅÇç ÃÔÜ Øð¹ êÅÇÂÁÅ×¹ð êðÃÅÇç ÃÔÜ Øð¹ êÅÇÂÁÅ×¹ð êðÃÅÇç ÃÔÜ Øð¹ êÅÇÂÁÅ×¹ð êðÃÅÇç ÃÔÜ Øð¹ êÅÇÂÁÅ
ÇîÇàÁÅ Á³è¶ðÅ Ú³ç¹ ÚÇóÁÅÍÍÇîÇàÁÅ Á³è¶ðÅ Ú³ç¹ ÚÇóÁÅÍÍÇîÇàÁÅ Á³è¶ðÅ Ú³ç¹ ÚÇóÁÅÍÍÇîÇàÁÅ Á³è¶ðÅ Ú³ç¹ ÚÇóÁÅÍÍÇîÇàÁÅ Á³è¶ðÅ Ú³ç¹ ÚÇóÁÅÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - CIC- CIC- CIC- CIC- CIC
My soul in bloom attains sixteen perfectious of power.
Ã¯ñÔ ÕñÅ Ã³êÈðé ëÇñÁÅÍÍÃ¯ñÔ ÕñÅ Ã³êÈðé ëÇñÁÅÍÍÃ¯ñÔ ÕñÅ Ã³êÈðé ëÇñÁÅÍÍÃ¯ñÔ ÕñÅ Ã³êÈðé ëÇñÁÅÍÍÃ¯ñÔ ÕñÅ Ã³êÈðé ëÇñÁÅÍÍ                          AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - A@HA- A@HA- A@HA- A@HA- A@HA

The Sun :
On the twelfth Lunar day
Twelve suns seem to blaze (in the mind).
ìÅðÇÃ ìÅðÔ À°×òË ÃÈðÍÍìÅðÇÃ ìÅðÔ À°×òË ÃÈðÍÍìÅðÇÃ ìÅðÔ À°×òË ÃÈðÍÍìÅðÇÃ ìÅðÔ À°×òË ÃÈðÍÍìÅðÇÃ ìÅðÔ À°×òË ÃÈðÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - CDD- CDD- CDD- CDD- CDD
Such is my Lord, for whom millions of suns shine.
Õ¯Çà ÃÈð ÜÅ ÕË êð×ÅÃÍÍÕ¯Çà ÃÈð ÜÅ ÕË êð×ÅÃÍÍÕ¯Çà ÃÈð ÜÅ ÕË êð×ÅÃÍÍÕ¯Çà ÃÈð ÜÅ ÕË êð×ÅÃÍÍÕ¯Çà ÃÈð ÜÅ ÕË êð×ÅÃÍÍ                          AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - AAFB- AAFB- AAFB- AAFB- AAFB
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The sun has risen and its light has illumined everything.
êÌ×ÇàÁÅ ÃÈð¹ Ü¯Çå À°ÇÜÁÅðÅÍÍêÌ×ÇàÁÅ ÃÈð¹ Ü¯Çå À°ÇÜÁÅðÅÍÍêÌ×ÇàÁÅ ÃÈð¹ Ü¯Çå À°ÇÜÁÅðÅÍÍêÌ×ÇàÁÅ ÃÈð¹ Ü¯Çå À°ÇÜÁÅðÅÍÍêÌ×ÇàÁÅ ÃÈð¹ Ü¯Çå À°ÇÜÁÅðÅÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg  - GCG - GCG - GCG - GCG - GCG

The Sun God sayeth thus to the sage Yagvalk; at first one
would see something like the light of the stars, then as the
constellations in the mirror, then something like the lunar sphere,
then like the light of the nine jewels, thereafter like the rising sun,
then like the light of the jewel shining like the circle of fire, after
that the five heavens flash upon your sight.

Along with this, the sound of the five elements and five types
of  the celestial harmonies manifest themselves. As the
consciousness, passes through the very fine Nadis, the music
associated with them is heard.

There are water, fire, air, dust, and the sky.
In that house of five elements abides the mortal.
Áê¹ å¶Ü¹ òÅÇÂ ÇêÌæîÆ ÁÅÕÅÃÅÍÍÁê¹ å¶Ü¹ òÅÇÂ ÇêÌæîÆ ÁÅÕÅÃÅÍÍÁê¹ å¶Ü¹ òÅÇÂ ÇêÌæîÆ ÁÅÕÅÃÅÍÍÁê¹ å¶Ü¹ òÅÇÂ ÇêÌæîÆ ÁÅÕÅÃÅÍÍÁê¹ å¶Ü¹ òÅÇÂ ÇêÌæîÆ ÁÅÕÅÃÅÍÍ
Çåé îÇÔ ê³Ú åå° ØÇð òÅÃÅÍÍÇåé îÇÔ ê³Ú åå° ØÇð òÅÃÅÍÍÇåé îÇÔ ê³Ú åå° ØÇð òÅÃÅÍÍÇåé îÇÔ ê³Ú åå° ØÇð òÅÃÅÍÍÇåé îÇÔ ê³Ú åå° ØÇð òÅÃÅÍÍ                AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - A@CA- A@CA- A@CA- A@CA- A@CA
My Salagram is God, whose bell is heard in the world's four
corners.
Whose seat is ever in the heaven.
Ø³àÅ ÜÅ ÕÅ Ã¹éÆÁË ÚÔ¹ Õ° ³àÍÍØ³àÅ ÜÅ ÕÅ Ã¹éÆÁË ÚÔ¹ Õ° ³àÍÍØ³àÅ ÜÅ ÕÅ Ã¹éÆÁË ÚÔ¹ Õ° ³àÍÍØ³àÅ ÜÅ ÕÅ Ã¹éÆÁË ÚÔ¹ Õ° ³àÍÍØ³àÅ ÜÅ ÕÅ Ã¹éÆÁË ÚÔ¹ Õ° ³àÍÍ
ÁÅÃé° ÜÅ ÕÅ ÃçÅ ìËÕ° ³áÍÍÁÅÃé° ÜÅ ÕÅ ÃçÅ ìËÕ° ³áÍÍÁÅÃé° ÜÅ ÕÅ ÃçÅ ìËÕ° ³áÍÍÁÅÃé° ÜÅ ÕÅ ÃçÅ ìËÕ° ³áÍÍÁÅÃé° ÜÅ ÕÅ ÃçÅ ìËÕ° ³áÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg  - CIC - CIC - CIC - CIC - CIC
He overwhelms his desire, enshrines the Lord within his mind and
reflects on the True Guru's word.
Within him spontaneously rings the lute of Divine knowledge and
he sees Thy Light amongst all the hearts. O Lord.
îéÃÅ îÅÇð îéË îÇÔ ðÅÖË ÃÇå×¹ð ÃìÇç òÆÚÅðÆÍÍîéÃÅ îÅÇð îéË îÇÔ ðÅÖË ÃÇå×¹ð ÃìÇç òÆÚÅðÆÍÍîéÃÅ îÅÇð îéË îÇÔ ðÅÖË ÃÇå×¹ð ÃìÇç òÆÚÅðÆÍÍîéÃÅ îÅÇð îéË îÇÔ ðÅÖË ÃÇå×¹ð ÃìÇç òÆÚÅðÆÍÍîéÃÅ îÅÇð îéË îÇÔ ðÅÖË ÃÇå×¹ð ÃìÇç òÆÚÅðÆÍÍ
ÇÃ³ÙÆ Ã¹ðÇå ÁéÅÔÇç òÅÜË ØÇà ØÇà Ü¯Çå å°îÅðÆÍÍÇÃ³ÙÆ Ã¹ðÇå ÁéÅÔÇç òÅÜË ØÇà ØÇà Ü¯Çå å°îÅðÆÍÍÇÃ³ÙÆ Ã¹ðÇå ÁéÅÔÇç òÅÜË ØÇà ØÇà Ü¯Çå å°îÅðÆÍÍÇÃ³ÙÆ Ã¹ðÇå ÁéÅÔÇç òÅÜË ØÇà ØÇà Ü¯Çå å°îÅðÆÍÍÇÃ³ÙÆ Ã¹ðÇå ÁéÅÔÇç òÅÜË ØÇà ØÇà Ü¯Çå å°îÅðÆÍÍ

AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - I@G- I@G- I@G- I@G- I@G
Make thine hands the cymbals, thine eyes the kettle-drums and thy
forehead the rebeck to harp upon God's goodness.
Chime thou the sweet music of the flute in thine ears and with thy
tongue sing thou the celestial strain.
Bringing the articles like the anklets, dance thou, O man, with the
rhythmical movements of thy hands.
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Õð ÕÇð åÅñ êÖÅòÜ¹ éËéÔ¹ îÅæË òÜÇÔ ðìÅìÅÍÍÕð ÕÇð åÅñ êÖÅòÜ¹ éËéÔ¹ îÅæË òÜÇÔ ðìÅìÅÍÍÕð ÕÇð åÅñ êÖÅòÜ¹ éËéÔ¹ îÅæË òÜÇÔ ðìÅìÅÍÍÕð ÕÇð åÅñ êÖÅòÜ¹ éËéÔ¹ îÅæË òÜÇÔ ðìÅìÅÍÍÕð ÕÇð åÅñ êÖÅòÜ¹ éËéÔ¹ îÅæË òÜÇÔ ðìÅìÅÍÍ
ÕðéÔ¹ îè¹ ìÅÃ¹ðÆ ìÅÜË ÇÜÔòÅ è¹Çé ÁÅ×ÅÜÅÍÍÕðéÔ¹ îè¹ ìÅÃ¹ðÆ ìÅÜË ÇÜÔòÅ è¹Çé ÁÅ×ÅÜÅÍÍÕðéÔ¹ îè¹ ìÅÃ¹ðÆ ìÅÜË ÇÜÔòÅ è¹Çé ÁÅ×ÅÜÅÍÍÕðéÔ¹ îè¹ ìÅÃ¹ðÆ ìÅÜË ÇÜÔòÅ è¹Çé ÁÅ×ÅÜÅÍÍÕðéÔ¹ îè¹ ìÅÃ¹ðÆ ìÅÜË ÇÜÔòÅ è¹Çé ÁÅ×ÅÜÅÍÍ
ÇéðÇå Õð¶ ÕÇð îé±ÁÅ éÅÚË ÁÅä¶ ØÈØð ÃÅÜÅÍÍÇéðÇå Õð¶ ÕÇð îé±ÁÅ éÅÚË ÁÅä¶ ØÈØð ÃÅÜÅÍÍÇéðÇå Õð¶ ÕÇð îé±ÁÅ éÅÚË ÁÅä¶ ØÈØð ÃÅÜÅÍÍÇéðÇå Õð¶ ÕÇð îé±ÁÅ éÅÚË ÁÅä¶ ØÈØð ÃÅÜÅÍÍÇéðÇå Õð¶ ÕÇð îé±ÁÅ éÅÚË ÁÅä¶ ØÈØð ÃÅÜÅÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg  - HHD - HHD - HHD - HHD - HHD
The Lord is manifest in the tenth gate, where the celestial strain
resounds to the accompaniment of the sound of the five musical
instruments.
Struck with wonder, one sees all the islands, universes,
underworlds, continents and spheres there.
ê³Ú Ãìç è¹ÇéÕÅð è¹Çé åÔ ìÅÜË Ãìç¹ éÆÃÅä°ÍÍê³Ú Ãìç è¹ÇéÕÅð è¹Çé åÔ ìÅÜË Ãìç¹ éÆÃÅä°ÍÍê³Ú Ãìç è¹ÇéÕÅð è¹Çé åÔ ìÅÜË Ãìç¹ éÆÃÅä°ÍÍê³Ú Ãìç è¹ÇéÕÅð è¹Çé åÔ ìÅÜË Ãìç¹ éÆÃÅä°ÍÍê³Ú Ãìç è¹ÇéÕÅð è¹Çé åÔ ìÅÜË Ãìç¹ éÆÃÅä°ÍÍ
çÆê ñ¯Á êÅåÅñ åÔ Ö³â î³âñ ÔËðÅé°ÍÍçÆê ñ¯Á êÅåÅñ åÔ Ö³â î³âñ ÔËðÅé°ÍÍçÆê ñ¯Á êÅåÅñ åÔ Ö³â î³âñ ÔËðÅé°ÍÍçÆê ñ¯Á êÅåÅñ åÔ Ö³â î³âñ ÔËðÅé°ÍÍçÆê ñ¯Á êÅåÅñ åÔ Ö³â î³âñ ÔËðÅé°ÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - ABIA- ABIA- ABIA- ABIA- ABIA
The celestial strain of the five musical instruments resounds within
me and I abide ever with the Lord of the world.
ê³Ú¶ Ãìç ÁéÅÔç ìÅÜ¶ Ã³×¶ ÃÅÇð ³× êÅéÆÍÍê³Ú¶ Ãìç ÁéÅÔç ìÅÜ¶ Ã³×¶ ÃÅÇð ³× êÅéÆÍÍê³Ú¶ Ãìç ÁéÅÔç ìÅÜ¶ Ã³×¶ ÃÅÇð ³× êÅéÆÍÍê³Ú¶ Ãìç ÁéÅÔç ìÅÜ¶ Ã³×¶ ÃÅÇð ³× êÅéÆÍÍê³Ú¶ Ãìç ÁéÅÔç ìÅÜ¶ Ã³×¶ ÃÅÇð ³× êÅéÆÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg  - ACE@ - ACE@ - ACE@ - ACE@ - ACE@

What has been described as the primal sound is actually the
Shabad (Divine Word). This is called Anahad Nad - the unstruck
melody which is produced in the body without any effort of the
individual self and by the spontaneous vibrance of the vital airs
(life breath) with the ether. It is of  ten kinds in the body -

1. Kingri (ÇÕ¿×ðÆ) (ÇÕ¿×ðÆ) (ÇÕ¿×ðÆ) (ÇÕ¿×ðÆ) (ÇÕ¿×ðÆ) - Single string musical instrument
My Guru, the detached Yogi, has fascinated all and has played the
lyre of the Lord's love in every heart.
î¯ÇÔ ×ÇÂÁÅ ìËðÅ×Æ Ü¯×Æ ØÇà ØÇà ÇÕ³×¹ðÆ òÅÂÆÍÍî¯ÇÔ ×ÇÂÁÅ ìËðÅ×Æ Ü¯×Æ ØÇà ØÇà ÇÕ³×¹ðÆ òÅÂÆÍÍî¯ÇÔ ×ÇÂÁÅ ìËðÅ×Æ Ü¯×Æ ØÇà ØÇà ÇÕ³×¹ðÆ òÅÂÆÍÍî¯ÇÔ ×ÇÂÁÅ ìËðÅ×Æ Ü¯×Æ ØÇà ØÇà ÇÕ³×¹ðÆ òÅÂÆÍÍî¯ÇÔ ×ÇÂÁÅ ìËðÅ×Æ Ü¯×Æ ØÇà ØÇà ÇÕ³×¹ðÆ òÅÂÆÍÍAMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - I@G- I@G- I@G- I@G- I@G
My mind and breath, I have made the two gourds of my fiddle
and the Lord of all the ages I have made its frame.
Stable has become the string and breaks not, and the fiddle plays
spontaneously.
îé° êòé° ç¹ÇÂ å± ³ìÅ ÕðÆ ÔË Ü¹× Ü¹× ÃÅðç ÃÅÜÆÍÍîé° êòé° ç¹ÇÂ å± ³ìÅ ÕðÆ ÔË Ü¹× Ü¹× ÃÅðç ÃÅÜÆÍÍîé° êòé° ç¹ÇÂ å± ³ìÅ ÕðÆ ÔË Ü¹× Ü¹× ÃÅðç ÃÅÜÆÍÍîé° êòé° ç¹ÇÂ å± ³ìÅ ÕðÆ ÔË Ü¹× Ü¹× ÃÅðç ÃÅÜÆÍÍîé° êòé° ç¹ÇÂ å± ³ìÅ ÕðÆ ÔË Ü¹× Ü¹× ÃÅðç ÃÅÜÆÍÍ
Çæð¹ íÂÆ å³åÆ å±àÇÃ éÅÔÆ ÁéÔç ÇÕ³×¹ðÆ ìÅÜÆÍÍÇæð¹ íÂÆ å³åÆ å±àÇÃ éÅÔÆ ÁéÔç ÇÕ³×¹ðÆ ìÅÜÆÍÍÇæð¹ íÂÆ å³åÆ å±àÇÃ éÅÔÆ ÁéÔç ÇÕ³×¹ðÆ ìÅÜÆÍÍÇæð¹ íÂÆ å³åÆ å±àÇÃ éÅÔÆ ÁéÔç ÇÕ³×¹ðÆ ìÅÜÆÍÍÇæð¹ íÂÆ å³åÆ å±àÇÃ éÅÔÆ ÁéÔç ÇÕ³×¹ðÆ ìÅÜÆÍÍ

AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg  - CCD-CE - CCD-CE - CCD-CE - CCD-CE - CCD-CE
The flute resounds night and day within all the hearts which bear
sublime love to God's Name.
ØÇà ØÇà òÅÜË ÇÕ³×¹ðÆ ÁéÇçé° ÃìÇç Ã¹íÅÇÂÍÍØÇà ØÇà òÅÜË ÇÕ³×¹ðÆ ÁéÇçé° ÃìÇç Ã¹íÅÇÂÍÍØÇà ØÇà òÅÜË ÇÕ³×¹ðÆ ÁéÇçé° ÃìÇç Ã¹íÅÇÂÍÍØÇà ØÇà òÅÜË ÇÕ³×¹ðÆ ÁéÇçé° ÃìÇç Ã¹íÅÇÂÍÍØÇà ØÇà òÅÜË ÇÕ³×¹ðÆ ÁéÇçé° ÃìÇç Ã¹íÅÇÂÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg  - FB - FB - FB - FB - FB

2. Singi (ÇÃ¿ÙÆ) (ÇÃ¿ÙÆ) (ÇÃ¿ÙÆ) (ÇÃ¿ÙÆ) (ÇÃ¿ÙÆ) - Yogi's hollow horn, a kind of  trumpet
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Within him spontaneously rings the lute of Divine knowledge and
he sees Thy Light amongst all the hearts, O Lord.
ÇÃ³ÙÆ Ã¹ðÇå ÁéÅÔÇç òÅÜË ØÇà ØÇà Ü¯Çå å°îÅðÆÍÍÇÃ³ÙÆ Ã¹ðÇå ÁéÅÔÇç òÅÜË ØÇà ØÇà Ü¯Çå å°îÅðÆÍÍÇÃ³ÙÆ Ã¹ðÇå ÁéÅÔÇç òÅÜË ØÇà ØÇà Ü¯Çå å°îÅðÆÍÍÇÃ³ÙÆ Ã¹ðÇå ÁéÅÔÇç òÅÜË ØÇà ØÇà Ü¯Çå å°îÅðÆÍÍÇÃ³ÙÆ Ã¹ðÇå ÁéÅÔÇç òÅÜË ØÇà ØÇà Ü¯Çå å°îÅðÆÍÍ

AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg  - I@G - I@G - I@G - I@G - I@G
3. Bheri (í¶ðÆ) (í¶ðÆ) (í¶ðÆ) (í¶ðÆ) (í¶ðÆ) - Kettle-drum

The celestial strain is the sounding of temple drums.
ÁéÔåÅ Ãìç òÅÜ³å í¶ðÆÍÍÁéÔåÅ Ãìç òÅÜ³å í¶ðÆÍÍÁéÔåÅ Ãìç òÅÜ³å í¶ðÆÍÍÁéÔåÅ Ãìç òÅÜ³å í¶ðÆÍÍÁéÔåÅ Ãìç òÅÜ³å í¶ðÆÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - FFC- FFC- FFC- FFC- FFC

4. Toor (å±ð, ðäÇÃ¿ØÅ) - An S shaped trumpet.
All the desires are fulfilled. And unblown trumpets blow within the
man.
Ã×ñ îé¯ðæ êÈð ¶ÍÍ ìÅÜ¶ ÁéÔç å±ð¶ÍÍÃ×ñ îé¯ðæ êÈð ¶ÍÍ ìÅÜ¶ ÁéÔç å±ð¶ÍÍÃ×ñ îé¯ðæ êÈð ¶ÍÍ ìÅÜ¶ ÁéÔç å±ð¶ÍÍÃ×ñ îé¯ðæ êÈð ¶ÍÍ ìÅÜ¶ ÁéÔç å±ð¶ÍÍÃ×ñ îé¯ðæ êÈð ¶ÍÍ ìÅÜ¶ ÁéÔç å±ð¶ÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - FBI- FBI- FBI- FBI- FBI
Prays Nanak, repairing to the Guru's Feet, the unblown bugles
play for the mortal.
Çìéò³Çå éÅéÕ° ×¹ð Úðä ñÅ×¶ òÅÜ¶ ÁéÔç å±ð¶ÍÍÇìéò³Çå éÅéÕ° ×¹ð Úðä ñÅ×¶ òÅÜ¶ ÁéÔç å±ð¶ÍÍÇìéò³Çå éÅéÕ° ×¹ð Úðä ñÅ×¶ òÅÜ¶ ÁéÔç å±ð¶ÍÍÇìéò³Çå éÅéÕ° ×¹ð Úðä ñÅ×¶ òÅÜ¶ ÁéÔç å±ð¶ÍÍÇìéò³Çå éÅéÕ° ×¹ð Úðä ñÅ×¶ òÅÜ¶ ÁéÔç å±ð¶ÍÍAMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - IBB- IBB- IBB- IBB- IBB
Says Nanak, for him, whose Satguru is perfect, the unblown
trumpets of bliss play.
ÕÔ¹ éÅéÕ ÇÜÃ¹ ÃÇå×¹ð¹ êÈðÅÍÍ òÅÜ¶ åÅ ÕË ÁéÔç åÈðÅÍÍÕÔ¹ éÅéÕ ÇÜÃ¹ ÃÇå×¹ð¹ êÈðÅÍÍ òÅÜ¶ åÅ ÕË ÁéÔç åÈðÅÍÍÕÔ¹ éÅéÕ ÇÜÃ¹ ÃÇå×¹ð¹ êÈðÅÍÍ òÅÜ¶ åÅ ÕË ÁéÔç åÈðÅÍÍÕÔ¹ éÅéÕ ÇÜÃ¹ ÃÇå×¹ð¹ êÈðÅÍÍ òÅÜ¶ åÅ ÕË ÁéÔç åÈðÅÍÍÕÔ¹ éÅéÕ ÇÜÃ¹ ÃÇå×¹ð¹ êÈðÅÍÍ òÅÜ¶ åÅ ÕË ÁéÔç åÈðÅÍÍ

AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - CIC- CIC- CIC- CIC- CIC
5. Beena (òÆäÅ)(òÆäÅ)(òÆäÅ)(òÆäÅ)(òÆäÅ) - A type of  string, instrument, lute or lyre

The Yogi who plays on the flute of God's Name, sees the sight of
the infinitely beautiful Lord.
ìÆäÅ Ãìç¹ òÜÅòË Ü¯×Æ çðÃÇé ðÈÇê ÁêÅðÅÍÍìÆäÅ Ãìç¹ òÜÅòË Ü¯×Æ çðÃÇé ðÈÇê ÁêÅðÅÍÍìÆäÅ Ãìç¹ òÜÅòË Ü¯×Æ çðÃÇé ðÈÇê ÁêÅðÅÍÍìÆäÅ Ãìç¹ òÜÅòË Ü¯×Æ çðÃÇé ðÈÇê ÁêÅðÅÍÍìÆäÅ Ãìç¹ òÜÅòË Ü¯×Æ çðÃÇé ðÈÇê ÁêÅðÅÍÍ
ÃìÇç ÁéÅÔÇç Ã¯ ÃÔ¹ ðÅåÅ éÅéÕ° ÕÔË ÇòÚÅðÅÍÍÃìÇç ÁéÅÔÇç Ã¯ ÃÔ¹ ðÅåÅ éÅéÕ° ÕÔË ÇòÚÅðÅÍÍÃìÇç ÁéÅÔÇç Ã¯ ÃÔ¹ ðÅåÅ éÅéÕ° ÕÔË ÇòÚÅðÅÍÍÃìÇç ÁéÅÔÇç Ã¯ ÃÔ¹ ðÅåÅ éÅéÕ° ÕÔË ÇòÚÅðÅÍÍÃìÇç ÁéÅÔÇç Ã¯ ÃÔ¹ ðÅåÅ éÅéÕ° ÕÔË ÇòÚÅðÅÍÍAMg AMg AMg AMg AMg  - CEA - CEA - CEA - CEA - CEA
Within me ever plays the flute of Divine bliss.
Çéå ìÅÜ¶ ÁéÔå ìÆéÅÍÍÇéå ìÅÜ¶ ÁéÔå ìÆéÅÍÍÇéå ìÅÜ¶ ÁéÔå ìÆéÅÍÍÇéå ìÅÜ¶ ÁéÔå ìÆéÅÍÍÇéå ìÅÜ¶ ÁéÔå ìÆéÅÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - FBB- FBB- FBB- FBB- FBB
Then, the flute, in tranquillity, plays heavenly music.
åÀ° ÁéÔç ì¶ä° ÃÔÜ îÇÔ ìÅÇÂÍÍåÀ° ÁéÔç ì¶ä° ÃÔÜ îÇÔ ìÅÇÂÍÍåÀ° ÁéÔç ì¶ä° ÃÔÜ îÇÔ ìÅÇÂÍÍåÀ° ÁéÔç ì¶ä° ÃÔÜ îÇÔ ìÅÇÂÍÍåÀ° ÁéÔç ì¶ä° ÃÔÜ îÇÔ ìÅÇÂÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg  - CDD - CDD - CDD - CDD - CDD

6. Ek Shabad (Â¶Õ ôìç) (Â¶Õ ôìç) (Â¶Õ ôìç) (Â¶Õ ôìç) (Â¶Õ ôìç) - Sound of  one Word (The primal
sound)

The One word abides in my mind and I shall not be born again.
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Â¶Õ¹ Ãìç¹ î¶ð Ë êÌÅÇé ìÃå° ÔË ìÅÔ¹Çó ÜéÇî é ÁÅòÅÍÍÂ¶Õ¹ Ãìç¹ î¶ð Ë êÌÅÇé ìÃå° ÔË ìÅÔ¹Çó ÜéÇî é ÁÅòÅÍÍÂ¶Õ¹ Ãìç¹ î¶ð Ë êÌÅÇé ìÃå° ÔË ìÅÔ¹Çó ÜéÇî é ÁÅòÅÍÍÂ¶Õ¹ Ãìç¹ î¶ð Ë êÌÅÇé ìÃå° ÔË ìÅÔ¹Çó ÜéÇî é ÁÅòÅÍÍÂ¶Õ¹ Ãìç¹ î¶ð Ë êÌÅÇé ìÃå° ÔË ìÅÔ¹Çó ÜéÇî é ÁÅòÅÍÍ
AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg  - GIE - GIE - GIE - GIE - GIE

He lops off the three branches (qualities) and embraces love for One
Word.
ÃÅÖÅ åÆÇé ÇéòÅðÆÁÅ Â¶Õ ÃìÇç Çñò ñÅÇÂÍÍÃÅÖÅ åÆÇé ÇéòÅðÆÁÅ Â¶Õ ÃìÇç Çñò ñÅÇÂÍÍÃÅÖÅ åÆÇé ÇéòÅðÆÁÅ Â¶Õ ÃìÇç Çñò ñÅÇÂÍÍÃÅÖÅ åÆÇé ÇéòÅðÆÁÅ Â¶Õ ÃìÇç Çñò ñÅÇÂÍÍÃÅÖÅ åÆÇé ÇéòÅðÆÁÅ Â¶Õ ÃìÇç Çñò ñÅÇÂÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - FF- FF- FF- FF- FF

7. Neesanu (éÆÃÅä¹)(éÆÃÅä¹)(éÆÃÅä¹)(éÆÃÅä¹)(éÆÃÅä¹) - Drum
I shall meet Lord with the beat of drum.
ÇîñÀ° ×¹êÅñ éÆÃÅé° ìÜÅÂÆÍÍÇîñÀ° ×¹êÅñ éÆÃÅé° ìÜÅÂÆÍÍÇîñÀ° ×¹êÅñ éÆÃÅé° ìÜÅÂÆÍÍÇîñÀ° ×¹êÅñ éÆÃÅé° ìÜÅÂÆÍÍÇîñÀ° ×¹êÅñ éÆÃÅé° ìÜÅÂÆÍÍ                          AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - AAFD- AAFD- AAFD- AAFD- AAFD

8. Garud Shabad (×ð¹ó ôìç)(×ð¹ó ôìç)(×ð¹ó ôìç)(×ð¹ó ôìç)(×ð¹ó ôìç) - The mantra that effaces the
poisonous effects.

If he hears the Supreme Guru's charm, believing in the Name his
soul becomes contented.
×¹ðî¹ÇÖ ×Åðó° Ü¶ Ã¹ä¶ î³é¶ éÅÀ° Ã³å¯Ã ¹ÍÍ×¹ðî¹ÇÖ ×Åðó° Ü¶ Ã¹ä¶ î³é¶ éÅÀ° Ã³å¯Ã ¹ÍÍ×¹ðî¹ÇÖ ×Åðó° Ü¶ Ã¹ä¶ î³é¶ éÅÀ° Ã³å¯Ã ¹ÍÍ×¹ðî¹ÇÖ ×Åðó° Ü¶ Ã¹ä¶ î³é¶ éÅÀ° Ã³å¯Ã ¹ÍÍ×¹ðî¹ÇÖ ×Åðó° Ü¶ Ã¹ä¶ î³é¶ éÅÀ° Ã³å¯Ã ¹ÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - A@@I- A@@I- A@@I- A@@I- A@@I
As with Garudas spell in the mouth, one fears not the snake.
×ð¹ó î¹ÇÖ éÔÆ Ãðê åÌÅÃÍÍ×ð¹ó î¹ÇÖ éÔÆ Ãðê åÌÅÃÍÍ×ð¹ó î¹ÇÖ éÔÆ Ãðê åÌÅÃÍÍ×ð¹ó î¹ÇÖ éÔÆ Ãðê åÌÅÃÍÍ×ð¹ó î¹ÇÖ éÔÆ Ãðê åÌÅÃÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - IHG- IHG- IHG- IHG- IHG

9. Ghanta (Ø³àÅ)(Ø³àÅ)(Ø³àÅ)(Ø³àÅ)(Ø³àÅ) - Bell or Gong
My Salagram is god, whose bell is heard in the world's four
corners.
Ø³àÅ ÜÅ ÕÅ Ã¹éÆÁË ÚÔ¹ ³  Õ° ³àÍÍØ³àÅ ÜÅ ÕÅ Ã¹éÆÁË ÚÔ¹ ³  Õ° ³àÍÍØ³àÅ ÜÅ ÕÅ Ã¹éÆÁË ÚÔ¹ ³  Õ° ³àÍÍØ³àÅ ÜÅ ÕÅ Ã¹éÆÁË ÚÔ¹ ³  Õ° ³àÍÍØ³àÅ ÜÅ ÕÅ Ã¹éÆÁË ÚÔ¹ ³  Õ° ³àÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - CIC- CIC- CIC- CIC- CIC

10. Ghungru (Ø¹¿×ðÈ) (Ø¹¿×ðÈ) (Ø¹¿×ðÈ) (Ø¹¿×ðÈ) (Ø¹¿×ðÈ) - small tinkling bells
If the mind is fixed, then, that is the tinkling of small bells
Then, what can the Death's courier, do unto me, hearafter?
Ø¹ ³ØðÈ òÅÜË Ü¶ îé° ñÅ×ËÍÍØ¹ ³ØðÈ òÅÜË Ü¶ îé° ñÅ×ËÍÍØ¹ ³ØðÈ òÅÜË Ü¶ îé° ñÅ×ËÍÍØ¹ ³ØðÈ òÅÜË Ü¶ îé° ñÅ×ËÍÍØ¹ ³ØðÈ òÅÜË Ü¶ îé° ñÅ×ËÍÍ
åÀ° Üî¹ ÕÔÅ Õð¶ î¯ ÇÃÀ° ÁÅ×ËÍÍåÀ° Üî¹ ÕÔÅ Õð¶ î¯ ÇÃÀ° ÁÅ×ËÍÍåÀ° Üî¹ ÕÔÅ Õð¶ î¯ ÇÃÀ° ÁÅ×ËÍÍåÀ° Üî¹ ÕÔÅ Õð¶ î¯ ÇÃÀ° ÁÅ×ËÍÍåÀ° Üî¹ ÕÔÅ Õð¶ î¯ ÇÃÀ° ÁÅ×ËÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - CEF- CEF- CEF- CEF- CEF
He plays upon the rebeck, tambourine, cymbals and anklets and
thus he hears the Divine music.
ðìÅì¹ êÖÅòÜ åÅñ Ø¹ ³ØðÈðìÅì¹ êÖÅòÜ åÅñ Ø¹ ³ØðÈðìÅì¹ êÖÅòÜ åÅñ Ø¹ ³ØðÈðìÅì¹ êÖÅòÜ åÅñ Ø¹ ³ØðÈðìÅì¹ êÖÅòÜ åÅñ Ø¹ ³ØðÈ
ÁéÔç Ãìç¹ òÜÅòËÍÍÁéÔç Ãìç¹ òÜÅòËÍÍÁéÔç Ãìç¹ òÜÅòËÍÍÁéÔç Ãìç¹ òÜÅòËÍÍÁéÔç Ãìç¹ òÜÅòËÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - CHA- CHA- CHA- CHA- CHA

11. Tanti Sabad (å¿åÆ ôìç) (å¿åÆ ôìç) (å¿åÆ ôìç) (å¿åÆ ôìç) (å¿åÆ ôìç) - Sound of vibrating strings
If thou become virtuous, then shall the string play. In this way thy
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desire shall depart.
×¹ðî¹ÇÖ Ô¯òÇÔ åÅ å³åÆ òÅÜË ÇÂé ÇìÇè ÇåÌÃéÅ Ö³âÆÍÍ×¹ðî¹ÇÖ Ô¯òÇÔ åÅ å³åÆ òÅÜË ÇÂé ÇìÇè ÇåÌÃéÅ Ö³âÆÍÍ×¹ðî¹ÇÖ Ô¯òÇÔ åÅ å³åÆ òÅÜË ÇÂé ÇìÇè ÇåÌÃéÅ Ö³âÆÍÍ×¹ðî¹ÇÖ Ô¯òÇÔ åÅ å³åÆ òÅÜË ÇÂé ÇìÇè ÇåÌÃéÅ Ö³âÆÍÍ×¹ðî¹ÇÖ Ô¯òÇÔ åÅ å³åÆ òÅÜË ÇÂé ÇìÇè ÇåÌÃéÅ Ö³âÆÍÍ

AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg  - I@H - I@H - I@H - I@H - I@H
12. Runjhun (ð¹ä Þ¹ä)(ð¹ä Þ¹ä)(ð¹ä Þ¹ä)(ð¹ä Þ¹ä)(ð¹ä Þ¹ä) - Tinkling sound, jingle, chime

Whosoever reaches the Fearless Lord's Home, He ever hears the
sweet and melodious celestial strain.
ÁéÔç ð¹ä Þ¹äÕÅð¹ ÃçÅ è¹Çé ÇéðíÀ° ÕË ØÇð òÅÇÂçÅÍÍÁéÔç ð¹ä Þ¹äÕÅð¹ ÃçÅ è¹Çé ÇéðíÀ° ÕË ØÇð òÅÇÂçÅÍÍÁéÔç ð¹ä Þ¹äÕÅð¹ ÃçÅ è¹Çé ÇéðíÀ° ÕË ØÇð òÅÇÂçÅÍÍÁéÔç ð¹ä Þ¹äÕÅð¹ ÃçÅ è¹Çé ÇéðíÀ° ÕË ØÇð òÅÇÂçÅÍÍÁéÔç ð¹ä Þ¹äÕÅð¹ ÃçÅ è¹Çé ÇéðíÀ° ÕË ØÇð òÅÇÂçÅÍÍ

               AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - A@CC- A@CC- A@CC- A@CC- A@CC
13. Babiha (ììÆÔÅ, êêÆÔÅ) (ììÆÔÅ, êêÆÔÅ) (ììÆÔÅ, êêÆÔÅ) (ììÆÔÅ, êêÆÔÅ) (ììÆÔÅ, êêÆÔÅ) - Music of the rain - bird

The pied-cuckoo chirps in the ambrosial hour of morning and then
is his prayer heard in God's Court.
ìÅìÆÔÅ Á³ÇîÌå ò¶ñË ì¯ÇñÁÅ å» çÇð Ã¹äÆ ê¹ÕÅðÍÍìÅìÆÔÅ Á³ÇîÌå ò¶ñË ì¯ÇñÁÅ å» çÇð Ã¹äÆ ê¹ÕÅðÍÍìÅìÆÔÅ Á³ÇîÌå ò¶ñË ì¯ÇñÁÅ å» çÇð Ã¹äÆ ê¹ÕÅðÍÍìÅìÆÔÅ Á³ÇîÌå ò¶ñË ì¯ÇñÁÅ å» çÇð Ã¹äÆ ê¹ÕÅðÍÍìÅìÆÔÅ Á³ÇîÌå ò¶ñË ì¯ÇñÁÅ å» çÇð Ã¹äÆ ê¹ÕÅðÍÍ

     AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg  - ABHE - ABHE - ABHE - ABHE - ABHE
There are five kinds of  sounds which are described as Tanti

(å¿åÆ), Mridang (ÇîÌç¿×), Ghanta (Ø³àÅ), Ghata (ØàÅ) (cloud), Nafiri
(éëÆðÆ) etc.

In the Hans Upanishad, where there is the mention of Anahad
Shabad (the unstruck melody), it is written that first is the sound
of  Chatka (ÚàÕÅ), on hearing which all the hair stand on ends. The
second is the sound of Punn, Punn, Chann, Chann, (ê¹¿é-ê¹¿é, Ú¿é-
Ú¿é) on hearing which all the limbs of the body are in bloom. The
third is the sound of  the bell, on hearing which one’s mind and
intellect are filled with love. The fourth is the sound of the Conch,
on hearing which, one’s head begins to whirl like that of  an
intoxicated person. The fifth is the sound (note) of  the harp, by
concentrating one’s consciousness on that, one feels supreme bliss
and nectar seems to rain from the divine hole (top of the head).
The sixth is sound of Niratkari (ÇéÌåÕÅðÆ), on hearing which one
feels Amrit (nectar) in one's throat. If the consciousness rises to
the greatest height, then there is the sound of the flute, an
extremely sweet note which fills every fibre of  one’s body with
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sweetness; there is hardly any trace of the disturbance of the
consciousness. For hours, for a whole day, for many days, one is
enraptured with this sweet music; there are no thought-waves and
one feels like one intoxicated. He forgets the world and remains
absorbed in this sweet Word. By hearing that, one begins to
experience strange powers; such as knowing other’s inner thoughts;
hearing distant sounds and seeing distant things in one’s inner mind
and such like miracles.

The eighth is the sound of  Pakhavaj (êÖÅòÜ). If  one is merged
in it, one achieves the power to feel the musical phenomenon
which is operating in one's body or that which a seeker hears within
himself and begins to know its meaning (or significance). The ninth
divine word (Energy) is of  the small nafiri (musical instrument).
One begins to hear this sound after putting in very great effort. In
this sound, one is saturated with energy to the full and one acquires
extremely strong power. One acquires the power to reach any place
one desires physically or mentally. If  his path is obstructed by some
obstacles or by a big river, he can cross all with a single step. He
can enter any house and by becoming invisible, he gets the
knowledge of all things there. The tenth is the sound of the cloud,
on hearing which, one sees the Divine face to face. One actually
becomes one with God. All these thoughts have been described in
many scriptures, according to the reach of  the writers. But what is
commonly called Anhad Shabad (The Divine Word, the unstruck
music) is the sum total of the five ‘sounds’. As is stated in Bani
:

Where rings the orehestra harmony of five sounds
Where the drum-beat of The Word is sounded
There, one sees all the continents, regions, underworlds,
Spheres, climes and all the universes struck with awe.
ê³Ú Ãìç è¹ÇéÕÅð è¹Çé åÔ ìÅÜË Ãìç¹ éÆÃÅä°ÍÍê³Ú Ãìç è¹ÇéÕÅð è¹Çé åÔ ìÅÜË Ãìç¹ éÆÃÅä°ÍÍê³Ú Ãìç è¹ÇéÕÅð è¹Çé åÔ ìÅÜË Ãìç¹ éÆÃÅä°ÍÍê³Ú Ãìç è¹ÇéÕÅð è¹Çé åÔ ìÅÜË Ãìç¹ éÆÃÅä°ÍÍê³Ú Ãìç è¹ÇéÕÅð è¹Çé åÔ ìÅÜË Ãìç¹ éÆÃÅä°ÍÍ
çÆê ñ¯Á êÅåÅñ åÔ Ö³â î³âñ ÔËðÅé°ÍÍçÆê ñ¯Á êÅåÅñ åÔ Ö³â î³âñ ÔËðÅé°ÍÍçÆê ñ¯Á êÅåÅñ åÔ Ö³â î³âñ ÔËðÅé°ÍÍçÆê ñ¯Á êÅåÅñ åÔ Ö³â î³âñ ÔËðÅé°ÍÍçÆê ñ¯Á êÅåÅñ åÔ Ö³â î³âñ ÔËðÅé°ÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - ABIA- ABIA- ABIA- ABIA- ABIA
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These five sounds are -

1. Tata (åµå) - the sound of  virbating strings - (å¿åÆ)
2. Vitu (Çòå°) - the sound produced by percussion on a

stretched leather or membrane - (ÇîÌç¿×)
3. Ghan (Øé) - The sound produced by striking solid bronze

metal - (Ø³àÅ)
4. Nad (éÅç) - the sound produced by thundering clouds -

(ØàÅ)
5. Shishur or Shikhar (ÇôÖð) - the sound produced by blowing

wind (breath) through hollow holes. (Shehnai) - (éëÆðÆ)
Tat is the sound of vibrating strings
Vitu that of percussion on stretched leather.
Ghan is the sound of bronze metal
Thundering clouds produce Nad.
Shishur is the sound by blowing wind
This is what you need to know.
åå å³åÆ Çòå° Úðî ÕÅ Øé Õ»ÃÆ Õ¯ ÜÅéÍÍåå å³åÆ Çòå° Úðî ÕÅ Øé Õ»ÃÆ Õ¯ ÜÅéÍÍåå å³åÆ Çòå° Úðî ÕÅ Øé Õ»ÃÆ Õ¯ ÜÅéÍÍåå å³åÆ Çòå° Úðî ÕÅ Øé Õ»ÃÆ Õ¯ ÜÅéÍÍåå å³åÆ Çòå° Úðî ÕÅ Øé Õ»ÃÆ Õ¯ ÜÅéÍÍ
éÅç Ãìç Øà Õ¯ ÕÔË ÃòÅÃ ÇôÖð êÇÔÚÅéÍÍéÅç Ãìç Øà Õ¯ ÕÔË ÃòÅÃ ÇôÖð êÇÔÚÅéÍÍéÅç Ãìç Øà Õ¯ ÕÔË ÃòÅÃ ÇôÖð êÇÔÚÅéÍÍéÅç Ãìç Øà Õ¯ ÕÔË ÃòÅÃ ÇôÖð êÇÔÚÅéÍÍéÅç Ãìç Øà Õ¯ ÕÔË ÃòÅÃ ÇôÖð êÇÔÚÅéÍÍ

The sound is the quality of the ether; and its soul (essence)
is the word, the letter of alphabet. There are two kinds of it. It
would require a lot of time to explain in detail about the Divine
Word, because all the seekers of  the consciousness of  the Word,
write about their experience and about the means in numerous
standard books. The sum total of  all this is that the seeker should
not get involved in the estimates of these words; rather after he
achieves concentration of mind, he would naturally hear the
reverberations of the Anahad Nad (divine music) Beyond these
words the power that has the capacity to give significance to the
sound is God (Brahm) Himself  (His Power), Who is All-
consciousness, All-Perfection, the most loved embodiment of all
love, Who is all Truth, All Knowledge and all Bliss. Any seeker
who experiences all these sounds and words, feels in them the
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presence of God, and all his doubts come to an end.

The mind is an extremely fine entity. No one can estimate its
extreme fineness which is beyond imagination. Even then, according
to the estimate made of this fineness, it is like this : If you divide
a hair into one lakh parts, and then if you divide that one part
into further one lakh parts; and then if you divide the remainder
into two parts, then the last unit is the estimate of the fineness
of the mind (half of the billionth part of the hair). But because
the mind is the illusive phenomenon of Maya (illusion), it is the
product of five elements (earth, water, fire, air and ether - these
constitute the body), it can be weighed and measured on some
scale. One can achieve the state of godliness only after destroying
this subtle mind. God is immanent in all beings - just as fragrance
lives in the flowers, like fat in the milk and like the oil in the seeds
or like the jewels or gems among the stones; He is like the thread
running through all the gems or jewels of  a necklace like the soul
that lives in all the shapes that we see. A divinely realised person,
who is the knower lives in that Brahm (the Infinite) with a stable
intellect (never doubting). Such a person is called a self-realised or
a liberated soul (He has achieved salvation in this life itself).

Many men of  learning of  today, being devoid of  divine
experience and who remain in the dark state of intellectualism,
where neither the divine music is heard, nor the Light of Divine
Word is seen, assert, that there is no Divine Word nor is there any
divine music, nor is there any Anahad sound nor any (divine) Light.
As opposed to all this, Guru Maharaj proclaims as under -

In the cave of celestial poise, I have acquired a seat.
God, the embodiment of lights, has played for me the celestial
music.
ÃÔÜ ×¹ëÅ îÇÔ ÁÅÃä° ìÅÇèÁÅÍÍÃÔÜ ×¹ëÅ îÇÔ ÁÅÃä° ìÅÇèÁÅÍÍÃÔÜ ×¹ëÅ îÇÔ ÁÅÃä° ìÅÇèÁÅÍÍÃÔÜ ×¹ëÅ îÇÔ ÁÅÃä° ìÅÇèÁÅÍÍÃÔÜ ×¹ëÅ îÇÔ ÁÅÃä° ìÅÇèÁÅÍÍ
Ü¯Çå ÃðÈê ÁéÅÔç¹ òÅÇÜÁÅÍÍÜ¯Çå ÃðÈê ÁéÅÔç¹ òÅÇÜÁÅÍÍÜ¯Çå ÃðÈê ÁéÅÔç¹ òÅÇÜÁÅÍÍÜ¯Çå ÃðÈê ÁéÅÔç¹ òÅÇÜÁÅÍÍÜ¯Çå ÃðÈê ÁéÅÔç¹ òÅÇÜÁÅÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - CG@- CG@- CG@- CG@- CG@
My soul is bewitched by the unstruck melody, wondrous is whose
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relish.
ÁéÔç è¹éÆ î¶ðÅ îé¹ î¯ÇÔúÁéÔç è¹éÆ î¶ðÅ îé¹ î¯ÇÔúÁéÔç è¹éÆ î¶ðÅ îé¹ î¯ÇÔúÁéÔç è¹éÆ î¶ðÅ îé¹ î¯ÇÔúÁéÔç è¹éÆ î¶ðÅ îé¹ î¯ÇÔú
ÁÚðÜ åÅ Õ¶ ÃÉÅçÍÍÁÚðÜ åÅ Õ¶ ÃÉÅçÍÍÁÚðÜ åÅ Õ¶ ÃÉÅçÍÍÁÚðÜ åÅ Õ¶ ÃÉÅçÍÍÁÚðÜ åÅ Õ¶ ÃÉÅçÍÍ                          AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - ABBF- ABBF- ABBF- ABBF- ABBF
My inner-fire is quenched and I am cool and content. Hearing the
celestial strain, I am wonder-struck and astonished.
åêÇå ì¹ÞÆ ÃÆåñ ÁÅØÅé¶åêÇå ì¹ÞÆ ÃÆåñ ÁÅØÅé¶åêÇå ì¹ÞÆ ÃÆåñ ÁÅØÅé¶åêÇå ì¹ÞÆ ÃÆåñ ÁÅØÅé¶åêÇå ì¹ÞÆ ÃÆåñ ÁÅØÅé¶
Ã¹Çé ÁéÔç ÇìÃî íÂ¶ ÇìÃîÅçÍÍÃ¹Çé ÁéÔç ÇìÃî íÂ¶ ÇìÃîÅçÍÍÃ¹Çé ÁéÔç ÇìÃî íÂ¶ ÇìÃîÅçÍÍÃ¹Çé ÁéÔç ÇìÃî íÂ¶ ÇìÃîÅçÍÍÃ¹Çé ÁéÔç ÇìÃî íÂ¶ ÇìÃîÅçÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - ABAH- ABAH- ABAH- ABAH- ABAH
What is the sign of the Lord's abode?
There is played the unbeaten music of the Name.
ç¶ò ÃæÅéË ÇÕÁÅ éÆÃÅäÆÍÍç¶ò ÃæÅéË ÇÕÁÅ éÆÃÅäÆÍÍç¶ò ÃæÅéË ÇÕÁÅ éÆÃÅäÆÍÍç¶ò ÃæÅéË ÇÕÁÅ éÆÃÅäÆÍÍç¶ò ÃæÅéË ÇÕÁÅ éÆÃÅäÆÍÍ
åÔ ìÅÜ¶ Ãìç ÁéÅÔç ìÅäÆÍÍåÔ ìÅÜ¶ Ãìç ÁéÅÔç ìÅäÆÍÍåÔ ìÅÜ¶ Ãìç ÁéÅÔç ìÅäÆÍÍåÔ ìÅÜ¶ Ãìç ÁéÅÔç ìÅäÆÍÍåÔ ìÅÜ¶ Ãìç ÁéÅÔç ìÅäÆÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - IGD- IGD- IGD- IGD- IGD
 There in the saints' society are the full sounds of the melody of the
five musical instruments.
Without being struck, they play wondrously and marvellously.
ê³Ú Ãìç åÔ êÈðé éÅçÍÍê³Ú Ãìç åÔ êÈðé éÅçÍÍê³Ú Ãìç åÔ êÈðé éÅçÍÍê³Ú Ãìç åÔ êÈðé éÅçÍÍê³Ú Ãìç åÔ êÈðé éÅçÍÍ
ÁéÔç ìÅÜ¶ ÁÚðÜ ÇìÃîÅçÍÍÁéÔç ìÅÜ¶ ÁÚðÜ ÇìÃîÅçÍÍÁéÔç ìÅÜ¶ ÁÚðÜ ÇìÃîÅçÍÍÁéÔç ìÅÜ¶ ÁÚðÜ ÇìÃîÅçÍÍÁéÔç ìÅÜ¶ ÁÚðÜ ÇìÃîÅçÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - HHH- HHH- HHH- HHH- HHH
The celestial music of Guru's hymns resounds in the unique place
(of the tenth gate).
With the melody thereof, the Cherisher of the Universe is
fascinated.
ÁéÔå ìÅäÆ æÅé° ÇéðÅñÅÍÍÁéÔå ìÅäÆ æÅé° ÇéðÅñÅÍÍÁéÔå ìÅäÆ æÅé° ÇéðÅñÅÍÍÁéÔå ìÅäÆ æÅé° ÇéðÅñÅÍÍÁéÔå ìÅäÆ æÅé° ÇéðÅñÅÍÍ
åÅ ÕÆ è¹Çé î¯Ô¶ ×¯êÅñÅÍÍåÅ ÕÆ è¹Çé î¯Ô¶ ×¯êÅñÅÍÍåÅ ÕÆ è¹Çé î¯Ô¶ ×¯êÅñÅÍÍåÅ ÕÆ è¹Çé î¯Ô¶ ×¯êÅñÅÍÍåÅ ÕÆ è¹Çé î¯Ô¶ ×¯êÅñÅÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - AHF- AHF- AHF- AHF- AHF

One achieves salvation through knowledge of self, but the
knowledge of self can never be attained without doing a lot of
spiritual penance, never by the imagination of the intellectual
sphere. The fire of yoga speedily destroys all the sins and the
inner mind is made stainless (sinless) there the light of  true
knowledge begins to flash. When the mind is controlled by the
power of  penance, it does not run after the pleasures of  the world
and is merged in the Infinite; it attains the state of liberation.
To the people, burning with worldly hopes and ambitions, the
world appears like a burning fire. When the mind has forsaken
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all desires, then the same world appears the image of Brahm (God)
and seems cool and soothing.

The description of  the Divine Word as given above is a very
difficult path of earning godly merit. The state of equanimity can
never be achieved by mere talk, for this, there is a great need of
a lot of practice in the heart.

Kabir, strait is the gate of salvation, its breadth is one tenth part of
a mustard seed.
Thy mind has overgrown like an elephant. How can it pass
through?
ÕìÆð î¹ÕÇå ç¹ÁÅðÅ Ã³Õ°ðÅ ðÅÂÆ çÃÂ¶ º íÅÇÂÍÍÕìÆð î¹ÕÇå ç¹ÁÅðÅ Ã³Õ°ðÅ ðÅÂÆ çÃÂ¶ º íÅÇÂÍÍÕìÆð î¹ÕÇå ç¹ÁÅðÅ Ã³Õ°ðÅ ðÅÂÆ çÃÂ¶ º íÅÇÂÍÍÕìÆð î¹ÕÇå ç¹ÁÅðÅ Ã³Õ°ðÅ ðÅÂÆ çÃÂ¶ º íÅÇÂÍÍÕìÆð î¹ÕÇå ç¹ÁÅðÅ Ã³Õ°ðÅ ðÅÂÆ çÃÂ¶ º íÅÇÂÍÍ
îé° åÀ° îË×« Ô¯ÇÂ ðÇÔú ÇéÕÃ¯ ÇÕÀ° ÕË ÜÅÇÂÍÍîé° åÀ° îË×« Ô¯ÇÂ ðÇÔú ÇéÕÃ¯ ÇÕÀ° ÕË ÜÅÇÂÍÍîé° åÀ° îË×« Ô¯ÇÂ ðÇÔú ÇéÕÃ¯ ÇÕÀ° ÕË ÜÅÇÂÍÍîé° åÀ° îË×« Ô¯ÇÂ ðÇÔú ÇéÕÃ¯ ÇÕÀ° ÕË ÜÅÇÂÍÍîé° åÀ° îË×« Ô¯ÇÂ ðÇÔú ÇéÕÃ¯ ÇÕÀ° ÕË ÜÅÇÂÍÍ

AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg  - ACFG - ACFG - ACFG - ACFG - ACFG
But if  one gets the grace of  a competent (God-realised) Guru

and one is fortunate to get his pleasure, then all these exalted states
are capable of being attained

O Kabir, if I meet such a Guru, who in his mercy blesses me with
the gift, then the door of salvation would open wide and I will
easily pass through it.
ÕìÆð ÁËÃÅ ÃÇå×¹ð¹ Ü¶ ÇîñË å°áÅ Õð¶ êÃÅÀ°ÍÍÕìÆð ÁËÃÅ ÃÇå×¹ð¹ Ü¶ ÇîñË å°áÅ Õð¶ êÃÅÀ°ÍÍÕìÆð ÁËÃÅ ÃÇå×¹ð¹ Ü¶ ÇîñË å°áÅ Õð¶ êÃÅÀ°ÍÍÕìÆð ÁËÃÅ ÃÇå×¹ð¹ Ü¶ ÇîñË å°áÅ Õð¶ êÃÅÀ°ÍÍÕìÆð ÁËÃÅ ÃÇå×¹ð¹ Ü¶ ÇîñË å°áÅ Õð¶ êÃÅÀ°ÍÍ
î¹ÕÇå ç¹ÁÅðÅ î¯ÕñÅ ÃÔÜ¶ ÁÅòÀ° ÜÅÀ°ÍÍî¹ÕÇå ç¹ÁÅðÅ î¯ÕñÅ ÃÔÜ¶ ÁÅòÀ° ÜÅÀ°ÍÍî¹ÕÇå ç¹ÁÅðÅ î¯ÕñÅ ÃÔÜ¶ ÁÅòÀ° ÜÅÀ°ÍÍî¹ÕÇå ç¹ÁÅðÅ î¯ÕñÅ ÃÔÜ¶ ÁÅòÀ° ÜÅÀ°ÍÍî¹ÕÇå ç¹ÁÅðÅ î¯ÕñÅ ÃÔÜ¶ ÁÅòÀ° ÜÅÀ°ÍÍ      AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - ACFG- ACFG- ACFG- ACFG- ACFG

As has been stated above, by concentrating one’s mind for a
long time on the Trikuti - the spot where the three nadis meet and
which in Gurbani is called Triveni (the confluence of three rivers),
and by remaining in the company of the great souls, one has to
put in a lot of hard effort, because there are internal iron gates,
which have to be opened, about which the Gurbani says -

Within the fortress are balconies and bazars.
The Lord Himself takes care of the goods.
The admantine doors of the Tenth Gate are knowingly closed and
shut.
Through the Guru's word, they are wide-opened.
Á³çÇð Õ¯à ÛÜ¶ ÔàéÅñ¶ÍÍ ÁÅê¶ ñ¶òË òÃå° ÃîÅñ¶ÍÍÁ³çÇð Õ¯à ÛÜ¶ ÔàéÅñ¶ÍÍ ÁÅê¶ ñ¶òË òÃå° ÃîÅñ¶ÍÍÁ³çÇð Õ¯à ÛÜ¶ ÔàéÅñ¶ÍÍ ÁÅê¶ ñ¶òË òÃå° ÃîÅñ¶ÍÍÁ³çÇð Õ¯à ÛÜ¶ ÔàéÅñ¶ÍÍ ÁÅê¶ ñ¶òË òÃå° ÃîÅñ¶ÍÍÁ³çÇð Õ¯à ÛÜ¶ ÔàéÅñ¶ÍÍ ÁÅê¶ ñ¶òË òÃå° ÃîÅñ¶ÍÍ
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ìÜð ÕêÅà Üó¶ ÜÇó ÜÅäË ×¹ð ÃìçÆ Ö¯ñÅÇÂçÅÍÍìÜð ÕêÅà Üó¶ ÜÇó ÜÅäË ×¹ð ÃìçÆ Ö¯ñÅÇÂçÅÍÍìÜð ÕêÅà Üó¶ ÜÇó ÜÅäË ×¹ð ÃìçÆ Ö¯ñÅÇÂçÅÍÍìÜð ÕêÅà Üó¶ ÜÇó ÜÅäË ×¹ð ÃìçÆ Ö¯ñÅÇÂçÅÍÍìÜð ÕêÅà Üó¶ ÜÇó ÜÅäË ×¹ð ÃìçÆ Ö¯ñÅÇÂçÅÍÍ
AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg  - A@CC - A@CC - A@CC - A@CC - A@CC

The body fortress has nine doors. The tenth is kept unseen.
The admantine shutters of the tenth gate open not. Through the
Guru's word alone they get opened.
The melodious celestial strain rings there.
By the Guru's word it is heard.
The Divine light shines in the mind of those who hear the music of
the tenth door. Such persons meet God, by embracing meditation.
The One, who created the world, does pervade all.
éÀ° çðòÅÜ¶ ÕÅÇÂÁÅ Õ¯à¹ ÔË çÃòË ×¹êå° ðÖÆÜËÍÍéÀ° çðòÅÜ¶ ÕÅÇÂÁÅ Õ¯à¹ ÔË çÃòË ×¹êå° ðÖÆÜËÍÍéÀ° çðòÅÜ¶ ÕÅÇÂÁÅ Õ¯à¹ ÔË çÃòË ×¹êå° ðÖÆÜËÍÍéÀ° çðòÅÜ¶ ÕÅÇÂÁÅ Õ¯à¹ ÔË çÃòË ×¹êå° ðÖÆÜËÍÍéÀ° çðòÅÜ¶ ÕÅÇÂÁÅ Õ¯à¹ ÔË çÃòË ×¹êå° ðÖÆÜËÍÍ
ìÜð ÕêÅà é Ö¹ñéÆ ×¹ð ÃìÇç Ö¹ñÆÜËÍÍìÜð ÕêÅà é Ö¹ñéÆ ×¹ð ÃìÇç Ö¹ñÆÜËÍÍìÜð ÕêÅà é Ö¹ñéÆ ×¹ð ÃìÇç Ö¹ñÆÜËÍÍìÜð ÕêÅà é Ö¹ñéÆ ×¹ð ÃìÇç Ö¹ñÆÜËÍÍìÜð ÕêÅà é Ö¹ñéÆ ×¹ð ÃìÇç Ö¹ñÆÜËÍÍ
ÁéÔç òÅÜ¶ è¹Çé òÜç¶ ×¹ð ÃìÇç Ã¹äÆÜËÍÍÁéÔç òÅÜ¶ è¹Çé òÜç¶ ×¹ð ÃìÇç Ã¹äÆÜËÍÍÁéÔç òÅÜ¶ è¹Çé òÜç¶ ×¹ð ÃìÇç Ã¹äÆÜËÍÍÁéÔç òÅÜ¶ è¹Çé òÜç¶ ×¹ð ÃìÇç Ã¹äÆÜËÍÍÁéÔç òÅÜ¶ è¹Çé òÜç¶ ×¹ð ÃìÇç Ã¹äÆÜËÍÍ
Çåå° Øà Á³åÇð ÚÅéäÅ ÕÇð í×Çå ÇîñÆÜËÍÍÇåå° Øà Á³åÇð ÚÅéäÅ ÕÇð í×Çå ÇîñÆÜËÍÍÇåå° Øà Á³åÇð ÚÅéäÅ ÕÇð í×Çå ÇîñÆÜËÍÍÇåå° Øà Á³åÇð ÚÅéäÅ ÕÇð í×Çå ÇîñÆÜËÍÍÇåå° Øà Á³åÇð ÚÅéäÅ ÕÇð í×Çå ÇîñÆÜËÍÍ
Ãí îÇÔ Â¶Õ° òðåçÅ ÇÜÇé ÁÅê¶ ðÚé ðÚÅÂÆÍÍÃí îÇÔ Â¶Õ° òðåçÅ ÇÜÇé ÁÅê¶ ðÚé ðÚÅÂÆÍÍÃí îÇÔ Â¶Õ° òðåçÅ ÇÜÇé ÁÅê¶ ðÚé ðÚÅÂÆÍÍÃí îÇÔ Â¶Õ° òðåçÅ ÇÜÇé ÁÅê¶ ðÚé ðÚÅÂÆÍÍÃí îÇÔ Â¶Õ° òðåçÅ ÇÜÇé ÁÅê¶ ðÚé ðÚÅÂÆÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg  - IED - IED - IED - IED - IED
When the knot of three qualities is unfastened, then opens the
Tenth door and the mind becomes inebriated, O brother.
ÇåÌÕ°àÆ Û±àË çÃòÅ çð¹ ÖÈñË åÅ îé° ÖÆòÅ íÅÂÆÍÍÇåÌÕ°àÆ Û±àË çÃòÅ çð¹ ÖÈñË åÅ îé° ÖÆòÅ íÅÂÆÍÍÇåÌÕ°àÆ Û±àË çÃòÅ çð¹ ÖÈñË åÅ îé° ÖÆòÅ íÅÂÆÍÍÇåÌÕ°àÆ Û±àË çÃòÅ çð¹ ÖÈñË åÅ îé° ÖÆòÅ íÅÂÆÍÍÇåÌÕ°àÆ Û±àË çÃòÅ çð¹ ÖÈñË åÅ îé° ÖÆòÅ íÅÂÆÍÍ

AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg  - AABC - AABC - AABC - AABC - AABC
Further the Gurbani ordains that the meditator, the meditation

and the object of meditation, as also the knower, the knowledge,
and the object of knowing - these are the two triads or trines
(trikutis). If one is able to get out of these, then one is able to
get a lodgement in One’s own Home - The Divine Home :

The unbaked earthen vessel shall definitely break.
He, who is rid of three qualities, dwells in his own home.
²ÕÅÚÆ îà¹ÕÆ ÇìéÇÃ ÇìéÅÃÅÍÍ²ÕÅÚÆ îà¹ÕÆ ÇìéÇÃ ÇìéÅÃÅÍÍ²ÕÅÚÆ îà¹ÕÆ ÇìéÇÃ ÇìéÅÃÅÍÍ²ÕÅÚÆ îà¹ÕÆ ÇìéÇÃ ÇìéÅÃÅÍÍ²ÕÅÚÆ îà¹ÕÆ ÇìéÇÃ ÇìéÅÃÅÍÍ
ÇÜÃ¹ Û±àË ÇåÌÕ°àÆ ÇåÃ¹ ÇéÜ ØÇð òÅÃÅÍÍÇÜÃ¹ Û±àË ÇåÌÕ°àÆ ÇåÃ¹ ÇéÜ ØÇð òÅÃÅÍÍÇÜÃ¹ Û±àË ÇåÌÕ°àÆ ÇåÃ¹ ÇéÜ ØÇð òÅÃÅÍÍÇÜÃ¹ Û±àË ÇåÌÕ°àÆ ÇåÃ¹ ÇéÜ ØÇð òÅÃÅÍÍÇÜÃ¹ Û±àË ÇåÌÕ°àÆ ÇåÃ¹ ÇéÜ ØÇð òÅÃÅÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg  - CGD - CGD - CGD - CGD - CGD

Beyond Trikuti is the tenth door. The activity there is simply
wonderful; it is beyond description or writing - it can only be
experienced -

Through the Guru's, blessing and faith, He shows the tenth gate.
The Lord of manifold forms and the Names and of nine treasures is
there. Beyond access is His limit.
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×¹ðç¹ÁÅðË ñÅÇÂ íÅòéÆ×¹ðç¹ÁÅðË ñÅÇÂ íÅòéÆ×¹ðç¹ÁÅðË ñÅÇÂ íÅòéÆ×¹ðç¹ÁÅðË ñÅÇÂ íÅòéÆ×¹ðç¹ÁÅðË ñÅÇÂ íÅòéÆ
ÇÂÕéÅ çÃòÅ ç¹ÁÅð¹ ÇçÖÅÇÂÁÅÍÍÇÂÕéÅ çÃòÅ ç¹ÁÅð¹ ÇçÖÅÇÂÁÅÍÍÇÂÕéÅ çÃòÅ ç¹ÁÅð¹ ÇçÖÅÇÂÁÅÍÍÇÂÕéÅ çÃòÅ ç¹ÁÅð¹ ÇçÖÅÇÂÁÅÍÍÇÂÕéÅ çÃòÅ ç¹ÁÅð¹ ÇçÖÅÇÂÁÅÍÍ
åÔ Áé¶Õ ðÈê éÅÀ° éò ÇéÇèåÔ Áé¶Õ ðÈê éÅÀ° éò ÇéÇèåÔ Áé¶Õ ðÈê éÅÀ° éò ÇéÇèåÔ Áé¶Õ ðÈê éÅÀ° éò ÇéÇèåÔ Áé¶Õ ðÈê éÅÀ° éò ÇéÇè
ÇåÃ çÅ Á³å¹ é ÜÅÂÆ êÅÇÂÁÅÍÍÇåÃ çÅ Á³å¹ é ÜÅÂÆ êÅÇÂÁÅÍÍÇåÃ çÅ Á³å¹ é ÜÅÂÆ êÅÇÂÁÅÍÍÇåÃ çÅ Á³å¹ é ÜÅÂÆ êÅÇÂÁÅÍÍÇåÃ çÅ Á³å¹ é ÜÅÂÆ êÅÇÂÁÅÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - IBB- IBB- IBB- IBB- IBB
Unknowable, beyond limit is the Tenth door
The abode of the Supreme being.
Supreme over all is the house if the body
Over it is the niche of the head,
In this niche lodges gnosis.
çÃî ç¹ÁÅðÅ Á×î ÁêÅðÅ êðî ê¹ðÖ ÕÆ ØÅàÆÍÍçÃî ç¹ÁÅðÅ Á×î ÁêÅðÅ êðî ê¹ðÖ ÕÆ ØÅàÆÍÍçÃî ç¹ÁÅðÅ Á×î ÁêÅðÅ êðî ê¹ðÖ ÕÆ ØÅàÆÍÍçÃî ç¹ÁÅðÅ Á×î ÁêÅðÅ êðî ê¹ðÖ ÕÆ ØÅàÆÍÍçÃî ç¹ÁÅðÅ Á×î ÁêÅðÅ êðî ê¹ðÖ ÕÆ ØÅàÆÍÍ
À±êÇð ÔÅà¹ ÔÅà êÇð ÁÅñÅ ÁÅñ¶ íÆåÇð æÅåÆÍÍÀ±êÇð ÔÅà¹ ÔÅà êÇð ÁÅñÅ ÁÅñ¶ íÆåÇð æÅåÆÍÍÀ±êÇð ÔÅà¹ ÔÅà êÇð ÁÅñÅ ÁÅñ¶ íÆåÇð æÅåÆÍÍÀ±êÇð ÔÅà¹ ÔÅà êÇð ÁÅñÅ ÁÅñ¶ íÆåÇð æÅåÆÍÍÀ±êÇð ÔÅà¹ ÔÅà êÇð ÁÅñÅ ÁÅñ¶ íÆåÇð æÅåÆÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - IGD- IGD- IGD- IGD- IGD
Supported is the western door with a stone.
Over that stone, there is an another window.
Over the window is the "Tenth gate".
Says Kabir, beyond limit and boundless is that abode.
êÃÚî ç¹ÁÅð¶ ÕÆ ÇÃñ úóÍÍêÃÚî ç¹ÁÅð¶ ÕÆ ÇÃñ úóÍÍêÃÚî ç¹ÁÅð¶ ÕÆ ÇÃñ úóÍÍêÃÚî ç¹ÁÅð¶ ÕÆ ÇÃñ úóÍÍêÃÚî ç¹ÁÅð¶ ÕÆ ÇÃñ úóÍÍ
ÇåÔ ÇÃñ À±êÇð ÇÖóÕÆ ÁÀ°ðÍÍÇåÔ ÇÃñ À±êÇð ÇÖóÕÆ ÁÀ°ðÍÍÇåÔ ÇÃñ À±êÇð ÇÖóÕÆ ÁÀ°ðÍÍÇåÔ ÇÃñ À±êÇð ÇÖóÕÆ ÁÀ°ðÍÍÇåÔ ÇÃñ À±êÇð ÇÖóÕÆ ÁÀ°ðÍÍ
ÇÖóÕÆ À±êÇð çÃòÅ ç¹ÁÅð¹ÍÍÇÖóÕÆ À±êÇð çÃòÅ ç¹ÁÅð¹ÍÍÇÖóÕÆ À±êÇð çÃòÅ ç¹ÁÅð¹ÍÍÇÖóÕÆ À±êÇð çÃòÅ ç¹ÁÅð¹ÍÍÇÖóÕÆ À±êÇð çÃòÅ ç¹ÁÅð¹ÍÍ
ÕÇÔ ÕìÆð åÅ ÕÅ Á³å° é êÅð¹ÍÍÕÇÔ ÕìÆð åÅ ÕÅ Á³å° é êÅð¹ÍÍÕÇÔ ÕìÆð åÅ ÕÅ Á³å° é êÅð¹ÍÍÕÇÔ ÕìÆð åÅ ÕÅ Á³å° é êÅð¹ÍÍÕÇÔ ÕìÆð åÅ ÕÅ Á³å° é êÅð¹ÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - AAEI- AAEI- AAEI- AAEI- AAEI

Beyond the Tenth Gate, there is the sphere of  Void. Any soul
that reaches there, becomes one with God Himself -

Everyone talks of void the dispassionate Absolute
But how is One to attain this void,
And who are they who are imbued
With this endless void?
They are like Him from whom they emanated
Neither are they born nor do they die neither they come nor do
they go
It is through the Guru's Grace
O Nanak! their minds are instructed and enlightened.
Ã¹ ³é ¯ Ã ¹ ³é ° ÕÔË Ãí¹ Õ¯ÂÆÍÍÃ¹ ³é ¯ Ã ¹ ³é ° ÕÔË Ãí¹ Õ¯ÂÆÍÍÃ¹ ³é ¯ Ã ¹ ³é ° ÕÔË Ãí¹ Õ¯ÂÆÍÍÃ¹ ³é ¯ Ã ¹ ³é ° ÕÔË Ãí¹ Õ¯ÂÆÍÍÃ¹ ³é ¯ Ã ¹ ³é ° ÕÔË Ãí¹ Õ¯ÂÆÍÍ
ÁéÔå Ã¹ ³é° ÕÔÅ å¶ Ô¯ÂÆÍÍÁéÔå Ã¹ ³é° ÕÔÅ å¶ Ô¯ÂÆÍÍÁéÔå Ã¹ ³é° ÕÔÅ å¶ Ô¯ÂÆÍÍÁéÔå Ã¹ ³é° ÕÔÅ å¶ Ô¯ÂÆÍÍÁéÔå Ã¹ ³é° ÕÔÅ å¶ Ô¯ÂÆÍÍ
ÁéÔå Ã¹ ³Çé ðå¶ Ã¶ ÕËÃ¶ÍÍÁéÔå Ã¹ ³Çé ðå¶ Ã¶ ÕËÃ¶ÍÍÁéÔå Ã¹ ³Çé ðå¶ Ã¶ ÕËÃ¶ÍÍÁéÔå Ã¹ ³Çé ðå¶ Ã¶ ÕËÃ¶ÍÍÁéÔå Ã¹ ³Çé ðå¶ Ã¶ ÕËÃ¶ÍÍ
ÇÜÃ å¶ À°êÜ¶ ÇåÃ ÔÆ ÜËÃ¶ÍÍÇÜÃ å¶ À°êÜ¶ ÇåÃ ÔÆ ÜËÃ¶ÍÍÇÜÃ å¶ À°êÜ¶ ÇåÃ ÔÆ ÜËÃ¶ÍÍÇÜÃ å¶ À°êÜ¶ ÇåÃ ÔÆ ÜËÃ¶ÍÍÇÜÃ å¶ À°êÜ¶ ÇåÃ ÔÆ ÜËÃ¶ÍÍ
úÇÂ ÜéÇî é îðÇÔ é ÁÅòÇÔ ÜÅÇÔÍÍúÇÂ ÜéÇî é îðÇÔ é ÁÅòÇÔ ÜÅÇÔÍÍúÇÂ ÜéÇî é îðÇÔ é ÁÅòÇÔ ÜÅÇÔÍÍúÇÂ ÜéÇî é îðÇÔ é ÁÅòÇÔ ÜÅÇÔÍÍúÇÂ ÜéÇî é îðÇÔ é ÁÅòÇÔ ÜÅÇÔÍÍ
éÅéÕ ×¹ðî¹ÇÖ îé° ÃîÞÅÇÔÍÍéÅéÕ ×¹ðî¹ÇÖ îé° ÃîÞÅÇÔÍÍéÅéÕ ×¹ðî¹ÇÖ îé° ÃîÞÅÇÔÍÍéÅéÕ ×¹ðî¹ÇÖ îé° ÃîÞÅÇÔÍÍéÅéÕ ×¹ðî¹ÇÖ îé° ÃîÞÅÇÔÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - IDC- IDC- IDC- IDC- IDC
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In the cave of primordial trance,
There is the seat, where abides
Only the unique perfect Lord.
Ã¹ ³é ÃîÅÇè ×¹ëÅ åÔ ÁÅÃé°ÍÍÃ¹ ³é ÃîÅÇè ×¹ëÅ åÔ ÁÅÃé°ÍÍÃ¹ ³é ÃîÅÇè ×¹ëÅ åÔ ÁÅÃé°ÍÍÃ¹ ³é ÃîÅÇè ×¹ëÅ åÔ ÁÅÃé°ÍÍÃ¹ ³é ÃîÅÇè ×¹ëÅ åÔ ÁÅÃé°ÍÍ
Õ¶òñ ìÌÔî êÈðé åÔ ìÅÃé°ÍÍÕ¶òñ ìÌÔî êÈðé åÔ ìÅÃé°ÍÍÕ¶òñ ìÌÔî êÈðé åÔ ìÅÃé°ÍÍÕ¶òñ ìÌÔî êÈðé åÔ ìÅÃé°ÍÍÕ¶òñ ìÌÔî êÈðé åÔ ìÅÃé°ÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - HID- HID- HID- HID- HID

Thus after becoming perfectly pure when the soul travels
beyond the sphere of void, it becomes one with God. It transcends
the three qualities (sato, rajo, tamo) of  the good, the ordinary and
the evil, as also the three modes of being (the physical, the causal,
and the subtle), moreover it transcends all the four modes of
articulation and all the delusive false appearances. The soul merges
with God, just as the water mixes with water and becomes its
indistinguishable part -

As water comes and gets blended with water, so does his lights
blend with the Supreme Light.
His coming and going end and he attains rest.
Nanak is ever devoted unto the Lord.
ÇÜÀ° Üñ îÇÔ Ü« ÁÅÇÂ ÖàÅéÅÍÍÇÜÀ° Üñ îÇÔ Ü« ÁÅÇÂ ÖàÅéÅÍÍÇÜÀ° Üñ îÇÔ Ü« ÁÅÇÂ ÖàÅéÅÍÍÇÜÀ° Üñ îÇÔ Ü« ÁÅÇÂ ÖàÅéÅÍÍÇÜÀ° Üñ îÇÔ Ü« ÁÅÇÂ ÖàÅéÅÍÍ
ÇåÀ° Ü¯åÆ Ã³Ç× Ü¯Çå ÃîÅéÅÍÍÇåÀ° Ü¯åÆ Ã³Ç× Ü¯Çå ÃîÅéÅÍÍÇåÀ° Ü¯åÆ Ã³Ç× Ü¯Çå ÃîÅéÅÍÍÇåÀ° Ü¯åÆ Ã³Ç× Ü¯Çå ÃîÅéÅÍÍÇåÀ° Ü¯åÆ Ã³Ç× Ü¯Çå ÃîÅéÅÍÍ
ÇîÇà ×Â¶ ×òé êÅÂ¶ ÇìÃÌÅîÍÍÇîÇà ×Â¶ ×òé êÅÂ¶ ÇìÃÌÅîÍÍÇîÇà ×Â¶ ×òé êÅÂ¶ ÇìÃÌÅîÍÍÇîÇà ×Â¶ ×òé êÅÂ¶ ÇìÃÌÅîÍÍÇîÇà ×Â¶ ×òé êÅÂ¶ ÇìÃÌÅîÍÍ
éÅéÕ êÌí ÕË Ãç Õ°ðìÅéÍÍéÅéÕ êÌí ÕË Ãç Õ°ðìÅéÍÍéÅéÕ êÌí ÕË Ãç Õ°ðìÅéÍÍéÅéÕ êÌí ÕË Ãç Õ°ðìÅéÍÍéÅéÕ êÌí ÕË Ãç Õ°ðìÅéÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg  - BGH - BGH - BGH - BGH - BGH
The three qualities are harassing the world and some rare one
attains the fourth state of bliss.
Nanak, the saints, within whose mind, He abides, become pure.
åÆÇé ÇìÁÅêÇÔ Ü×å ÕÀ° å°ðÆÁÅ êÅòË Õ¯ÇÂÍÍåÆÇé ÇìÁÅêÇÔ Ü×å ÕÀ° å°ðÆÁÅ êÅòË Õ¯ÇÂÍÍåÆÇé ÇìÁÅêÇÔ Ü×å ÕÀ° å°ðÆÁÅ êÅòË Õ¯ÇÂÍÍåÆÇé ÇìÁÅêÇÔ Ü×å ÕÀ° å°ðÆÁÅ êÅòË Õ¯ÇÂÍÍåÆÇé ÇìÁÅêÇÔ Ü×å ÕÀ° å°ðÆÁÅ êÅòË Õ¯ÇÂÍÍ
éÅéÕ Ã³å Çéðîñ íÂ¶ ÇÜé îÇé òÇÃÁÅ Ã¯ÇÂÍÍéÅéÕ Ã³å Çéðîñ íÂ¶ ÇÜé îÇé òÇÃÁÅ Ã¯ÇÂÍÍéÅéÕ Ã³å Çéðîñ íÂ¶ ÇÜé îÇé òÇÃÁÅ Ã¯ÇÂÍÍéÅéÕ Ã³å Çéðîñ íÂ¶ ÇÜé îÇé òÇÃÁÅ Ã¯ÇÂÍÍéÅéÕ Ã³å Çéðîñ íÂ¶ ÇÜé îÇé òÇÃÁÅ Ã¯ÇÂÍÍ

AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg  - BIG - BIG - BIG - BIG - BIG
A soul which advances to this divine state reaches its ultimate

destination is called a Sant (saint). Hypocritical persons, are full of
ignorance hence are blind. They insist on calling themselves saints.
They sink themselves and will also drown those who follow them.
There is hardly any difference between a genuine saint and the
Infinite. In other words, the visible body which has a name and in
which dwells the real self has been totally annihilated; now only
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Waheguru resides in that. Waheguru dwelt in that body earlier too,
but the ignorant jiva, which is just the shadow of the Divine had
started considering himself separate (distinct) from that Supreme
Brahm. When he practised very severe austerities and earned a huge
merit - as it has been said -

The Guru subsisted by feeding in sand and mad-wort,
And slept on the bed of stones & pebbles;
He meditated rigorously and was fortunate to have propitiated
and pleased The Lord.
ð¶å Á¼Õ ÁÅÔÅð ÕÇð, ð¯ó» ÕÆ ×¹ð ÕðÆ ÇòÛÅÂÆÍð¶å Á¼Õ ÁÅÔÅð ÕÇð, ð¯ó» ÕÆ ×¹ð ÕðÆ ÇòÛÅÂÆÍð¶å Á¼Õ ÁÅÔÅð ÕÇð, ð¯ó» ÕÆ ×¹ð ÕðÆ ÇòÛÅÂÆÍð¶å Á¼Õ ÁÅÔÅð ÕÇð, ð¯ó» ÕÆ ×¹ð ÕðÆ ÇòÛÅÂÆÍð¶å Á¼Õ ÁÅÔÅð ÕÇð, ð¯ó» ÕÆ ×¹ð ÕðÆ ÇòÛÅÂÆÍ
íÅðÆ ÕðÆ åêÇÃÁÅ, ìâ¶ íÅ× ÔÇð ÇÃÀ° º ìÇä ÁÅÂÆÍÍíÅðÆ ÕðÆ åêÇÃÁÅ, ìâ¶ íÅ× ÔÇð ÇÃÀ° º ìÇä ÁÅÂÆÍÍíÅðÆ ÕðÆ åêÇÃÁÅ, ìâ¶ íÅ× ÔÇð ÇÃÀ° º ìÇä ÁÅÂÆÍÍíÅðÆ ÕðÆ åêÇÃÁÅ, ìâ¶ íÅ× ÔÇð ÇÃÀ° º ìÇä ÁÅÂÆÍÍíÅðÆ ÕðÆ åêÇÃÁÅ, ìâ¶ íÅ× ÔÇð ÇÃÀ° º ìÇä ÁÅÂÆÍÍ

íÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð A/BDíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð A/BDíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð A/BDíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð A/BDíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð A/BD
and then by destroying his egoistic-self, and in that annihilated

state, nothing remains except only Waheguru. Finally, one feels the
taste of  the sphere of  the domain of  Truth. The atmosphere of  that
place is unique, as some glimpses of that state have been given in
the Japuji Sahib -

In the realm of Truth abides the Formless Lord.
God beholds the creation which He has created and makes them
happy will His merciful glance.
In that realm there are continents, worlds solar systems. If some one
tries to describe them, then, know that there is no limit or bound of
them.
There are universes upon universes and creations over creations.
As is the Master's mandate, so are their functions.
The Lord beholds His creation and feels happy by contemplating
over it.
O' Nanak! to describe (the realm of truth) is hard like iron.
ÃÚ Ö³Çâ òÃË Çéð³ÕÅð¹ÍÍÃÚ Ö³Çâ òÃË Çéð³ÕÅð¹ÍÍÃÚ Ö³Çâ òÃË Çéð³ÕÅð¹ÍÍÃÚ Ö³Çâ òÃË Çéð³ÕÅð¹ÍÍÃÚ Ö³Çâ òÃË Çéð³ÕÅð¹ÍÍ
ÕÇð ÕÇð ò¶ÖË éçÇð ÇéÔÅñÍÍÕÇð ÕÇð ò¶ÖË éçÇð ÇéÔÅñÍÍÕÇð ÕÇð ò¶ÖË éçÇð ÇéÔÅñÍÍÕÇð ÕÇð ò¶ÖË éçÇð ÇéÔÅñÍÍÕÇð ÕÇð ò¶ÖË éçÇð ÇéÔÅñÍÍ
ÇåæË Ö³â î³âñ òðí³âÍÍÇåæË Ö³â î³âñ òðí³âÍÍÇåæË Ö³â î³âñ òðí³âÍÍÇåæË Ö³â î³âñ òðí³âÍÍÇåæË Ö³â î³âñ òðí³âÍÍ
Ü¶ Õ¯ ÕæË å Á³å é Á³åÍÍÜ¶ Õ¯ ÕæË å Á³å é Á³åÍÍÜ¶ Õ¯ ÕæË å Á³å é Á³åÍÍÜ¶ Õ¯ ÕæË å Á³å é Á³åÍÍÜ¶ Õ¯ ÕæË å Á³å é Á³åÍÍ
ÇåæË ñ¯Á ñ¯Á ÁÅÕÅðÍÍÇåæË ñ¯Á ñ¯Á ÁÅÕÅðÍÍÇåæË ñ¯Á ñ¯Á ÁÅÕÅðÍÍÇåæË ñ¯Á ñ¯Á ÁÅÕÅðÍÍÇåæË ñ¯Á ñ¯Á ÁÅÕÅðÍÍ
ÇÜò ÇÜò Ô¹Õî¹ ÇåòË Çåò ÕÅðÍÍÇÜò ÇÜò Ô¹Õî¹ ÇåòË Çåò ÕÅðÍÍÇÜò ÇÜò Ô¹Õî¹ ÇåòË Çåò ÕÅðÍÍÇÜò ÇÜò Ô¹Õî¹ ÇåòË Çåò ÕÅðÍÍÇÜò ÇÜò Ô¹Õî¹ ÇåòË Çåò ÕÅðÍÍ
ò¶ÖË Çò×ÃË ÕÇð òÆÚÅð¹ÍÍò¶ÖË Çò×ÃË ÕÇð òÆÚÅð¹ÍÍò¶ÖË Çò×ÃË ÕÇð òÆÚÅð¹ÍÍò¶ÖË Çò×ÃË ÕÇð òÆÚÅð¹ÍÍò¶ÖË Çò×ÃË ÕÇð òÆÚÅð¹ÍÍ
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éÅéÕ ÕæéÅ ÕðóÅ ÃÅð¹ÍÍéÅéÕ ÕæéÅ ÕðóÅ ÃÅð¹ÍÍéÅéÕ ÕæéÅ ÕðóÅ ÃÅð¹ÍÍéÅéÕ ÕæéÅ ÕðóÅ ÃÅð¹ÍÍéÅéÕ ÕæéÅ ÕðóÅ ÃÅð¹ÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - H- H- H- H- H
Guru Ji tells us that it is extremely difficult to give any

description of  that state of  reality. Innumerable prophets, saints and
miracle men are standing with folded hands, and waiting for the
command of  that Inscrutable Power, the Unreachable and the
Indestructible, Supreme Brahm -

At whose door
Lakhs of Mohamads, Brahmas, Vishnus and Maheshas,
Lakhs of exalted Ramas with a lakhs of faiths of innumerable
shapes.
Lakhs of Gorakhs and Naths and Super Naths,
Lakhs of gods, goddesses and lakhs of demons abide,
With lakhs of Pirs, prophets, apostles, Kazis, Mullahs and Sheikhs,
But none was able to attain tranquility without the Gospel of the
True Enlightener.
Countless are the Sadhaks, Sidhs and beyond many lakhs are they,
Profane are all these without the knowledge of the Word of the true
Guru,
Over and above all Lords is only one Lord
The Eternal Lord Creator,
Nanak avers that infinite and limitless is He and beyond
reckoning His Value.
ÇÜå° çÇð ñÖ î¹Ô³îçÅ ÇÜå° çÇð ñÖ î¹Ô³îçÅ ÇÜå° çÇð ñÖ î¹Ô³îçÅ ÇÜå° çÇð ñÖ î¹Ô³îçÅ ÇÜå° çÇð ñÖ î¹Ô³îçÅ ñÖ ìÌÔî¶ ÇìÃé îÔ¶ÃÍÍñÖ ìÌÔî¶ ÇìÃé îÔ¶ÃÍÍñÖ ìÌÔî¶ ÇìÃé îÔ¶ÃÍÍñÖ ìÌÔî¶ ÇìÃé îÔ¶ÃÍÍñÖ ìÌÔî¶ ÇìÃé îÔ¶ÃÍÍ
ñÖ ñÖ ðÅî òâÆðÆÁÇÔ ñÖ ðÅÔÆ ñÖ ò¶ÃÍÍñÖ ñÖ ðÅî òâÆðÆÁÇÔ ñÖ ðÅÔÆ ñÖ ò¶ÃÍÍñÖ ñÖ ðÅî òâÆðÆÁÇÔ ñÖ ðÅÔÆ ñÖ ò¶ÃÍÍñÖ ñÖ ðÅî òâÆðÆÁÇÔ ñÖ ðÅÔÆ ñÖ ò¶ÃÍÍñÖ ñÖ ðÅî òâÆðÆÁÇÔ ñÖ ðÅÔÆ ñÖ ò¶ÃÍÍ
ñÖ ñÖ úæË ×¯ðÖÅ ñÖ ñÖ éÅæÅ éÅæÍÍñÖ ñÖ úæË ×¯ðÖÅ ñÖ ñÖ éÅæÅ éÅæÍÍñÖ ñÖ úæË ×¯ðÖÅ ñÖ ñÖ éÅæÅ éÅæÍÍñÖ ñÖ úæË ×¯ðÖÅ ñÖ ñÖ éÅæÅ éÅæÍÍñÖ ñÖ úæË ×¯ðÖÅ ñÖ ñÖ éÅæÅ éÅæÍÍ
ñÖ ñÖ úæË ÁÅÃäÅ ×¹ð Ú¶ñ¶ ðÇÔðÅÃÍÍñÖ ñÖ úæË ÁÅÃäÅ ×¹ð Ú¶ñ¶ ðÇÔðÅÃÍÍñÖ ñÖ úæË ÁÅÃäÅ ×¹ð Ú¶ñ¶ ðÇÔðÅÃÍÍñÖ ñÖ úæË ÁÅÃäÅ ×¹ð Ú¶ñ¶ ðÇÔðÅÃÍÍñÖ ñÖ úæË ÁÅÃäÅ ×¹ð Ú¶ñ¶ ðÇÔðÅÃÍÍ
ñÖ ñÖ ç¶òÆ ç¶òå¶ ñÖ çÅé¯º ñÖ ÇéòÅÃÍÍñÖ ñÖ ç¶òÆ ç¶òå¶ ñÖ çÅé¯º ñÖ ÇéòÅÃÍÍñÖ ñÖ ç¶òÆ ç¶òå¶ ñÖ çÅé¯º ñÖ ÇéòÅÃÍÍñÖ ñÖ ç¶òÆ ç¶òå¶ ñÖ çÅé¯º ñÖ ÇéòÅÃÍÍñÖ ñÖ ç¶òÆ ç¶òå¶ ñÖ çÅé¯º ñÖ ÇéòÅÃÍÍ
ñÖ êÆð êË×³ìð ÁÀ°ñÆÂ¶ ñÖ ÕÅ÷Æ î¹ñÅ Ã¶ÖÍÍñÖ êÆð êË×³ìð ÁÀ°ñÆÂ¶ ñÖ ÕÅ÷Æ î¹ñÅ Ã¶ÖÍÍñÖ êÆð êË×³ìð ÁÀ°ñÆÂ¶ ñÖ ÕÅ÷Æ î¹ñÅ Ã¶ÖÍÍñÖ êÆð êË×³ìð ÁÀ°ñÆÂ¶ ñÖ ÕÅ÷Æ î¹ñÅ Ã¶ÖÍÍñÖ êÆð êË×³ìð ÁÀ°ñÆÂ¶ ñÖ ÕÅ÷Æ î¹ñÅ Ã¶ÖÍÍ
ÇÕÃ ÔÆ Ã»Çå é ÁÅÂÆÁÅ Çìé° ÃÇå×¹ð Õ¶ À°êç¶ÃÍÍÇÕÃ ÔÆ Ã»Çå é ÁÅÂÆÁÅ Çìé° ÃÇå×¹ð Õ¶ À°êç¶ÃÍÍÇÕÃ ÔÆ Ã»Çå é ÁÅÂÆÁÅ Çìé° ÃÇå×¹ð Õ¶ À°êç¶ÃÍÍÇÕÃ ÔÆ Ã»Çå é ÁÅÂÆÁÅ Çìé° ÃÇå×¹ð Õ¶ À°êç¶ÃÍÍÇÕÃ ÔÆ Ã»Çå é ÁÅÂÆÁÅ Çìé° ÃÇå×¹ð Õ¶ À°êç¶ÃÍÍ
ÃÅèÕ ÇÃè Á×éå ÔË Õ¶å¶ ñÖ ÁêÅðÍÍÃÅèÕ ÇÃè Á×éå ÔË Õ¶å¶ ñÖ ÁêÅðÍÍÃÅèÕ ÇÃè Á×éå ÔË Õ¶å¶ ñÖ ÁêÅðÍÍÃÅèÕ ÇÃè Á×éå ÔË Õ¶å¶ ñÖ ÁêÅðÍÍÃÅèÕ ÇÃè Á×éå ÔË Õ¶å¶ ñÖ ÁêÅðÍÍ
Â¶åÇóÁÅ ÁêÇòå ÔË Çìé ÃÇå×Èð Õ¶ Ãìç ìÆÚÅðÍÍÂ¶åÇóÁÅ ÁêÇòå ÔË Çìé ÃÇå×Èð Õ¶ Ãìç ìÆÚÅðÍÍÂ¶åÇóÁÅ ÁêÇòå ÔË Çìé ÃÇå×Èð Õ¶ Ãìç ìÆÚÅðÍÍÂ¶åÇóÁÅ ÁêÇòå ÔË Çìé ÃÇå×Èð Õ¶ Ãìç ìÆÚÅðÍÍÂ¶åÇóÁÅ ÁêÇòå ÔË Çìé ÃÇå×Èð Õ¶ Ãìç ìÆÚÅðÍÍ
ÇÃð éÅæÅ ÕË ÇÂÕ éÅæ ÃÇåéÅî ÕðåÅðÍÍÇÃð éÅæÅ ÕË ÇÂÕ éÅæ ÃÇåéÅî ÕðåÅðÍÍÇÃð éÅæÅ ÕË ÇÂÕ éÅæ ÃÇåéÅî ÕðåÅðÍÍÇÃð éÅæÅ ÕË ÇÂÕ éÅæ ÃÇåéÅî ÕðåÅðÍÍÇÃð éÅæÅ ÕË ÇÂÕ éÅæ ÃÇåéÅî ÕðåÅðÍÍ
éÅéÕ åÅÕÆ ÕÆîå é êòË ì¶Á³å éÅéÕ åÅÕÆ ÕÆîå é êòË ì¶Á³å éÅéÕ åÅÕÆ ÕÆîå é êòË ì¶Á³å éÅéÕ åÅÕÆ ÕÆîå é êòË ì¶Á³å éÅéÕ åÅÕÆ ÕÆîå é êòË ì¶Á³å ì¶Ã¹îÅðÍÍì¶Ã¹îÅðÍÍì¶Ã¹îÅðÍÍì¶Ã¹îÅðÍÍì¶Ã¹îÅðÍÍ

Whatever words the saints utter are neither the result of any
reading or study, nor are heard from some one; they have seen the
Truth, face to face, and speak according to their own spiritual
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experience, for the welfare of mankind, as is ordained -
Hear thou the true testimony of the saints.
They say only that what they see with their eyes.
Ã³åé ÕÆ Ã¹Çä ÃÅÚÆ ÃÅÖÆÍÍÃ³åé ÕÆ Ã¹Çä ÃÅÚÆ ÃÅÖÆÍÍÃ³åé ÕÆ Ã¹Çä ÃÅÚÆ ÃÅÖÆÍÍÃ³åé ÕÆ Ã¹Çä ÃÅÚÆ ÃÅÖÆÍÍÃ³åé ÕÆ Ã¹Çä ÃÅÚÆ ÃÅÖÆÍÍ
Ã¯ ì¯ñÇÔ Ü¯ ê¶ÖÇÔ ÁÅÖÆÍÍÃ¯ ì¯ñÇÔ Ü¯ ê¶ÖÇÔ ÁÅÖÆÍÍÃ¯ ì¯ñÇÔ Ü¯ ê¶ÖÇÔ ÁÅÖÆÍÍÃ¯ ì¯ñÇÔ Ü¯ ê¶ÖÇÔ ÁÅÖÆÍÍÃ¯ ì¯ñÇÔ Ü¯ ê¶ÖÇÔ ÁÅÖÆÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - HID- HID- HID- HID- HID

Sant Maharaj ordains that after having achieved this godly
state all the saints observe complete silence. The status of  the
prophet, the saint, the sadhu and of the one who has realised the
Brahm (God) is so great that is beyond even the Veda to describe
-

The Vedas know not the praise of the holy men.
They describe them as much, as they have heard regarding them.
ÃÅè ÕÆ îÇÔîÅ ì¶ç é ÜÅéÇÔÍÍÃÅè ÕÆ îÇÔîÅ ì¶ç é ÜÅéÇÔÍÍÃÅè ÕÆ îÇÔîÅ ì¶ç é ÜÅéÇÔÍÍÃÅè ÕÆ îÇÔîÅ ì¶ç é ÜÅéÇÔÍÍÃÅè ÕÆ îÇÔîÅ ì¶ç é ÜÅéÇÔÍÍ
Ü¶åÅ Ã¹éÇÔ å¶åÅ ìÇÖÁÅéÇÔÍÍÜ¶åÅ Ã¹éÇÔ å¶åÅ ìÇÖÁÅéÇÔÍÍÜ¶åÅ Ã¹éÇÔ å¶åÅ ìÇÖÁÅéÇÔÍÍÜ¶åÅ Ã¹éÇÔ å¶åÅ ìÇÖÁÅéÇÔÍÍÜ¶åÅ Ã¹éÇÔ å¶åÅ ìÇÖÁÅéÇÔÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - BGB- BGB- BGB- BGB- BGB

Such an impossibly exalted (divine) state falls only to the lot
of those seekers who have an absolute unshakable faith and who
with the grace of the perfect Saints, sadhus, prophets, God-realised
souls have attained Brahm. The luckless persons can never have
belief in these sayings, because to do so is not in their fate.

We are making these observations after observing your
unshakeable faith in these spiritual matters. You may belong to any
faith or creed, these utterances of the God-realised souls are meant
for all humanity - they are common teachings of the prophets of
all religions. Any person who puts these words into practice will
attain the state of salvation in this life itself he need not wait for
liberation after his death.

A bogus sadhu or a man of high learning can not experience
the real significance of  these sayings. Such a person will only earn
his livelihood, by cramming and narrating high thoughts, which he
has heard from the saints.

After uttering these words Sant Ji bade those present good bye
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with this salutation :
Waheguru Ji Ka Khalsa,            (Khalsa belongs to God
Waheguru Ji Ki Fateh.               God is ever victorious).

In gratitude, all the congregation, with humility and reverence
offered salutation to the great, Sant Ji. After that, they silently went
to their homes to do their routine duties, without indulging in any
trite talk with each other.

(These words are meant only for very advanced seekers. They can read
and re-read them again and again and thus benefit themselves. Chairman
- Atam Marg)
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Sacred Sermons of  Sant Ji
(Part -II)

In 1961 there used to be big gatherings in Chandigarh to listen
to the words of infinite wisdom of Sri 108 Sant Ishar Singh Ji
Maharaj of Rara Sahib wale. Sant Ji Maharaj, during those days,
very often spared an hour or so to give an audience to a group a
very highly motivated ardent seekers. While relaxing in a chair in
the company of these devoted seekers Sant Ji gave some religio-
spiritual discourses for their benefit. Among the audience there used
to be Hindu brethren, brothers belonging to Radha Soami; sect and
followers of  many other great men and spiritual beliefs. But all of
them had this firm faith :

God's Name is the only Nectar in the Darkage.
This treasure is obtained from the Lord's saint.
ÔÇð ÕÅ éÅî¹ Á³ÇîÌå° ÕÇñ îÅÇÔÍÍÔÇð ÕÅ éÅî¹ Á³ÇîÌå° ÕÇñ îÅÇÔÍÍÔÇð ÕÅ éÅî¹ Á³ÇîÌå° ÕÇñ îÅÇÔÍÍÔÇð ÕÅ éÅî¹ Á³ÇîÌå° ÕÇñ îÅÇÔÍÍÔÇð ÕÅ éÅî¹ Á³ÇîÌå° ÕÇñ îÅÇÔÍÍ
Â¶Ô ¹ ÇéèÅéÅ ÃÅèÈ êÅÇÔÍÍÂ¶Ô ¹ ÇéèÅéÅ ÃÅèÈ êÅÇÔÍÍÂ¶Ô ¹ ÇéèÅéÅ ÃÅèÈ êÅÇÔÍÍÂ¶Ô ¹ ÇéèÅéÅ ÃÅèÈ êÅÇÔÍÍÂ¶Ô ¹ ÇéèÅéÅ ÃÅèÈ êÅÇÔÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - HHH- HHH- HHH- HHH- HHH

With this belief, these devotees aspiring for the many higher
stages of  spiritualism used to collect there in large numbers. The
minds of all present were unbued with the nobility of this
sentiment.

Nanak, he on whom the Guru-God is merciful; he perceives the
presence of Lord in all the hearts.
éÅéÕ ×¹ð ¹ ×¯Çòç¹ ÇÜÃ¹ å±áÅÍÍéÅéÕ ×¹ð ¹ ×¯Çòç¹ ÇÜÃ¹ å±áÅÍÍéÅéÕ ×¹ð ¹ ×¯Çòç¹ ÇÜÃ¹ å±áÅÍÍéÅéÕ ×¹ð ¹ ×¯Çòç¹ ÇÜÃ¹ å±áÅÍÍéÅéÕ ×¹ð ¹ ×¯Çòç¹ ÇÜÃ¹ å±áÅÍÍ
ØÇà ØÇà ðîÂÆÁÅ Çåé ÔÆ âÆáÅÍÍØÇà ØÇà ðîÂÆÁÅ Çåé ÔÆ âÆáÅÍÍØÇà ØÇà ðîÂÆÁÅ Çåé ÔÆ âÆáÅÍÍØÇà ØÇà ðîÂÆÁÅ Çåé ÔÆ âÆáÅÍÍØÇà ØÇà ðîÂÆÁÅ Çåé ÔÆ âÆáÅÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - HHH- HHH- HHH- HHH- HHH

Many enthusiasts had noted in their note books some points
about the Divine Words that were propounded in yesterday’s
discourse (Chapter-1). These seekers were discussing among
themselves the points, on which the great saint had thrown light
yesterday. They were trying to raise their consciousness to higher
and still higher states. One devotee drew the attention of  his fellows
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to Sant Maharaj’s sermon, in which interalia he had talked about
the Divine sphere (Sach-khand or Realm of  Truth), about which
Guru Maharaj, the Fifth Master has ordained thus :

There in the saints' society are the full sounds of the melody of the
five musical instruments.
Without being struck, they play wondrously and marvellously.
There saints, God's people play with their Lord.
Remaining perfectly detached, the saints contemplate their Supreme
Lord.
Saints' conregation is the seat of peace, poise and pleasure.
The galaxy of the saints sit and sing the Lord's praises.
There no malady, no sorrow, no birth and death is there. (Pause).
There, only the Lord's Name is meditated upon.
Rare are they, who attain to that seat of repose.
The Lord's love is their food and the singing of His praise their
support.
They acquire permanent seat in the Infinite mansion.
From there no one falls, wavers or goes anywhere.
By Guru's grace, a few attain this lofty mansion.
They are affected not by doubt, dread, worldly love and secular
entanglements.
Through the Lord's grace, they enter into the serene trance.
He, the Lord, is boundless without limit.
Himself He is unmanifest and Himself manifest.
He, who within his mind relishes the God's Name; his wondrous
state can be described not, O Nanak.
ê³Ú Ãìç åÔ êÈðé éÅçÍÍ ê³Ú Ãìç åÔ êÈðé éÅçÍÍ ê³Ú Ãìç åÔ êÈðé éÅçÍÍ ê³Ú Ãìç åÔ êÈðé éÅçÍÍ ê³Ú Ãìç åÔ êÈðé éÅçÍÍ ÁéÔç ìÅÜ¶ ÁÚðÜ ÇìÃîÅçÍÍÁéÔç ìÅÜ¶ ÁÚðÜ ÇìÃîÅçÍÍÁéÔç ìÅÜ¶ ÁÚðÜ ÇìÃîÅçÍÍÁéÔç ìÅÜ¶ ÁÚðÜ ÇìÃîÅçÍÍÁéÔç ìÅÜ¶ ÁÚðÜ ÇìÃîÅçÍÍ
Õ¶ñ ÕðÇÔ Ã³å ÔÇð ñ¯×ÍÍ Õ¶ñ ÕðÇÔ Ã³å ÔÇð ñ¯×ÍÍ Õ¶ñ ÕðÇÔ Ã³å ÔÇð ñ¯×ÍÍ Õ¶ñ ÕðÇÔ Ã³å ÔÇð ñ¯×ÍÍ Õ¶ñ ÕðÇÔ Ã³å ÔÇð ñ¯×ÍÍ êÅðìÌÔî êÈðé ÇéðÜ¯×ÍÍêÅðìÌÔî êÈðé ÇéðÜ¯×ÍÍêÅðìÌÔî êÈðé ÇéðÜ¯×ÍÍêÅðìÌÔî êÈðé ÇéðÜ¯×ÍÍêÅðìÌÔî êÈðé ÇéðÜ¯×ÍÍ
ÃÈÖ ÃÔÜ ÁÅé¿ç íòéÍÍÃÈÖ ÃÔÜ ÁÅé¿ç íòéÍÍÃÈÖ ÃÔÜ ÁÅé¿ç íòéÍÍÃÈÖ ÃÔÜ ÁÅé¿ç íòéÍÍÃÈÖ ÃÔÜ ÁÅé¿ç íòéÍÍ
ÃÅèÃ³Ç× ìËÇÃ ×¹ä ×ÅòÇÔ ÃÅèÃ³Ç× ìËÇÃ ×¹ä ×ÅòÇÔ ÃÅèÃ³Ç× ìËÇÃ ×¹ä ×ÅòÇÔ ÃÅèÃ³Ç× ìËÇÃ ×¹ä ×ÅòÇÔ ÃÅèÃ³Ç× ìËÇÃ ×¹ä ×ÅòÇÔ åÔ ð¯× Ã¯× éÔÆ Üéî îðéÍÍåÔ ð¯× Ã¯× éÔÆ Üéî îðéÍÍåÔ ð¯× Ã¯× éÔÆ Üéî îðéÍÍåÔ ð¯× Ã¯× éÔÆ Üéî îðéÍÍåÔ ð¯× Ã¯× éÔÆ Üéî îðéÍÍ
À±ÔÅ ÇÃîðÇÔ Õ¶òñ éÅî¹ÍÍ À±ÔÅ ÇÃîðÇÔ Õ¶òñ éÅî¹ÍÍ À±ÔÅ ÇÃîðÇÔ Õ¶òñ éÅî¹ÍÍ À±ÔÅ ÇÃîðÇÔ Õ¶òñ éÅî¹ÍÍ À±ÔÅ ÇÃîðÇÔ Õ¶òñ éÅî¹ÍÍ Çìðñ¶ êÅòÇÔ úÔ¹ ÇìÃÌÅî¹ÍÍÇìðñ¶ êÅòÇÔ úÔ¹ ÇìÃÌÅî¹ÍÍÇìðñ¶ êÅòÇÔ úÔ¹ ÇìÃÌÅî¹ÍÍÇìðñ¶ êÅòÇÔ úÔ¹ ÇìÃÌÅî¹ÍÍÇìðñ¶ êÅòÇÔ úÔ¹ ÇìÃÌÅî¹ÍÍ
í¯Üé° íÅÀ° ÕÆðåé ÁÅèÅð¹ÍÍ í¯Üé° íÅÀ° ÕÆðåé ÁÅèÅð¹ÍÍ í¯Üé° íÅÀ° ÕÆðåé ÁÅèÅð¹ÍÍ í¯Üé° íÅÀ° ÕÆðåé ÁÅèÅð¹ÍÍ í¯Üé° íÅÀ° ÕÆðåé ÁÅèÅð¹ÍÍ ÇéÔÚñ ÁÅÃé° ì¶Ã¹îÅð¹ÍÍÇéÔÚñ ÁÅÃé° ì¶Ã¹îÅð¹ÍÍÇéÔÚñ ÁÅÃé° ì¶Ã¹îÅð¹ÍÍÇéÔÚñ ÁÅÃé° ì¶Ã¹îÅð¹ÍÍÇéÔÚñ ÁÅÃé° ì¶Ã¹îÅð¹ÍÍ
ÇâÇ× é â¯ñ Ë  ÕåÔÈ é èÅòËÍÍ ×¹ð ê ÌÃÅÇç Õ ¯ ÇÂÔ ¹  îÔ« êÅòËÍÍÇâÇ× é â¯ñ Ë  ÕåÔÈ é èÅòËÍÍ ×¹ð ê ÌÃÅÇç Õ ¯ ÇÂÔ ¹  îÔ« êÅòËÍÍÇâÇ× é â¯ñ Ë  ÕåÔÈ é èÅòËÍÍ ×¹ð ê ÌÃÅÇç Õ ¯ ÇÂÔ ¹  îÔ« êÅòËÍÍÇâÇ× é â¯ñ Ë  ÕåÔÈ é èÅòËÍÍ ×¹ð ê ÌÃÅÇç Õ ¯ ÇÂÔ ¹  îÔ« êÅòËÍÍÇâÇ× é â¯ñ Ë  ÕåÔÈ é èÅòËÍÍ ×¹ð ê ÌÃÅÇç Õ ¯ ÇÂÔ ¹  îÔ« êÅòËÍÍ
íÌî íË î¯Ô é îÅÇÂÁÅ ÜÅñÍÍ íÌî íË î¯Ô é îÅÇÂÁÅ ÜÅñÍÍ íÌî íË î¯Ô é îÅÇÂÁÅ ÜÅñÍÍ íÌî íË î¯Ô é îÅÇÂÁÅ ÜÅñÍÍ íÌî íË î¯Ô é îÅÇÂÁÅ ÜÅñÍÍ Ã¹ ³é ÃîÅÇè êÌíÈ ÇÕðêÅñÍÍÃ¹ ³é ÃîÅÇè êÌíÈ ÇÕðêÅñÍÍÃ¹ ³é ÃîÅÇè êÌíÈ ÇÕðêÅñÍÍÃ¹ ³é ÃîÅÇè êÌíÈ ÇÕðêÅñÍÍÃ¹ ³é ÃîÅÇè êÌíÈ ÇÕðêÅñÍÍ
åÅ ÕÅ Á³å° é êÅðÅòÅð¹ÍÍ åÅ ÕÅ Á³å° é êÅðÅòÅð¹ÍÍ åÅ ÕÅ Á³å° é êÅðÅòÅð¹ÍÍ åÅ ÕÅ Á³å° é êÅðÅòÅð¹ÍÍ åÅ ÕÅ Á³å° é êÅðÅòÅð¹ÍÍ ÁÅê¶ ×¹êå° ÁÅê¶ êÅÃÅð¹ÍÍÁÅê¶ ×¹êå° ÁÅê¶ êÅÃÅð¹ÍÍÁÅê¶ ×¹êå° ÁÅê¶ êÅÃÅð¹ÍÍÁÅê¶ ×¹êå° ÁÅê¶ êÅÃÅð¹ÍÍÁÅê¶ ×¹êå° ÁÅê¶ êÅÃÅð¹ÍÍ
ÜÅ ÕË Á³åÇð ÔÇð ÔÇð Ã¹ÁÅç¹ÍÍ ÜÅ ÕË Á³åÇð ÔÇð ÔÇð Ã¹ÁÅç¹ÍÍ ÜÅ ÕË Á³åÇð ÔÇð ÔÇð Ã¹ÁÅç¹ÍÍ ÜÅ ÕË Á³åÇð ÔÇð ÔÇð Ã¹ÁÅç¹ÍÍ ÜÅ ÕË Á³åÇð ÔÇð ÔÇð Ã¹ÁÅç¹ÍÍ ÕÔé° é ÜÅÂÆ éÅéÕÕÔé° é ÜÅÂÆ éÅéÕÕÔé° é ÜÅÂÆ éÅéÕÕÔé° é ÜÅÂÆ éÅéÕÕÔé° é ÜÅÂÆ éÅéÕ
ÇìÃîÅç¹ÍÍÇìÃîÅç¹ÍÍÇìÃîÅç¹ÍÍÇìÃîÅç¹ÍÍÇìÃîÅç¹ÍÍ                        AMg                         AMg                         AMg                         AMg                         AMg - HHH-HI- HHH-HI- HHH-HI- HHH-HI- HHH-HI
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They were discussing among themselves the noble words
quoted above and were full of high praise for the lofty words of
the noble and personal experience of  the great souls. Thus they
were appreciating the nobility of  the saints sentiments.

I wash and drink the wash of the saints feet,
I live by having a glimpse of the saint.
My mind's hope rests on the saints.
The saints are my immaculate wealth.
Ã³åÔ Úðä è¯ÇÂ è¯ÇÂ êÆòÅÍÍÃ³åÔ Úðä è¯ÇÂ è¯ÇÂ êÆòÅÍÍÃ³åÔ Úðä è¯ÇÂ è¯ÇÂ êÆòÅÍÍÃ³åÔ Úðä è¯ÇÂ è¯ÇÂ êÆòÅÍÍÃ³åÔ Úðä è¯ÇÂ è¯ÇÂ êÆòÅÍÍ
Ã³åÔ çðÃ¹ ê¶ÇÖ ê¶ÇÖ ÜÆòÅÍÍÃ³åÔ çðÃ¹ ê¶ÇÖ ê¶ÇÖ ÜÆòÅÍÍÃ³åÔ çðÃ¹ ê¶ÇÖ ê¶ÇÖ ÜÆòÅÍÍÃ³åÔ çðÃ¹ ê¶ÇÖ ê¶ÇÖ ÜÆòÅÍÍÃ³åÔ çðÃ¹ ê¶ÇÖ ê¶ÇÖ ÜÆòÅÍÍ
Ã³åÔ ÕÆ î¶ðË îÇé ÁÅÃÍÍÃ³åÔ ÕÆ î¶ðË îÇé ÁÅÃÍÍÃ³åÔ ÕÆ î¶ðË îÇé ÁÅÃÍÍÃ³åÔ ÕÆ î¶ðË îÇé ÁÅÃÍÍÃ³åÔ ÕÆ î¶ðË îÇé ÁÅÃÍÍ
Ã³å ÔîÅðÆ Çéðîñ ðÅÇÃÍÍÃ³å ÔîÅðÆ Çéðîñ ðÅÇÃÍÍÃ³å ÔîÅðÆ Çéðîñ ðÅÇÃÍÍÃ³å ÔîÅðÆ Çéðîñ ðÅÇÃÍÍÃ³å ÔîÅðÆ Çéðîñ ðÅÇÃÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - HHI- HHI- HHI- HHI- HHI

While such a discussion was going on, Sant Maharaj, came at
the appointed hour and graced his seat. As in the past, noticing
the Sant Ji's mood, someone with extreme humility asked this
question - sir, we were discussing among ourselves the states of
inner consciousness, on which you had shed light yesterday. We felt
that we were advancing on a spiritual path - which can also be
called Atam Marg (the path of self), by rising above the distinctions
of  religions, castes and creeds and sects. Many members of  the
audience here are followers of many different creeds and have
taken Gurmantar (esoteric secret formula) from different Gurus and
are engaged in the inner search of self or God. It seemed that the
seekers of  God have similar experiences. This has led us to the
conviction in our mind that all the paths are really one, but what
we need is we have to receive instruction, by getting admissions
in different schools. We came to the conclusion that the different
methods led to the same goal of God-realisation; they were different
systems, having different names. The teachings of  any great self-
realised saint who has climbed the steps or of Godliness and who
has gained spiritual heights are virtually the same and are meant
for all humanity. You are kindly requested to throw more light on
this very path, based on your own experience. Today we have no
questions to ask; there is no questioner. By merely having your
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glimpse, we are feeling such a bliss, that all our thought-waves have
quietened down and we seem to be united with the inner reality
(God). Perforce our eyes are closing and our consciousness is getting
united with the Inner Centre. Inwardly we seem to be drinking some
nectar and mild electric seem to be touching all over our body. The
following lines of Gurbani are echoing in our heart :

In the society of saints one faces not any misery.
By beholding and meeting the saints, the mortal becomes happy.
ÃÅè ÕË Ã³Ç× éÔÆ ÕÛ° ØÅñÍÍÃÅè ÕË Ã³Ç× éÔÆ ÕÛ° ØÅñÍÍÃÅè ÕË Ã³Ç× éÔÆ ÕÛ° ØÅñÍÍÃÅè ÕË Ã³Ç× éÔÆ ÕÛ° ØÅñÍÍÃÅè ÕË Ã³Ç× éÔÆ ÕÛ° ØÅñÍÍ
çðÃé° í¶àå Ô¯å ÇéÔÅñÍÍçðÃé° í¶àå Ô¯å ÇéÔÅñÍÍçðÃé° í¶àå Ô¯å ÇéÔÅñÍÍçðÃé° í¶àå Ô¯å ÇéÔÅñÍÍçðÃé° í¶àå Ô¯å ÇéÔÅñÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - BGB- BGB- BGB- BGB- BGB

Hence this is our prayer that you may, kindly give us some
discourse based on your own experience and be kind enough to
explain some practical method of the spiritual practice. On hearing
this request, the great Saint smiled slightly and then ordained thus
: Higher seekers listen to the sermons and then reflect on them
and then make an effort to put them into practice. Thus they reach
their goal. Your present state that you have explained, refers to only
the advance category of  seekers. In all the persons whether a person
is a Christian, a Musalman or a Hindu or an adherent of some
other faith, there is the same sound or Name of God. Apostles,
saints and great souls have expounded different linguistic names of
the same Eternal Reality, just as the credal formula of  some is
Allah-hoo, some have Panch Nam, or Jot Niranjan, or Satnam or Omkar
etc. which they repeat reverentially to acquire concentration of
mind. Some say Ram Ram, some Omkar, some Allah hoo, some
say Sohang, means by which reciting various credal formulas they
refine and sublimate their consciousness.

Thus by endeavouring hard with the Jap (recitation) of any
of the Names one's consciousness and meditative concentration is
so refined and sublimed that one begins to hear automatically the
sonorous aspect of the Name from one's innerself. This is the
constantly continuing tune of  the Oankar (the creative energy) and
is the First Shabad (divine Word). No one can say anything about
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This First Word; because that Divine Sound is not subject to
alphabetical letters. As there can be no name of  Waheguru
(Supreme Power), and to know the existence of  Waheguru the
Beyond and the Unreachable is a difficult subject, so is true of
the Divine Sound, about which the Holy Guru, the Tenth Master,
ordains thus :

In the beginning He uttered Omkar
And that Creative Sound
Resounds in the whole world.
êÌæî úÁ³ÕÅð Çåé ÕÔÅÍ Ã¯ è¹é êÈÇð Ü×å î¯Ô ðÔÅÍêÌæî úÁ³ÕÅð Çåé ÕÔÅÍ Ã¯ è¹é êÈÇð Ü×å î¯Ô ðÔÅÍêÌæî úÁ³ÕÅð Çåé ÕÔÅÍ Ã¯ è¹é êÈÇð Ü×å î¯Ô ðÔÅÍêÌæî úÁ³ÕÅð Çåé ÕÔÅÍ Ã¯ è¹é êÈÇð Ü×å î¯Ô ðÔÅÍêÌæî úÁ³ÕÅð Çåé ÕÔÅÍ Ã¯ è¹é êÈÇð Ü×å î¯Ô ðÔÅÍ

AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg  - AEH (çÃî ×Ì³æ) - AEH (çÃî ×Ì³æ) - AEH (çÃî ×Ì³æ) - AEH (çÃî ×Ì³æ) - AEH (çÃî ×Ì³æ)
The Musalmans call him by the word ‘Kunn’ (meaning 'let it

be'). Bhai Gurdas has thus recorded his views about it :
The Formless (Nirankar) assumed the Form (Akar)
And proclaimed Himself as Boundless Ekamkar
From Ekamkar the sound of 'The Word' emanated
And the manifest form of Omkar came into being.
Çéð³ÕÅð ÁÅÕÅð Ô¯ÇÂ Â¶Õ³ÕÅð ÁêÅð ÃçÅÇÂÁÅÍÇéð³ÕÅð ÁÅÕÅð Ô¯ÇÂ Â¶Õ³ÕÅð ÁêÅð ÃçÅÇÂÁÅÍÇéð³ÕÅð ÁÅÕÅð Ô¯ÇÂ Â¶Õ³ÕÅð ÁêÅð ÃçÅÇÂÁÅÍÇéð³ÕÅð ÁÅÕÅð Ô¯ÇÂ Â¶Õ³ÕÅð ÁêÅð ÃçÅÇÂÁÅÍÇéð³ÕÅð ÁÅÕÅð Ô¯ÇÂ Â¶Õ³ÕÅð ÁêÅð ÃçÅÇÂÁÅÍ
Â¶Õ³ÕÅðÔ¹ º Ãìç è¹é úÁ³ÕÅð ÁÅÕÅð ìéÅÇÂÁÅÍÂ¶Õ³ÕÅðÔ¹ º Ãìç è¹é úÁ³ÕÅð ÁÅÕÅð ìéÅÇÂÁÅÍÂ¶Õ³ÕÅðÔ¹ º Ãìç è¹é úÁ³ÕÅð ÁÅÕÅð ìéÅÇÂÁÅÍÂ¶Õ³ÕÅðÔ¹ º Ãìç è¹é úÁ³ÕÅð ÁÅÕÅð ìéÅÇÂÁÅÍÂ¶Õ³ÕÅðÔ¹ º Ãìç è¹é úÁ³ÕÅð ÁÅÕÅð ìéÅÇÂÁÅÍ

íÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð BF/BíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð BF/BíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð BF/BíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð BF/BíÅÂÆ ×¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð BF/B
Where there is this Divine Sound (Shabad) there the immanent

form of  Ekankar is perceptibly manifest.
Just as Omkar is manifest
In numerous kinds of Forms
So is the devotional love of
Congregation during the Kirtan.
ÒÒÜÅ ÕË úÁ³ÕÅð ÕË ÁÕÅð ÔË éÅéÅ êÌÕÅð,ÒÒÜÅ ÕË úÁ³ÕÅð ÕË ÁÕÅð ÔË éÅéÅ êÌÕÅð,ÒÒÜÅ ÕË úÁ³ÕÅð ÕË ÁÕÅð ÔË éÅéÅ êÌÕÅð,ÒÒÜÅ ÕË úÁ³ÕÅð ÕË ÁÕÅð ÔË éÅéÅ êÌÕÅð,ÒÒÜÅ ÕË úÁ³ÕÅð ÕË ÁÕÅð ÔË éÅéÅ êÌÕÅð,
ÕÆðåé ÃîË ÃÅè Ã³×å Ã¯ ñ×é ÔËÍÍÓÓÕÆðåé ÃîË ÃÅè Ã³×å Ã¯ ñ×é ÔËÍÍÓÓÕÆðåé ÃîË ÃÅè Ã³×å Ã¯ ñ×é ÔËÍÍÓÓÕÆðåé ÃîË ÃÅè Ã³×å Ã¯ ñ×é ÔËÍÍÓÓÕÆðåé ÃîË ÃÅè Ã³×å Ã¯ ñ×é ÔËÍÍÓÓ (ÕÇì¼å BCGò»)(ÕÇì¼å BCGò»)(ÕÇì¼å BCGò»)(ÕÇì¼å BCGò»)(ÕÇì¼å BCGò»)
Just as subtle and gross are the forms of the same Omkar
So are the Brahmchari (seekers)
And the knowledge of the Braham.
ÒÒÃÈÖî ÃæÈñ úÁ³ÕÅð ÕË ÁÕÅð Ô¹ÇÂ,ÒÒÃÈÖî ÃæÈñ úÁ³ÕÅð ÕË ÁÕÅð Ô¹ÇÂ,ÒÒÃÈÖî ÃæÈñ úÁ³ÕÅð ÕË ÁÕÅð Ô¹ÇÂ,ÒÒÃÈÖî ÃæÈñ úÁ³ÕÅð ÕË ÁÕÅð Ô¹ÇÂ,ÒÒÃÈÖî ÃæÈñ úÁ³ÕÅð ÕË ÁÕÅð Ô¹ÇÂ,
ìÌÔî Çìì¶Õ ì¹Çè íÂ¶ ìÌÔîÚÅðÆ ÔË ºÍÍÓÓìÌÔî Çìì¶Õ ì¹Çè íÂ¶ ìÌÔîÚÅðÆ ÔË ºÍÍÓÓìÌÔî Çìì¶Õ ì¹Çè íÂ¶ ìÌÔîÚÅðÆ ÔË ºÍÍÓÓìÌÔî Çìì¶Õ ì¹Çè íÂ¶ ìÌÔîÚÅðÆ ÔË ºÍÍÓÓìÌÔî Çìì¶Õ ì¹Çè íÂ¶ ìÌÔîÚÅðÆ ÔË ºÍÍÓÓ (ÕÇì¼å DEHò»)(ÕÇì¼å DEHò»)(ÕÇì¼å DEHò»)(ÕÇì¼å DEHò»)(ÕÇì¼å DEHò»)
Innumerable are the forms extant of Omkar
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So in calling Nand (father) as Nandan (son)
Where is the greatness?
ÒÒÁÇéÕ ÁÕÅð úÁ³ÕÅð ÕË ÇìæÅð å»ÇÔ,ÒÒÁÇéÕ ÁÕÅð úÁ³ÕÅð ÕË ÇìæÅð å»ÇÔ,ÒÒÁÇéÕ ÁÕÅð úÁ³ÕÅð ÕË ÇìæÅð å»ÇÔ,ÒÒÁÇéÕ ÁÕÅð úÁ³ÕÅð ÕË ÇìæÅð å»ÇÔ,ÒÒÁÇéÕ ÁÕÅð úÁ³ÕÅð ÕË ÇìæÅð å»ÇÔ,
é¿ç Õ¯ é¿çé ÕÔ¶ Õ½ ½é êÌíåÅÂÆ ÔËÍÍÓÓé¿ç Õ¯ é¿çé ÕÔ¶ Õ½ ½é êÌíåÅÂÆ ÔËÍÍÓÓé¿ç Õ¯ é¿çé ÕÔ¶ Õ½ ½é êÌíåÅÂÆ ÔËÍÍÓÓé¿ç Õ¯ é¿çé ÕÔ¶ Õ½ ½é êÌíåÅÂÆ ÔËÍÍÓÓé¿ç Õ¯ é¿çé ÕÔ¶ Õ½ ½é êÌíåÅÂÆ ÔËÍÍÓÓ (ÕÇì¼å EEFò»)(ÕÇì¼å EEFò»)(ÕÇì¼å EEFò»)(ÕÇì¼å EEFò»)(ÕÇì¼å EEFò»)

Thus the Divine Sound (Nam) is not subject to the letters of
the alphabet. This is the Divine musical sound which is the
perceptible form of  Qualitative God. Behind this sound, there is
the Presence of the Supreme God, Ekankar which none can fathom
or qualify. There is also the Commandment of  Guru Maharaj -

In the Lord's love is the spiritual vision and through the spiritual
vision the Lord is comprehended. By Guru's grace, this ineffable
discourse is known.
è¹Çé îÇÔ ÇèÁÅé° ÇèÁÅé îÇÔ ÜÅÇéÁÅè¹Çé îÇÔ ÇèÁÅé° ÇèÁÅé îÇÔ ÜÅÇéÁÅè¹Çé îÇÔ ÇèÁÅé° ÇèÁÅé îÇÔ ÜÅÇéÁÅè¹Çé îÇÔ ÇèÁÅé° ÇèÁÅé îÇÔ ÜÅÇéÁÅè¹Çé îÇÔ ÇèÁÅé° ÇèÁÅé îÇÔ ÜÅÇéÁÅ
×¹ðî¹ÇÖ ÁÕæ ÕÔÅéÆÍÍ×¹ðî¹ÇÖ ÁÕæ ÕÔÅéÆÍÍ×¹ðî¹ÇÖ ÁÕæ ÕÔÅéÆÍÍ×¹ðî¹ÇÖ ÁÕæ ÕÔÅéÆÍÍ×¹ðî¹ÇÖ ÁÕæ ÕÔÅéÆÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - HGI- HGI- HGI- HGI- HGI

Here you have to be cautious about this thing; One, when
this Divine Sound flashes on the seeker, then he begins to regard
this Sound to be everything; he remains unconscious of the latent
presence of  Supreme Truth in this Form. Two, there are some
advanced seekers, who are so merged in the contemplation of
Ekankar the Supreme Reality reflected in that Divine Sound, that
advancing through meditation on immanent God, and by their
continuous hard effort, and by passing through the stages of
meditation they make progress to Sahaj Samadhi, spontaneous
meditation, which is the state of  God-realisation beyond duality.
They are completely liberated souls, they achieve salvation. About
this Sahaj Samadhi, Guru Maharaj has this to say :

In the Lord's love I have acquired profound concentration. That
bliss the enjoyer alone knows.
ÃÔÜ ÃîÅÇè ñ×Æ Çñò Á³åÇðÃÔÜ ÃîÅÇè ñ×Æ Çñò Á³åÇðÃÔÜ ÃîÅÇè ñ×Æ Çñò Á³åÇðÃÔÜ ÃîÅÇè ñ×Æ Çñò Á³åÇðÃÔÜ ÃîÅÇè ñ×Æ Çñò Á³åÇð
Ã¯ ðÃ¹ Ã¯ÂÆ ÜÅäË ÜÆÀ°ÍÍÃ¯ ðÃ¹ Ã¯ÂÆ ÜÅäË ÜÆÀ°ÍÍÃ¯ ðÃ¹ Ã¯ÂÆ ÜÅäË ÜÆÀ°ÍÍÃ¯ ðÃ¹ Ã¯ÂÆ ÜÅäË ÜÆÀ°ÍÍÃ¯ ðÃ¹ Ã¯ÂÆ ÜÅäË ÜÆÀ°ÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg  - A@F - A@F - A@F - A@F - A@F

These higher spiritual states are not within the ambit of
discussion or description. For experiencing this state what is
necessary is the constant companionship of God-realised souls, the
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highest spiritual practitioners of speech, thought & action and
those who have achieved Godhood. Now the question arises,
whether such exalted spiritual heights can be achieved by mere talk,
or whether we can get that experience by getting into the labyrinth
of  books. These states begin where the flights of  the intellect end.
From the time of admission to this spiritual course, till the
complete fulfillment there are indisputable instructions in 1430 pages
of  the Holy Guru Granth Sahib. It is practically impossible for the
seeker to have the understanding of these holy texts solely by his
own efforts. Even if  one or two persons out of  tens of  millions
do get such understanding of holy gospel, that is the result of the
effort made by them in the previous births. For the common people,
attaining such states is the fruit of  one’s love for and association
with perfect men of  God and joining their congregational prayers.

After speaking these word, Sant Maharaj suddenly stopped his
sermon. He closed his eyes and seemed to be absorbed savouring
some nectar inside him the state beyond all description. The seekers
too were experiencing the state of utter silence. It seemed  as if
they were waiting for some flashes of inspiration and experience
of  those divine states within themselves. Sant Maharaj unexpectedly
broke that silence and said :

O loving seekers, in order to reach the destination of this
path, one has, under all circumstances, to rise higher above the
traditional rituals propounded by one’s religion and adopt mental
edicts which are universal. According to these, one has to organise
one’s life, in keeping with the practices of  'sam' (equanimity) and
'dam' (self-control), which have been explained in detail. We begin
with the instruction of  the primary class. These teachings are
extremely necessary under all conditions for the success of the
human body; namely that the seeker must keep aloof from bad
company. The teachings of  the great men on the subject are worthy
of consideration with the greatest care.
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Kabir, associate thou not with the infidel and flee far away from
him.
If thou touch a black vessel, then, some blot must attach to thee.
ÕìÆð ÃÅÕå Ã³×¹ é ÕÆÜÆÁË çÈðÇÔ ÜÅÂÆÁË íÅÇ×ÍÍÕìÆð ÃÅÕå Ã³×¹ é ÕÆÜÆÁË çÈðÇÔ ÜÅÂÆÁË íÅÇ×ÍÍÕìÆð ÃÅÕå Ã³×¹ é ÕÆÜÆÁË çÈðÇÔ ÜÅÂÆÁË íÅÇ×ÍÍÕìÆð ÃÅÕå Ã³×¹ é ÕÆÜÆÁË çÈðÇÔ ÜÅÂÆÁË íÅÇ×ÍÍÕìÆð ÃÅÕå Ã³×¹ é ÕÆÜÆÁË çÈðÇÔ ÜÅÂÆÁË íÅÇ×ÍÍ
ìÅÃé° ÕÅð¯ êðÃÆÁË åÀ° ÕÛ° ñÅ×Ë çÅ×¹ÍÍìÅÃé° ÕÅð¯ êðÃÆÁË åÀ° ÕÛ° ñÅ×Ë çÅ×¹ÍÍìÅÃé° ÕÅð¯ êðÃÆÁË åÀ° ÕÛ° ñÅ×Ë çÅ×¹ÍÍìÅÃé° ÕÅð¯ êðÃÆÁË åÀ° ÕÛ° ñÅ×Ë çÅ×¹ÍÍìÅÃé° ÕÅð¯ êðÃÆÁË åÀ° ÕÛ° ñÅ×Ë çÅ×¹ÍÍAMg AMg AMg AMg AMg  - ACGA - ACGA - ACGA - ACGA - ACGA

The talk of a materialistic and egoistic person drives one away
from the path of  the Guru. The ideas of  such persons seem to be
full of logic. They have no faith in any scripture - such as the Guru
Granth Sahib and they do not strengthen one’s faith in the holy
books. They do not go beyond reading and teaching religious books.
They do not permit a person to enter into a spiritually higher life,
by going into the depths of  the holy texts. The blinding ideology
of those men turn one into an atheist. This is explained thus in
the Gurbani :

Kabir, I am destroyed and ruined by the evil company, like the
plantain near the wild caper.
The former waves and the latter is pierces it by its thorns. So see
thou not even, the sinner's soceity.
ÕìÆð îÅðÆ îðÀ° Õ°Ã³× ÕÆ Õ¶ñ¶ ÇéÕÇà Ü¹ ì¶ÇðÍÍÕìÆð îÅðÆ îðÀ° Õ°Ã³× ÕÆ Õ¶ñ¶ ÇéÕÇà Ü¹ ì¶ÇðÍÍÕìÆð îÅðÆ îðÀ° Õ°Ã³× ÕÆ Õ¶ñ¶ ÇéÕÇà Ü¹ ì¶ÇðÍÍÕìÆð îÅðÆ îðÀ° Õ°Ã³× ÕÆ Õ¶ñ¶ ÇéÕÇà Ü¹ ì¶ÇðÍÍÕìÆð îÅðÆ îðÀ° Õ°Ã³× ÕÆ Õ¶ñ¶ ÇéÕÇà Ü¹ ì¶ÇðÍÍ
À°Ô ÞÈñË À°Ô ÚÆðÆÁË ÃÅÕå Ã³×¹ é Ô¶ÇðÍÍÀ°Ô ÞÈñË À°Ô ÚÆðÆÁË ÃÅÕå Ã³×¹ é Ô¶ÇðÍÍÀ°Ô ÞÈñË À°Ô ÚÆðÆÁË ÃÅÕå Ã³×¹ é Ô¶ÇðÍÍÀ°Ô ÞÈñË À°Ô ÚÆðÆÁË ÃÅÕå Ã³×¹ é Ô¶ÇðÍÍÀ°Ô ÞÈñË À°Ô ÚÆðÆÁË ÃÅÕå Ã³×¹ é Ô¶ÇðÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - ACFI- ACFI- ACFI- ACFI- ACFI

The seeker’s time is wasted. After listening to the worldly wise
man’s logic of  words he is shaken out of  his godly beliefs. For many
weeks and for months together, his consciousness does not return
to the higher original state where he left; since he started keeping
company with the atheistic friend. Hence the scriptures command
us to keep clear of  bad company at all costs. In its place it is
necessary to always feel love and affinity for the saintly persons.
Just as an amorous person all the time has attraction for his
beloved, similarly a seeker should have attraction beyond all limits
for the great souls. In such godly company, numberless brain-waves,
countless desires and vices automatically begin to be effaced and
peace of mind is restored.

The fact is that when with determination we take the first step
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to go and meet men of God, right at the start we feel the
disappearance of vices; and in their place, one starts repeating
Gurmantar with his tongue and the inner peace is enhanced. The
meaningless innumerable questions and doubts get solved by
themselves. As soon as we come into contact with the great saints,
we start repeating the Name of God, with delight. All doubts are
answered and resolved. Their answers automatically flash inside us.
In the company of the great souls, our wayward attention is
automatically quietened and nothing remains to question or enquire,
and within there is the lodgement of the Great Lord :

Thou, O Lord, comest into my mind, when I behold Thine saints.
By abiding in the society of saints, the filth of mind is removed.
The fear of birth and death is dispelled by acting upto or
remembering His Serf's instruction.
The saints untie the bonds and the demons all vanish away.
The saints make us love Him, Who has installed the entire
universe.
The highest of the high is the seat of the Inacessible and Infinite
Lord.
With clasped hands, night and day, remember Him with every
breath of thine.
When the Lord Himself becomes merciful, then the society of His
devotees attained.
ÁÅòË ÃÅÇÔì¹ ÇÚÇå å¶ÇðÁÅ í×åÅ ÇâÇáÁÅÍÍÁÅòË ÃÅÇÔì¹ ÇÚÇå å¶ÇðÁÅ í×åÅ ÇâÇáÁÅÍÍÁÅòË ÃÅÇÔì¹ ÇÚÇå å¶ÇðÁÅ í×åÅ ÇâÇáÁÅÍÍÁÅòË ÃÅÇÔì¹ ÇÚÇå å¶ÇðÁÅ í×åÅ ÇâÇáÁÅÍÍÁÅòË ÃÅÇÔì¹ ÇÚÇå å¶ÇðÁÅ í×åÅ ÇâÇáÁÅÍÍ
îé ÕÆ ÕàÆÁË îË« ÃÅèÃ³Ç× ò¹ÇáÁÅÍÍîé ÕÆ ÕàÆÁË îË« ÃÅèÃ³Ç× ò¹ÇáÁÅÍÍîé ÕÆ ÕàÆÁË îË« ÃÅèÃ³Ç× ò¹ÇáÁÅÍÍîé ÕÆ ÕàÆÁË îË« ÃÅèÃ³Ç× ò¹ÇáÁÅÍÍîé ÕÆ ÕàÆÁË îË« ÃÅèÃ³Ç× ò¹ÇáÁÅÍÍ
Üéî îðä íÀ° ÕàÆÁË Üé ÕÅ Ãìç¹ ÜÇêÍÍÜéî îðä íÀ° ÕàÆÁË Üé ÕÅ Ãìç¹ ÜÇêÍÍÜéî îðä íÀ° ÕàÆÁË Üé ÕÅ Ãìç¹ ÜÇêÍÍÜéî îðä íÀ° ÕàÆÁË Üé ÕÅ Ãìç¹ ÜÇêÍÍÜéî îðä íÀ° ÕàÆÁË Üé ÕÅ Ãìç¹ ÜÇêÍÍ
ì³èé Ö¯ñÇé Ã³å çÈå ÃÇí ÜÅÇÔ ÛÇêÍÍì³èé Ö¯ñÇé Ã³å çÈå ÃÇí ÜÅÇÔ ÛÇêÍÍì³èé Ö¯ñÇé Ã³å çÈå ÃÇí ÜÅÇÔ ÛÇêÍÍì³èé Ö¯ñÇé Ã³å çÈå ÃÇí ÜÅÇÔ ÛÇêÍÍì³èé Ö¯ñÇé Ã³å çÈå ÃÇí ÜÅÇÔ ÛÇêÍÍ
ÇåÃ¹ ÇÃÀ° ñÅÇÂÇé ð³×¹ ÇÜÃ çÆ Ãí èÅðÆÁÅÍÍÇåÃ¹ ÇÃÀ° ñÅÇÂÇé ð³×¹ ÇÜÃ çÆ Ãí èÅðÆÁÅÍÍÇåÃ¹ ÇÃÀ° ñÅÇÂÇé ð³×¹ ÇÜÃ çÆ Ãí èÅðÆÁÅÍÍÇåÃ¹ ÇÃÀ° ñÅÇÂÇé ð³×¹ ÇÜÃ çÆ Ãí èÅðÆÁÅÍÍÇåÃ¹ ÇÃÀ° ñÅÇÂÇé ð³×¹ ÇÜÃ çÆ Ãí èÅðÆÁÅÍÍ
À±ÚÆ ÔÈ ³ À±ÚÅ æÅé° Á×î ÁêÅðÆÁÅÍÍÀ±ÚÆ ÔÈ ³ À±ÚÅ æÅé° Á×î ÁêÅðÆÁÅÍÍÀ±ÚÆ ÔÈ ³ À±ÚÅ æÅé° Á×î ÁêÅðÆÁÅÍÍÀ±ÚÆ ÔÈ ³ À±ÚÅ æÅé° Á×î ÁêÅðÆÁÅÍÍÀ±ÚÆ ÔÈ ³ À±ÚÅ æÅé° Á×î ÁêÅðÆÁÅÍÍ
ðËÇä ÇçéÃ¹ Õð Ü¯Çó ÃÅÇÃ ÃÅÇÃ ÇèÁÅÂÆÁËÍÍðËÇä ÇçéÃ¹ Õð Ü¯Çó ÃÅÇÃ ÃÅÇÃ ÇèÁÅÂÆÁËÍÍðËÇä ÇçéÃ¹ Õð Ü¯Çó ÃÅÇÃ ÃÅÇÃ ÇèÁÅÂÆÁËÍÍðËÇä ÇçéÃ¹ Õð Ü¯Çó ÃÅÇÃ ÃÅÇÃ ÇèÁÅÂÆÁËÍÍðËÇä ÇçéÃ¹ Õð Ü¯Çó ÃÅÇÃ ÃÅÇÃ ÇèÁÅÂÆÁËÍÍ
ÜÅ ÁÅê¶ Ô¯ÇÂ çÇÂÁÅñ å» í×å Ã³×¹ êÅÂÆÁËÍÍÜÅ ÁÅê¶ Ô¯ÇÂ çÇÂÁÅñ å» í×å Ã³×¹ êÅÂÆÁËÍÍÜÅ ÁÅê¶ Ô¯ÇÂ çÇÂÁÅñ å» í×å Ã³×¹ êÅÂÆÁËÍÍÜÅ ÁÅê¶ Ô¯ÇÂ çÇÂÁÅñ å» í×å Ã³×¹ êÅÂÆÁËÍÍÜÅ ÁÅê¶ Ô¯ÇÂ çÇÂÁÅñ å» í×å Ã³×¹ êÅÂÆÁËÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - EB@- EB@- EB@- EB@- EB@

Guru Maharaj ordains that the company of the saints and the
devotees is extremely difficult to come by without the grace of
Waheguru. Such saints are supreme friends, but they are rare. As
Guru Maharaj has ordained -
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They, a sight of whom banishes, evil-inclinations, are my friends.
I have searched the whole world through, but O Serf Nanak very
rare are such persons.
ÇÜéÅ ÇçÃ³çÇóÁÅ ç¹ðîÇå ò³ßË ÇîåÌ ÁÃÅâó¶ Ã¶ÂÆÍÍÇÜéÅ ÇçÃ³çÇóÁÅ ç¹ðîÇå ò³ßË ÇîåÌ ÁÃÅâó¶ Ã¶ÂÆÍÍÇÜéÅ ÇçÃ³çÇóÁÅ ç¹ðîÇå ò³ßË ÇîåÌ ÁÃÅâó¶ Ã¶ÂÆÍÍÇÜéÅ ÇçÃ³çÇóÁÅ ç¹ðîÇå ò³ßË ÇîåÌ ÁÃÅâó¶ Ã¶ÂÆÍÍÇÜéÅ ÇçÃ³çÇóÁÅ ç¹ðîÇå ò³ßË ÇîåÌ ÁÃÅâó¶ Ã¶ÂÆÍÍ
ÔÀ° ãÈã¶çÆ Ü×¹ ÃìÅÇÂÁÅ Üé éÅéÕ Çòðñ¶ Õ¶ÂÆÍÍÔÀ° ãÈã¶çÆ Ü×¹ ÃìÅÇÂÁÅ Üé éÅéÕ Çòðñ¶ Õ¶ÂÆÍÍÔÀ° ãÈã¶çÆ Ü×¹ ÃìÅÇÂÁÅ Üé éÅéÕ Çòðñ¶ Õ¶ÂÆÍÍÔÀ° ãÈã¶çÆ Ü×¹ ÃìÅÇÂÁÅ Üé éÅéÕ Çòðñ¶ Õ¶ÂÆÍÍÔÀ° ãÈã¶çÆ Ü×¹ ÃìÅÇÂÁÅ Üé éÅéÕ Çòðñ¶ Õ¶ÂÆÍÍ

AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - EB@- EB@- EB@- EB@- EB@
Further on, when the seeker listens to the devotional singing

and sermons of  the great souls with full faith, then vices in his
life begin to vanish. Then he does not indulge in slander, he is
not given to jealousy, he does not resort to enmity, he does not
practise hypocrisy, he does not wish ill to anyone, he does not covet
another’s wealth, he goes on sharing with the needy his earnings
which he has got with the sweat of  his brow. There is no jealousy
in him nor the fire of material ambition, he keeps content with
whatever Waheguru has willed for him. He does not resort to any
type of  ostentations or false pretences. In short, all his evils are
destroyed, and his consciousness is purified more or less. Therefore,
the commandment -

Kabir, associate thou only with the saint, who shall emancipate
thee in the end.
Associate thou not with the mammon worshipper, through which,
thou shalt be ruined.
ÕìÆð Ã³×Çå ÕðÆÁË ÃÅè ÕÆ Á³Çå ÕðË ÇéðìÅÔ¹ÍÍÕìÆð Ã³×Çå ÕðÆÁË ÃÅè ÕÆ Á³Çå ÕðË ÇéðìÅÔ¹ÍÍÕìÆð Ã³×Çå ÕðÆÁË ÃÅè ÕÆ Á³Çå ÕðË ÇéðìÅÔ¹ÍÍÕìÆð Ã³×Çå ÕðÆÁË ÃÅè ÕÆ Á³Çå ÕðË ÇéðìÅÔ¹ÍÍÕìÆð Ã³×Çå ÕðÆÁË ÃÅè ÕÆ Á³Çå ÕðË ÇéðìÅÔ¹ÍÍ
ÃÅÕå Ã³×¹ é ÕÆÜÆÁË ÜÅ å¶ Ô¯ÇÂ ÇìéÅÔ¹ÍÍ    ÃÅÕå Ã³×¹ é ÕÆÜÆÁË ÜÅ å¶ Ô¯ÇÂ ÇìéÅÔ¹ÍÍ    ÃÅÕå Ã³×¹ é ÕÆÜÆÁË ÜÅ å¶ Ô¯ÇÂ ÇìéÅÔ¹ÍÍ    ÃÅÕå Ã³×¹ é ÕÆÜÆÁË ÜÅ å¶ Ô¯ÇÂ ÇìéÅÔ¹ÍÍ    ÃÅÕå Ã³×¹ é ÕÆÜÆÁË ÜÅ å¶ Ô¯ÇÂ ÇìéÅÔ¹ÍÍ    AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg  - ACFI - ACFI - ACFI - ACFI - ACFI

Sant Ji Maharaj said that the key to the lock of the spiritual
path can be obtained only from the company of the perfect great
souls.

After a brief  silence, he resumed his sermon, saying, dear
brothers, for the purification of the mind, there is very great need
of contemplation (spiritual effort), the jap of Gurmantar and the
service of  the fellow beings.

The soul, defiled with sins, is cleaned with the love of (God's)
Name.
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íðÆÁË îÇå êÅêÅ ÕË Ã³Ç×ÍÍ úÔ¹ è¯êË éÅòË ÕË ð ³Ç×ÍÍíðÆÁË îÇå êÅêÅ ÕË Ã³Ç×ÍÍ úÔ¹ è¯êË éÅòË ÕË ð ³Ç×ÍÍíðÆÁË îÇå êÅêÅ ÕË Ã³Ç×ÍÍ úÔ¹ è¯êË éÅòË ÕË ð ³Ç×ÍÍíðÆÁË îÇå êÅêÅ ÕË Ã³Ç×ÍÍ úÔ¹ è¯êË éÅòË ÕË ð ³Ç×ÍÍíðÆÁË îÇå êÅêÅ ÕË Ã³Ç×ÍÍ úÔ¹ è¯êË éÅòË ÕË ð ³Ç×ÍÍAMg AMg AMg AMg AMg  - D - D - D - D - D
The foulest dirt, which cannot be washed away even by an

effort of the crores of years is the darkness of 'Haumain' (I-ness
or self-pride). Self-pride and God’s Name these two have never
gone together. Where there is the lodgement of  vanity, there God’s
Name remains concealed unobserved :

The nine treasures and the Nectar are Lord's Name.
Within the human body itself is its seat.
There is deep meditation and melody of celestial music there.
The wonder and marvel of it can not be narrated.
He to whom God Himself shows, beholds it.
Nanak such a man obtains understanding.
éÀ° ÇéÇè Á³ÇîÌå¹ êÌí ÕÅ éÅî¹ÍÍéÀ° ÇéÇè Á³ÇîÌå¹ êÌí ÕÅ éÅî¹ÍÍéÀ° ÇéÇè Á³ÇîÌå¹ êÌí ÕÅ éÅî¹ÍÍéÀ° ÇéÇè Á³ÇîÌå¹ êÌí ÕÅ éÅî¹ÍÍéÀ° ÇéÇè Á³ÇîÌå¹ êÌí ÕÅ éÅî¹ÍÍ
ç¶ÔÆ îÇÔ ÇÂÃ ÕÅ ÇìÃÌÅî¹ÍÍç¶ÔÆ îÇÔ ÇÂÃ ÕÅ ÇìÃÌÅî¹ÍÍç¶ÔÆ îÇÔ ÇÂÃ ÕÅ ÇìÃÌÅî¹ÍÍç¶ÔÆ îÇÔ ÇÂÃ ÕÅ ÇìÃÌÅî¹ÍÍç¶ÔÆ îÇÔ ÇÂÃ ÕÅ ÇìÃÌÅî¹ÍÍ
Ã¹ ³é ÃîÅÇè ÁéÔå åÔ éÅçÍÍÃ¹ ³é ÃîÅÇè ÁéÔå åÔ éÅçÍÍÃ¹ ³é ÃîÅÇè ÁéÔå åÔ éÅçÍÍÃ¹ ³é ÃîÅÇè ÁéÔå åÔ éÅçÍÍÃ¹ ³é ÃîÅÇè ÁéÔå åÔ éÅçÍÍ
ÕÔé° é ÜÅÂÆ ÁÚðÜ ÇìÃîÅçÍÍÕÔé° é ÜÅÂÆ ÁÚðÜ ÇìÃîÅçÍÍÕÔé° é ÜÅÂÆ ÁÚðÜ ÇìÃîÅçÍÍÕÔé° é ÜÅÂÆ ÁÚðÜ ÇìÃîÅçÍÍÕÔé° é ÜÅÂÆ ÁÚðÜ ÇìÃîÅçÍÍ
ÇåÇé ç¶ÇÖÁÅ ÇÜÃ¹ ÁÅÇê ÇçÖÅÂ¶ÍÍÇåÇé ç¶ÇÖÁÅ ÇÜÃ¹ ÁÅÇê ÇçÖÅÂ¶ÍÍÇåÇé ç¶ÇÖÁÅ ÇÜÃ¹ ÁÅÇê ÇçÖÅÂ¶ÍÍÇåÇé ç¶ÇÖÁÅ ÇÜÃ¹ ÁÅÇê ÇçÖÅÂ¶ÍÍÇåÇé ç¶ÇÖÁÅ ÇÜÃ¹ ÁÅÇê ÇçÖÅÂ¶ÍÍ
éÅéÕ ÇåÃ¹ Üé Ã¯ÞÆ êÅÂ¶ÍÍéÅéÕ ÇåÃ¹ Üé Ã¯ÞÆ êÅÂ¶ÍÍéÅéÕ ÇåÃ¹ Üé Ã¯ÞÆ êÅÂ¶ÍÍéÅéÕ ÇåÃ¹ Üé Ã¯ÞÆ êÅÂ¶ÍÍéÅéÕ ÇåÃ¹ Üé Ã¯ÞÆ êÅÂ¶ÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - BIC- BIC- BIC- BIC- BIC

The Name remains unobserved on account of  the dirt of  I-
ness. When with the power of  the Nam and the Grace of  the holy
saint, one’s inward eyes are opened, and there is the Light of
Waheguru, which permeates every pore and fibre of  one’s being,
then the darkness of I-ness begins to dissolve. Many other kinds
of dirt and filth get removed automatically along the dirt of I-ness
and then there is complete enlightenment inside. To attain such an
exalted state, every Sikh and every other seeker too should
complete one reading of  the Guru Granth Sahib in one month at
least. If there is any illiterate person among you, a doubt is sure
to arise in his mind as to how he can reap the fruit of  the reading
of  the Guru Granth Sahib. Sant Ji ordained that two daily readings
of the Sukhmani Sahib or ten daily readings of the Japuji Sahib
will get you the same merit which one gets by one complete reading
of  the Guru Granth Sahib. If  even this is beyond anyone, then
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daily six recitations on the rosary of 108 beads of the Mool Mantar
starting with 'Ekonkar' and going up to 'hosi bhi sach' will get one
the same benefit. If however someone pleads that even the
recitation of Mool Mantar is too difficult for him, then he should
keep counting 40 rosaries (of  108 beads each) of  Satnam Waheguru
Mantara or 80 rosaries of  Waheguru gurmantra.

This is absolutely essential. Without this any spiritual progress
is difficult to achieve. The second point is that one should devote
at least 21/2 hours every day with full concentration of mind either
to holy reading or to the Jap (repetition) of  Gur Mantar. That too
is very helpful. Apart from this anyone who has an intense intent,
he should learn from the great souls special methods of
remembering of the Nam Simran and spend extra time in the inner
search for the self. If you are unable to get time for this programme
at dawn then it is necessary for you to practise it, whenever you
get time. Thus you keep clear of bad company and in a year or
two, your ideas will be sufficiently purified and you will develop
intense love for spiritual path. Firmness and devotion will come
to you automatically.

In the beginning, seekers who do jap of the Gurmantar take
the help of  the rosary. You must count the beads of  at least 21/
2 rosaries of  108x108 beads or 270 rosaries of  108 beads. After
you have advanced beyond this step too, and your love of  the Nam
has become so overpowering that your tongue continues doing the
jap, even while you are performing your normal activities and also
when forgetting the jap you feel as if something important is missing
inside you, then it is time for you to consult some great soul to
learn the method of how to continue the jap with each breath.
When the Divine tune (music) of remembering Nam with each
breath has been awakened and the breath gets dissociated from the
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Nam, that is called the state of ajapa jap (spontaneous non-stop
jap). In this condition, the flavour of an extremely sweet elixir
begins to be felt in every fibre of  one’s body. Owing to that sweet
sensation, no stray thoughts arise in one’s  mind. Such states are
achieved by the grace of the saints, sages, great souls and God-
realised persons. This jap consists of  four parts - named Baikhari,
Madhma, Pasanti and Para. And above (these four), this activity, with
the help of anahad-nad (divine music) continues in an extremely
delicious manner. When the seeker’s practice of  parabani becomes
ripe, then by exerting a little pressure on one’s navel, the flow of
the music of the Nam begins to issue forth from every fibre of
the body. When the sound of  the Nam begins to be heard from
every fibre (of  the body), then one should control one’s
consciousness and pull it towards the Tenth Gate, Dasam Duar,
crown of the head.

After these words, the great saint added that when the listeners
on reaching their home would ponder over these thoughts, they
would be rewarded very greatly. One devotee made this submission,
"Sir, if any seeker with all his heart and soul starts with the lessons
of the first primary class and continues his journey on the path of
Spiritual learning fully observing all the rules and conditions, how
much time will it take for the seeker to reach his goal? In reply
the great saint said that this question is subject to very detailed
exposition and so this would be taken up at some other future time.
All those present thanked the great saint and dispersed to attend
to their daily chores of life.
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Sacred Sermons of  Sant Ji
(Part - III)

Great religious congregations were held in Chandigarh in 1961.
At that time, there used to be one-hour long sermons of  Sri 108
Sant Ishar Singh Ji Maharaj of Rara Sahib based on his mystic
experience. To listen to him, many Hindu brethren, owing allegiance
to some other great Saints, as also Sikh devotees used to collect
in large numbers. After listening to the sermons of  Sant Ji Maharaj
(Chapter-II), one devotee who had intimate connection with Hira
Nand Puri, a great saint of Hoshiarpur, made this submission : “Sir,
how much time will a seeker who is full of perseverance and who
is totally keen to tread the spiritual path, and who shuns bad
company, take to reach his destination?" Then the great saint
condescended to reply as under : The Vedas, scriptures and
experienced saints have not made any rules to set any time limit
to reach one’s goal; because each individual keeps on doing good
and bad acts, according to his nature, which constantly exert their
influence on his inner mind. Evil deeds deposit grime on the inner
consciousness, while virtuous deeds keep on washing off that filth.
In the last discourse, an attempt was made to clarify how the dirt
of  the mind can be removed. To that end, every seeker should
complete the recitation of  Guru Granth Sahib, once a month, or
of  Sukhmani Sahib, Japuji Sahib, Mool Mantar and the Gurumantar. It
was pointed out that these help in removing the darkness of the
mind. It is very difficult to judge how much perseverance, firmness,
withdrawal from the materialism of the world and simplicity there
is in each individual. Nothing definite can be said about that. Every
person is affected by the three elements (good, bad and indifferent)
in his nature. Thus the whole thing is related to the purity of the
mind, the purity of the intellect, and the purity of the inner
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consciousness. Just as every person has a different appetite, different
power of endurance of suffering, different capacity to control
desires and anger. The capacity to face the allurements of  greed
and attachment also differs from man to man. Each person is
different according to the measure of his pride (or vanity) according
to his financial condition, educational attainments, physical strength,
mental acumen, and political power. All these qualities make a
difference. For these reasons, it is absolutely difficult to decide
about the time schedule needed to reach one’s goal. Inspite of  all
that some judgement about time limit can be made if the seeker
comes within the orbit of some great soul, if he keeps company
with those saints and fully obeys the commands of those great
souls. We have spoken about the need to do a recitation (path) of
Guru Granth Sahib. To start with, it is very necessary to know
about the differences among the various kinds of  paths. The
recitation of  Guru Granth Sahib is performed also by the
professional readers, whose objective is limited to the receipt of
their remuneration. The effect on these readers is as much as the
effect of packet of fragrant food in a worker who carries it from
one place to another. His nostrils certainly feel the delicious flavour
of the foods, but nothing more. He is totally bereft of having a
taste of that food. Or take the example of the long ladle, that stirs
the tasty eatables. It has no connection with any taste of  the
delicious foods. Such is the position of  the reciters, who work with
the mercenary motive. They do recite the Bani, which is so divine
that no one can estimate its fruitful beneficent effect. These
professional readers are selling priceless jewels, as worthless cowrie
shells. The true fruit of  the Path (recitation of  the holy book)
comes to those devouts, who meditate upon it, with sincere
devotion, listen to it with complete concentration of mind, then
do service and with spirit of  humility.

The second category of the devotees are those, who when
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engaged in the reading of the holy book are full of concentration
of mind. They have completely withdrawn their five mental
elements from the world, merged with the holy Word, have
disinterest in worldly affairs and make the holy reading as, loving
devotees of  the Guru. Such readers feel the maximum impact of
the Path (reading) and the filth of  the mind, accumulated for many
generations begins to vanish, since they have given their hearts to
Satguru.

The scum of so many births is attached to this soul and it has
become pitch black.
The oilman's rag turns not white by washing, even though it be
washed a hundred times.
Üéî Üéî ÕÆ ÇÂÃ¹ îé ÕÀ° î« ñÅ×Æ ÕÅñÅ Ô¯ÁÅ ÇÃÁÅÔ¹ÍÍÜéî Üéî ÕÆ ÇÂÃ¹ îé ÕÀ° î« ñÅ×Æ ÕÅñÅ Ô¯ÁÅ ÇÃÁÅÔ¹ÍÍÜéî Üéî ÕÆ ÇÂÃ¹ îé ÕÀ° î« ñÅ×Æ ÕÅñÅ Ô¯ÁÅ ÇÃÁÅÔ¹ÍÍÜéî Üéî ÕÆ ÇÂÃ¹ îé ÕÀ° î« ñÅ×Æ ÕÅñÅ Ô¯ÁÅ ÇÃÁÅÔ¹ÍÍÜéî Üéî ÕÆ ÇÂÃ¹ îé ÕÀ° î« ñÅ×Æ ÕÅñÅ Ô¯ÁÅ ÇÃÁÅÔ¹ÍÍ
Ö³éñÆ è¯åÆ À°ÜñÆ é Ô¯òÂÆ Ü¶ ÃÀ° è¯òÇä êÅÔ¹ÍÍÖ³éñÆ è¯åÆ À°ÜñÆ é Ô¯òÂÆ Ü¶ ÃÀ° è¯òÇä êÅÔ¹ÍÍÖ³éñÆ è¯åÆ À°ÜñÆ é Ô¯òÂÆ Ü¶ ÃÀ° è¯òÇä êÅÔ¹ÍÍÖ³éñÆ è¯åÆ À°ÜñÆ é Ô¯òÂÆ Ü¶ ÃÀ° è¯òÇä êÅÔ¹ÍÍÖ³éñÆ è¯åÆ À°ÜñÆ é Ô¯òÂÆ Ü¶ ÃÀ° è¯òÇä êÅÔ¹ÍÍ

AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg  - FEA - FEA - FEA - FEA - FEA
Thus there is a difference between the recitation of Mool

Mantar and Gur Mantar. All these differences can be known by
keeping the company of the great pious men. The second essential
convention to observe is to keep with full devotion the company
of  the truth-realised persons, those who relish their withdrawal from
the worldly affairs, those who study Brahm (Eternal Reality), those
who listen to Brahm and those who speak on Brahm.

The third principle which is very necessary is that the seeker
should keep his health in perfect trim, keeping it free from the
ailments of wind, phlegm and cough etc. If the body is in perfect
health, mind remains spiritually receptive and concentrated.
Otherwise any imbalance of these elements makes the body prone
to ailments.

The fourth spiritual principle that is needed is the necessity
to nurture the capacity for cultivating virtues. For that you have
to distance yourself from three types of violence: (i) Never to
think in the mind to cause any harm to anyone, (ii) never to speak
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any bitter words that hurt feelings and, (iii) never to threaten and
cause anyone physical harm, with one's physical power. Never
cause any hurt to any person by exploiting your physical strength
or by the power of your mantras, magical secrets or super-natural
tricks. Secondly, under no circumstances resort to falsehood, either
in ordinary talk or in any matter concerning your life. One should
never seek support from untruth. Always observe the vow of  Truth.

The fifth thing is never to steal any material, mental or
intellectual property.

Always keep a watch on your principle of sticking to one wife
and observing self  restraint. Also remain steady and unruffled
between joy and sorrow, gain and loss, happiness and unhappiness.
Maintain mental poise under all conditions. Forgive the faults of
others, and practise the habit of  forgiveness. Help anyone you meet,
who is in trouble, to the extent of your capacity; and treat him
with kindness. Always give good piece of  advice to all according
to your ability and extend tenderhearted treatment to all. Keep the
body clean with a daily bath and keeping the mind clean from the
ills of  attachment and jealousy. Also keep your intellect pure by
pondering over the teachings of  scriptures of  truth. Engage yourself
in the service of  others and live in contentment; accepting without
any reservation or argument the words of  the Guru, as coming from
the Eternal Master; also always live having full faith in Waheguru
have complete and unshakable faith in God, believing that He the
Eternal One is ever in love with you and is always with you and
has fascination for you. Always believe that, "I am His and He is
mine; He is my beloved." He pardons my mistakes (wrong acts)
as one forgives the mistakes of the innocent child. He is my shield
at all places; He is my Friend and Well-wisher. He is mine, I am
His. Keep this idea always in your mind. Recognise no difference
between Him and the Guru. Always think of  Him in your inward
consciousness. Perform the daily religious routines. Never go near
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the false and bogus things; never be a hypocrite. Behave in the
world with humility. Utter sweet words. The above-mentioned things
are the virtues, without practising which it is very difficult to enter
the hallowed circle of spiritualism.

Without good deeds no devotion is possible.
Çòä° ×¹ä ÕÆå¶ í×Çå é Ô¯ÇÂ¨Çòä° ×¹ä ÕÆå¶ í×Çå é Ô¯ÇÂ¨Çòä° ×¹ä ÕÆå¶ í×Çå é Ô¯ÇÂ¨Çòä° ×¹ä ÕÆå¶ í×Çå é Ô¯ÇÂ¨Çòä° ×¹ä ÕÆå¶ í×Çå é Ô¯ÇÂ¨

“One cannot achieve devotion to God without practising the
virtues. Says Jesus Christ, “Sooner would an elephant pass through
the eye of the needle than a proud person enter the kingdom of
God.”

Leading such a life, inner self  of  a seeker is purified, normally
in a period of  two years. When the stream of  the Bani flows
constantly in your heart like the spring of water, then you can
conclude that crores of your sins have been destroyed. By the grace
of  the great men the seeker becomes entitled to Ajapa Jap so that
with each breath, the stream of the Nam flows continuously within
and without, a sweet drizzle of divine shower, turns into a
quivering and tremulous stream and intoxicates the mind. Such a
divine state can be achieved only with the grace of  the Saintly souls.
Four Banis make the devotion - these four are Baikhari, Madhama,
Psanti and Para (these are explained elsewhere).

The hymnodic chanting and recitation of  Para-Bani is an
extraordinary and marvellous phenomenon. The melodic notes and
strains of  the symphony of  Nam neither struck nor played, is
experienced as a spontaneous flow of  divine energy coursing through
every pore and fiber of  the body. A heavenly state of  bliss envelops
you both inwardly and outwardly as mentioned by Guru Nanak in
Japuji Sahib, "God's devotees are ever in bliss". The resonance of
the music of  the unstruck melody is heard echoing like the
orchestral harmony of  myriads of  musical strains and notes of
numerous musical instruments. In other words it appears as if  the
repetition of the Gur Mantar has lifted up and elevated your
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consciousness from the mundane worldly matters to the celestial
music of the divine sphere, where the reverberations of the
immortal strains of ten primeval sound is always resound in your
ears. About this Tenth Master says :

First He uttered Omkar,
And that creative sound reverbrate the whole world.
êÌæî úÁ³ÕÅð Çåé ÕÔÅ¨êÌæî úÁ³ÕÅð Çåé ÕÔÅ¨êÌæî úÁ³ÕÅð Çåé ÕÔÅ¨êÌæî úÁ³ÕÅð Çåé ÕÔÅ¨êÌæî úÁ³ÕÅð Çåé ÕÔÅ¨
Ã¯ è¹é êÈÇð Ü×å î¯Ô ðÔÅ¨Ã¯ è¹é êÈÇð Ü×å î¯Ô ðÔÅ¨Ã¯ è¹é êÈÇð Ü×å î¯Ô ðÔÅ¨Ã¯ è¹é êÈÇð Ü×å î¯Ô ðÔÅ¨Ã¯ è¹é êÈÇð Ü×å î¯Ô ðÔÅ¨ çÃî ×Ì¿æ, çÃî ×Ì¿æ, çÃî ×Ì¿æ, çÃî ×Ì¿æ, çÃî ×Ì¿æ, AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - AEH- AEH- AEH- AEH- AEH

This melody is called the music of  the Omkar. Since this tune
has its origin in the Ekamkar, it is all-powerful, all knowing and
all-consciousness which sustains crores of  the universes. This is the
operational aspect of  the Supreme God. To realise that, there are
some means, which are being explained within the limits of time -

Select a secluded place clean it and sit down to pray, keep
your backbone straight upright at an angle of 90 degrees, relax your
shoulder, chest and so on; and be without any tension, sit in an
easy posture, close your eyes, keep on hearing the sounds that ring
in your ears. Everyday sit in this posture at least for 21/2 hours;
where no outside sound should be heard. Thus keep on hearing
the sound, reverberating in both the ears and be intoxicated with
it. One should hear these sounds with complete concentration for
8-10 days and remain absorbed in them. After that, one should
direct one’s consciousness on the right ear. An extremely fine and
sweet sound would begin to be heard from the right ear. After about
ten days, one should withdraw one’s consciousness and cease to
hear the sounds, ringing in the two ears. After some effort, one
would be able to hear a sound from the Agya-chakkar (at the root
of the two eyes and the nose). It is the same sound, which was
earlier heard from the right ear.

After concentrating one’s consciousness in Agya-chakkar, one
should keep hearing this music for a month or two and recognise
it as the symbol of  the Formless God. One will be so enraptured
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by this divine music that even after 21/2 hours, one would not like
to wean away one’s mind from it. One would love to hear this
tune for many hours at a stretch. Many devotees become so adept
in this practice, that even in the midst of their worldly activities,
they would suddenly close their eyes and keep hearing this
symphony. Then one should uplift one's consciousness. One should
listen to the music from the point, where the eye-brows begin. After
practising for 2-3 months, with full concentration one should raise
the consciousness upto the head, to the point where the four parts
of the oranium join, which is called palate. This point is also called
the tenth gate. After carrying out this practice for three months he
should keep on hearing this music on the back of his head, at the
point where the backbone (spine) touches the Sukhmana Nadi. One
should practise this at this point for five to six months. After that,
when the seeker becomes fully adept, he should concentrate his
consciousness on the tip of the nose. At this point, he would see
strange supra-worldly sights and one acquires various kinds of
power. This practice would take some two years. But there is the
supreme need to keep a watch on the instructions, ordained here.
Eager enthusiasm is required, beyond limit. Under these activities,
one would see different kinds of lights, strange sights of secret
worlds and hear strange musical strains. One comes in contact with
secret powers too.

After this strenuous practice, consciousness would abandon
these sights too. After leaving these, the consciousness enters into
the sphere of discrimination, where one starts to make a distinction
between the truth and untruth. One’s ego is eradicated, even the
last trace of I-ness begins to end. This part of meditational practice
is called Self  contemplation or Self  reflection. In manifest form,
nature seems to be dissolving into its source elements. At this stage,
one depends on the grace of the great men, and the God-realised
persons prove the helpers. With their help one’s consciousness loses
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one’s individual conscious self, and one thus merges with the
supreme consciousness, Omnipotent God, in such a manner just
as the waves rising in the sea become tranquil and merge into that
infinite expanse of  water. In this state, Truth is revealed in all its
brilliance, just as the dark, dreadful night dissolves into the light,
when the sun rises. The spark of  self, the pure droplet of  Self
separated from its eternal source for generations merges into its
source and is manifested and realised as the real eternal form.

Now the same being, rid of his individual existence appears
to be in his real godly form. What he is in reality now appears in
reality (godly being). In brief, put it like this that, after God, has
played his divine game, and the individual has put on the garb of
ignorance, the self realises his real self. Now he is freed from the
Duality and the vicissitudes of life, under which he was suffering
from joy and sorrow, gain and loss. Now that being, who was in
deep slumber of good, evil and indifference has been awakened
into truth through the limitless grace of  the God-realised Gurus.
He has now realised his true self, and has been delivered from all
miseries, now emerges in his realself as a God Himself.

Kabir, thou hast obtained the place, which thou wert searching.
Thou thyself hath turned to be the One, whom thou thought to be
different from thee.
ÕìÆð ÜÅ ÕÀ° Ö¯Üå¶ êÅÇÂú Ã¯ÂÆ áÀ°ð¹ÍÍÕìÆð ÜÅ ÕÀ° Ö¯Üå¶ êÅÇÂú Ã¯ÂÆ áÀ°ð¹ÍÍÕìÆð ÜÅ ÕÀ° Ö¯Üå¶ êÅÇÂú Ã¯ÂÆ áÀ°ð¹ÍÍÕìÆð ÜÅ ÕÀ° Ö¯Üå¶ êÅÇÂú Ã¯ÂÆ áÀ°ð¹ÍÍÕìÆð ÜÅ ÕÀ° Ö¯Üå¶ êÅÇÂú Ã¯ÂÆ áÀ°ð¹ÍÍ
Ã¯ÂÆ ÇëÇð ÕË å± íÇÂÁÅ ÜÅ ÕÀ° ÕÔåÅ ÁÀ°ð¹ÍÍÃ¯ÂÆ ÇëÇð ÕË å± íÇÂÁÅ ÜÅ ÕÀ° ÕÔåÅ ÁÀ°ð¹ÍÍÃ¯ÂÆ ÇëÇð ÕË å± íÇÂÁÅ ÜÅ ÕÀ° ÕÔåÅ ÁÀ°ð¹ÍÍÃ¯ÂÆ ÇëÇð ÕË å± íÇÂÁÅ ÜÅ ÕÀ° ÕÔåÅ ÁÀ°ð¹ÍÍÃ¯ÂÆ ÇëÇð ÕË å± íÇÂÁÅ ÜÅ ÕÀ° ÕÔåÅ ÁÀ°ð¹ÍÍ AMg  AMg  AMg  AMg  AMg  - ACFI - ACFI - ACFI - ACFI - ACFI

After saying these words, the great Saint (Sant Ishar Singh Ji
Maharaj, Rara Sahib Wale) seemed to be rapt in some divine state,
and since the time was up, he retired from the congregation. After
the departure of the great saint, it was felt among the vast audience,
as if all present were imbibing the drizzle of Amrit. After bidding
farewell to each other, they went away to attend to their normal
activities and duties.

How wonderful were these days, it is difficult to describe. It
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seemed as if Akal Purukh (Immortal God) through His grace had
brought down the realm of  truth (Sach khand) from high heavens
to this earth. Now those glorious days remain only as a wonderful
memory. Even today, the memory brings forth the old showers of
bliss, love and detachment from the worldly affairs. Those deep days
when the great Saint was present in the bodily form and was giving
wondrous discourses to be heard as priceless vibrance now remain
only as the memory of the bygone days; by no means can those
days return. Only a desire, a longing for such days keeps tugging
one’s heart always. Waheguru knows when this would bear fruit and
when we would experience the rapture of a glimpse of that great
saint, our beloved who was the image of God Himself.
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A Saint (Sant, A pious Person)
Hear My Brother the Way of the Saint;

His Greatness cannot be Described.
Ã¿å ðÔå Ã¹éÔ¹ î¶ð¶ íÅÂÆ¨Ã¿å ðÔå Ã¹éÔ¹ î¶ð¶ íÅÂÆ¨Ã¿å ðÔå Ã¹éÔ¹ î¶ð¶ íÅÂÆ¨Ã¿å ðÔå Ã¹éÔ¹ î¶ð¶ íÅÂÆ¨Ã¿å ðÔå Ã¹éÔ¹ î¶ð¶ íÅÂÆ¨

À°ÁÅ ÕÆ îÇÔîÅ Õæé° é ÜÅÂÆ¨À°ÁÅ ÕÆ îÇÔîÅ Õæé° é ÜÅÂÆ¨À°ÁÅ ÕÆ îÇÔîÅ Õæé° é ÜÅÂÆ¨À°ÁÅ ÕÆ îÇÔîÅ Õæé° é ÜÅÂÆ¨À°ÁÅ ÕÆ îÇÔîÅ Õæé° é ÜÅÂÆ¨

Waheguru has created the world, of  various kinds, of
innumerable colours and of  countless shapes. The gigantic stream
of life has been flowing constantly since time immemorial. Many
times, this earth was peopled with human beings and many a time,
it was annihilated, and there remained not a trace of any living
being. In place of  the water, there arose tall mountains, in place
of the land, rivers began to flow; populated towns and settlements
were submerged under the ocean; and new lands arose out of the
sea. How many times did this spread of creation take place and
how many times did it cease to be? No one can say anything
definite about these matters. The human race has been classified
into four types of men according to their nature.

1. Pamar (êÅîð) (êÅîð) (êÅîð) (êÅîð) (êÅîð) - (People with animal tendencies). In this category
are included those who could never find time enough to ponder
over questions like whether they had any existence before birth and
whether they will have any existence after death, and what is the
purpose of life? Those who never give a thought to such matters
are termed Pamar. The aim of  their life is not much superior to
that of the animals; because their thinking stays at the animal level.
They are concerned with their personal life, their life is only for
the fulfillment of  their personal desires. They know nothing about
doing good to others. Their only objective is : eat, drink and be
merry, for tomorrow we shall have to die. Eat, drink and enjoy life,
for you would not come on this earth a second time. Their
mentality is narrow; they have no thought whether before coming
into this life, they had any existence and whether any part of them
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would remain beyond their death. Their thinking is limited, but they
are somewhat sharper in intellect than the animals. They can do
greater harm to others than the animals can. If  out of  this class,
some genius or great man is born, he will make such discoveries
as to how the whole world can be destroyed at once with one
stroke. Such persons are more dangerous than even beasts, for they
don't have any thought about God, about spiritualism, about doing
noble deeds, about performing noble acts. Having lived such a self-
centered life, they pass away from the world.

2. Vishaee - (persons engaged in physical pleasures) They are at a
somewhat higher level than the animal-men (Pamar). But their
mentality is limited to worldly pleasures : sweet sounds, soft touch,
seeing beautiful shapes, pleasurable taste and sweet smells. They
can be likened to a deer, an elephant, a moth a fish and a honey
bee respectively because these have the overpowering pleasures of
these animals. Each one of  these ‘pleasures’ is fully capable of
causing destruction to all such persons.

A deer attracted by the mirage of sound follows the sound
and loses its life. It gets so intoxicated that it does not notice the
surroundings and the hunter can catch it by his mere hand.

The second physical joy is that of touch. It has the power to
make an elephant a slave for whole life. All his life, man has control
over him. The method is to dig a pit in the earth, put over it a
roof  of  grass and plants, and place over it a she-elephant of  paper.
The elephant, overpowered by the desire to touch her, without any
thought advances towards the she-elephant. It falls into that hidden
pit and a man takes control of it; and it suffers life-long slavery
of man. It loses its forest life of roaming freely with the herd in
the forests, bathing, with its free will, in the rivers and eating
whatever food it likes. It becomes a complete slave to man. It has
to suffer the sharp strokes of the goad on its head from its
Mahavat.
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A 100 watt bulb is lighted. Its heat is confined inside it. But
the moth, captivated by the beauteous shape, blindly rushes
forward. If a big candle is burning then the moth burns itself to
ashes in its fire.

The fish gambol in the open waters and enjoy a happy life.
The fisherman either sits on the bank or sitting in a boat goes into
deep water. Here he lowers into water his line, stuffed with some
bait. Seeing that the fish, attracted by the bait loses all its senses
and swallows the line along with the bait. It is caught in the net
and is brought out of the water, where it dies, writhing in great
pain. As Guru Maharaj has ordained :

The fish did not pay attention to the net in the brackish and
unfathomable sea.
Why did the very clever and beautiful fish have so much
confidence?
Because of her doing (folly) she was caught. Death cannot be
averted from over her head.
O Brother! do then deem death hovering over thy head like this.
As is the fish, so is the man. Death's noose falls over him,
unawares.
îÛ°ñÆ ÜÅ« é ÜÅÇäÁÅ Ãð¹ ÖÅðÅ ÁÃ×ÅÔ¹ÍÍîÛ°ñÆ ÜÅ« é ÜÅÇäÁÅ Ãð¹ ÖÅðÅ ÁÃ×ÅÔ¹ÍÍîÛ°ñÆ ÜÅ« é ÜÅÇäÁÅ Ãð¹ ÖÅðÅ ÁÃ×ÅÔ¹ÍÍîÛ°ñÆ ÜÅ« é ÜÅÇäÁÅ Ãð¹ ÖÅðÅ ÁÃ×ÅÔ¹ÍÍîÛ°ñÆ ÜÅ« é ÜÅÇäÁÅ Ãð¹ ÖÅðÅ ÁÃ×ÅÔ¹ÍÍ
ÁÇå ÇÃÁÅäÆ Ã¯ÔäÆ ÇÕÀ° ÕÆå¯ ò¶ÃÅÔ¹ÍÍÁÇå ÇÃÁÅäÆ Ã¯ÔäÆ ÇÕÀ° ÕÆå¯ ò¶ÃÅÔ¹ÍÍÁÇå ÇÃÁÅäÆ Ã¯ÔäÆ ÇÕÀ° ÕÆå¯ ò¶ÃÅÔ¹ÍÍÁÇå ÇÃÁÅäÆ Ã¯ÔäÆ ÇÕÀ° ÕÆå¯ ò¶ÃÅÔ¹ÍÍÁÇå ÇÃÁÅäÆ Ã¯ÔäÆ ÇÕÀ° ÕÆå¯ ò¶ÃÅÔ¹ÍÍ
ÕÆå¶ ÕÅðÇä êÅÕóÆ ÕÅ« é àñË ÇÃðÅÔ¹ÍÍÕÆå¶ ÕÅðÇä êÅÕóÆ ÕÅ« é àñË ÇÃðÅÔ¹ÍÍÕÆå¶ ÕÅðÇä êÅÕóÆ ÕÅ« é àñË ÇÃðÅÔ¹ÍÍÕÆå¶ ÕÅðÇä êÅÕóÆ ÕÅ« é àñË ÇÃðÅÔ¹ÍÍÕÆå¶ ÕÅðÇä êÅÕóÆ ÕÅ« é àñË ÇÃðÅÔ¹ÍÍ
íÅÂÆ ð¶ ÇÂÀ° ÇÃÇð ÜÅäÔ¹ ÕÅ«ÍÍíÅÂÆ ð¶ ÇÂÀ° ÇÃÇð ÜÅäÔ¹ ÕÅ«ÍÍíÅÂÆ ð¶ ÇÂÀ° ÇÃÇð ÜÅäÔ¹ ÕÅ«ÍÍíÅÂÆ ð¶ ÇÂÀ° ÇÃÇð ÜÅäÔ¹ ÕÅ«ÍÍíÅÂÆ ð¶ ÇÂÀ° ÇÃÇð ÜÅäÔ¹ ÕÅ«ÍÍ
ÇÜÀ° îÛÆ ÇåÀ° îÅäÃÅ êòË ÁÇÚ³åÅ ÜÅ«ÍÍÇÜÀ° îÛÆ ÇåÀ° îÅäÃÅ êòË ÁÇÚ³åÅ ÜÅ«ÍÍÇÜÀ° îÛÆ ÇåÀ° îÅäÃÅ êòË ÁÇÚ³åÅ ÜÅ«ÍÍÇÜÀ° îÛÆ ÇåÀ° îÅäÃÅ êòË ÁÇÚ³åÅ ÜÅ«ÍÍÇÜÀ° îÛÆ ÇåÀ° îÅäÃÅ êòË ÁÇÚ³åÅ ÜÅ«ÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - EE- EE- EE- EE- EE

Smell, the fragrance of the flowers attracts the honey bee to
itself. Sitting on the flower, it enjoys tasting its honey. The day is
over, the sun has set. Some flowers close their petals at night and
open out the next morning, where they hear the music of the
dripping dew drops. This honey bee, being ignorant of  this
phenomenon, is caught inside the petals; and is found dead in the
morning, smothered in the petals of  the flower. It’s life is finished
under the spell of attraction, which is called the sweet smell.
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These five sensualities of sound, touch, shape, taste and smell
bewitch the animals. Only one of  these five enraptures different
species separately. But a man without discretion, is fully caught in
all these attractions. There is no lack of  these sensualities for man.
He has all the enjoyments (physical pleasures), he has sons and
daughters, women, kith and kin, friends and mates, society and
fraternity - he has all these allurements. Secondly there is the
craving for gold and silver, diamonds and jewels, cash and bank
balances. Thirdly, there are lands and wealth, industries and many
kinds of  properties. He has also the desire for name and fame and
renown. For amassing these properties, and wealth, he has to resort
to so many falsehoods, deceits and crooked practices. On the
occasion of marriages and big dinners, he tries to impress the public
by ostentation. Often in an effort to win big renown, he gets into
big debts. Similarly there is the pleasure of  reading, writing and of
excellent conversation, the desire to achieve high political positions,
travel and sight seeing, and going on high picnics. Then there is
pleasure to go in for drinks, drugs, meat, of  eating and drinking, to
wear fashionable dresses and looking smart. The pleasure of sex
with other's wives or husbands, developing illicit relationships with
them become the chief objectives of his life. Even in his dreams
he does not think and believe that the supermost bliss of  life is the
perennial pleasure of Nam, once you savour it then the desire to
enjoy all the other worldly pleasures are gone forever. Because so
great is the pleasure of Nam that its intoxication lasts throughout
one's life and it never wears off. As is stated in the Janam Sakhi :

'The poppy, wine, opium and hemp,
Their intoxication does disappear at dawn;
But the inebriation of the Name Divine.
Says Nanak, lasts all through day and night.
ê¯Ãå îç¹ ÁëÆî í³× À°åð ÜÅÂ¶ êðíÅÇåÍÍê¯Ãå îç¹ ÁëÆî í³× À°åð ÜÅÂ¶ êðíÅÇåÍÍê¯Ãå îç¹ ÁëÆî í³× À°åð ÜÅÂ¶ êðíÅÇåÍÍê¯Ãå îç¹ ÁëÆî í³× À°åð ÜÅÂ¶ êðíÅÇåÍÍê¯Ãå îç¹ ÁëÆî í³× À°åð ÜÅÂ¶ êðíÅÇåÍÍ
éÅî Ö¹îÅðÆ éÅéÕÅ Úó·Æ ðÔ¶ Ççé ðÅåÍÍéÅî Ö¹îÅðÆ éÅéÕÅ Úó·Æ ðÔ¶ Ççé ðÅåÍÍéÅî Ö¹îÅðÆ éÅéÕÅ Úó·Æ ðÔ¶ Ççé ðÅåÍÍéÅî Ö¹îÅðÆ éÅéÕÅ Úó·Æ ðÔ¶ Ççé ðÅåÍÍéÅî Ö¹îÅðÆ éÅéÕÅ Úó·Æ ðÔ¶ Ççé ðÅåÍÍ (ÜéîÃÅÖÆ)(ÜéîÃÅÖÆ)(ÜéîÃÅÖÆ)(ÜéîÃÅÖÆ)(ÜéîÃÅÖÆ)

Anyone who acquires this bliss rises above the level of human
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beings and becomes god-like.
He who knows the spiritual bliss
He is the pure heavenly Khalsa.
Between God, myself and him
Not even a grain of difference is there.
ÁÅåî ðÃ ÇÜÔ ÜÅéÔÆ, Ã¯ ÔË õÅñÃ ç¶òÍÍÁÅåî ðÃ ÇÜÔ ÜÅéÔÆ, Ã¯ ÔË õÅñÃ ç¶òÍÍÁÅåî ðÃ ÇÜÔ ÜÅéÔÆ, Ã¯ ÔË õÅñÃ ç¶òÍÍÁÅåî ðÃ ÇÜÔ ÜÅéÔÆ, Ã¯ ÔË õÅñÃ ç¶òÍÍÁÅåî ðÃ ÇÜÔ ÜÅéÔÆ, Ã¯ ÔË õÅñÃ ç¶òÍÍ
êÌí îÇÔ, î¯ îÇÔ, åÅÃ îÇÔ, ð³ÚÕ éÅÔé í¶òÍÍêÌí îÇÔ, î¯ îÇÔ, åÅÃ îÇÔ, ð³ÚÕ éÅÔé í¶òÍÍêÌí îÇÔ, î¯ îÇÔ, åÅÃ îÇÔ, ð³ÚÕ éÅÔé í¶òÍÍêÌí îÇÔ, î¯ îÇÔ, åÅÃ îÇÔ, ð³ÚÕ éÅÔé í¶òÍÍêÌí îÇÔ, î¯ îÇÔ, åÅÃ îÇÔ, ð³ÚÕ éÅÔé í¶òÍÍ

(Ãðì ñ¯Ô ×Ì ³æ)(Ãðì ñ¯Ô ×Ì ³æ)(Ãðì ñ¯Ô ×Ì ³æ)(Ãðì ñ¯Ô ×Ì ³æ)(Ãðì ñ¯Ô ×Ì ³æ)
One can attain this bliss in the company of  the saints. It is

invaluable.
All other flavours are insipid, with them the body and soul are
rendered tasteless.
Without the Lord who does anything; accursed is his life.
Ô¯Çð ÃÅç ÃÇí ÇëÇÕÁÅ åé° îé° ÇëÕÅ Ô¯ÇÂÍÍÔ¯Çð ÃÅç ÃÇí ÇëÇÕÁÅ åé° îé° ÇëÕÅ Ô¯ÇÂÍÍÔ¯Çð ÃÅç ÃÇí ÇëÇÕÁÅ åé° îé° ÇëÕÅ Ô¯ÇÂÍÍÔ¯Çð ÃÅç ÃÇí ÇëÇÕÁÅ åé° îé° ÇëÕÅ Ô¯ÇÂÍÍÔ¯Çð ÃÅç ÃÇí ÇëÇÕÁÅ åé° îé° ÇëÕÅ Ô¯ÇÂÍÍ
Çòä° êðî¶Ãð Ü¯ Õð¶ Çëà¹ Ã¹ ÜÆòä° Ã¯ÇÂÍÍÇòä° êðî¶Ãð Ü¯ Õð¶ Çëà¹ Ã¹ ÜÆòä° Ã¯ÇÂÍÍÇòä° êðî¶Ãð Ü¯ Õð¶ Çëà¹ Ã¹ ÜÆòä° Ã¯ÇÂÍÍÇòä° êðî¶Ãð Ü¯ Õð¶ Çëà¹ Ã¹ ÜÆòä° Ã¯ÇÂÍÍÇòä° êðî¶Ãð Ü¯ Õð¶ Çëà¹ Ã¹ ÜÆòä° Ã¯ÇÂÍÍ AMgAMgAMgAMgAMg - BAH - BAH - BAH - BAH - BAH

Except this taste of Nam, all other pleasures render the life
tasteless :

The value of Lord's ambrosia cannot be told.
Lord's ambrosia is contained in the saints' shop.
With lacs and millions of rupees, no one can receive it.
He, who is destined to obtain it, Him alone the Guru gives.
ÔÇð ðÃ ÕÆ ÕÆîÇå ÕÔÆ é ÜÅÇÂÍÍÔÇð ðÃ ÕÆ ÕÆîÇå ÕÔÆ é ÜÅÇÂÍÍÔÇð ðÃ ÕÆ ÕÆîÇå ÕÔÆ é ÜÅÇÂÍÍÔÇð ðÃ ÕÆ ÕÆîÇå ÕÔÆ é ÜÅÇÂÍÍÔÇð ðÃ ÕÆ ÕÆîÇå ÕÔÆ é ÜÅÇÂÍÍ
ÔÇð ðÃ¹ ÃÅèÈ ÔÅÇà ÃîÅÇÂÍÍÔÇð ðÃ¹ ÃÅèÈ ÔÅÇà ÃîÅÇÂÍÍÔÇð ðÃ¹ ÃÅèÈ ÔÅÇà ÃîÅÇÂÍÍÔÇð ðÃ¹ ÃÅèÈ ÔÅÇà ÃîÅÇÂÍÍÔÇð ðÃ¹ ÃÅèÈ ÔÅÇà ÃîÅÇÂÍÍ
ñÅÖ Õð¯ðÆ ÇîñË é Õ¶ÔÍÍñÅÖ Õð¯ðÆ ÇîñË é Õ¶ÔÍÍñÅÖ Õð¯ðÆ ÇîñË é Õ¶ÔÍÍñÅÖ Õð¯ðÆ ÇîñË é Õ¶ÔÍÍñÅÖ Õð¯ðÆ ÇîñË é Õ¶ÔÍÍ
ÇÜÃÇÔ êðÅêÇå ÇåÃ ÔÆ ç¶ÇÔÍÍÇÜÃÇÔ êðÅêÇå ÇåÃ ÔÆ ç¶ÇÔÍÍÇÜÃÇÔ êðÅêÇå ÇåÃ ÔÆ ç¶ÇÔÍÍÇÜÃÇÔ êðÅêÇå ÇåÃ ÔÆ ç¶ÇÔÍÍÇÜÃÇÔ êðÅêÇå ÇåÃ ÔÆ ç¶ÇÔÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg  - CGG - CGG - CGG - CGG - CGG

This is the commandment of  Guru Maharaj :
All other pleasures, which thou relishes, O my tongue, with them
thy thirst departs not, even for an instant.
If thou tastest the sweetness of God's elixir, thou shalt be taken by
surprise on tasting it.
ÁÅé ðÃÅ Ü¶å¶ åË ÚÅÖ¶ÍÍ ÁÅé ðÃÅ Ü¶å¶ åË ÚÅÖ¶ÍÍ ÁÅé ðÃÅ Ü¶å¶ åË ÚÅÖ¶ÍÍ ÁÅé ðÃÅ Ü¶å¶ åË ÚÅÖ¶ÍÍ ÁÅé ðÃÅ Ü¶å¶ åË ÚÅÖ¶ÍÍ ÇéîÖ é ÇåÌÃéÅ å¶ðÆ ñÅæ¶ÍÍÇéîÖ é ÇåÌÃéÅ å¶ðÆ ñÅæ¶ÍÍÇéîÖ é ÇåÌÃéÅ å¶ðÆ ñÅæ¶ÍÍÇéîÖ é ÇåÌÃéÅ å¶ðÆ ñÅæ¶ÍÍÇéîÖ é ÇåÌÃéÅ å¶ðÆ ñÅæ¶ÍÍ
ÔÇð ðÃ ÕÅ å± ³ ÚÅÖÇÔ ÃÅç¹ÍÍ ÔÇð ðÃ ÕÅ å± ³ ÚÅÖÇÔ ÃÅç¹ÍÍ ÔÇð ðÃ ÕÅ å± ³ ÚÅÖÇÔ ÃÅç¹ÍÍ ÔÇð ðÃ ÕÅ å± ³ ÚÅÖÇÔ ÃÅç¹ÍÍ ÔÇð ðÃ ÕÅ å± ³ ÚÅÖÇÔ ÃÅç¹ÍÍ ÚÅÖå Ô¯ÇÂ ðÔÇÔ ÇìÃîÅç¹ÍÍÚÅÖå Ô¯ÇÂ ðÔÇÔ ÇìÃîÅç¹ÍÍÚÅÖå Ô¯ÇÂ ðÔÇÔ ÇìÃîÅç¹ÍÍÚÅÖå Ô¯ÇÂ ðÔÇÔ ÇìÃîÅç¹ÍÍÚÅÖå Ô¯ÇÂ ðÔÇÔ ÇìÃîÅç¹ÍÍ

AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - AH@- AH@- AH@- AH@- AH@
Thus those who hanker after physical pleasures remain totally
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unaware of that great bliss, which once for all ends the cycle of
life and death. They completely ruin their life, caught as they are
in these lowly worldly pleasures. So these worldly persons, having
forgotten the spiritual joys, inflict their lives with many kinds of
anxieties and diseases, as a result of indulging in the physical
pleasures. They know nothing about the Beyond, nor do they know
for what purpose have they been born in the world, nor do they
know where they would go after death. Their life is no higher than
that of  the animals. Guru Maharaj compares these evil persons and
animal level persons with the animals saying that in some respects
the animals are better, for they eat the grass and give milk in return.
Such men involve others too in difficulties, ill of others and are
engaged in jealousy, discord, enmity and hostility. Not only they
themselves are miserable but they also seek to bring misery to
others.

These two types - the evil ones and the animal level persons
are called manmukhs (self centred). They go wherever their
unenlightened minds leads them. Guru Maharaj has this to say about
their conduct :

They think not of the Name and ponder not on Guru's hymns. This
is the conduct of the perverse persons.
éÅî¹ é Ú¶åÇÔ Ãìç¹ é òÆÚÅðÇÔéÅî¹ é Ú¶åÇÔ Ãìç¹ é òÆÚÅðÇÔéÅî¹ é Ú¶åÇÔ Ãìç¹ é òÆÚÅðÇÔéÅî¹ é Ú¶åÇÔ Ãìç¹ é òÆÚÅðÇÔéÅî¹ é Ú¶åÇÔ Ãìç¹ é òÆÚÅðÇÔ
ÇÂÔ¹ îéî¹Ö ÕÅ ÁÅÚÅð¹ÍÍÇÂÔ¹ îéî¹Ö ÕÅ ÁÅÚÅð¹ÍÍÇÂÔ¹ îéî¹Ö ÕÅ ÁÅÚÅð¹ÍÍÇÂÔ¹ îéî¹Ö ÕÅ ÁÅÚÅð¹ÍÍÇÂÔ¹ îéî¹Ö ÕÅ ÁÅÚÅð¹ÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - E@I- E@I- E@I- E@I- E@I
Self-conceit has separated the way-ward from the Lord and has
bound them to poisonous sins.
They are being burnt by the sense of ego, O my soul.
As a pigeon, on his own, falls into a net, O my soul, similarly all
the self-willed come under the spell of death.
Faithless, foolish and devilish are the mortals, O my soul, who fix
their mind on worldly love and wealth.
îéî¹ÇÖ ÔÀ°îË ÇòÛ¹ó¶ î¶ðÆ ÇÜ³ç¹óÆÂ¶îéî¹ÇÖ ÔÀ°îË ÇòÛ¹ó¶ î¶ðÆ ÇÜ³ç¹óÆÂ¶îéî¹ÇÖ ÔÀ°îË ÇòÛ¹ó¶ î¶ðÆ ÇÜ³ç¹óÆÂ¶îéî¹ÇÖ ÔÀ°îË ÇòÛ¹ó¶ î¶ðÆ ÇÜ³ç¹óÆÂ¶îéî¹ÇÖ ÔÀ°îË ÇòÛ¹ó¶ î¶ðÆ ÇÜ³ç¹óÆÂ¶
ÇìÖ¹ ìÅè¶ ÔÀ°îË ÜÅñ¶ ðÅîÍÍÇìÖ¹ ìÅè¶ ÔÀ°îË ÜÅñ¶ ðÅîÍÍÇìÖ¹ ìÅè¶ ÔÀ°îË ÜÅñ¶ ðÅîÍÍÇìÖ¹ ìÅè¶ ÔÀ°îË ÜÅñ¶ ðÅîÍÍÇìÖ¹ ìÅè¶ ÔÀ°îË ÜÅñ¶ ðÅîÍÍ
ÇÜÀ° ê³ÖÆ Õê¯Çå ÁÅê¹ ìéÅÇÂÁÅ î¶ðÆ ÇÜ³ç¹óÆÂ¶ÇÜÀ° ê³ÖÆ Õê¯Çå ÁÅê¹ ìéÅÇÂÁÅ î¶ðÆ ÇÜ³ç¹óÆÂ¶ÇÜÀ° ê³ÖÆ Õê¯Çå ÁÅê¹ ìéÅÇÂÁÅ î¶ðÆ ÇÜ³ç¹óÆÂ¶ÇÜÀ° ê³ÖÆ Õê¯Çå ÁÅê¹ ìéÅÇÂÁÅ î¶ðÆ ÇÜ³ç¹óÆÂ¶ÇÜÀ° ê³ÖÆ Õê¯Çå ÁÅê¹ ìéÅÇÂÁÅ î¶ðÆ ÇÜ³ç¹óÆÂ¶
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ÇåÀ° îéî¹Ö ÃÇí òÇÃ ÕÅñ¶ ðÅîÍÍÇåÀ° îéî¹Ö ÃÇí òÇÃ ÕÅñ¶ ðÅîÍÍÇåÀ° îéî¹Ö ÃÇí òÇÃ ÕÅñ¶ ðÅîÍÍÇåÀ° îéî¹Ö ÃÇí òÇÃ ÕÅñ¶ ðÅîÍÍÇåÀ° îéî¹Ö ÃÇí òÇÃ ÕÅñ¶ ðÅîÍÍ
Ü¯ î¯ÇÔ îÅÇÂÁÅ ÇÚå° ñÅÇÂç¶ î¶ðÆ ÇÜ³ç¹óÆÂ¶Ü¯ î¯ÇÔ îÅÇÂÁÅ ÇÚå° ñÅÇÂç¶ î¶ðÆ ÇÜ³ç¹óÆÂ¶Ü¯ î¯ÇÔ îÅÇÂÁÅ ÇÚå° ñÅÇÂç¶ î¶ðÆ ÇÜ³ç¹óÆÂ¶Ü¯ î¯ÇÔ îÅÇÂÁÅ ÇÚå° ñÅÇÂç¶ î¶ðÆ ÇÜ³ç¹óÆÂ¶Ü¯ î¯ÇÔ îÅÇÂÁÅ ÇÚå° ñÅÇÂç¶ î¶ðÆ ÇÜ³ç¹óÆÂ¶
Ã¶ îéî¹Ö îÈó ÇìåÅñ¶ ðÅîÍÍÃ¶ îéî¹Ö îÈó ÇìåÅñ¶ ðÅîÍÍÃ¶ îéî¹Ö îÈó ÇìåÅñ¶ ðÅîÍÍÃ¶ îéî¹Ö îÈó ÇìåÅñ¶ ðÅîÍÍÃ¶ îéî¹Ö îÈó ÇìåÅñ¶ ðÅîÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg  - ECH - ECH - ECH - ECH - ECH

These self-willed people are alienated from God, due to their
ego. They have been bound by lust to earthly pleasures. Like the
pigeon which unthinkingly, through greed is trapped, trying to get
the feed under the hunter’s net, these self-willed, pleasure-seeking
men get into the jaws of death. Such self-centered men have been
given the title of demons and fools, by Guru Maharaj. These
manmukhs (the self centred) can see nothing beyond their immediate
selfish living. About them, it has been said :

The blind apostate has no understanding.
He is the self-killer and the world-butcher.
By continually slandering others he carries a sinful burden.
Without wages he carries the other's load.
This world is a garden and my Lord is its Gardener.
He ever takes care of it. No part of it is exempt from His care.
As is the fragrance with which the Lord imbues the flower so does
it prevail there-in. The fragrant flower is known by its fragrance.
îéî¹ÇÖ Á³è¶ Ã¹Çè é ÕÅÂÆÍÍîéî¹ÇÖ Á³è¶ Ã¹Çè é ÕÅÂÆÍÍîéî¹ÇÖ Á³è¶ Ã¹Çè é ÕÅÂÆÍÍîéî¹ÇÖ Á³è¶ Ã¹Çè é ÕÅÂÆÍÍîéî¹ÇÖ Á³è¶ Ã¹Çè é ÕÅÂÆÍÍ
ÁÅåî ØÅåÆ ÔË Ü×å ÕÃÅÂÆÍÍÁÅåî ØÅåÆ ÔË Ü×å ÕÃÅÂÆÍÍÁÅåî ØÅåÆ ÔË Ü×å ÕÃÅÂÆÍÍÁÅåî ØÅåÆ ÔË Ü×å ÕÃÅÂÆÍÍÁÅåî ØÅåÆ ÔË Ü×å ÕÃÅÂÆÍÍ
Çé¿çÅ ÕÇð ÕÇð ìÔ¹ íÅð¹ À°áÅòËÇé¿çÅ ÕÇð ÕÇð ìÔ¹ íÅð¹ À°áÅòËÇé¿çÅ ÕÇð ÕÇð ìÔ¹ íÅð¹ À°áÅòËÇé¿çÅ ÕÇð ÕÇð ìÔ¹ íÅð¹ À°áÅòËÇé¿çÅ ÕÇð ÕÇð ìÔ¹ íÅð¹ À°áÅòË
Çìé° îÜÈðÆ íÅð¹ êÔ¹ÚÅòÇäÁÅÍÍÇìé° îÜÈðÆ íÅð¹ êÔ¹ÚÅòÇäÁÅÍÍÇìé° îÜÈðÆ íÅð¹ êÔ¹ÚÅòÇäÁÅÍÍÇìé° îÜÈðÆ íÅð¹ êÔ¹ÚÅòÇäÁÅÍÍÇìé° îÜÈðÆ íÅð¹ êÔ¹ÚÅòÇäÁÅÍÍ
ÇÂÔ¹ Ü×¹ òÅóÆ î¶ðÅ êÌí¹ îÅñÆÍÍÇÂÔ¹ Ü×¹ òÅóÆ î¶ðÅ êÌí¹ îÅñÆÍÍÇÂÔ¹ Ü×¹ òÅóÆ î¶ðÅ êÌí¹ îÅñÆÍÍÇÂÔ¹ Ü×¹ òÅóÆ î¶ðÅ êÌí¹ îÅñÆÍÍÇÂÔ¹ Ü×¹ òÅóÆ î¶ðÅ êÌí¹ îÅñÆÍÍ
ÃçÅ ÃîÅñ¶ Õ¯ éÅÔÆ ÖÅñÆÍÍÃçÅ ÃîÅñ¶ Õ¯ éÅÔÆ ÖÅñÆÍÍÃçÅ ÃîÅñ¶ Õ¯ éÅÔÆ ÖÅñÆÍÍÃçÅ ÃîÅñ¶ Õ¯ éÅÔÆ ÖÅñÆÍÍÃçÅ ÃîÅñ¶ Õ¯ éÅÔÆ ÖÅñÆÍÍ
Ü¶ÔÆ òÅÃéÅ êÅÂ¶ å¶ÔÆ òðåËÜ¶ÔÆ òÅÃéÅ êÅÂ¶ å¶ÔÆ òðåËÜ¶ÔÆ òÅÃéÅ êÅÂ¶ å¶ÔÆ òðåËÜ¶ÔÆ òÅÃéÅ êÅÂ¶ å¶ÔÆ òðåËÜ¶ÔÆ òÅÃéÅ êÅÂ¶ å¶ÔÆ òðåË
òÅÃÈ òÅÃ¹ ÜäÅòÇäÁÅÍÍòÅÃÈ òÅÃ¹ ÜäÅòÇäÁÅÍÍòÅÃÈ òÅÃ¹ ÜäÅòÇäÁÅÍÍòÅÃÈ òÅÃ¹ ÜäÅòÇäÁÅÍÍòÅÃÈ òÅÃ¹ ÜäÅòÇäÁÅÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - AAH- AAH- AAH- AAH- AAH

Those who lead such a life live in a thick fog of ignorance;
impelled by greed they betray the trust to grab money. They remain
miserable in the mind and what is called happiness has not fallen
to their lot; because all happiness depends on remembering God
and doing jap of His Nam. They are estranged from God. Guru
Maharaj ordains thus :

In their mind is the pitch darkness of avarice and none draws near
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them.
They themselves are miserable and obtain not peace ever. They die
and continue coming and going.
Á³åÇð ñ¯í¹ îÔÅ ×¹ìÅðÅÁ³åÇð ñ¯í¹ îÔÅ ×¹ìÅðÅÁ³åÇð ñ¯í¹ îÔÅ ×¹ìÅðÅÁ³åÇð ñ¯í¹ îÔÅ ×¹ìÅðÅÁ³åÇð ñ¯í¹ îÔÅ ×¹ìÅðÅ
Çåé ÕË ÇéÕÇà é Õ¯ÂÆ ÜÅÇÔÍÍÇåé ÕË ÇéÕÇà é Õ¯ÂÆ ÜÅÇÔÍÍÇåé ÕË ÇéÕÇà é Õ¯ÂÆ ÜÅÇÔÍÍÇåé ÕË ÇéÕÇà é Õ¯ÂÆ ÜÅÇÔÍÍÇåé ÕË ÇéÕÇà é Õ¯ÂÆ ÜÅÇÔÍÍ
úÇÂ ÁÅÇê ç¹ÖÆ Ã¹Ö¹ ÕìÔÈ é êÅòÇÔúÇÂ ÁÅÇê ç¹ÖÆ Ã¹Ö¹ ÕìÔÈ é êÅòÇÔúÇÂ ÁÅÇê ç¹ÖÆ Ã¹Ö¹ ÕìÔÈ é êÅòÇÔúÇÂ ÁÅÇê ç¹ÖÆ Ã¹Ö¹ ÕìÔÈ é êÅòÇÔúÇÂ ÁÅÇê ç¹ÖÆ Ã¹Ö¹ ÕìÔÈ é êÅòÇÔ
ÜéÇî îðÇÔ îÇð ÜÅÇÔÍÍÜéÇî îðÇÔ îÇð ÜÅÇÔÍÍÜéÇî îðÇÔ îÇð ÜÅÇÔÍÍÜéÇî îðÇÔ îÇð ÜÅÇÔÍÍÜéÇî îðÇÔ îÇð ÜÅÇÔÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - FEB- FEB- FEB- FEB- FEB
In the cabin of the apostates is the darkness of ignorance and in
their home the diamond is not seen.
These fools die wandering in wilderness and taste the poison of the
serpent mammon.
îéî¹Ö Õ¯áÆ ÁÇ×ÁÅé° Á³è¶ðÅîéî¹Ö Õ¯áÆ ÁÇ×ÁÅé° Á³è¶ðÅîéî¹Ö Õ¯áÆ ÁÇ×ÁÅé° Á³è¶ðÅîéî¹Ö Õ¯áÆ ÁÇ×ÁÅé° Á³è¶ðÅîéî¹Ö Õ¯áÆ ÁÇ×ÁÅé° Á³è¶ðÅ
Çåé ØÇð ðåé° é ñÅÖÅÍÍÇåé ØÇð ðåé° é ñÅÖÅÍÍÇåé ØÇð ðåé° é ñÅÖÅÍÍÇåé ØÇð ðåé° é ñÅÖÅÍÍÇåé ØÇð ðåé° é ñÅÖÅÍÍ
å¶ À±ÞÇó íðÇî î¹Â¶ ×ÅòÅðÆå¶ À±ÞÇó íðÇî î¹Â¶ ×ÅòÅðÆå¶ À±ÞÇó íðÇî î¹Â¶ ×ÅòÅðÆå¶ À±ÞÇó íðÇî î¹Â¶ ×ÅòÅðÆå¶ À±ÞÇó íðÇî î¹Â¶ ×ÅòÅðÆ
îÅÇÂÁÅ í¹Á³× ÇìÖ¹ ÚÅÖÅÍÍîÅÇÂÁÅ í¹Á³× ÇìÖ¹ ÚÅÖÅÍÍîÅÇÂÁÅ í¹Á³× ÇìÖ¹ ÚÅÖÅÍÍîÅÇÂÁÅ í¹Á³× ÇìÖ¹ ÚÅÖÅÍÍîÅÇÂÁÅ í¹Á³× ÇìÖ¹ ÚÅÖÅÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - FIF- FIF- FIF- FIF- FIF

Such aimless persons without any goal in life, collect poison
and feed on it. They do not know that within them there dwells
the divine Name, which can give perfect peace of mind and is more
precious than millions of  jewels. Thus both these types of  persons,
remaining completely ignorant of devotion to God pass their whole
life, like animals.

3. Seekers - Very few people belong to this category; one among
thousands. Who reflect and ponder as to what was their condition
before attaining this life and what would be the modes of their
existence after the end of this life. Such persons in their life shun
evils such as selfishness and sin. By listening to the Bani of
Immortal Divines they develop firm faith in this maxim :

For several births thou became a worm and a moth.
In several births thou wert an elephant, a fish and a deer.
In several births thou became a bird and a snake.
In several births thou wert yoked as a horse and an ox.
Meet the Lord of the Universe. This is the opportunity to meet
Him.
After a long time this human body is fashioned.
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ÕÂÆ Üéî íÂ¶ ÕÆà êå³×ÅÍÍÕÂÆ Üéî íÂ¶ ÕÆà êå³×ÅÍÍÕÂÆ Üéî íÂ¶ ÕÆà êå³×ÅÍÍÕÂÆ Üéî íÂ¶ ÕÆà êå³×ÅÍÍÕÂÆ Üéî íÂ¶ ÕÆà êå³×ÅÍÍ
ÕÂÆ Üéî ×Ü îÆé Õ°ð³×ÅÍÍÕÂÆ Üéî ×Ü îÆé Õ°ð³×ÅÍÍÕÂÆ Üéî ×Ü îÆé Õ°ð³×ÅÍÍÕÂÆ Üéî ×Ü îÆé Õ°ð³×ÅÍÍÕÂÆ Üéî ×Ü îÆé Õ°ð³×ÅÍÍ
ÕÂÆ Üéî ê³ÖÆ Ãðê Ô¯ÇÂúÍÍÕÂÆ Üéî ê³ÖÆ Ãðê Ô¯ÇÂúÍÍÕÂÆ Üéî ê³ÖÆ Ãðê Ô¯ÇÂúÍÍÕÂÆ Üéî ê³ÖÆ Ãðê Ô¯ÇÂúÍÍÕÂÆ Üéî ê³ÖÆ Ãðê Ô¯ÇÂúÍÍ
ÕÂÆ Üéî ÔËòð ÇìÌÖ Ü¯ÇÂúÍÍÕÂÆ Üéî ÔËòð ÇìÌÖ Ü¯ÇÂúÍÍÕÂÆ Üéî ÔËòð ÇìÌÖ Ü¯ÇÂúÍÍÕÂÆ Üéî ÔËòð ÇìÌÖ Ü¯ÇÂúÍÍÕÂÆ Üéî ÔËòð ÇìÌÖ Ü¯ÇÂúÍÍ
Çî« Ü×çÆÃ Çîñé ÕÆ ìðÆÁÅÍÍÇî« Ü×çÆÃ Çîñé ÕÆ ìðÆÁÅÍÍÇî« Ü×çÆÃ Çîñé ÕÆ ìðÆÁÅÍÍÇî« Ü×çÆÃ Çîñé ÕÆ ìðÆÁÅÍÍÇî« Ü×çÆÃ Çîñé ÕÆ ìðÆÁÅÍÍ
ÇÚð³ÕÅñ ÇÂÔ ç¶Ô Ã³ÜðÆÁÅÍÍÇÚð³ÕÅñ ÇÂÔ ç¶Ô Ã³ÜðÆÁÅÍÍÇÚð³ÕÅñ ÇÂÔ ç¶Ô Ã³ÜðÆÁÅÍÍÇÚð³ÕÅñ ÇÂÔ ç¶Ô Ã³ÜðÆÁÅÍÍÇÚð³ÕÅñ ÇÂÔ ç¶Ô Ã³ÜðÆÁÅÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - AGF- AGF- AGF- AGF- AGF

And they have complete faith that the supreme purpose of
this invaluable body is to realise Him and to be united with the
immanent Waheguru inside them.

The human body has come to thy hand.
This is thy chance to meet the Lord of the world.
Other works are of no avail to thee.
Joining the society of saints, contemplate over the Name alone.
Make effort for crossing the dreadful world-ocean.
In the love of worldliness, the human life is passing in vain.
íÂÆ êðÅêÇå îÅé°Ö ç¶Ô¹ðÆÁÅÍÍíÂÆ êðÅêÇå îÅé°Ö ç¶Ô¹ðÆÁÅÍÍíÂÆ êðÅêÇå îÅé°Ö ç¶Ô¹ðÆÁÅÍÍíÂÆ êðÅêÇå îÅé°Ö ç¶Ô¹ðÆÁÅÍÍíÂÆ êðÅêÇå îÅé°Ö ç¶Ô¹ðÆÁÅÍÍ
×¯Çì³ç Çîñä ÕÆ ÇÂÔ å¶ðÆ ìðÆÁÅÍÍ×¯Çì³ç Çîñä ÕÆ ÇÂÔ å¶ðÆ ìðÆÁÅÍÍ×¯Çì³ç Çîñä ÕÆ ÇÂÔ å¶ðÆ ìðÆÁÅÍÍ×¯Çì³ç Çîñä ÕÆ ÇÂÔ å¶ðÆ ìðÆÁÅÍÍ×¯Çì³ç Çîñä ÕÆ ÇÂÔ å¶ðÆ ìðÆÁÅÍÍ
ÁòÇð ÕÅÜ å¶ðË ÇÕåË é ÕÅîÍÍÁòÇð ÕÅÜ å¶ðË ÇÕåË é ÕÅîÍÍÁòÇð ÕÅÜ å¶ðË ÇÕåË é ÕÅîÍÍÁòÇð ÕÅÜ å¶ðË ÇÕåË é ÕÅîÍÍÁòÇð ÕÅÜ å¶ðË ÇÕåË é ÕÅîÍÍ
Çî« ÃÅèÃ³×Çå íÜ¹ Õ¶òñ éÅîÍÍÇî« ÃÅèÃ³×Çå íÜ¹ Õ¶òñ éÅîÍÍÇî« ÃÅèÃ³×Çå íÜ¹ Õ¶òñ éÅîÍÍÇî« ÃÅèÃ³×Çå íÜ¹ Õ¶òñ éÅîÍÍÇî« ÃÅèÃ³×Çå íÜ¹ Õ¶òñ éÅîÍÍ
Ãð³ÜÅÇî ñÅ×¹ íòÜñ åðé ÕËÍÍÃð³ÜÅÇî ñÅ×¹ íòÜñ åðé ÕËÍÍÃð³ÜÅÇî ñÅ×¹ íòÜñ åðé ÕËÍÍÃð³ÜÅÇî ñÅ×¹ íòÜñ åðé ÕËÍÍÃð³ÜÅÇî ñÅ×¹ íòÜñ åðé ÕËÍÍ
Üéî¹ ÇìÌæÅ ÜÅå ð³Ç× îÅÇÂÁÅ ÕËÍÍÜéî¹ ÇìÌæÅ ÜÅå ð³Ç× îÅÇÂÁÅ ÕËÍÍÜéî¹ ÇìÌæÅ ÜÅå ð³Ç× îÅÇÂÁÅ ÕËÍÍÜéî¹ ÇìÌæÅ ÜÅå ð³Ç× îÅÇÂÁÅ ÕËÍÍÜéî¹ ÇìÌæÅ ÜÅå ð³Ç× îÅÇÂÁÅ ÕËÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - AB- AB- AB- AB- AB

Within them is awakened the desire to establish relationship
with those who can cope with the problems they encounter in their
quest, and who can guide them to their destined goal, namely to
reach the celestial sphere of  realm of  God. For the chronic lepretic
ailment of  I'ness (The ego) the noble persons could suggest a cure
and prescribe a medicine, which may make the seeker aware of
the path to self realisation, and help him attain the real state of
Supreme Bliss by overcoming his countless miseries.

In order to realise their duty as human beings; and impulse
does arise in their hearts that instead of indulging in personal
pleasures, they should help the miserable, the suffering and the
needy. They have a relationship of  love with the prophets, seers,
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Gurus, saints, sadhus and realised souls. They go to their
congregations, with great devotion and do service there with heart
and soul. They put in all possible efforts for the fulfillment of their
purpose of  life. Such persons are called the seekers. There are
grades even among them; good, indifferent and bad. But through
the satsangs (interaction with the holy) they rise to the rank of the
top seekers. Persons of  this category are rare, though one among
the thousands, they always at all times pray for the good of the
world.

Nanak, God's Name is ever exalting,
And may all flourish by Thy grace, O Lord.
éÅéÕ éÅî ÚóçÆ ÕñÅ å¶ð¶ íÅä¶ Ãðíå çÅ íñÅ¨éÅéÕ éÅî ÚóçÆ ÕñÅ å¶ð¶ íÅä¶ Ãðíå çÅ íñÅ¨éÅéÕ éÅî ÚóçÆ ÕñÅ å¶ð¶ íÅä¶ Ãðíå çÅ íñÅ¨éÅéÕ éÅî ÚóçÆ ÕñÅ å¶ð¶ íÅä¶ Ãðíå çÅ íñÅ¨éÅéÕ éÅî ÚóçÆ ÕñÅ å¶ð¶ íÅä¶ Ãðíå çÅ íñÅ¨

Such persons wake up at the ambrosial hour of dawn. At that
time, they read the Bani and with diligence practice the meditative
routine. Thus they lead a life of  love service and cooperation. They
themselves enjoy happiness and they dispense joys among those,
who are in contact with them. Their inward prayer, ‘O God
(Waheguru), send to us and let us see those who are the beloveds
of God, who could remove all darkness of ignorance within us,
and whose meeting would signal to us meeting with you in our
heart, so that we break off our attachment to the world, to
establish all our love with you. Such persons always put in their
best efforts for attaining the Name. They are always eager for
meeting the saints. They keep themselves aloof  from the company
of the non-believers, of the self-willed, self centred and those who
indulge in sensual worldly pleasures.

The Fourth Category consists of  those godmen, who are at
all times one with God and who show to the seekers the path to
Godhead and teach them how to be united with Him. These are
called saints and sadhus, Faquir, Arifs, Brahamgianis and Gurmukhs.
They are knowers and possessors of the knowledge of God; they
are also called the men of  the Guru. In short, their consciousness
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is at all times absorbed in God. Every moment they are engaged
in thinking about God, talking about God, propounding the
knowledge about God. Their mind sees God everywhere, in the
both in the visible and the unseen world. To them, the world is
the visible form of  God, they have direct sight of  God. Their
ignorance is completely eliminated, so there is no scope for I-ness
(personal vanity). They accept whatever happens as the Will of
God. As Guru Maharaj says :

The vision of saints perceives Braham everywhere
And their heart is imbued all with faith.
Ever the holy man hears good words.
He merges into the All-pervading Lord.
This is the way of life of him who knows the Lord.
True are all the words which the saint utters.
Whatever happens, he takes that for the best.
He deems that the Lord is the doer of deeds.
He abides within and He is also found without.
Nanak, on beholding His sight, every one is charmed.
Ã³å ÜéÅ ÕÅ ê¶Öé° Ãí¹ ìÌÔîÍÍ Ã³å ÜéÅ ÕÅ ê¶Öé° Ãí¹ ìÌÔîÍÍ Ã³å ÜéÅ ÕÅ ê¶Öé° Ãí¹ ìÌÔîÍÍ Ã³å ÜéÅ ÕÅ ê¶Öé° Ãí¹ ìÌÔîÍÍ Ã³å ÜéÅ ÕÅ ê¶Öé° Ãí¹ ìÌÔîÍÍ Ã³å ÜéÅ ÕË ÇÔðçË ÃÇí èðîÍÍÃ³å ÜéÅ ÕË ÇÔðçË ÃÇí èðîÍÍÃ³å ÜéÅ ÕË ÇÔðçË ÃÇí èðîÍÍÃ³å ÜéÅ ÕË ÇÔðçË ÃÇí èðîÍÍÃ³å ÜéÅ ÕË ÇÔðçË ÃÇí èðîÍÍ
Ã³å ÜéÅ Ã¹éÇÔ Ã¹í ìÚéÍÍ Ã³å ÜéÅ Ã¹éÇÔ Ã¹í ìÚéÍÍ Ã³å ÜéÅ Ã¹éÇÔ Ã¹í ìÚéÍÍ Ã³å ÜéÅ Ã¹éÇÔ Ã¹í ìÚéÍÍ Ã³å ÜéÅ Ã¹éÇÔ Ã¹í ìÚéÍÍ Ãðì ÇìÁÅêÆ ðÅî Ã³Ç× ðÚéÍÍÃðì ÇìÁÅêÆ ðÅî Ã³Ç× ðÚéÍÍÃðì ÇìÁÅêÆ ðÅî Ã³Ç× ðÚéÍÍÃðì ÇìÁÅêÆ ðÅî Ã³Ç× ðÚéÍÍÃðì ÇìÁÅêÆ ðÅî Ã³Ç× ðÚéÍÍ
ÇÜÇé ÜÅåÅ ÇåÃ ÕÆ ÇÂÔ ðÔåÍÍ ÇÜÇé ÜÅåÅ ÇåÃ ÕÆ ÇÂÔ ðÔåÍÍ ÇÜÇé ÜÅåÅ ÇåÃ ÕÆ ÇÂÔ ðÔåÍÍ ÇÜÇé ÜÅåÅ ÇåÃ ÕÆ ÇÂÔ ðÔåÍÍ ÇÜÇé ÜÅåÅ ÇåÃ ÕÆ ÇÂÔ ðÔåÍÍ ÃÇå ìÚé ÃÅèÈ ÃÇí ÕÔåÍÍÃÇå ìÚé ÃÅèÈ ÃÇí ÕÔåÍÍÃÇå ìÚé ÃÅèÈ ÃÇí ÕÔåÍÍÃÇå ìÚé ÃÅèÈ ÃÇí ÕÔåÍÍÃÇå ìÚé ÃÅèÈ ÃÇí ÕÔåÍÍ
Ü¯ Ü¯ Ô¯ÇÂ Ã¯ÂÆ Ã¹Ö¹ îÅéËÍÍ Ü¯ Ü¯ Ô¯ÇÂ Ã¯ÂÆ Ã¹Ö¹ îÅéËÍÍ Ü¯ Ü¯ Ô¯ÇÂ Ã¯ÂÆ Ã¹Ö¹ îÅéËÍÍ Ü¯ Ü¯ Ô¯ÇÂ Ã¯ÂÆ Ã¹Ö¹ îÅéËÍÍ Ü¯ Ü¯ Ô¯ÇÂ Ã¯ÂÆ Ã¹Ö¹ îÅéËÍÍ Õðé ÕðÅòéÔÅð¹ êÌí¹ ÜÅéËÍÍÕðé ÕðÅòéÔÅð¹ êÌí¹ ÜÅéËÍÍÕðé ÕðÅòéÔÅð¹ êÌí¹ ÜÅéËÍÍÕðé ÕðÅòéÔÅð¹ êÌí¹ ÜÅéËÍÍÕðé ÕðÅòéÔÅð¹ êÌí¹ ÜÅéËÍÍ
Á³åÇð ìÃ¶ ìÅÔÇð íÆ úÔÆÍÍ Á³åÇð ìÃ¶ ìÅÔÇð íÆ úÔÆÍÍ Á³åÇð ìÃ¶ ìÅÔÇð íÆ úÔÆÍÍ Á³åÇð ìÃ¶ ìÅÔÇð íÆ úÔÆÍÍ Á³åÇð ìÃ¶ ìÅÔÇð íÆ úÔÆÍÍ éÅéÕ çðÃé° ç¶ÇÖ ÃÇí î¯ÔÆÍÍéÅéÕ çðÃé° ç¶ÇÖ ÃÇí î¯ÔÆÍÍéÅéÕ çðÃé° ç¶ÇÖ ÃÇí î¯ÔÆÍÍéÅéÕ çðÃé° ç¶ÇÖ ÃÇí î¯ÔÆÍÍéÅéÕ çðÃé° ç¶ÇÖ ÃÇí î¯ÔÆÍÍ

AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg  - BID - BID - BID - BID - BID
There is normally no violence in the nature of  the saint;

neither the violence of  the body, nor of  speech, nor with mind
nor with intellect, nor with the acquired power. A saint does no
violence with word, mind or deed. He never tells a lie nor indulges
in any kind of  stealing. Stealing is of  many kinds, like stealing
someone’s ideas, or someone’s poetry, or of  his writings (plagiarism);
theft by eyes is to look at beauty, theft by ears is to hear someone’s
secret, theft by hands is the stealing of  someone’s money. He is
given to none of  these forms of  theft. The greatest of  all thieves
is he who does not do jap (recitation) of  God’s Nam.
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He, who utters not the Lord's Name, is like a thief, abiding in the
fortress (body) of five desires.
å¶ åÃÕð Ü¯ éÅî¹ é ñ¶òÇÔ òÅÃÇÔ Õ¯à ê³ÚÅÃÅ ÍÍå¶ åÃÕð Ü¯ éÅî¹ é ñ¶òÇÔ òÅÃÇÔ Õ¯à ê³ÚÅÃÅ ÍÍå¶ åÃÕð Ü¯ éÅî¹ é ñ¶òÇÔ òÅÃÇÔ Õ¯à ê³ÚÅÃÅ ÍÍå¶ åÃÕð Ü¯ éÅî¹ é ñ¶òÇÔ òÅÃÇÔ Õ¯à ê³ÚÅÃÅ ÍÍå¶ åÃÕð Ü¯ éÅî¹ é ñ¶òÇÔ òÅÃÇÔ Õ¯à ê³ÚÅÃÅ ÍÍ

AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg  - ACBH - ACBH - ACBH - ACBH - ACBH
The saints forsake non-truth; they adopt the life of  truth. They

are self-restrained, having conqured their sense organs.
Whose eyes see not the beauty of others wives.
Who with his ears, hears not slander of anyone.
êð ÇåÌÁ ðÈê¹ é ê¶ÖË é¶åÌÍÍêð ÇåÌÁ ðÈê¹ é ê¶ÖË é¶åÌÍÍêð ÇåÌÁ ðÈê¹ é ê¶ÖË é¶åÌÍÍêð ÇåÌÁ ðÈê¹ é ê¶ÖË é¶åÌÍÍêð ÇåÌÁ ðÈê¹ é ê¶ÖË é¶åÌÍÍ
Õðé é Ã¹éË ÕÅÔÈ ÕÆ Çé¿çÅÍÍÕðé é Ã¹éË ÕÅÔÈ ÕÆ Çé¿çÅÍÍÕðé é Ã¹éË ÕÅÔÈ ÕÆ Çé¿çÅÍÍÕðé é Ã¹éË ÕÅÔÈ ÕÆ Çé¿çÅÍÍÕðé é Ã¹éË ÕÅÔÈ ÕÆ Çé¿çÅÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - BGD- BGD- BGD- BGD- BGD

In the mind, they never think of any vice; their minds are
stable. To forgive a wrong-doer is the adornment of  their self. They
take pity on all beings, they render service to others); their words
are gentle and soft to the greatest extent. They practise the maxim;
eat less and have little sleep. They always keep the atmosphere of
purity around them; rendering selfless service is their objective. They
do not indulge in vulgarity. That is, they are the embodiment of
purity in mind, word and deed. They are completely free from
desire. Always with dedication, they lead the misguided persons
unto the path of  God. Themselves they have firm faith in Waheguru
and inspire others too about this faith. They are embodiment of
selfless service. They are ever ready to do good to the world even
by putting themselves into much bother. They are never imposters;
they never put on a pose, nor do they take part in any bogus
activity. They totally forsake their personal importance (ego). They
never indulge in any sort of fake deed, to promote their own
greatness. They behave always in an ethical, noble manner. Humility
is the ornament of  the saints. They win the hearts of  others, by
their honeyed words and feelings full of  oneness for others. They
run the langar, the community kitchen and devote all their time in
the service of  others. Even far the very foolish ignorant persons,
who from their high positions with bad gestures hurl wild
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accusations against the saints, they only express their good will and
pray to God to bless even these misguided persons.’ Such ways of
these great men remain mysterious and beyond our ordinary
comprehension. The more we admire their way of life, the more
good we do to ourselves, because Waheguru loves the praises of
the God-intoxicated persons and relishes any service done to them.
They never lose their inner cool, even if evil persons hurl bitter,
unsavoury and poisonous words at them. They never forsake their
composure.

Kabir, the saint abandons not his saintliness, even though, he meets
with millions of impious persons.
Sandal is entwined with serpents, even then it leaves not its
coolness.
ÕìÆð Ã³å° é ÛÅâË Ã³åÂÆ ÜÀ° Õ¯ÇàÕ ÇîñÇÔ ÁÃ³åÍÍÕìÆð Ã³å° é ÛÅâË Ã³åÂÆ ÜÀ° Õ¯ÇàÕ ÇîñÇÔ ÁÃ³åÍÍÕìÆð Ã³å° é ÛÅâË Ã³åÂÆ ÜÀ° Õ¯ÇàÕ ÇîñÇÔ ÁÃ³åÍÍÕìÆð Ã³å° é ÛÅâË Ã³åÂÆ ÜÀ° Õ¯ÇàÕ ÇîñÇÔ ÁÃ³åÍÍÕìÆð Ã³å° é ÛÅâË Ã³åÂÆ ÜÀ° Õ¯ÇàÕ ÇîñÇÔ ÁÃ³åÍÍ
îÇñÁÅ×ð¹ í¹ï³×î ì¶Çãú å ÃÆåñåÅ é åÜ³åÍÍîÇñÁÅ×ð¹ í¹ï³×î ì¶Çãú å ÃÆåñåÅ é åÜ³åÍÍîÇñÁÅ×ð¹ í¹ï³×î ì¶Çãú å ÃÆåñåÅ é åÜ³åÍÍîÇñÁÅ×ð¹ í¹ï³×î ì¶Çãú å ÃÆåñåÅ é åÜ³åÍÍîÇñÁÅ×ð¹ í¹ï³×î ì¶Çãú å ÃÆåñåÅ é åÜ³åÍÍ

     AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg  - ACGC - ACGC - ACGC - ACGC - ACGC
About this subject, there is a fable. Sant Buddhu Ji used to

live in the west Punjab near the town of  Shahpur. He had taken
upon himself  the duty of  managing the langar. This saint was the
possessor of all supernatural powers, but never even by mistake
did he make a use of  these powers. Once a Yogi (sadhu) came to
him. This man was endowed with the powers to produce wealth,
gold etc. by supernatural methods. He captivated the people by
making a show of  his supernatural powers. Thus he collected a large
following. That beloved sadhu noticed that Sant Buddhu Shah had
to spend a lot of  money on langar and allied activities. He thought
that if  I teach to him (Buddhu Shah) the formula for making silver,
that would easily take care of all his expenses and then he would
become my follower as well. So he took Sant Buddhu Shah aside
and said, since you have to incur a lot of expense; I want to give
you some help for that. I want to tell you the formula for making
silver. You kindly pay a little attention to this matter. To this
Buddhu Shah replied, ‘Dear one, whatever service of  people I am
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doing it is by the command of God, and it is being done by His
humble servant. It is He, who sends the provisions, it is He who
also sends the money. I only try to make the proper use of
whatever things are sent by God. That money is spent where it is
needed most. Otherwise too, Guru Nanak, the King of  kings has
bestowed on us the invaluable boon of  God’s Name.

This Nam has infinite power. No one in the world can know
its full value. In this Name are concentrated all the super natural
powers. These powers of  the occult are eager to be willing slaves
of the man in whose heart dwells the Name Divine of God, they
willingly put all their services at his disposal, but the man of  God
does not covet them and does not even eye them casually. Because
Occult is the last of the deluding and captivating powers of the
world of Maya, which has the power to entice and trap the seekers
of the Divine who want to rise from the mundane spheres of the
phenomenal world to the Timeless sphere of the Infinite. These
powers have been condemned as a curse by the great Gurus.
Whereas the devotee of the Nam has been praised and applauded.
Therefore, my beloved friend! we do not require any silver or gold.
You keep this recipe for making gold to yourself. The Yogi was
averse to listen to such words and did not make any effort to
understand these words of the Sadhu. There and then and in no
time by using some chemicals like mercury and tin he made some
silver, he went to the market and sold the silver, and tried to offer
the money realised from its sale at the feet of the great man,
Budhu Shah. The great soul stopped him and said, we accept only
that money that has been earned by the sweat of the brow of the
giver. Only the tithe, the tenth part of  the earning made by one’s
physical labour can fructify. That ascetic wrote down the formula
on a piece of paper and asked Buddhu Shah to guard the secret
formula well. Sant Buddhu Shah made him to put that formula in
the almirah; he paid no special heed to it, nor did he lock that
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almirah; nor did he conceal it anywhere. That ascetic, after urging
Buddhu Shah to keep the formula under lock and key, departed.
After he had hardly covered a couple of  miles, an idea struck him
lest that valuable formula should fall into wrong hands; and this
one man produce silver and spend it on vices & sinful enjoyments.
So he came back to the great Sant Buddhu Shah. He found that
the almirah where the silver making formula was kept was unlocked
and open. So he approached the great saint and after pointing out
the worth of  that formula, appealed to him to take very good care
of  that. At that time Sant Buddhu Shah was engaged in service
of sweeping the outer part of the Gurdwara. He guessed the
money-making ability of that ascetic. In order to break his cupidity
for money, Buddhu Shah said, O Beloved one, kindly bring me one
brick from the heap lying there. Accordingly the sadhu removed one
brick and when he carefully looked at it, he noticed that the brick
was all gold. He was totally surprised at the thought that such a
very costly thing had been carelessly kept over the heap of  bricks.
It is valued at thousands and lakhs of  rupees. Sant Buddhu Shah
took that gold brick and told the ascetic, if you don’t mind the
labour, kindly get me four or five bricks from the heap. As he
approached the heap he was wonder-struck to notice that the whole
heap consisted of  shining gold bricks. As he looked at the
Gurdwara his wonder knew no bounds when he noticed that whole
building was made of gold bricks, which sparkled with bright yellow
sheen in the light of the setting sunshine. He fell at the feet of
the great man (Buddhu Shah) and said. Great sir, I was filled with
pride at my possessing the formula to convert baser metal into
silver. Today I have come to my senses and have realised that it
is only God’s Name as you have mentioned which is beyond, any
value. No one can describe the greatness of its worth, it is
invaluable. Kindly bestow on me the gift of that Nam and let me
live in the shadow of your feet.
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Such great souls were blessed with the stock of unending
patience in their heart. As Guru Maharaj has ordained :

The knower of God has even patience, like the earth, which one
man digs and another smears with sandal.
ìÌÔî Ç×ÁÅéÆ ÕË èÆðÜ¹ Â¶ÕÍÍìÌÔî Ç×ÁÅéÆ ÕË èÆðÜ¹ Â¶ÕÍÍìÌÔî Ç×ÁÅéÆ ÕË èÆðÜ¹ Â¶ÕÍÍìÌÔî Ç×ÁÅéÆ ÕË èÆðÜ¹ Â¶ÕÍÍìÌÔî Ç×ÁÅéÆ ÕË èÆðÜ¹ Â¶ÕÍÍ
ÇÜÀ° ìÃ¹èÅ Õ¯À± Ö¯çË Õ¯À± Ú³çé ñ¶êÍÍÇÜÀ° ìÃ¹èÅ Õ¯À± Ö¯çË Õ¯À± Ú³çé ñ¶êÍÍÇÜÀ° ìÃ¹èÅ Õ¯À± Ö¯çË Õ¯À± Ú³çé ñ¶êÍÍÇÜÀ° ìÃ¹èÅ Õ¯À± Ö¯çË Õ¯À± Ú³çé ñ¶êÍÍÇÜÀ° ìÃ¹èÅ Õ¯À± Ö¯çË Õ¯À± Ú³çé ñ¶êÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg  - BGB - BGB - BGB - BGB - BGB

Keeping in mind, the way-farers who passed that way, Buddhu
raised a small hut at the road-crossing and set up a tandoor (oven
to bake chapatis), to run a langar always. For the needy way-farers
he prepared the food and served it to them. One day some proud
Moghul soldier came there and shouted, O Budhhu, bring the dinner
for us. With all love, he served chapatis and vegetables to the guest.
On one chapati, there was a slight burn, due to overbaking. He
shouted at the top of his voice, you have brought me burnt
chapati. Don’t you know who I am? Saying so, he gave a sharp
slap on the cheek of Buddu Shah. Buddhu Shah turned the other
cheek to him and submitted, Khan Sahib, I am very deficient in
wisdom; hence my mother gave me the name of Buddhu. Do teach
me some wisdom.’ The soldier gave another slap on Buddhu’s other
cheek, with his other hand and also hit him with his leg with all
his force. Buddhu once again prepared the food with all care and
made him eat it. After partaking of food, the soldier rode on his
horse and went away. He hardly had traversed a distance of  100
yards when his horse went berserk; he fell down from his horse
and fractured his thigh bone, and he shouted for help. Hearing his
hue and cry, Buddhu Shah reached there, carrying a bed on his
head. With the help of one or two volunteers, he was made to lie
on the bed, and Buddhu Shah took the trouble of calling a bone
setter from somewhere. He got his thigh bandaged and with love
served him for many months at a stretch. When he was cured, he
felt deeply repentant over his misbehaviour. Before departing from
there, the soldier said, O godly mendicant, I have received the
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punishment for my misdeed, but I will broadcast one fact in the
world, namely that the sadhus of  Guru Nanak’s faith are pure
angels; for them all are dear and no one is stranger. Their hearts
are pure without any thought of revenge. Their hearts shine bright
like the sun. From today onward, I will give all respect to the
disciples of  Guru nanak. You have taught me a lesson of  good
sense.

Thus there are many instances in the lives of countless saints
to show that the saints never forsake their cool (patience), even if
the arrogant and proud treat them with ill will and malice. It is
ordained thus :

Cool is not the moon-god,
Nor is cool the white sandal tree.
Cold is not the winter-season.
O Nanak, cool are only the friendly saints.
éÔ ÃÆåñ¿ Ú³çÌ ç¶òÔ éÔ ÃÆåñ¿ ìÅòé Ú³çéÔÍÍéÔ ÃÆåñ¿ Ú³çÌ ç¶òÔ éÔ ÃÆåñ¿ ìÅòé Ú³çéÔÍÍéÔ ÃÆåñ¿ Ú³çÌ ç¶òÔ éÔ ÃÆåñ¿ ìÅòé Ú³çéÔÍÍéÔ ÃÆåñ¿ Ú³çÌ ç¶òÔ éÔ ÃÆåñ¿ ìÅòé Ú³çéÔÍÍéÔ ÃÆåñ¿ Ú³çÌ ç¶òÔ éÔ ÃÆåñ¿ ìÅòé Ú³çéÔÍÍ
éÔ ÃÆåñ¿ ÃÆå ð¹å¶ä éÅéÕ ÃÆåñ¿ ÃÅè ÃÉÜéÔÍÍéÔ ÃÆåñ¿ ÃÆå ð¹å¶ä éÅéÕ ÃÆåñ¿ ÃÅè ÃÉÜéÔÍÍéÔ ÃÆåñ¿ ÃÆå ð¹å¶ä éÅéÕ ÃÆåñ¿ ÃÅè ÃÉÜéÔÍÍéÔ ÃÆåñ¿ ÃÆå ð¹å¶ä éÅéÕ ÃÆåñ¿ ÃÅè ÃÉÜéÔÍÍéÔ ÃÆåñ¿ ÃÆå ð¹å¶ä éÅéÕ ÃÆåñ¿ ÃÅè ÃÉÜéÔÍÍ

AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - ACEG- ACEG- ACEG- ACEG- ACEG
Therefore Guru Maharaj has ordained that we should keep

company with such saints, as are strangers to jealousy and
attachment. Keeping company with such persons whose contact
produces attachment and animosity, who mislead the world with
false preachings for the fulfillment of their selfish ends, is
completely forbidden by Guru Maharaj :

True is the society of those, in whose company, the Name is
meditated upon.
Nanak, associate not with those, who have their own self-interest.
ÃÚÆ ìËÃÕ ÇåéÅ Ã³Ç× ÃÚÆ ìËÃÕ ÇåéÅ Ã³Ç× ÃÚÆ ìËÃÕ ÇåéÅ Ã³Ç× ÃÚÆ ìËÃÕ ÇåéÅ Ã³Ç× ÃÚÆ ìËÃÕ ÇåéÅ Ã³Ç× ÇÜé Ã³Ç× ÜêÆÁË éÅÀ°ÍÍÇÜé Ã³Ç× ÜêÆÁË éÅÀ°ÍÍÇÜé Ã³Ç× ÜêÆÁË éÅÀ°ÍÍÇÜé Ã³Ç× ÜêÆÁË éÅÀ°ÍÍÇÜé Ã³Ç× ÜêÆÁË éÅÀ°ÍÍ
Çåé Ã³Ç× Ã³×¹ é ÕÆÚÂÆ Çåé Ã³Ç× Ã³×¹ é ÕÆÚÂÆ Çåé Ã³Ç× Ã³×¹ é ÕÆÚÂÆ Çåé Ã³Ç× Ã³×¹ é ÕÆÚÂÆ Çåé Ã³Ç× Ã³×¹ é ÕÆÚÂÆ éÅéÕ ÇÜéÅ ÁÅêäÅ Ã¹ÁÅÀ°ÍÍéÅéÕ ÇÜéÅ ÁÅêäÅ Ã¹ÁÅÀ°ÍÍéÅéÕ ÇÜéÅ ÁÅêäÅ Ã¹ÁÅÀ°ÍÍéÅéÕ ÇÜéÅ ÁÅêäÅ Ã¹ÁÅÀ°ÍÍéÅéÕ ÇÜéÅ ÁÅêäÅ Ã¹ÁÅÀ°ÍÍ

AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg -EB@-EB@-EB@-EB@-EB@
But such noble saints are extremely rare. One meets such men

of  God, only when one’s virtuous deeds bear fruit.
They, a sight of whom banishes, evil-inclination, are my friends.
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I have searched the whole world through, but Serf Nanak says very
rare are such persons.
ÇÜéÅ ÇçÃ³çÇóÁÅ ç¹ðîÇå ò³ßË ÇîåÌ ÁÃÅâó¶ Ã¶ÂÆÍÍÇÜéÅ ÇçÃ³çÇóÁÅ ç¹ðîÇå ò³ßË ÇîåÌ ÁÃÅâó¶ Ã¶ÂÆÍÍÇÜéÅ ÇçÃ³çÇóÁÅ ç¹ðîÇå ò³ßË ÇîåÌ ÁÃÅâó¶ Ã¶ÂÆÍÍÇÜéÅ ÇçÃ³çÇóÁÅ ç¹ðîÇå ò³ßË ÇîåÌ ÁÃÅâó¶ Ã¶ÂÆÍÍÇÜéÅ ÇçÃ³çÇóÁÅ ç¹ðîÇå ò³ßË ÇîåÌ ÁÃÅâó¶ Ã¶ÂÆÍÍ
ÔÀ° ãÈã¶çÆ Ü×¹ ÃìÅÇÂÁÅ ÔÀ° ãÈã¶çÆ Ü×¹ ÃìÅÇÂÁÅ ÔÀ° ãÈã¶çÆ Ü×¹ ÃìÅÇÂÁÅ ÔÀ° ãÈã¶çÆ Ü×¹ ÃìÅÇÂÁÅ ÔÀ° ãÈã¶çÆ Ü×¹ ÃìÅÇÂÁÅ Üé éÅéÕ  Çòðñ¶ Õ¶ÂÆÍÍÜé éÅéÕ  Çòðñ¶ Õ¶ÂÆÍÍÜé éÅéÕ  Çòðñ¶ Õ¶ÂÆÍÍÜé éÅéÕ  Çòðñ¶ Õ¶ÂÆÍÍÜé éÅéÕ  Çòðñ¶ Õ¶ÂÆÍÍ

AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - EB@- EB@- EB@- EB@- EB@
These liberated souls are sent to the world, under orders of

Waheguru, to show the straight path to the world; but they are very
rare. In one of his verses, Bhai Nand Lal says, that whatever men
of God come to the world, they are sent by God to put on the
right path those who have lost their way. In other words if  your
eyes are keen to have a glimpse of God, know it that devotees
of God come into this world to infuse the faith of God in
mankind :

Whenever the pious godly men come into the world,
They come to guide those who have lost their way,
'Goya avers', if these eyes ardently long for God,
The God men come to give them the glimpse of The Divine.
çð çÔð ÇÕ îðçÅÇé õ¹çÅ ÁÅîçÔ Á³çÍÍçð çÔð ÇÕ îðçÅÇé õ¹çÅ ÁÅîçÔ Á³çÍÍçð çÔð ÇÕ îðçÅÇé õ¹çÅ ÁÅîçÔ Á³çÍÍçð çÔð ÇÕ îðçÅÇé õ¹çÅ ÁÅîçÔ Á³çÍÍçð çÔð ÇÕ îðçÅÇé õ¹çÅ ÁÅîçÔ Á³çÍÍ
ìð ×¹î ô¹ç×» ðÅÔé°îÅ ÁÅîçÔ Á³çÍÍìð ×¹î ô¹ç×» ðÅÔé°îÅ ÁÅîçÔ Á³çÍÍìð ×¹î ô¹ç×» ðÅÔé°îÅ ÁÅîçÔ Á³çÍÍìð ×¹î ô¹ç×» ðÅÔé°îÅ ÁÅîçÔ Á³çÍÍìð ×¹î ô¹ç×» ðÅÔé°îÅ ÁÅîçÔ Á³çÍÍ
Ò×¯ïÅÓ Á×ð ÂÆº ÚôÇî å½ î¹ôåÅÇÕ õ¹çÅ ÁÃåÍÍÒ×¯ïÅÓ Á×ð ÂÆº ÚôÇî å½ î¹ôåÅÇÕ õ¹çÅ ÁÃåÍÍÒ×¯ïÅÓ Á×ð ÂÆº ÚôÇî å½ î¹ôåÅÇÕ õ¹çÅ ÁÃåÍÍÒ×¯ïÅÓ Á×ð ÂÆº ÚôÇî å½ î¹ôåÅÇÕ õ¹çÅ ÁÃåÍÍÒ×¯ïÅÓ Á×ð ÂÆº ÚôÇî å½ î¹ôåÅÇÕ õ¹çÅ ÁÃåÍÍ
îðçÅÇé õ¹çÅ õ¹çÅé°îÅ ÁÅîçÔ Á³çÍÍîðçÅÇé õ¹çÅ õ¹çÅé°îÅ ÁÅîçÔ Á³çÍÍîðçÅÇé õ¹çÅ õ¹çÅé°îÅ ÁÅîçÔ Á³çÍÍîðçÅÇé õ¹çÅ õ¹çÅé°îÅ ÁÅîçÔ Á³çÍÍîðçÅÇé õ¹çÅ õ¹çÅé°îÅ ÁÅîçÔ Á³çÍÍ

(çÆòÅÇé ×¯ïÅ íÅÂÆ é¿ç ñÅñ ÜÆ)(çÆòÅÇé ×¯ïÅ íÅÂÆ é¿ç ñÅñ ÜÆ)(çÆòÅÇé ×¯ïÅ íÅÂÆ é¿ç ñÅñ ÜÆ)(çÆòÅÇé ×¯ïÅ íÅÂÆ é¿ç ñÅñ ÜÆ)(çÆòÅÇé ×¯ïÅ íÅÂÆ é¿ç ñÅñ ÜÆ)
The word ‘Sant’ occurs in Guru Granth Sahib more often than

in the scriptures of any other religions of the world. And it has
been made fully clear that for the seekers the company of a saint
had been ordained. Also identity marks of one whom to call the
saints have been given in detail; namely his mode of life, his
behaviour with others, the way he talks and how he lives his life.
This is the commandment of  Guru Maharaj :

Who with every breath and morsel of food, forget not God's Name
and within whose mind is this spell, they alone are the blessed and
they alone are the perfect saints, O Nanak.
ÇÜéÅ ÃÅÇÃ Ç×ðÅÇÃ é ÇòÃðË ÔÇð éÅî» îÇé î³å°ÍÍÇÜéÅ ÃÅÇÃ Ç×ðÅÇÃ é ÇòÃðË ÔÇð éÅî» îÇé î³å°ÍÍÇÜéÅ ÃÅÇÃ Ç×ðÅÇÃ é ÇòÃðË ÔÇð éÅî» îÇé î³å°ÍÍÇÜéÅ ÃÅÇÃ Ç×ðÅÇÃ é ÇòÃðË ÔÇð éÅî» îÇé î³å°ÍÍÇÜéÅ ÃÅÇÃ Ç×ðÅÇÃ é ÇòÃðË ÔÇð éÅî» îÇé î³å°ÍÍ
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è³é° ÇÃ Ã¶ÂÆ éÅéÕÅ êÈðé° Ã¯ÂÆ Ã³å°ÍÍè³é° ÇÃ Ã¶ÂÆ éÅéÕÅ êÈðé° Ã¯ÂÆ Ã³å°ÍÍè³é° ÇÃ Ã¶ÂÆ éÅéÕÅ êÈðé° Ã¯ÂÆ Ã³å°ÍÍè³é° ÇÃ Ã¶ÂÆ éÅéÕÅ êÈðé° Ã¯ÂÆ Ã³å°ÍÍè³é° ÇÃ Ã¶ÂÆ éÅéÕÅ êÈðé° Ã¯ÂÆ Ã³å°ÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - CAI- CAI- CAI- CAI- CAI
Another command is :

God's saint is the embodiment of the Lord God, he, who within his
mind enshrines the Name of God.
He, on whose forehead his destiny is writ, through the Guru's
instruction he contemplates within his mind God's Name.
ÔÇð ÕÅ Ã³å° ÔÇð ÕÆ ÔÇð îÈðÇåÔÇð ÕÅ Ã³å° ÔÇð ÕÆ ÔÇð îÈðÇåÔÇð ÕÅ Ã³å° ÔÇð ÕÆ ÔÇð îÈðÇåÔÇð ÕÅ Ã³å° ÔÇð ÕÆ ÔÇð îÈðÇåÔÇð ÕÅ Ã³å° ÔÇð ÕÆ ÔÇð îÈðÇå
ÇÜÃ¹ ÇÔðçË ÔÇð éÅî¹ î¹ðÅÇðÍÍÇÜÃ¹ ÇÔðçË ÔÇð éÅî¹ î¹ðÅÇðÍÍÇÜÃ¹ ÇÔðçË ÔÇð éÅî¹ î¹ðÅÇðÍÍÇÜÃ¹ ÇÔðçË ÔÇð éÅî¹ î¹ðÅÇðÍÍÇÜÃ¹ ÇÔðçË ÔÇð éÅî¹ î¹ðÅÇðÍÍ
îÃåÇÕ íÅ×¹ Ô¯òË ÇÜÃ¹ ÇñÇÖÁÅîÃåÇÕ íÅ×¹ Ô¯òË ÇÜÃ¹ ÇñÇÖÁÅîÃåÇÕ íÅ×¹ Ô¯òË ÇÜÃ¹ ÇñÇÖÁÅîÃåÇÕ íÅ×¹ Ô¯òË ÇÜÃ¹ ÇñÇÖÁÅîÃåÇÕ íÅ×¹ Ô¯òË ÇÜÃ¹ ÇñÇÖÁÅ
Ã¯ ×¹ðîÇå ÇÔðçË ÔÇð éÅî¹ ÃîÅÇðÍÍÃ¯ ×¹ðîÇå ÇÔðçË ÔÇð éÅî¹ ÃîÅÇðÍÍÃ¯ ×¹ðîÇå ÇÔðçË ÔÇð éÅî¹ ÃîÅÇðÍÍÃ¯ ×¹ðîÇå ÇÔðçË ÔÇð éÅî¹ ÃîÅÇðÍÍÃ¯ ×¹ðîÇå ÇÔðçË ÔÇð éÅî¹ ÃîÅÇðÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - AACE- AACE- AACE- AACE- AACE

Bhagat Ravidas says this about the Sants - "O Waheguru, I
have recognised those Sants, who are your form and spirit, whose
company is your life and breath, and who have been imparted True
Knowledge, given by the Satguru (True Teacher). O God of  all gods,
bless me with the company of such Sants, also teach me to feel
bliss in the sayings of the those saints and teach me the love of
the great saints. Let me have the knowledge of  the activities of
the Sants, and of their preachings, about the spiritual path; also do
me the favour so that I may serve the servants of  such Sants.
Another thing I beg of  Thee - O Waheguru, keep me far aloof
from meeting those who are sinners and who are forgetful of you.
That person alone is wise who realises that there is no difference
between the Sants and the Absolute and Formless God :

Thine saints are Thy body, and their association is my life.
By the True Guru's given gnosis, I deem the saint as god of gods.
The society of saints, the relish of saints' converse and the love of
saints, Grant unto me, O Lord of the gods. Pause.
Saints' character, the way of life of the Saints and the service of the
servant of the saints, I ask for. I pray for one thing more, the
desire-fulfiller gem of Thine devotion.
Show me not the wicked and the sinner.
Ravidas says, "He alone is wise who knows this.
That between the saints and the Infinite Lord, there is no
difference.
Ã³å å°ÞÆ åé° Ã³×Çå êÌÅéÍÍÃ³å å°ÞÆ åé° Ã³×Çå êÌÅéÍÍÃ³å å°ÞÆ åé° Ã³×Çå êÌÅéÍÍÃ³å å°ÞÆ åé° Ã³×Çå êÌÅéÍÍÃ³å å°ÞÆ åé° Ã³×Çå êÌÅéÍÍ
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ÃÇå×¹ð Ç×ÁÅé ÜÅéË Ã³å ç¶òÅ ç¶òÍÍÃÇå×¹ð Ç×ÁÅé ÜÅéË Ã³å ç¶òÅ ç¶òÍÍÃÇå×¹ð Ç×ÁÅé ÜÅéË Ã³å ç¶òÅ ç¶òÍÍÃÇå×¹ð Ç×ÁÅé ÜÅéË Ã³å ç¶òÅ ç¶òÍÍÃÇå×¹ð Ç×ÁÅé ÜÅéË Ã³å ç¶òÅ ç¶òÍÍ
Ã³å ÚÆ Ã³×Çå Ã³å ÕæÅ ðÃ¹Ã³å ÚÆ Ã³×Çå Ã³å ÕæÅ ðÃ¹Ã³å ÚÆ Ã³×Çå Ã³å ÕæÅ ðÃ¹Ã³å ÚÆ Ã³×Çå Ã³å ÕæÅ ðÃ¹Ã³å ÚÆ Ã³×Çå Ã³å ÕæÅ ðÃ¹
Ã³å êÌ ¶î îÅÞË çÆÜË ç¶òÅ ç¶òÍÍÃ³å êÌ ¶î îÅÞË çÆÜË ç¶òÅ ç¶òÍÍÃ³å êÌ ¶î îÅÞË çÆÜË ç¶òÅ ç¶òÍÍÃ³å êÌ ¶î îÅÞË çÆÜË ç¶òÅ ç¶òÍÍÃ³å êÌ ¶î îÅÞË çÆÜË ç¶òÅ ç¶òÍÍ
Ã³å ÁÅÚðä Ã³å Ú¯ îÅð×¹Ã³å ÁÅÚðä Ã³å Ú¯ îÅð×¹Ã³å ÁÅÚðä Ã³å Ú¯ îÅð×¹Ã³å ÁÅÚðä Ã³å Ú¯ îÅð×¹Ã³å ÁÅÚðä Ã³å Ú¯ îÅð×¹
Ã³å Ú úñ·× úñ·×äÆÍÍÃ³å Ú úñ·× úñ·×äÆÍÍÃ³å Ú úñ·× úñ·×äÆÍÍÃ³å Ú úñ·× úñ·×äÆÍÍÃ³å Ú úñ·× úñ·×äÆÍÍ
ÁÀ°ð ÇÂÕ îÅ×À° í×Çå ÇÚ³åÅîÇäÍÍÁÀ°ð ÇÂÕ îÅ×À° í×Çå ÇÚ³åÅîÇäÍÍÁÀ°ð ÇÂÕ îÅ×À° í×Çå ÇÚ³åÅîÇäÍÍÁÀ°ð ÇÂÕ îÅ×À° í×Çå ÇÚ³åÅîÇäÍÍÁÀ°ð ÇÂÕ îÅ×À° í×Çå ÇÚ³åÅîÇäÍÍ
ÜäÆ ñÖÅòÔ¹ ÁÃ³å êÅêÆÃÇäÍÍÜäÆ ñÖÅòÔ¹ ÁÃ³å êÅêÆÃÇäÍÍÜäÆ ñÖÅòÔ¹ ÁÃ³å êÅêÆÃÇäÍÍÜäÆ ñÖÅòÔ¹ ÁÃ³å êÅêÆÃÇäÍÍÜäÆ ñÖÅòÔ¹ ÁÃ³å êÅêÆÃÇäÍÍ
ðÇòçÅÃ¹ íäË Ü¯ ÜÅäË Ã¯ ÜÅä°ÍÍðÇòçÅÃ¹ íäË Ü¯ ÜÅäË Ã¯ ÜÅä°ÍÍðÇòçÅÃ¹ íäË Ü¯ ÜÅäË Ã¯ ÜÅä°ÍÍðÇòçÅÃ¹ íäË Ü¯ ÜÅäË Ã¯ ÜÅä°ÍÍðÇòçÅÃ¹ íäË Ü¯ ÜÅäË Ã¯ ÜÅä°ÍÍ
Ã³å Áé³åÇÔ Á³åð¹ éÅÔÆÍÍÃ³å Áé³åÇÔ Á³åð¹ éÅÔÆÍÍÃ³å Áé³åÇÔ Á³åð¹ éÅÔÆÍÍÃ³å Áé³åÇÔ Á³åð¹ éÅÔÆÍÍÃ³å Áé³åÇÔ Á³åð¹ éÅÔÆÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg  - DHF - DHF - DHF - DHF - DHF

For meeting such saints, we bow in a prayer at the feet of
Waheguru.

Be Thou merciful, O my Lord that I may pass my life in the
society of saints.
They, who forget Thee, are born to die again and again and their
sorrows end not ever.
Ô¯Ô¹ Ç´êÅñ Ã¹ÁÅîÆ î¶ð ¶ Ã³å» Ã³Ç× ÇòÔÅò¶ÍÍÔ¯Ô¹ Ç´êÅñ Ã¹ÁÅîÆ î¶ð ¶ Ã³å» Ã³Ç× ÇòÔÅò¶ÍÍÔ¯Ô¹ Ç´êÅñ Ã¹ÁÅîÆ î¶ð ¶ Ã³å» Ã³Ç× ÇòÔÅò¶ÍÍÔ¯Ô¹ Ç´êÅñ Ã¹ÁÅîÆ î¶ð ¶ Ã³å» Ã³Ç× ÇòÔÅò¶ÍÍÔ¯Ô¹ Ç´êÅñ Ã¹ÁÅîÆ î¶ð ¶ Ã³å» Ã³Ç× ÇòÔÅò¶ÍÍ
å°èÔ¹ í¹ñ¶ ÇÃ ÜÇî ÜÇî îðç¶å°èÔ¹ í¹ñ¶ ÇÃ ÜÇî ÜÇî îðç¶å°èÔ¹ í¹ñ¶ ÇÃ ÜÇî ÜÇî îðç¶å°èÔ¹ í¹ñ¶ ÇÃ ÜÇî ÜÇî îðç¶å°èÔ¹ í¹ñ¶ ÇÃ ÜÇî ÜÇî îðç¶
Çåé Õç¶ é Ú¹ÕÇé ÔÅò¶ÍÍÇåé Õç¶ é Ú¹ÕÇé ÔÅò¶ÍÍÇåé Õç¶ é Ú¹ÕÇé ÔÅò¶ÍÍÇåé Õç¶ é Ú¹ÕÇé ÔÅò¶ÍÍÇåé Õç¶ é Ú¹ÕÇé ÔÅò¶ÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - IFA- IFA- IFA- IFA- IFA

At another place, it is stated that the Sant is a person, by
contacting whom one can swim across the worldly ocean. The
angels of death do not come near him, and one is saved from
getting into the cycle of  eighty four lakh births and deaths. This
great ocean, which we call the world, is full of poison and in it
when we forsake and forget God we suffer. One can cross this sea
of poison only by interacting with men of God. As is said :

The person who seeks the shelter of the saints, that person is saved.
By slandering the saints, O Nanak, the one is born again and
again.
Ã³å ÃðÇé Ü¯ Üé° êðË Ã¯ Üé° À°èðéÔÅðÍÍÃ³å ÃðÇé Ü¯ Üé° êðË Ã¯ Üé° À°èðéÔÅðÍÍÃ³å ÃðÇé Ü¯ Üé° êðË Ã¯ Üé° À°èðéÔÅðÍÍÃ³å ÃðÇé Ü¯ Üé° êðË Ã¯ Üé° À°èðéÔÅðÍÍÃ³å ÃðÇé Ü¯ Üé° êðË Ã¯ Üé° À°èðéÔÅðÍÍ
Ã³å ÕÆ Çé¿çÅ éÅéÕÅ ìÔ¹Çð ìÔ¹Çð ÁòåÅðÍÍÃ³å ÕÆ Çé¿çÅ éÅéÕÅ ìÔ¹Çð ìÔ¹Çð ÁòåÅðÍÍÃ³å ÕÆ Çé¿çÅ éÅéÕÅ ìÔ¹Çð ìÔ¹Çð ÁòåÅðÍÍÃ³å ÕÆ Çé¿çÅ éÅéÕÅ ìÔ¹Çð ìÔ¹Çð ÁòåÅðÍÍÃ³å ÕÆ Çé¿çÅ éÅéÕÅ ìÔ¹Çð ìÔ¹Çð ÁòåÅðÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - BGI- BGI- BGI- BGI- BGI

Guru Ji also proclaims that those who are caught in the web
of  attachment and jealousy, love & enmity, who think in terms of
mine and thine, due to their not having the knowledge of God,
and those who talk ill of others, in be-little their; only waste their
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time in such evil propensities; the society of such avaricious
charlatans is misleading and deceptive. Guru Maharaj has ordained
that one should shun such persons.

Kabir associate thou not with the infidel and flee far away from
him.
If thou touch a black vessel, then, some blot must attach to thee.
ÕìÆð ÃÅÕå Ã³×¹ é ÕÆÜÆÁË çÈðÇÔ ÜÅÂÆÁË íÅÇ×ÍÍÕìÆð ÃÅÕå Ã³×¹ é ÕÆÜÆÁË çÈðÇÔ ÜÅÂÆÁË íÅÇ×ÍÍÕìÆð ÃÅÕå Ã³×¹ é ÕÆÜÆÁË çÈðÇÔ ÜÅÂÆÁË íÅÇ×ÍÍÕìÆð ÃÅÕå Ã³×¹ é ÕÆÜÆÁË çÈðÇÔ ÜÅÂÆÁË íÅÇ×ÍÍÕìÆð ÃÅÕå Ã³×¹ é ÕÆÜÆÁË çÈðÇÔ ÜÅÂÆÁË íÅÇ×ÍÍ
ìÅÃé° ÕÅð¯ êðÃÆÁË åÀ° ÕÛ° ñÅ×Ë çÅ×¹ÍÍìÅÃé° ÕÅð¯ êðÃÆÁË åÀ° ÕÛ° ñÅ×Ë çÅ×¹ÍÍìÅÃé° ÕÅð¯ êðÃÆÁË åÀ° ÕÛ° ñÅ×Ë çÅ×¹ÍÍìÅÃé° ÕÅð¯ êðÃÆÁË åÀ° ÕÛ° ñÅ×Ë çÅ×¹ÍÍìÅÃé° ÕÅð¯ êðÃÆÁË åÀ° ÕÛ° ñÅ×Ë çÅ×¹ÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - ACGA- ACGA- ACGA- ACGA- ACGA
Nanak, break thou with the false and seek for the saints, who are
the true friends.
They, the false, shall leave thee while alive and they, the saints,
shall forsake thee not even when dead.
éÅéÕ ÕÚÇóÁÅ ÇÃÀ° å¯Çó ãÈÇã ÃÜä Ã³å êÇÕÁÅÍÍéÅéÕ ÕÚÇóÁÅ ÇÃÀ° å¯Çó ãÈÇã ÃÜä Ã³å êÇÕÁÅÍÍéÅéÕ ÕÚÇóÁÅ ÇÃÀ° å¯Çó ãÈÇã ÃÜä Ã³å êÇÕÁÅÍÍéÅéÕ ÕÚÇóÁÅ ÇÃÀ° å¯Çó ãÈÇã ÃÜä Ã³å êÇÕÁÅÍÍéÅéÕ ÕÚÇóÁÅ ÇÃÀ° å¯Çó ãÈÇã ÃÜä Ã³å êÇÕÁÅÍÍ
úÇÂ ÜÆò³ç¶ ÇòÛ°óÇÔ úÇÂ î¹ÇÂÁÅ é ÜÅÔÆ Û¯ÇóÍÍúÇÂ ÜÆò³ç¶ ÇòÛ°óÇÔ úÇÂ î¹ÇÂÁÅ é ÜÅÔÆ Û¯ÇóÍÍúÇÂ ÜÆò³ç¶ ÇòÛ°óÇÔ úÇÂ î¹ÇÂÁÅ é ÜÅÔÆ Û¯ÇóÍÍúÇÂ ÜÆò³ç¶ ÇòÛ°óÇÔ úÇÂ î¹ÇÂÁÅ é ÜÅÔÆ Û¯ÇóÍÍúÇÂ ÜÆò³ç¶ ÇòÛ°óÇÔ úÇÂ î¹ÇÂÁÅ é ÜÅÔÆ Û¯ÇóÍÍAMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - AA@B- AA@B- AA@B- AA@B- AA@B

Since it is beyond us to recognise men of  God, the Gurus,
saints, monks, mendicants, knowers of divine knowledge, and those
who have been admitted to the house of  God. Therefore, Guru
Maharaj has given us some guide lines, by carefully following which
it would be possible for us to identify such godly persons. The
words of  Guru Granth Sahib at all times make us aware of  realised
souls and those who have been accepted and approved by God.
The sacred words of  our Guru the holy Guru Granth Sahib always
remind us and insist upon us the necessity of ever having
communion with such liberated and noble souls. Below we give the
very key words of saint tradition, of the saint behaviour, of the
thinking habits of  the saints. Meditate on them with all care and
make an attempt to arrive at the right judgement :

Throughout the eight watches, the saint realises the nearness of the
Lord.
ÁÅá êÔð ÇéÕÇà ÕÇð ÜÅéËÍÍÁÅá êÔð ÇéÕÇà ÕÇð ÜÅéËÍÍÁÅá êÔð ÇéÕÇà ÕÇð ÜÅéËÍÍÁÅá êÔð ÇéÕÇà ÕÇð ÜÅéËÍÍÁÅá êÔð ÇéÕÇà ÕÇð ÜÅéËÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - CIB- CIB- CIB- CIB- CIB

Waheguru is all perfection and in this world, we can see no
one other than the Absolute. Hence we get the hint from Gurbani
that these worldly men, those who seek power, and those who are
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self-centered, cannot see Waheguru, because the thick cataract in
their eyes has blinded them. This whole world is the manifestation
of  Waheguru. He is the only Reality behind this world.

The Guru has shown Thee to mine eyes, O Lord.
Here and there, in every soul and in every body, Thou, only Thou
alone art present, O Bewitcher.
×¹ðÇÔ ÇçÖÅÇÂú ñ¯ÇÂéÅÍÍ×¹ðÇÔ ÇçÖÅÇÂú ñ¯ÇÂéÅÍÍ×¹ðÇÔ ÇçÖÅÇÂú ñ¯ÇÂéÅÍÍ×¹ðÇÔ ÇçÖÅÇÂú ñ¯ÇÂéÅÍÍ×¹ðÇÔ ÇçÖÅÇÂú ñ¯ÇÂéÅÍÍ
ÂÆåÇÔ À±åÇÔ ØÇà ØÇà ØÇà ØÇàÍÍÂÆåÇÔ À±åÇÔ ØÇà ØÇà ØÇà ØÇàÍÍÂÆåÇÔ À±åÇÔ ØÇà ØÇà ØÇà ØÇàÍÍÂÆåÇÔ À±åÇÔ ØÇà ØÇà ØÇà ØÇàÍÍÂÆåÇÔ À±åÇÔ ØÇà ØÇà ØÇà ØÇàÍÍ
å± ³ÔÆ å± ³ÔÆ î¯ÇÔéÅÍÍå± ³ÔÆ å± ³ÔÆ î¯ÇÔéÅÍÍå± ³ÔÆ å± ³ÔÆ î¯ÇÔéÅÍÍå± ³ÔÆ å± ³ÔÆ î¯ÇÔéÅÍÍå± ³ÔÆ å± ³ÔÆ î¯ÇÔéÅÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg  - D@G - D@G - D@G - D@G - D@G
O mine eyes, God has infused light in ye. Without the Lord, see ye
not another, therefore.
Save the Lord, see ye not any other. The Merciful Master-Lord alone
is worthy of beholding.
This entire world, which ye behold is the Lord's manifestation.
God's image alone is seen in it.
Â¶ é¶åÌÔ¹ î¶ÇðÔ¯ ÔÇð å°î îÇÔ Ü¯Çå èðÆÂ¶ é¶åÌÔ¹ î¶ÇðÔ¯ ÔÇð å°î îÇÔ Ü¯Çå èðÆÂ¶ é¶åÌÔ¹ î¶ÇðÔ¯ ÔÇð å°î îÇÔ Ü¯Çå èðÆÂ¶ é¶åÌÔ¹ î¶ÇðÔ¯ ÔÇð å°î îÇÔ Ü¯Çå èðÆÂ¶ é¶åÌÔ¹ î¶ÇðÔ¯ ÔÇð å°î îÇÔ Ü¯Çå èðÆ
ÔÇð Çìé° Áòð¹ é ç¶ÖÔ¹ Õ¯ÂÆÍÍÔÇð Çìé° Áòð¹ é ç¶ÖÔ¹ Õ¯ÂÆÍÍÔÇð Çìé° Áòð¹ é ç¶ÖÔ¹ Õ¯ÂÆÍÍÔÇð Çìé° Áòð¹ é ç¶ÖÔ¹ Õ¯ÂÆÍÍÔÇð Çìé° Áòð¹ é ç¶ÖÔ¹ Õ¯ÂÆÍÍ
ÔÇð Çìé° Áòð¹ é ç¶ÖÔ¹ Õ¯ÂÆ ÔÇð Çìé° Áòð¹ é ç¶ÖÔ¹ Õ¯ÂÆ ÔÇð Çìé° Áòð¹ é ç¶ÖÔ¹ Õ¯ÂÆ ÔÇð Çìé° Áòð¹ é ç¶ÖÔ¹ Õ¯ÂÆ ÔÇð Çìé° Áòð¹ é ç¶ÖÔ¹ Õ¯ÂÆ éçðÆ ÔÇð ÇéÔÅÇñÁÅÍÍéçðÆ ÔÇð ÇéÔÅÇñÁÅÍÍéçðÆ ÔÇð ÇéÔÅÇñÁÅÍÍéçðÆ ÔÇð ÇéÔÅÇñÁÅÍÍéçðÆ ÔÇð ÇéÔÅÇñÁÅÍÍ
Â¶Ô¹ ÇòÃ¹ Ã³ÃÅð¹ å°î ç¶Öç¶ Â¶Ô¹ ÔÇð ÕÅ ðÈê¹ ÔËÂ¶Ô¹ ÇòÃ¹ Ã³ÃÅð¹ å°î ç¶Öç¶ Â¶Ô¹ ÔÇð ÕÅ ðÈê¹ ÔËÂ¶Ô¹ ÇòÃ¹ Ã³ÃÅð¹ å°î ç¶Öç¶ Â¶Ô¹ ÔÇð ÕÅ ðÈê¹ ÔËÂ¶Ô¹ ÇòÃ¹ Ã³ÃÅð¹ å°î ç¶Öç¶ Â¶Ô¹ ÔÇð ÕÅ ðÈê¹ ÔËÂ¶Ô¹ ÇòÃ¹ Ã³ÃÅð¹ å°î ç¶Öç¶ Â¶Ô¹ ÔÇð ÕÅ ðÈê¹ ÔË
ÔÇð ðÈê¹ éçðÆ ÁÅÇÂÁÅÍÍÔÇð ðÈê¹ éçðÆ ÁÅÇÂÁÅÍÍÔÇð ðÈê¹ éçðÆ ÁÅÇÂÁÅÍÍÔÇð ðÈê¹ éçðÆ ÁÅÇÂÁÅÍÍÔÇð ðÈê¹ éçðÆ ÁÅÇÂÁÅÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - IBB- IBB- IBB- IBB- IBB

Because there is total absence of ignorance in the hearts of
the saints, to them all persons - good or bad - look the image of
God. The cataract of duality having been fully removed, they look
at the world, but they see only one form in it - that of  God. As
is commanded :

In one person Thou art haughty, and in another person meek.
In one person, Thou art all by Thyself, and in another person Thou
art poor.
In one person Thou art a scholar, and preacher, and in another
Thou art a fool.
In one body Thou graspest at everything and in any body Thou
acceptest nothing.
What can the poor wooden puppet do? The Play-master knows
everything. As is the dress, the Puppeteer clothes the puppet with,
so is the part which that puppet plays.
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The Lord has fashioned various chambers of many descriptions,
and Himself is their Guard.
As is the mansion, wherein the Lord places the mortal, in the
likewise he abides. What can this poor mortal do?
He, who has made something, and who has created all this
contrivance, understands it.
Says Nanak, Infinite is the Lord.
The worth of His works He Himself knows.
Â¶Õ îÔÇñ å± ³ Ô¯ÇÔ ÁëÅð¯ Â¶Õ îÔÇñ ÇéîÅé¯ÍÍÂ¶Õ îÔÇñ å± ³ Ô¯ÇÔ ÁëÅð¯ Â¶Õ îÔÇñ ÇéîÅé¯ÍÍÂ¶Õ îÔÇñ å± ³ Ô¯ÇÔ ÁëÅð¯ Â¶Õ îÔÇñ ÇéîÅé¯ÍÍÂ¶Õ îÔÇñ å± ³ Ô¯ÇÔ ÁëÅð¯ Â¶Õ îÔÇñ ÇéîÅé¯ÍÍÂ¶Õ îÔÇñ å± ³ Ô¯ÇÔ ÁëÅð¯ Â¶Õ îÔÇñ ÇéîÅé¯ÍÍ
Â¶Õ îÔÇñ å± ³ ÁÅê¶ ÁÅê¶ Â¶Õ îÔÇñ ×ðÆìÅé¯ÍÍÂ¶Õ îÔÇñ å± ³ ÁÅê¶ ÁÅê¶ Â¶Õ îÔÇñ ×ðÆìÅé¯ÍÍÂ¶Õ îÔÇñ å± ³ ÁÅê¶ ÁÅê¶ Â¶Õ îÔÇñ ×ðÆìÅé¯ÍÍÂ¶Õ îÔÇñ å± ³ ÁÅê¶ ÁÅê¶ Â¶Õ îÔÇñ ×ðÆìÅé¯ÍÍÂ¶Õ îÔÇñ å± ³ ÁÅê¶ ÁÅê¶ Â¶Õ îÔÇñ ×ðÆìÅé¯ÍÍ
Â¶Õ îÔÇñ å± ³ ê³Çâå° ìÕåÅ Â¶Õ îÔÇñ Ö« Ô¯åÅÍÍÂ¶Õ îÔÇñ å± ³ ê³Çâå° ìÕåÅ Â¶Õ îÔÇñ Ö« Ô¯åÅÍÍÂ¶Õ îÔÇñ å± ³ ê³Çâå° ìÕåÅ Â¶Õ îÔÇñ Ö« Ô¯åÅÍÍÂ¶Õ îÔÇñ å± ³ ê³Çâå° ìÕåÅ Â¶Õ îÔÇñ Ö« Ô¯åÅÍÍÂ¶Õ îÔÇñ å± ³ ê³Çâå° ìÕåÅ Â¶Õ îÔÇñ Ö« Ô¯åÅÍÍ
Â¶Õ îÔÇñ å± ³ Ãí¹ ÇÕÛ° ×ÌÅÔÜ¹ Â¶Õ îÔÇñ ÕÛ± é ñ¶åÅÍÍÂ¶Õ îÔÇñ å± ³ Ãí¹ ÇÕÛ° ×ÌÅÔÜ¹ Â¶Õ îÔÇñ ÕÛ± é ñ¶åÅÍÍÂ¶Õ îÔÇñ å± ³ Ãí¹ ÇÕÛ° ×ÌÅÔÜ¹ Â¶Õ îÔÇñ ÕÛ± é ñ¶åÅÍÍÂ¶Õ îÔÇñ å± ³ Ãí¹ ÇÕÛ° ×ÌÅÔÜ¹ Â¶Õ îÔÇñ ÕÛ± é ñ¶åÅÍÍÂ¶Õ îÔÇñ å± ³ Ãí¹ ÇÕÛ° ×ÌÅÔÜ¹ Â¶Õ îÔÇñ ÕÛ± é ñ¶åÅÍÍ
ÕÅá ÕÆ ê¹åðÆ ÕÔÅ ÕðË ìê¹ðÆ ÇÖñÅòéÔÅð¯ ÜÅéËÍÍÕÅá ÕÆ ê¹åðÆ ÕÔÅ ÕðË ìê¹ðÆ ÇÖñÅòéÔÅð¯ ÜÅéËÍÍÕÅá ÕÆ ê¹åðÆ ÕÔÅ ÕðË ìê¹ðÆ ÇÖñÅòéÔÅð¯ ÜÅéËÍÍÕÅá ÕÆ ê¹åðÆ ÕÔÅ ÕðË ìê¹ðÆ ÇÖñÅòéÔÅð¯ ÜÅéËÍÍÕÅá ÕÆ ê¹åðÆ ÕÔÅ ÕðË ìê¹ðÆ ÇÖñÅòéÔÅð¯ ÜÅéËÍÍ
ÜËÃÅ í¶Ö¹ ÕðÅòË ìÅÜÆ×ð¹ úÔ¹ åËÃ¯ ÔÆ ÃÅÜ¹ ÁÅéËÍÍÜËÃÅ í¶Ö¹ ÕðÅòË ìÅÜÆ×ð¹ úÔ¹ åËÃ¯ ÔÆ ÃÅÜ¹ ÁÅéËÍÍÜËÃÅ í¶Ö¹ ÕðÅòË ìÅÜÆ×ð¹ úÔ¹ åËÃ¯ ÔÆ ÃÅÜ¹ ÁÅéËÍÍÜËÃÅ í¶Ö¹ ÕðÅòË ìÅÜÆ×ð¹ úÔ¹ åËÃ¯ ÔÆ ÃÅÜ¹ ÁÅéËÍÍÜËÃÅ í¶Ö¹ ÕðÅòË ìÅÜÆ×ð¹ úÔ¹ åËÃ¯ ÔÆ ÃÅÜ¹ ÁÅéËÍÍ
ÁÇéÕ Õ¯áðÆ ìÔ¹å° íÅÇå ÕðÆÁÅ ÁÅÇê Ô¯ÁÅ ðÖòÅðÅÍÍÁÇéÕ Õ¯áðÆ ìÔ¹å° íÅÇå ÕðÆÁÅ ÁÅÇê Ô¯ÁÅ ðÖòÅðÅÍÍÁÇéÕ Õ¯áðÆ ìÔ¹å° íÅÇå ÕðÆÁÅ ÁÅÇê Ô¯ÁÅ ðÖòÅðÅÍÍÁÇéÕ Õ¯áðÆ ìÔ¹å° íÅÇå ÕðÆÁÅ ÁÅÇê Ô¯ÁÅ ðÖòÅðÅÍÍÁÇéÕ Õ¯áðÆ ìÔ¹å° íÅÇå ÕðÆÁÅ ÁÅÇê Ô¯ÁÅ ðÖòÅðÅÍÍ
ÜËÃ¶ îÔÇñ ðÅÖË åËÃË ðÔéÅ ÇÕÁÅ ÇÂÔ¹ ÕðË ÇìÚÅðÅÍÍÜËÃ¶ îÔÇñ ðÅÖË åËÃË ðÔéÅ ÇÕÁÅ ÇÂÔ¹ ÕðË ÇìÚÅðÅÍÍÜËÃ¶ îÔÇñ ðÅÖË åËÃË ðÔéÅ ÇÕÁÅ ÇÂÔ¹ ÕðË ÇìÚÅðÅÍÍÜËÃ¶ îÔÇñ ðÅÖË åËÃË ðÔéÅ ÇÕÁÅ ÇÂÔ¹ ÕðË ÇìÚÅðÅÍÍÜËÃ¶ îÔÇñ ðÅÖË åËÃË ðÔéÅ ÇÕÁÅ ÇÂÔ¹ ÕðË ÇìÚÅðÅÍÍ
ÇÜÇé ÇÕÛ° ÕÆÁÅ Ã¯ÂÆ ÜÅéË ÇÜÇé ÇÂÔ Ãí ÇìÇè ÃÅÜÆÍÍÇÜÇé ÇÕÛ° ÕÆÁÅ Ã¯ÂÆ ÜÅéË ÇÜÇé ÇÂÔ Ãí ÇìÇè ÃÅÜÆÍÍÇÜÇé ÇÕÛ° ÕÆÁÅ Ã¯ÂÆ ÜÅéË ÇÜÇé ÇÂÔ Ãí ÇìÇè ÃÅÜÆÍÍÇÜÇé ÇÕÛ° ÕÆÁÅ Ã¯ÂÆ ÜÅéË ÇÜÇé ÇÂÔ Ãí ÇìÇè ÃÅÜÆÍÍÇÜÇé ÇÕÛ° ÕÆÁÅ Ã¯ÂÆ ÜÅéË ÇÜÇé ÇÂÔ Ãí ÇìÇè ÃÅÜÆÍÍ
ÕÔ¹ éÅéÕ Áêð³êð Ã¹ÁÅîÆ ÕÆîÇå Áê¹é¶ ÕÅÜÆÍÍÕÔ¹ éÅéÕ Áêð³êð Ã¹ÁÅîÆ ÕÆîÇå Áê¹é¶ ÕÅÜÆÍÍÕÔ¹ éÅéÕ Áêð³êð Ã¹ÁÅîÆ ÕÆîÇå Áê¹é¶ ÕÅÜÆÍÍÕÔ¹ éÅéÕ Áêð³êð Ã¹ÁÅîÆ ÕÆîÇå Áê¹é¶ ÕÅÜÆÍÍÕÔ¹ éÅéÕ Áêð³êð Ã¹ÁÅîÆ ÕÆîÇå Áê¹é¶ ÕÅÜÆÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg  - - - - - B@F B@F B@F B@F B@F

The great Guru, the Tenth Master pointing unity in diversity
ordains -

Just as from one fire millions of sparks arise
dispersed separately they again merge into fire,
Just as from dust the whole space with dust is filled
And then those myriads of particles revert into dust.
Just as from one stream numerous waves arise
Waves of waters these, unto the water they subside again.
Similarly from the world various subtle forms arise
Born of the same world they relapse into it again.
ÜËÃ¶ Â ¶Õ ÁÅ× å¶ Õé±ÕÅ Õ¯à ÁÅ× À°á¶,ÜËÃ ¶ Â ¶Õ ÁÅ× å¶ Õé±ÕÅ Õ¯à ÁÅ× À°á¶,ÜËÃ ¶ Â ¶Õ ÁÅ× å¶ Õé±ÕÅ Õ¯à ÁÅ× À°á¶,ÜËÃ ¶ Â ¶Õ ÁÅ× å¶ Õé±ÕÅ Õ¯à ÁÅ× À°á¶,ÜËÃ ¶ Â ¶Õ ÁÅ× å¶ Õé±ÕÅ Õ¯à ÁÅ× À°á¶,
ÇéÁÅð¶ ÇéÁÅð¶ Ô¯ÇÂ ÕË, ÇéÁÅð¶ ÇéÁÅð¶ Ô¯ÇÂ ÕË, ÇéÁÅð¶ ÇéÁÅð¶ Ô¯ÇÂ ÕË, ÇéÁÅð¶ ÇéÁÅð¶ Ô¯ÇÂ ÕË, ÇéÁÅð¶ ÇéÁÅð¶ Ô¯ÇÂ ÕË, ë¶Çð ÁÅ× îË ÇîñÅÇÔ³×¶ÍÍë¶Çð ÁÅ× îË ÇîñÅÇÔ³×¶ÍÍë¶Çð ÁÅ× îË ÇîñÅÇÔ³×¶ÍÍë¶Çð ÁÅ× îË ÇîñÅÇÔ³×¶ÍÍë¶Çð ÁÅ× îË ÇîñÅÇÔ³×¶ÍÍ
ÜËÃ¶ Â¶Õ èÈð å¶, Áé¶Õ èÈð êÈðå ÔË º,ÜËÃ¶ Â¶Õ èÈð å¶, Áé¶Õ èÈð êÈðå ÔË º,ÜËÃ¶ Â¶Õ èÈð å¶, Áé¶Õ èÈð êÈðå ÔË º,ÜËÃ¶ Â¶Õ èÈð å¶, Áé¶Õ èÈð êÈðå ÔË º,ÜËÃ¶ Â¶Õ èÈð å¶, Áé¶Õ èÈð êÈðå ÔË º,
èÈÇð Õ¶ Õé±ÕÅ ë¶ð èÈÇð ÔÆ ÃîÅÇÔ³×¶ÍÍèÈÇð Õ¶ Õé±ÕÅ ë¶ð èÈÇð ÔÆ ÃîÅÇÔ³×¶ÍÍèÈÇð Õ¶ Õé±ÕÅ ë¶ð èÈÇð ÔÆ ÃîÅÇÔ³×¶ÍÍèÈÇð Õ¶ Õé±ÕÅ ë¶ð èÈÇð ÔÆ ÃîÅÇÔ³×¶ÍÍèÈÇð Õ¶ Õé±ÕÅ ë¶ð èÈÇð ÔÆ ÃîÅÇÔ³×¶ÍÍ
ÜËÃ¶ Â¶Õ éç å¶, åð³× Õ¯à À°êÜå ÔËÜËÃ¶ Â¶Õ éç å¶, åð³× Õ¯à À°êÜå ÔËÜËÃ¶ Â¶Õ éç å¶, åð³× Õ¯à À°êÜå ÔËÜËÃ¶ Â¶Õ éç å¶, åð³× Õ¯à À°êÜå ÔËÜËÃ¶ Â¶Õ éç å¶, åð³× Õ¯à À°êÜå ÔË
êÅé Õ¶ åð³×, ÃìË êÅé ÔÆ ÕÔÅÇÔ³×¶ÍÍêÅé Õ¶ åð³×, ÃìË êÅé ÔÆ ÕÔÅÇÔ³×¶ÍÍêÅé Õ¶ åð³×, ÃìË êÅé ÔÆ ÕÔÅÇÔ³×¶ÍÍêÅé Õ¶ åð³×, ÃìË êÅé ÔÆ ÕÔÅÇÔ³×¶ÍÍêÅé Õ¶ åð³×, ÃìË êÅé ÔÆ ÕÔÅÇÔ³×¶ÍÍ
åËÃ¶ ÇìÃÉ ðÈê å¶, ÁíÈå íÈå êÌ×à Ô¯ÇÂ,åËÃ¶ ÇìÃÉ ðÈê å¶, ÁíÈå íÈå êÌ×à Ô¯ÇÂ,åËÃ¶ ÇìÃÉ ðÈê å¶, ÁíÈå íÈå êÌ×à Ô¯ÇÂ,åËÃ¶ ÇìÃÉ ðÈê å¶, ÁíÈå íÈå êÌ×à Ô¯ÇÂ,åËÃ¶ ÇìÃÉ ðÈê å¶, ÁíÈå íÈå êÌ×à Ô¯ÇÂ,
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åÅÔÆ å¶ À°êÜ, ÃìË åÅÔÆ îË ÃîÅÇÔ³×¶ÍÍåÅÔÆ å¶ À°êÜ, ÃìË åÅÔÆ îË ÃîÅÇÔ³×¶ÍÍåÅÔÆ å¶ À°êÜ, ÃìË åÅÔÆ îË ÃîÅÇÔ³×¶ÍÍåÅÔÆ å¶ À°êÜ, ÃìË åÅÔÆ îË ÃîÅÇÔ³×¶ÍÍåÅÔÆ å¶ À°êÜ, ÃìË åÅÔÆ îË ÃîÅÇÔ³×¶ÍÍ(    ÁÕÅñ À°ÃåÇå)(    ÁÕÅñ À°ÃåÇå)(    ÁÕÅñ À°ÃåÇå)(    ÁÕÅñ À°ÃåÇå)(    ÁÕÅñ À°ÃåÇå)
So for all the twenty four hours of  the day, feel Him to be

near you. This is usually the first part of the tradition of the saints
:

There is a parable, relating to it - during the times of  the Tenth
Master, when a terrible battle was raging at Anandpur Sahib. A
powerful seige had been laid around the town. The war went on
waging for many months. Many clashes of  the armies used to take
place. During this war, one devotee of God named Bhai Ghanneya
gave water to drink to the thirsty, without discriminating between
friend and foe. None of  the soldiers of  the two opposing armies fired
on him with a rifle, nor made him a target of  his arrow, nor the idea
of  stabbing him crossed any soldier’s mind. The Sikhs made a
complaint against him to Guru Maharaj. He was summoned and
asked to whom he was serving water. That great man (Bhai
Ghaneyya) was full of complete knowledge; he saw God (full of
attributes or without them) in all beings; at all places he saw the
expanse of  Satguru’s eternal light. He viewed the whole universe as
the image of  God, with his universal consciousness. His nature was
totally without egoism. He never saw duality in any object (God was
the only reality that he saw in all). For him, none was a friend, none
was a foe. He was completely merged in the Absolute. When asked
to whom he had been serving water, he replied, O Divine Being,
there exists no one other than you. The giver of the water was you
and the drinker too was you. Wherever I cast my eyes, I see the light
of  your formlessness spread all round in the manifest form. Bhai Vir
Singh has clarified this point in one of his poems :

Somebody complains to Guru Kalgidhar,
That when the Sikhs seriously wound the Turks,
Then Bhai Kanahiya at once offers water to the injured;
He being our own is doing something wrathful,
His job is to offer water to the fighting Sikh army,
Not to cuddle the foe as sons on the raging battle field;
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The strategy of war is to 'kill' the enemy by whatever means
He who loves the foe is to be regarded as enemy too;
The Guru summoned Kanahiya and him he questioned,
The faithful devotee bowed his head and pleaded thus -
"Only to you I offer water, only to you my venerable Lord,
I do not see any Turk or Non Turk, only you I see,
I serve only him in whose love I am deeply bound,
I see only him, I serve only him, and only to him I offer water"
The Guru laughed and embraced him and gave him a box,
'Apply this salve where needed with the water you offer'.
Õñ×Æèð ç¶ êÅÃ Õ¯ÂÆ ÁÅ ÇêÁÅ ÇôÕËå ñ×Åò¶ -Õñ×Æèð ç¶ êÅÃ Õ¯ÂÆ ÁÅ ÇêÁÅ ÇôÕËå ñ×Åò¶ -Õñ×Æèð ç¶ êÅÃ Õ¯ÂÆ ÁÅ ÇêÁÅ ÇôÕËå ñ×Åò¶ -Õñ×Æèð ç¶ êÅÃ Õ¯ÂÆ ÁÅ ÇêÁÅ ÇôÕËå ñ×Åò¶ -Õñ×Æèð ç¶ êÅÃ Õ¯ÂÆ ÁÅ ÇêÁÅ ÇôÕËå ñ×Åò¶ -
ÒÒîÅð îÅð Õ¶ ÇÃÖ å°ðÕ ù ÕÅðÆ ëà Üç ñÅò¶,ÒÒîÅð îÅð Õ¶ ÇÃÖ å°ðÕ ù ÕÅðÆ ëà Üç ñÅò¶,ÒÒîÅð îÅð Õ¶ ÇÃÖ å°ðÕ ù ÕÅðÆ ëà Üç ñÅò¶,ÒÒîÅð îÅð Õ¶ ÇÃÖ å°ðÕ ù ÕÅðÆ ëà Üç ñÅò¶,ÒÒîÅð îÅð Õ¶ ÇÃÖ å°ðÕ ù ÕÅðÆ ëà Üç ñÅò¶,
ÒÒíÅÂÆ Õé· ¼ïÅ åç¯º å°ðÕ ù êÅäÆ ÁÅä ÇêñÅò¶ÍÒÒíÅÂÆ Õé· ¼ïÅ åç¯º å°ðÕ ù êÅäÆ ÁÅä ÇêñÅò¶ÍÒÒíÅÂÆ Õé· ¼ïÅ åç¯º å°ðÕ ù êÅäÆ ÁÅä ÇêñÅò¶ÍÒÒíÅÂÆ Õé· ¼ïÅ åç¯º å°ðÕ ù êÅäÆ ÁÅä ÇêñÅò¶ÍÒÒíÅÂÆ Õé· ¼ïÅ åç¯º å°ðÕ ù êÅäÆ ÁÅä ÇêñÅò¶Í
ÒÒÁêäÅ Ô¯ Õ¶ íÅÂÆ Õé· ¼ïÅ ç¶Ö¯ ÕÇÔð ÕîÅò¶ÍÒÒÁêäÅ Ô¯ Õ¶ íÅÂÆ Õé· ¼ïÅ ç¶Ö¯ ÕÇÔð ÕîÅò¶ÍÒÒÁêäÅ Ô¯ Õ¶ íÅÂÆ Õé· ¼ïÅ ç¶Ö¯ ÕÇÔð ÕîÅò¶ÍÒÒÁêäÅ Ô¯ Õ¶ íÅÂÆ Õé· ¼ïÅ ç¶Ö¯ ÕÇÔð ÕîÅò¶ÍÒÒÁêäÅ Ô¯ Õ¶ íÅÂÆ Õé· ¼ïÅ ç¶Ö¯ ÕÇÔð ÕîÅò¶Í
ÒÒÀ°ÃçÅ Õ³î ÁÅêä¶ ñôÕð ÇÃ¼Ö» éÆð ÇêñÅäÅ,ÒÒÀ°ÃçÅ Õ³î ÁÅêä¶ ñôÕð ÇÃ¼Ö» éÆð ÇêñÅäÅ,ÒÒÀ°ÃçÅ Õ³î ÁÅêä¶ ñôÕð ÇÃ¼Ö» éÆð ÇêñÅäÅ,ÒÒÀ°ÃçÅ Õ³î ÁÅêä¶ ñôÕð ÇÃ¼Ö» éÆð ÇêñÅäÅ,ÒÒÀ°ÃçÅ Õ³î ÁÅêä¶ ñôÕð ÇÃ¼Ö» éÆð ÇêñÅäÅ,
ÒÒéÅ Õ¶ òËðÆ ù ðä å¼å¶ ê¹ ¼å» ò»Ù ÇÖâÅäÅ?ÒÒéÅ Õ¶ òËðÆ ù ðä å¼å¶ ê¹ ¼å» ò»Ù ÇÖâÅäÅ?ÒÒéÅ Õ¶ òËðÆ ù ðä å¼å¶ ê¹ ¼å» ò»Ù ÇÖâÅäÅ?ÒÒéÅ Õ¶ òËðÆ ù ðä å¼å¶ ê¹ ¼å» ò»Ù ÇÖâÅäÅ?ÒÒéÅ Õ¶ òËðÆ ù ðä å¼å¶ ê¹ ¼å» ò»Ù ÇÖâÅäÅ?
ÒÒðä å¼å¶ çÆ éÆåÆ - ÒîÅðéÓ ÇÜÀ° ÇÕÀ°º ç¹ôîé Õ¯ÔÆÂ¶ÍÒÒðä å¼å¶ çÆ éÆåÆ - ÒîÅðéÓ ÇÜÀ° ÇÕÀ°º ç¹ôîé Õ¯ÔÆÂ¶ÍÒÒðä å¼å¶ çÆ éÆåÆ - ÒîÅðéÓ ÇÜÀ° ÇÕÀ°º ç¹ôîé Õ¯ÔÆÂ¶ÍÒÒðä å¼å¶ çÆ éÆåÆ - ÒîÅðéÓ ÇÜÀ° ÇÕÀ°º ç¹ôîé Õ¯ÔÆÂ¶ÍÒÒðä å¼å¶ çÆ éÆåÆ - ÒîÅðéÓ ÇÜÀ° ÇÕÀ°º ç¹ôîé Õ¯ÔÆÂ¶Í
ÒÒÜ¯ òËðÆ ù ê²ÝÅð ÕðÅò¶,  À°Ãù ç¹ôîé ÕÔÆÂ¶ÓÓÍÒÒÜ¯ òËðÆ ù ê²ÝÅð ÕðÅò¶,  À°Ãù ç¹ôîé ÕÔÆÂ¶ÓÓÍÒÒÜ¯ òËðÆ ù ê²ÝÅð ÕðÅò¶,  À°Ãù ç¹ôîé ÕÔÆÂ¶ÓÓÍÒÒÜ¯ òËðÆ ù ê²ÝÅð ÕðÅò¶,  À°Ãù ç¹ôîé ÕÔÆÂ¶ÓÓÍÒÒÜ¯ òËðÆ ù ê²ÝÅð ÕðÅò¶,  À°Ãù ç¹ôîé ÕÔÆÂ¶ÓÓÍ
Ã¼ç Õé· ¼ï¶ ×¹ð» ê¹ ¼ÇÛÁÅ ÃÅðÆ ×¼ñ Ã¹äÅÂÆÍÃ¼ç Õé· ¼ï¶ ×¹ð» ê¹ ¼ÇÛÁÅ ÃÅðÆ ×¼ñ Ã¹äÅÂÆÍÃ¼ç Õé· ¼ï¶ ×¹ð» ê¹ ¼ÇÛÁÅ ÃÅðÆ ×¼ñ Ã¹äÅÂÆÍÃ¼ç Õé· ¼ï¶ ×¹ð» ê¹ ¼ÇÛÁÅ ÃÅðÆ ×¼ñ Ã¹äÅÂÆÍÃ¼ç Õé· ¼ï¶ ×¹ð» ê¹ ¼ÇÛÁÅ ÃÅðÆ ×¼ñ Ã¹äÅÂÆÍ
ÃÆÃ ÇéòÅÇÂÁÅ ð³× ðåó¶ é¶ ÇìéåÆ î¹Ö¯ ÁñÅÂÆ -ÃÆÃ ÇéòÅÇÂÁÅ ð³× ðåó¶ é¶ ÇìéåÆ î¹Ö¯ ÁñÅÂÆ -ÃÆÃ ÇéòÅÇÂÁÅ ð³× ðåó¶ é¶ ÇìéåÆ î¹Ö¯ ÁñÅÂÆ -ÃÆÃ ÇéòÅÇÂÁÅ ð³× ðåó¶ é¶ ÇìéåÆ î¹Ö¯ ÁñÅÂÆ -ÃÆÃ ÇéòÅÇÂÁÅ ð³× ðåó¶ é¶ ÇìéåÆ î¹Ö¯ ÁñÅÂÆ -
ÒÒåËù ÇêÁÅ ÇêñÅò» êÅäÆ ÇÃð î¶ð¶ ç¶ Ã»ÂÄ!ÒÒåËù ÇêÁÅ ÇêñÅò» êÅäÆ ÇÃð î¶ð¶ ç¶ Ã»ÂÄ!ÒÒåËù ÇêÁÅ ÇêñÅò» êÅäÆ ÇÃð î¶ð¶ ç¶ Ã»ÂÄ!ÒÒåËù ÇêÁÅ ÇêñÅò» êÅäÆ ÇÃð î¶ð¶ ç¶ Ã»ÂÄ!ÒÒåËù ÇêÁÅ ÇêñÅò» êÅäÆ ÇÃð î¶ð¶ ç¶ Ã»ÂÄ!
ÒÒå°ðÕ Áå°ðÕ é ÇçÃçÅ îËù å± ³ ÃÅð¶ ÇçÃ ÁÅÂÆºÍÒÒå°ðÕ Áå°ðÕ é ÇçÃçÅ îËù å± ³ ÃÅð¶ ÇçÃ ÁÅÂÆºÍÒÒå°ðÕ Áå°ðÕ é ÇçÃçÅ îËù å± ³ ÃÅð¶ ÇçÃ ÁÅÂÆºÍÒÒå°ðÕ Áå°ðÕ é ÇçÃçÅ îËù å± ³ ÃÅð¶ ÇçÃ ÁÅÂÆºÍÒÒå°ðÕ Áå°ðÕ é ÇçÃçÅ îËù å± ³ ÃÅð¶ ÇçÃ ÁÅÂÆºÍ
ÒÒÇêÁÅð¶ ç¶ ÇÂÕ ÇêÁÅð êÌ ¯åÅ À°ÃçÆ Ã¶ò ÕðÅò»,ÒÒÇêÁÅð¶ ç¶ ÇÂÕ ÇêÁÅð êÌ ¯åÅ À°ÃçÆ Ã¶ò ÕðÅò»,ÒÒÇêÁÅð¶ ç¶ ÇÂÕ ÇêÁÅð êÌ ¯åÅ À°ÃçÆ Ã¶ò ÕðÅò»,ÒÒÇêÁÅð¶ ç¶ ÇÂÕ ÇêÁÅð êÌ ¯åÅ À°ÃçÆ Ã¶ò ÕðÅò»,ÒÒÇêÁÅð¶ ç¶ ÇÂÕ ÇêÁÅð êÌ ¯åÅ À°ÃçÆ Ã¶ò ÕðÅò»,
ÒÒÀ°Ã ù ç¶Ö», À°Ã ù Ã¶ò», êÅäÆ À°ù ÇêñÅò»ÓÓÍÒÒÀ°Ã ù ç¶Ö», À°Ã ù Ã¶ò», êÅäÆ À°ù ÇêñÅò»ÓÓÍÒÒÀ°Ã ù ç¶Ö», À°Ã ù Ã¶ò», êÅäÆ À°ù ÇêñÅò»ÓÓÍÒÒÀ°Ã ù ç¶Ö», À°Ã ù Ã¶ò», êÅäÆ À°ù ÇêñÅò»ÓÓÍÒÒÀ°Ã ù ç¶Ö», À°Ã ù Ã¶ò», êÅäÆ À°ù ÇêñÅò»ÓÓÍ
Ô¼Ã¶ å¶ ×ñ ñÅÇÂÁÅ êÝÅðÅ â¼ìÆ Ô¼æ ëóÅÂÆ -Ô¼Ã¶ å¶ ×ñ ñÅÇÂÁÅ êÝÅðÅ â¼ìÆ Ô¼æ ëóÅÂÆ -Ô¼Ã¶ å¶ ×ñ ñÅÇÂÁÅ êÝÅðÅ â¼ìÆ Ô¼æ ëóÅÂÆ -Ô¼Ã¶ å¶ ×ñ ñÅÇÂÁÅ êÝÅðÅ â¼ìÆ Ô¼æ ëóÅÂÆ -Ô¼Ã¶ å¶ ×ñ ñÅÇÂÁÅ êÝÅðÅ â¼ìÆ Ô¼æ ëóÅÂÆ -
ÒÒêÅäÆ éÅñ îñ·î ìÆ ð¼ÖÆº ñ¯ó êÂÆ å¶ ñÅÂÆºÓÓÍÒÒêÅäÆ éÅñ îñ·î ìÆ ð¼ÖÆº ñ¯ó êÂÆ å¶ ñÅÂÆºÓÓÍÒÒêÅäÆ éÅñ îñ·î ìÆ ð¼ÖÆº ñ¯ó êÂÆ å¶ ñÅÂÆºÓÓÍÒÒêÅäÆ éÅñ îñ·î ìÆ ð¼ÖÆº ñ¯ó êÂÆ å¶ ñÅÂÆºÓÓÍÒÒêÅäÆ éÅñ îñ·î ìÆ ð¼ÖÆº ñ¯ó êÂÆ å¶ ñÅÂÆºÓÓÍ

AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - BDE-DF (ÃÌÆ Õñ×Æèð ÚîåÕÅð)- BDE-DF (ÃÌÆ Õñ×Æèð ÚîåÕÅð)- BDE-DF (ÃÌÆ Õñ×Æèð ÚîåÕÅð)- BDE-DF (ÃÌÆ Õñ×Æèð ÚîåÕÅð)- BDE-DF (ÃÌÆ Õñ×Æèð ÚîåÕÅð)
So this is the mental make up of  the saints. They always feel

the living presence of God around them.

The second tradition of the saints is -
To His sweet will he resigns himself.
êÌí ÕÅ ÕÆÁÅ îÆáÅ îÅéËÍÍêÌí ÕÅ ÕÆÁÅ îÆáÅ îÅéËÍÍêÌí ÕÅ ÕÆÁÅ îÆáÅ îÅéËÍÍêÌí ÕÅ ÕÆÁÅ îÆáÅ îÅéËÍÍêÌí ÕÅ ÕÆÁÅ îÆáÅ îÅéËÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg  - CIB - CIB - CIB - CIB - CIB

About this too, there is a parable, full of  great love. A devoted
Sikh named Gurumukh approached the Fifth Master and prayed, O
True Emperor we do read this verse :
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To His sweet will he resigns himself.
êÌí ÕÅ ÕÆÁÅ îÆáÅ îÅéËÍÍêÌí ÕÅ ÕÆÁÅ îÆáÅ îÅéËÍÍêÌí ÕÅ ÕÆÁÅ îÆáÅ îÅéËÍÍêÌí ÕÅ ÕÆÁÅ îÆáÅ îÅéËÍÍêÌí ÕÅ ÕÆÁÅ îÆáÅ îÅéËÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - CIB- CIB- CIB- CIB- CIB
He, who in his heart loves Lord's ordinance, is said to be the man
having salvation while alive.
As is joy, so is sorrow for him.
In that state, there is everlasting happiness and no separation from
God.
êÌí ÕÆ ÁÅÇ×ÁÅ ÁÅåî ÇÔåÅòËÍÍêÌí ÕÆ ÁÅÇ×ÁÅ ÁÅåî ÇÔåÅòËÍÍêÌí ÕÆ ÁÅÇ×ÁÅ ÁÅåî ÇÔåÅòËÍÍêÌí ÕÆ ÁÅÇ×ÁÅ ÁÅåî ÇÔåÅòËÍÍêÌí ÕÆ ÁÅÇ×ÁÅ ÁÅåî ÇÔåÅòËÍÍ
ÜÆòé î¹ÕÇå Ã¯À± ÕÔÅòËÍÍÜÆòé î¹ÕÇå Ã¯À± ÕÔÅòËÍÍÜÆòé î¹ÕÇå Ã¯À± ÕÔÅòËÍÍÜÆòé î¹ÕÇå Ã¯À± ÕÔÅòËÍÍÜÆòé î¹ÕÇå Ã¯À± ÕÔÅòËÍÍ
åËÃÅ ÔðÖ¹ åËÃÅ À°Ã¹ Ã¯×¹ÍÍåËÃÅ ÔðÖ¹ åËÃÅ À°Ã¹ Ã¯×¹ÍÍåËÃÅ ÔðÖ¹ åËÃÅ À°Ã¹ Ã¯×¹ÍÍåËÃÅ ÔðÖ¹ åËÃÅ À°Ã¹ Ã¯×¹ÍÍåËÃÅ ÔðÖ¹ åËÃÅ À°Ã¹ Ã¯×¹ÍÍ
ÃçÅ Áé¿ç¹ åÔ éÔÆ Çìú×¹ÍÍÃçÅ Áé¿ç¹ åÔ éÔÆ Çìú×¹ÍÍÃçÅ Áé¿ç¹ åÔ éÔÆ Çìú×¹ÍÍÃçÅ Áé¿ç¹ åÔ éÔÆ Çìú×¹ÍÍÃçÅ Áé¿ç¹ åÔ éÔÆ Çìú×¹ÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg  - BGE - BGE - BGE - BGE - BGE

But O True Emperor, We will call ourselves very fortunate,
if  we could see such a dear Gurmukh (man of  the Guru). Guru
Maharaj commanded, if  you want to meet such a Gurmukh, and
if this is your wish, even in this congregation, there are many Sikhs
of  the Guru, who are worthy of  this epithet (Gurmukh), but you
would not be convinced unless you meet him face to face. So you
just now go to Gujrat. There in Gujrat lives a Gurmukh, Bhai
Bhikhari by name, who is leading his normal life. His state is :

With thine hands and feet, you may perform all jobs, but, let thy
mind be with the immaculate Lord".
ÔÅæ êÅÀ° ÕÇð ÕÅî¹ Ãí¹ ÚÆå° Çéð³Üé éÅÇñÍÍÔÅæ êÅÀ° ÕÇð ÕÅî¹ Ãí¹ ÚÆå° Çéð³Üé éÅÇñÍÍÔÅæ êÅÀ° ÕÇð ÕÅî¹ Ãí¹ ÚÆå° Çéð³Üé éÅÇñÍÍÔÅæ êÅÀ° ÕÇð ÕÅî¹ Ãí¹ ÚÆå° Çéð³Üé éÅÇñÍÍÔÅæ êÅÀ° ÕÇð ÕÅî¹ Ãí¹ ÚÆå° Çéð³Üé éÅÇñÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - ACGF- ACGF- ACGF- ACGF- ACGF

You go and have his darshan (sight). You will automatically
acquire the knowledge of that state. As commanded, this person
reached the house of that Gursikh. Seeing his palaces and buildings,
he inferred that he was greatly blessed by the Guru, in the matter
of wealth. In the drawing room, that Gurmukh sat repairing a mat.
He seated his guest (named Gurmukh) at a high seat, with all
respect. He offered him water to drink with his own hands.
Gurmukh, the guest, noticed that an atmosphere of auspiciousness
and joy pervaded the house which indicated that they were
preparing for some marriage; suddenly his sight fell on other articles
in the room - there was a bier for the dead body and a new earthen
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pitcher and there was also a blade of wheat all required for a
meant for cremation ceremony. He was troubled by the doubt, as
to what the matter was. On one side, sweets are being prepared,
new clothes are being got tailored and there is the rush of  the kith
and kin, there is so much joyous enthusiasm that people seem to
be beside themselves with joy. On the other hand, there are
preparations for performing the obsequies of  the dead. Why?

Next day after the wedding, the marriage party was returning
to their home. The bride and bridegroom were being brought in a
bridal chariot. Suddenly on the way there arose an intense but fatal
pain in the stomach of the bridegroom, and by the time they
approached the gate of their house the boy expired. Mother was
waiting to welcome the newly wedded couple with a vessel full of
water which she would drink after revolving it around their heads.
Sisters were waiting to mockingly block their passage into the house
as per traditional custom. But when the boy was taken out of the
chariot he was dead and a mere corpse. Such a moment usually
proves to be very shocking and unbearable for the sentimental and
the near and dear ones. But Bhai Bhikari Ji exhorted every one to
resign to the will of God and thus quietened all of them. All the
members of the family changed from their wedding dresses into
mourning clothes and sat on the piece of matting (in mourning)
which Bhai Bhikari had repaired a little earlier.

Bhai Gurmukh (the guest) wondered how come there was not
the slightest trace of grief on the face of Bhai Bhikhari. At that
time, that bier, which had been readied before hand was taken out,
and the dead body of the boy was taken to the cremation ground
where his cremation was performed, amidst the chanting of  the
Gurbani. At night, finding a little free time Bhai Gurmukh
questioned Bhai Bhikhari, if he had the fore knowledge of that
death and that the will of God was inescapable then why he went
in for the marriage. If  you have had to perform the marriage, you
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should have prayed to Guru Maharaj for the long life of  the boy.
Bhai Bhikhari replied thus : Dear brother, this world is not worth
living in. Here in this universe of chance a man is born, under
the Will of God, and finally quits the world, according to His Will.
All this had to happen; the marriage too was destined to take place;
the bride was to have been widowed in this manner, and the boy
too had to shuffle off his mortal coil, at this very place and in
this manner." Noticing the unshakable faith of  Bhai Bhikhari, Bhai
Gurmukh after paying obeisances to Bhai Bhikhari departed. So this
is the way of  the saints - to them the Will of  Waheguru sounds
sweet, whatever it may be. They don’t want to put any obstacle
in the destined programme of their beloved God.

The third tradition of the saints is to depend on the Nam.
There are countless bases sustaining life; some depend on their sons
and daughters; some hanker after gold and silver; some have an
infatuation for lovely vehicles (for transport); many depend on their
friends, many on high positions. If  any of  these foundations of  their
life is shattered, their wailing and crying is beyond endurance;
because the very foundation of their life is broken. If the son dies,
his separation is unbearable, but he too was the foundation of the
life of some. Thus there are many types of supports props for
different persons; for their life rests on that support. But the
support of  the saints’ life is the Infinite Nam of  Waheguru.
Without that Nam, it becomes difficult for them to live on. The
separation becomes as intolerable as the fish when taken out of
water can not live :

How can a fish maintain life without water?
How can a pied cuckoo be satisfied without rain drops?
As the deer, fascinated by music runs straight towards the
huntsman as the bumble-bee greedy after the flowers' fragrance,
finding it, enmeshes itself into it so do the holy men love their God
and are sated by seeing His vision.
ÇÜÀ° îÛ¹ñÆ Çìé° êÅäÆÁË ÇÕÀ° ÜÆòä° êÅòËÍÍÇÜÀ° îÛ¹ñÆ Çìé° êÅäÆÁË ÇÕÀ° ÜÆòä° êÅòËÍÍÇÜÀ° îÛ¹ñÆ Çìé° êÅäÆÁË ÇÕÀ° ÜÆòä° êÅòËÍÍÇÜÀ° îÛ¹ñÆ Çìé° êÅäÆÁË ÇÕÀ° ÜÆòä° êÅòËÍÍÇÜÀ° îÛ¹ñÆ Çìé° êÅäÆÁË ÇÕÀ° ÜÆòä° êÅòËÍÍ
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ìÈ ³ç ÇòÔÈäÅ ÚÅÇåÌ ÌÕ¯ ÇÕÀ° ÕÇð ÇåÌêåÅòËÍÍìÈ ³ç ÇòÔÈäÅ ÚÅÇåÌ ÌÕ¯ ÇÕÀ° ÕÇð ÇåÌêåÅòËÍÍìÈ ³ç ÇòÔÈäÅ ÚÅÇåÌ ÌÕ¯ ÇÕÀ° ÕÇð ÇåÌêåÅòËÍÍìÈ ³ç ÇòÔÈäÅ ÚÅÇåÌ ÌÕ¯ ÇÕÀ° ÕÇð ÇåÌêåÅòËÍÍìÈ ³ç ÇòÔÈäÅ ÚÅÇåÌ ÌÕ¯ ÇÕÀ° ÕÇð ÇåÌêåÅòËÍÍ
éÅç Õ°ð³ÕÇÔ ì¶ÇèÁÅ Ãéî¹Ö À°Çá èÅòËÍÍéÅç Õ°ð³ÕÇÔ ì¶ÇèÁÅ Ãéî¹Ö À°Çá èÅòËÍÍéÅç Õ°ð³ÕÇÔ ì¶ÇèÁÅ Ãéî¹Ö À°Çá èÅòËÍÍéÅç Õ°ð³ÕÇÔ ì¶ÇèÁÅ Ãéî¹Ö À°Çá èÅòËÍÍéÅç Õ°ð³ÕÇÔ ì¶ÇèÁÅ Ãéî¹Ö À°Çá èÅòËÍÍ
íòð¹ ñ¯íÆ Õ°Ãî ìÅÃ¹ ÕÅ ÇîÇñ ÁÅê¹ ì³èÅòËÍÍíòð¹ ñ¯íÆ Õ°Ãî ìÅÃ¹ ÕÅ ÇîÇñ ÁÅê¹ ì³èÅòËÍÍíòð¹ ñ¯íÆ Õ°Ãî ìÅÃ¹ ÕÅ ÇîÇñ ÁÅê¹ ì³èÅòËÍÍíòð¹ ñ¯íÆ Õ°Ãî ìÅÃ¹ ÕÅ ÇîÇñ ÁÅê¹ ì³èÅòËÍÍíòð¹ ñ¯íÆ Õ°Ãî ìÅÃ¹ ÕÅ ÇîÇñ ÁÅê¹ ì³èÅòËÍÍ
ÇåÀ° Ã³å ÜéÅ ÔÇð êÌÆÇå ÔË ç¶ÇÖ çðÃ¹ ÁØÅòËÍÍÇåÀ° Ã³å ÜéÅ ÔÇð êÌÆÇå ÔË ç¶ÇÖ çðÃ¹ ÁØÅòËÍÍÇåÀ° Ã³å ÜéÅ ÔÇð êÌÆÇå ÔË ç¶ÇÖ çðÃ¹ ÁØÅòËÍÍÇåÀ° Ã³å ÜéÅ ÔÇð êÌÆÇå ÔË ç¶ÇÖ çðÃ¹ ÁØÅòËÍÍÇåÀ° Ã³å ÜéÅ ÔÇð êÌÆÇå ÔË ç¶ÇÖ çðÃ¹ ÁØÅòËÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg  - G@H - G@H - G@H - G@H - G@H

So Guru Maharaj says this regarding the saintly traditions :
The One Name is the support of His saints.
Â¶Õ° éÅî¹ Ã ³åé ÁÅèÅð¹ÍÍÂ¶Õ° éÅî¹ Ã ³åé ÁÅèÅð¹ÍÍÂ¶Õ° éÅî¹ Ã ³åé ÁÅèÅð¹ÍÍÂ¶Õ° éÅî¹ Ã ³åé ÁÅèÅð¹ÍÍÂ¶Õ° éÅî¹ Ã ³åé ÁÅèÅð¹ÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - CIB- CIB- CIB- CIB- CIB

The next tradition, which shows the mindset of the saints is :
They deem themselves to be the dust of the feet of all.
Ô¯ÇÂ ðÔ¶ Ãí ÕÆ ê× ÛÅð¹ÍÍÔ¯ÇÂ ðÔ¶ Ãí ÕÆ ê× ÛÅð¹ÍÍÔ¯ÇÂ ðÔ¶ Ãí ÕÆ ê× ÛÅð¹ÍÍÔ¯ÇÂ ðÔ¶ Ãí ÕÆ ê× ÛÅð¹ÍÍÔ¯ÇÂ ðÔ¶ Ãí ÕÆ ê× ÛÅð¹ÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - CIB- CIB- CIB- CIB- CIB

This tradition clarifies that the saints never call themselves to
be great, even by mistake. They never have the slightest vanity,
over their goodness. Their firm determination generally is :

Kabir, I am the worst of all; except me, everyone else is good.
Whosoever realises thus, he alone is my friend.
ÕìÆð Ãí å¶ Ôî ì¹ð¶ Ôî åÇÜ íñ¯ Ãí¹ Õ¯ÇÂÍÍÕìÆð Ãí å¶ Ôî ì¹ð¶ Ôî åÇÜ íñ¯ Ãí¹ Õ¯ÇÂÍÍÕìÆð Ãí å¶ Ôî ì¹ð¶ Ôî åÇÜ íñ¯ Ãí¹ Õ¯ÇÂÍÍÕìÆð Ãí å¶ Ôî ì¹ð¶ Ôî åÇÜ íñ¯ Ãí¹ Õ¯ÇÂÍÍÕìÆð Ãí å¶ Ôî ì¹ð¶ Ôî åÇÜ íñ¯ Ãí¹ Õ¯ÇÂÍÍ
ÇÜÇé ÁËÃÅ ÕÇð ìÈÇÞÁÅ îÆå° ÔîÅðÅ Ã¯ÇÂÍÍÇÜÇé ÁËÃÅ ÕÇð ìÈÇÞÁÅ îÆå° ÔîÅðÅ Ã¯ÇÂÍÍÇÜÇé ÁËÃÅ ÕÇð ìÈÇÞÁÅ îÆå° ÔîÅðÅ Ã¯ÇÂÍÍÇÜÇé ÁËÃÅ ÕÇð ìÈÇÞÁÅ îÆå° ÔîÅðÅ Ã¯ÇÂÍÍÇÜÇé ÁËÃÅ ÕÇð ìÈÇÞÁÅ îÆå° ÔîÅðÅ Ã¯ÇÂÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - ACFD- ACFD- ACFD- ACFD- ACFD

They earnestly believe the whole world to be the manifestation of
Waheguru :

O my mind, he who has dispelled his doubt and realised the Lord
to be amongst all, in his thought none is gone astray.
îé î¶ð¶ ÇÜÇé Áê¹éÅ íðî¹ ×òÅåÅÍÍîé î¶ð¶ ÇÜÇé Áê¹éÅ íðî¹ ×òÅåÅÍÍîé î¶ð¶ ÇÜÇé Áê¹éÅ íðî¹ ×òÅåÅÍÍîé î¶ð¶ ÇÜÇé Áê¹éÅ íðî¹ ×òÅåÅÍÍîé î¶ð¶ ÇÜÇé Áê¹éÅ íðî¹ ×òÅåÅÍÍ
ÇåÃ ÕË íÅäË Õ¯ÇÂ é íÈñÅ ÇåÃ ÕË íÅäË Õ¯ÇÂ é íÈñÅ ÇåÃ ÕË íÅäË Õ¯ÇÂ é íÈñÅ ÇåÃ ÕË íÅäË Õ¯ÇÂ é íÈñÅ ÇåÃ ÕË íÅäË Õ¯ÇÂ é íÈñÅ ÇÜÇé Ã×ñ¯ ìÌÔî¹ êÛÅåÅÍÍÇÜÇé Ã×ñ¯ ìÌÔî¹ êÛÅåÅÍÍÇÜÇé Ã×ñ¯ ìÌÔî¹ êÛÅåÅÍÍÇÜÇé Ã×ñ¯ ìÌÔî¹ êÛÅåÅÍÍÇÜÇé Ã×ñ¯ ìÌÔî¹ êÛÅåÅÍÍ

AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - FA@- FA@- FA@- FA@- FA@
According to the Guru's hymn :

I am not good and no one is bad.
Prays Nanak, He the Lord alone, is the mortal's Saviour.
Ôî éÔÆ Ú³×¶ ì¹ðÅ éÔÆ Õ¯ÇÂÍÍÔî éÔÆ Ú³×¶ ì¹ðÅ éÔÆ Õ¯ÇÂÍÍÔî éÔÆ Ú³×¶ ì¹ðÅ éÔÆ Õ¯ÇÂÍÍÔî éÔÆ Ú³×¶ ì¹ðÅ éÔÆ Õ¯ÇÂÍÍÔî éÔÆ Ú³×¶ ì¹ðÅ éÔÆ Õ¯ÇÂÍÍ
êÌäòÇå éÅéÕ° åÅð¶ Ã¯ÇÂÍÍêÌäòÇå éÅéÕ° åÅð¶ Ã¯ÇÂÍÍêÌäòÇå éÅéÕ° åÅð¶ Ã¯ÇÂÍÍêÌäòÇå éÅéÕ° åÅð¶ Ã¯ÇÂÍÍêÌäòÇå éÅéÕ° åÅð¶ Ã¯ÇÂÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - GBH- GBH- GBH- GBH- GBH

Brimming with the love of God, they never use or misuse the
great power, bestowed on them by Waheguru. Rather, they regard
themselves, as the dust of the feet of  the humblest of the humble.
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One awakened saintly soul lived among the armed group of
Nihangs and did service to them, He was the jathedar of  Shahidi
Bagh at Anadpur Sahib before Baba Gurdit Singh Ji. Then the
Shahidi Bagh (the Martyrs Park) was in the possession of a Zaildar
of a neighbouring village. It was the period of the British Govt.
At that time, the Sikhs conceived the proposal to construct a
memorial at the spot, where during the bloody Anandpur Sahib battle
the cremation of the Sikh fighters had taken place. Beyond the
Anandpur Fort, the land for miles was covered with the bushes,
stones and undergrowth. Of that land, there had been no proper
ownership for the last hundred years. After consulting Baba Ji , they
unfurled the Nishan Sahib (Sikh’s religious flag) at the place, where
the cremation of the martyr Sikhs had taken place. The report of
this incident reached the Zaildar in the neighbouring village; who
for no reason called himself the owner of that land. He reached
this spot, accompanied by a large number of  armed persons, to fight
the Sikhs. He uprooted the Nishan Sahib. The Nihangs felt very
angry and sought the permission of  Baba Ji to fight and throw the
invaders out. But the Jathedar evaded the fight by saying, Brothers,
that Sikh should not give up feeling of love and sense of humility
and resort to fight just out of sheer arrogance and pride. He did
not allow any altercation. The Nihang Sikhs said, “Baba Ji do we
carry these arms weighing about 100 lbs for nothing? You regard
yourself  as nothing. If  you order us, we will teach him a lesson.
Baba Ji replied, the one to impart wisdom is Waheguru himself.
He unfurled the Nishan Sahib (the Sikh Flag) for the third time,
and said, now the Tenth Master and the Sikh martyrs would know
what is His will and how we should act now. Our work finishes
with the unfolding of  the Nishan Sahib. That Zaildar, accompanied
by force of  many armed persons came there to put to flight these
Nihang Singhs, so that they may run away, forsaking that spot. He
could be seen from a distance coming towards them with a large
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band of  armed men. The Singhs sought Baba Ji’s permission to
forget him. Now he is coming towards us, with the intention
thrashing us. We are well armed Singhs. We must use our arms for
our own defence. We have to teach a lesson to this mean person.
The Jathedar told the Nihang Singh, that brothers, it is a fight
between them and our Sikh martyrs. You just watch and recite the
name of  the Guru. All eyes were fixed on his men. All of  a
sudden, the Zaildar’s horse took fright and stood on its hind legs,
and the Zaildar tumbled down, but his foot was caught in the
stirrup. His body struck against the stones and was torn to
smithereens. As he engaged in a fight with the divine powers he
died a miserable death and went to hell. The Sikhs shouted the
jaikaras, the war-cries but the Jathedar Nihang Sadhu Singh started
offering a prayer, for his welfare. Thus the Sants, though capable
of all supernatural powers, remain humble the lowly dust of the
feet of  the people. Such is the commandment of  Guru Maharaj :

The excellence of the code of conduct which the great saints
practice defies description. Even the Vedas fail to do justice. There
is the commandment.

My brother, hear thou the way of living of the saints.
Their praise one cannot describe.
Ã³å ðÔå Ã¹éÔ¹ î¶ð ¶ ¶  íÅÂÆÍÍÃ³å ðÔå Ã¹éÔ¹ î¶ð ¶ ¶  íÅÂÆÍÍÃ³å ðÔå Ã¹éÔ¹ î¶ð ¶ ¶  íÅÂÆÍÍÃ³å ðÔå Ã¹éÔ¹ î¶ð ¶ ¶  íÅÂÆÍÍÃ³å ðÔå Ã¹éÔ¹ î¶ð ¶ ¶  íÅÂÆÍÍ
À°ÁÅ ÕÆ îÇÔîÅ Õæé° é ÜÅÂÆÍÍÀ°ÁÅ ÕÆ îÇÔîÅ Õæé° é ÜÅÂÆÍÍÀ°ÁÅ ÕÆ îÇÔîÅ Õæé° é ÜÅÂÆÍÍÀ°ÁÅ ÕÆ îÇÔîÅ Õæé° é ÜÅÂÆÍÍÀ°ÁÅ ÕÆ îÇÔîÅ Õæé° é ÜÅÂÆÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - CIB- CIB- CIB- CIB- CIB

The Sant merges himself  indistinguishably in the Waheguru and
behaves by having surrendered himself to Him. Hence it is
reiterated again and again in Gurbani :

The Vedas know not the greatness of the holy men.
They describe them as much, as they have heard regarding them.
The greatness of the saints is beyond the three qualities.
All pervading is the praise of the saints.
There is no limit to the glory of the saint.
Ever infinite is the renown of the saint.
The glory of a saint is the greatest of the great.
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ÃÅè ÕÆ Ã¯íÅ ÃÅè ìÇé ÁÅÂÆÍÍÃÅè ÕÆ Ã¯íÅ ÃÅè ìÇé ÁÅÂÆÍÍÃÅè ÕÆ Ã¯íÅ ÃÅè ìÇé ÁÅÂÆÍÍÃÅè ÕÆ Ã¯íÅ ÃÅè ìÇé ÁÅÂÆÍÍÃÅè ÕÆ Ã¯íÅ ÃÅè ìÇé ÁÅÂÆÍÍ
éÅéÕ ÃÅè êÌí í¶ç é íÅÂÆÍÍéÅéÕ ÃÅè êÌí í¶ç é íÅÂÆÍÍéÅéÕ ÃÅè êÌí í¶ç é íÅÂÆÍÍéÅéÕ ÃÅè êÌí í¶ç é íÅÂÆÍÍéÅéÕ ÃÅè êÌí í¶ç é íÅÂÆÍÍ
ÃÅè ÕÆ îÇÔîÅ ì¶ç é ÜÅéÇÔÍÍÃÅè ÕÆ îÇÔîÅ ì¶ç é ÜÅéÇÔÍÍÃÅè ÕÆ îÇÔîÅ ì¶ç é ÜÅéÇÔÍÍÃÅè ÕÆ îÇÔîÅ ì¶ç é ÜÅéÇÔÍÍÃÅè ÕÆ îÇÔîÅ ì¶ç é ÜÅéÇÔÍÍ
Ü¶åÅ Ã¹éÇÔ å¶åÅ ìÇÖÁÅéÇÔÍÍÜ¶åÅ Ã¹éÇÔ å¶åÅ ìÇÖÁÅéÇÔÍÍÜ¶åÅ Ã¹éÇÔ å¶åÅ ìÇÖÁÅéÇÔÍÍÜ¶åÅ Ã¹éÇÔ å¶åÅ ìÇÖÁÅéÇÔÍÍÜ¶åÅ Ã¹éÇÔ å¶åÅ ìÇÖÁÅéÇÔÍÍ
ÃÅè ÕÆ À°êîÅ ÇåÔ¹ ×¹ä å¶ çÈÇðÍÍÃÅè ÕÆ À°êîÅ ÇåÔ¹ ×¹ä å¶ çÈÇðÍÍÃÅè ÕÆ À°êîÅ ÇåÔ¹ ×¹ä å¶ çÈÇðÍÍÃÅè ÕÆ À°êîÅ ÇåÔ¹ ×¹ä å¶ çÈÇðÍÍÃÅè ÕÆ À°êîÅ ÇåÔ¹ ×¹ä å¶ çÈÇðÍÍ
ÃÅè ÕÆ À°êîÅ ðÔÆ íðêÈÇðÍÍÃÅè ÕÆ À°êîÅ ðÔÆ íðêÈÇðÍÍÃÅè ÕÆ À°êîÅ ðÔÆ íðêÈÇðÍÍÃÅè ÕÆ À°êîÅ ðÔÆ íðêÈÇðÍÍÃÅè ÕÆ À°êîÅ ðÔÆ íðêÈÇðÍÍ
ÃÅè ÕÆ Ã¯íÅ ÕÅ éÅÔÆ Á³åÍÍÃÅè ÕÆ Ã¯íÅ ÕÅ éÅÔÆ Á³åÍÍÃÅè ÕÆ Ã¯íÅ ÕÅ éÅÔÆ Á³åÍÍÃÅè ÕÆ Ã¯íÅ ÕÅ éÅÔÆ Á³åÍÍÃÅè ÕÆ Ã¯íÅ ÕÅ éÅÔÆ Á³åÍÍ
ÃÅè ÕÆ Ã¯íÅ ÃçÅ ì¶Á³åÍÍÃÅè ÕÆ Ã¯íÅ ÃçÅ ì¶Á³åÍÍÃÅè ÕÆ Ã¯íÅ ÃçÅ ì¶Á³åÍÍÃÅè ÕÆ Ã¯íÅ ÃçÅ ì¶Á³åÍÍÃÅè ÕÆ Ã¯íÅ ÃçÅ ì¶Á³åÍÍ
ÃÅè ÕÆ Ã¯íÅ À±Ú å¶ À±ÚÆÍÍÃÅè ÕÆ Ã¯íÅ À±Ú å¶ À±ÚÆÍÍÃÅè ÕÆ Ã¯íÅ À±Ú å¶ À±ÚÆÍÍÃÅè ÕÆ Ã¯íÅ À±Ú å¶ À±ÚÆÍÍÃÅè ÕÆ Ã¯íÅ À±Ú å¶ À±ÚÆÍÍ
ÃÅè ÕÆ Ã¯íÅ îÈÚ å¶ îÈÚÆÍÍÃÅè ÕÆ Ã¯íÅ îÈÚ å¶ îÈÚÆÍÍÃÅè ÕÆ Ã¯íÅ îÈÚ å¶ îÈÚÆÍÍÃÅè ÕÆ Ã¯íÅ îÈÚ å¶ îÈÚÆÍÍÃÅè ÕÆ Ã¯íÅ îÈÚ å¶ îÈÚÆÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - BGB- BGB- BGB- BGB- BGB

Hence of the place where the saints live also becomes
sacrosanct :

Let no one slander the saints. The Lord and the saint are one.
Ã³åÅ ÕÀ° îÇå Õ¯ÂÆ Çé¿çÔ¹ Ã³å ðÅî¹ ÔË Â¶Õ° ¯ÍÍÃ³åÅ ÕÀ° îÇå Õ¯ÂÆ Çé¿çÔ¹ Ã³å ðÅî¹ ÔË Â¶Õ° ¯ÍÍÃ³åÅ ÕÀ° îÇå Õ¯ÂÆ Çé¿çÔ¹ Ã³å ðÅî¹ ÔË Â¶Õ° ¯ÍÍÃ³åÅ ÕÀ° îÇå Õ¯ÂÆ Çé¿çÔ¹ Ã³å ðÅî¹ ÔË Â¶Õ° ¯ÍÍÃ³åÅ ÕÀ° îÇå Õ¯ÂÆ Çé¿çÔ¹ Ã³å ðÅî¹ ÔË Â¶Õ° ¯ÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - GIC- GIC- GIC- GIC- GIC
Only two entities are sublime enough
Who deserve service
The saint and the Lord Himself.
The Lord, who is the Giver of salvation and the saint, who makes
man utter the Name.
ÕìÆð Ã¶òÅ ÕÀ° ç¹ÇÂ íñ¶ Â¶Õ° Ã³å° ÇÂÕ° ðÅî¹ÍÍÕìÆð Ã¶òÅ ÕÀ° ç¹ÇÂ íñ¶ Â¶Õ° Ã³å° ÇÂÕ° ðÅî¹ÍÍÕìÆð Ã¶òÅ ÕÀ° ç¹ÇÂ íñ¶ Â¶Õ° Ã³å° ÇÂÕ° ðÅî¹ÍÍÕìÆð Ã¶òÅ ÕÀ° ç¹ÇÂ íñ¶ Â¶Õ° Ã³å° ÇÂÕ° ðÅî¹ÍÍÕìÆð Ã¶òÅ ÕÀ° ç¹ÇÂ íñ¶ Â¶Õ° Ã³å° ÇÂÕ° ðÅî¹ÍÍ
ðÅî¹ Ü¹ çÅåÅ î¹ÕÇå Õ¯ Ã³å° ÜêÅòË éÅîÍÍðÅî¹ Ü¹ çÅåÅ î¹ÕÇå Õ¯ Ã³å° ÜêÅòË éÅîÍÍðÅî¹ Ü¹ çÅåÅ î¹ÕÇå Õ¯ Ã³å° ÜêÅòË éÅîÍÍðÅî¹ Ü¹ çÅåÅ î¹ÕÇå Õ¯ Ã³å° ÜêÅòË éÅîÍÍðÅî¹ Ü¹ çÅåÅ î¹ÕÇå Õ¯ Ã³å° ÜêÅòË éÅîÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg  - ACGC - ACGC - ACGC - ACGC - ACGC

In the circle of  the saints, only God’s Name is practised :
Their occupation is the Name alone.
The praise of the God, the Embodiment of bliss, is their repose.
òðåÇä ÜÅ ÕË ²Õ¶òñ éÅîÍÍòðåÇä ÜÅ ÕË ²Õ¶òñ éÅîÍÍòðåÇä ÜÅ ÕË ²Õ¶òñ éÅîÍÍòðåÇä ÜÅ ÕË ²Õ¶òñ éÅîÍÍòðåÇä ÜÅ ÕË ²Õ¶òñ éÅîÍÍ
Áéç ðÈê ÕÆðåé° ÇìÃÌÅîÍÍÁéç ðÈê ÕÆðåé° ÇìÃÌÅîÍÍÁéç ðÈê ÕÆðåé° ÇìÃÌÅîÍÍÁéç ðÈê ÕÆðåé° ÇìÃÌÅîÍÍÁéç ðÈê ÕÆðåé° ÇìÃÌÅîÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg  - CIB - CIB - CIB - CIB - CIB

The rest by the saints implies that they are engaged in the
devotional singing, rapt in the love of the Lord. They are never
tired, while performing the divine chanting. Rather there is so much
increase in their energy that every fibre and pore of  their body is
animated with a lively vibrance of delightful sensations, which do
not allow any fatigue to affect them. All the 2.15 billion cells of
the body get fully charged and it becomes totally disease-free. Guru
Maharaj says that for the saints there is neither any friend nor any
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foe. They belong to all and they look upon all as their own. The
commandment :

Friends and foes are alike to them.
Save their Lord, they know not another.
ÇîåÌ ÃåÌ ÜÅ ÕË Â¶Õ ÃîÅéËÍÍÇîåÌ ÃåÌ ÜÅ ÕË Â¶Õ ÃîÅéËÍÍÇîåÌ ÃåÌ ÜÅ ÕË Â¶Õ ÃîÅéËÍÍÇîåÌ ÃåÌ ÜÅ ÕË Â¶Õ ÃîÅéËÍÍÇîåÌ ÃåÌ ÜÅ ÕË Â¶Õ ÃîÅéËÍÍ
êÌí Áê¹é¶ Çìé° Áòð¹ é ÜÅéËÍÍêÌí Áê¹é¶ Çìé° Áòð¹ é ÜÅéËÍÍêÌí Áê¹é¶ Çìé° Áòð¹ é ÜÅéËÍÍêÌí Áê¹é¶ Çìé° Áòð¹ é ÜÅéËÍÍêÌí Áê¹é¶ Çìé° Áòð¹ é ÜÅéËÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - CIB- CIB- CIB- CIB- CIB

Some purblind ignorant fools criticise this catholic attitude of
the saints and accuse them that all kinds of people attend their
religions congregation particularly they do not like the presence of
the people who are opposed to their interests. They also slander
the saintly souls by accusing them of hobnobbing with ministers,
great officials the business tycoons and the criminals. They
misinterpret these normal interactions of  the public men and drew
wrong conclusions about the noble saints, because of their utter
ignorance and low level of  understanding. People do not accuse
the doctors for coming in contact with people suffering from Cancer
(ÕËºÃð) or AIDS. These are all baseless accusations because they try
to judge and measure the divinity the Saints by their own inferior
and selfish yardsticks. They expect the saintly souls to meet only
those who belong to their interest groups. They seek to guide the
Sants by their own advice, which is saturated with ignorance. They
find fault with the writings of the saints and also in their lectures
from the stage. These fools are incapable of  understanding the true
worth of  the Sants. The Sants have no favourites, nor are they
against anyone. To them, a political person is neither their man,
nor a stranger. The duty of  the saints is to preach nobility in their
sermons and to make them aware about their duties. They never
dance attendance on anyone; they remain indifferent, because
wealth  and worldly glory attends on them, with folded hands. They
never cast an eye on her. They can never tolerate subordination to
anyone, except to their Waheguru.

Except the Lord, the saints know not any other.
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They, on whose side is the Lord, ever remain free from care, in the
God's love.
Ã³åé Áòð éÅ ÕÅÔÈ ÜÅéÆÍÍÃ³åé Áòð éÅ ÕÅÔÈ ÜÅéÆÍÍÃ³åé Áòð éÅ ÕÅÔÈ ÜÅéÆÍÍÃ³åé Áòð éÅ ÕÅÔÈ ÜÅéÆÍÍÃ³åé Áòð éÅ ÕÅÔÈ ÜÅéÆÍÍ
ì¶êðòÅÔ ÃçÅ ð³Ç× ÔÇð ÕË ÜÅ Õ¯ êÅÖ¹ Ã¹ÁÅîÆÍÍì¶êðòÅÔ ÃçÅ ð³Ç× ÔÇð ÕË ÜÅ Õ¯ êÅÖ¹ Ã¹ÁÅîÆÍÍì¶êðòÅÔ ÃçÅ ð³Ç× ÔÇð ÕË ÜÅ Õ¯ êÅÖ¹ Ã¹ÁÅîÆÍÍì¶êðòÅÔ ÃçÅ ð³Ç× ÔÇð ÕË ÜÅ Õ¯ êÅÖ¹ Ã¹ÁÅîÆÍÍì¶êðòÅÔ ÃçÅ ð³Ç× ÔÇð ÕË ÜÅ Õ¯ êÅÖ¹ Ã¹ÁÅîÆÍÍ

AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - GAA- GAA- GAA- GAA- GAA
The saints know nothing beyond the Name of God. Those

who are personally helped by Waheguru have scant care for the
worldly people. They move in the world as the masters of all the
power; the helping hand of  Waheguru is always upon them. What
harm could his father Hiranya Kashipa and his forces do to Prahlad
the great saint of God? All this makes it clear that a detractor can
do no harm to one, whose life style has the approval of  Waheguru.
The detractor drowns himself and just wastes his own life. The
saints wish well of him also :

 In Lord's love they laugh, in Lord's love they weep and keep silent
too.
They care not for anything, except their True Spouse.
ð³Ç× ÔÃÇÔ ð³Ç× ð¯òÇÔ Ú¹ê íÆ ÕÇð ÜÅÇÔÍÍð³Ç× ÔÃÇÔ ð³Ç× ð¯òÇÔ Ú¹ê íÆ ÕÇð ÜÅÇÔÍÍð³Ç× ÔÃÇÔ ð³Ç× ð¯òÇÔ Ú¹ê íÆ ÕÇð ÜÅÇÔÍÍð³Ç× ÔÃÇÔ ð³Ç× ð¯òÇÔ Ú¹ê íÆ ÕÇð ÜÅÇÔÍÍð³Ç× ÔÃÇÔ ð³Ç× ð¯òÇÔ Ú¹ê íÆ ÕÇð ÜÅÇÔÍÍ
êðòÅÔ éÅÔÆ ÇÕÃË Õ¶ðÆ ìÅÞ¹ ÃÚ¶ éÅÔÍÍêðòÅÔ éÅÔÆ ÇÕÃË Õ¶ðÆ ìÅÞ¹ ÃÚ¶ éÅÔÍÍêðòÅÔ éÅÔÆ ÇÕÃË Õ¶ðÆ ìÅÞ¹ ÃÚ¶ éÅÔÍÍêðòÅÔ éÅÔÆ ÇÕÃË Õ¶ðÆ ìÅÞ¹ ÃÚ¶ éÅÔÍÍêðòÅÔ éÅÔÆ ÇÕÃË Õ¶ðÆ ìÅÞ¹ ÃÚ¶ éÅÔÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - DGC- DGC- DGC- DGC- DGC

The sameness between a friend and a foe exists only in the
heart of a saint (he alone regards a friend and a foe equally). The
rest of  the entire world has been corrupted by the thoughts of
animosity, opposition and revenge.

Baba Bir Singh of Naurangabad was one of the foremost
pillars of  Sikh Panth . Once when Maharaja Ranjit Singh,
accompanied by a huge army marched to conquer the Jamrud fort,
he reached the banks of river Attock (river Sindh or Indus), the
river was in high flood. It was overflowing its banks. (How could
the army cross the river?). An appeal for help was made to Baba
Ji, Baba Bir Singh Ji. He took as much time as one takes to recite
Sukhmani Sahib (about one hour) and the river yielded the way.
The river Attock (attak in Panjabi means ‘obstruction’) subsided and
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the armies were able to cross over. A company of  other troops,
who had no faith in this miracle, were washed away by the flooded
river. Such a patron of  the poor and the have-nots (Baba Bir Singh)
ran a non-stop langar (community kitchen) to provide food to the
poor. In his langar, there were such gigantic cauldrons which could
cook food, sufficient for one lakh persons. Four persons could stand
together in those cauldrons and do the cleaning and even a small
cot could be spread there. Upon the establishment of such a noble
saints who had such a supernatural powers, a one lakh strong anti-
Guru army launched an attack. They had one lakh men with
cavalry and cannon. When Baba Bir Singh was informed of  this
attack, he reached the banks of river Beas and gave orders for the
preparation of  Karah Parshad in those cauldron for one lakh persons.
When the enemy forces reached there, Baba Ji stopped his followers
from making an attack on them and said, dear ones, remember the
commandment of  Guru Maharaj :

As long as he deems one man an enemy and another a friend, so
long his mind is not at rest.
Üì èÅðË Õ¯À± ìËðÆ îÆå°ÍÍÜì èÅðË Õ¯À± ìËðÆ îÆå°ÍÍÜì èÅðË Õ¯À± ìËðÆ îÆå°ÍÍÜì èÅðË Õ¯À± ìËðÆ îÆå°ÍÍÜì èÅðË Õ¯À± ìËðÆ îÆå°ÍÍ
åì ñ×¹ ÇéÔÚ« éÅÔÆ ÚÆå°ÍÍåì ñ×¹ ÇéÔÚ« éÅÔÆ ÚÆå°ÍÍåì ñ×¹ ÇéÔÚ« éÅÔÆ ÚÆå°ÍÍåì ñ×¹ ÇéÔÚ« éÅÔÆ ÚÆå°ÍÍåì ñ×¹ ÇéÔÚ« éÅÔÆ ÚÆå°ÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg  - BGH - BGH - BGH - BGH - BGH
I have forsaken all jealousy,
Since the society of saints have I attained
I deem none as my foe nor a stranger unto me,
With all I am in friendly accord.
ÇìÃÇð ×ÂÆ Ãí åÅÇå êðÅÂÆÍÍÇìÃÇð ×ÂÆ Ãí åÅÇå êðÅÂÆÍÍÇìÃÇð ×ÂÆ Ãí åÅÇå êðÅÂÆÍÍÇìÃÇð ×ÂÆ Ãí åÅÇå êðÅÂÆÍÍÇìÃÇð ×ÂÆ Ãí åÅÇå êðÅÂÆÍÍ
Üì å¶ ÃÅèÃ³×Çå î¯ÇÔ êÅÂÆÍÍÜì å¶ ÃÅèÃ³×Çå î¯ÇÔ êÅÂÆÍÍÜì å¶ ÃÅèÃ³×Çå î¯ÇÔ êÅÂÆÍÍÜì å¶ ÃÅèÃ³×Çå î¯ÇÔ êÅÂÆÍÍÜì å¶ ÃÅèÃ³×Çå î¯ÇÔ êÅÂÆÍÍ
éÅ Õ¯ ìËðÆ éÔÆ Çì×ÅéÅéÅ Õ¯ ìËðÆ éÔÆ Çì×ÅéÅéÅ Õ¯ ìËðÆ éÔÆ Çì×ÅéÅéÅ Õ¯ ìËðÆ éÔÆ Çì×ÅéÅéÅ Õ¯ ìËðÆ éÔÆ Çì×ÅéÅ
Ã×ñ Ã³Ç× Ôî ÕÀ° ìÇé ÁÅÂÆÍÍÃ×ñ Ã³Ç× Ôî ÕÀ° ìÇé ÁÅÂÆÍÍÃ×ñ Ã³Ç× Ôî ÕÀ° ìÇé ÁÅÂÆÍÍÃ×ñ Ã³Ç× Ôî ÕÀ° ìÇé ÁÅÂÆÍÍÃ×ñ Ã³Ç× Ôî ÕÀ° ìÇé ÁÅÂÆÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - ABII- ABII- ABII- ABII- ABII

In the eyes of  the saints, there is nothing other than Waheguru
in the whole world. Guru Maharaj avers thus :

Bear not enmity to anyone.
In every heart the Lord is contained.
òòÅ òËð ¹ é ÕðÆÁË ÕÅÔÈÍÍòòÅ òËð ¹ é ÕðÆÁË ÕÅÔÈÍÍòòÅ òËð ¹ é ÕðÆÁË ÕÅÔÈÍÍòòÅ òËð ¹ é ÕðÆÁË ÕÅÔÈÍÍòòÅ òËð ¹ é ÕðÆÁË ÕÅÔÈÍÍ
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Øà Øà Á³åÇð ìÌÔî ÃîÅÔÈÍÍØà Øà Á³åÇð ìÌÔî ÃîÅÔÈÍÍØà Øà Á³åÇð ìÌÔî ÃîÅÔÈÍÍØà Øà Á³åÇð ìÌÔî ÃîÅÔÈÍÍØà Øà Á³åÇð ìÌÔî ÃîÅÔÈÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - BEI- BEI- BEI- BEI- BEI
In view of these brilliant ideals, none among us is to take up

arms against the new comers. We are to render service to these
brethren. They have come all the way from Lahore. They did not
eat any food on the way. This is the langar of  Guru Nanak. These
brothers of  ours should be served food, first of  all.

When some Singh Sardars raised the objection saying, Baba
Ji, these persons have come armed with cannon to blow us off,
then Baba Ji made this reply, dear brother, they too are the image
of God.

If our body is destined to be blown off by the cannon, that
would be according to the Will of the Lord. Whatever destiny is
written on our forehead is sure to happen. Then why regret and
show this anger? For a man of  the Guru, there is no enemy.
Sincerely we make this prayer :

Nanak, God's Name is ever exalting,
And may all prosper by Thy grace, O Lord.
éÅéÕ éÅî Úó·çÆ ÕñÅ å¶ð ¶ íÅä¶ Ãðì¼å ÕÅ íñÅÍÍéÅéÕ éÅî Úó·çÆ ÕñÅ å¶ð ¶ íÅä¶ Ãðì¼å ÕÅ íñÅÍÍéÅéÕ éÅî Úó·çÆ ÕñÅ å¶ð ¶ íÅä¶ Ãðì¼å ÕÅ íñÅÍÍéÅéÕ éÅî Úó·çÆ ÕñÅ å¶ð ¶ íÅä¶ Ãðì¼å ÕÅ íñÅÍÍéÅéÕ éÅî Úó·çÆ ÕñÅ å¶ð ¶ íÅä¶ Ãðì¼å ÕÅ íñÅÍÍ

Baba Ji was martyred; He was blown up by a cannon. But
when the cursed army of  the God forsaken reached the langar area,
persons on duty there served them food with extreme love, even
though their eyes were brimful with tears over the passing away
of the Baba Ji. There are many such examples of nobility in the
house of  the Guru. The saints do not recognise any difference
between a friend and an enemy. They perceive Truth and feel the
presence of the Divine Lord among all.

In the hermitage of  Baba Aya Singh, of  Hoti Mardan, the
milch cattle were taken away by the Baloch marauders. Early next
morning, when Baba Ji learnt of this incident, he sent through his
workers all the calves (male and female) of the milch cattle left
behind by the cattle-lifters, along with the foot-print experts to
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follow their track. He impressed upon them to leave these calves
with the cattle-thieves. Otherwise it would become difficult for the
separated cattle to yield milk. As the cattle lifters were trying to
cross the border, they were arrested by the police. They brought
all the cattle-lifters along with their stolen cattle, to the hermitage
of Baba Ji at Hoti Mardan. When the police questioned Baba Ji,
if those cows and calves belonged to him, and if these cattle-
thieves had taken them away, then Baba Ji’s reply was, "For us
there is no thief, all are the image of  God. We are not the owners
of  these animals. Those persons, with whom these animals were
surplus left them tied here; and now these persons who needed
them more have taken them away. We have felt not the slightest
sorrow over their loss, rather we felt happy at the prospect that
hence forth, without loss of time, we would be able to use all our
time in prayers. This is the noble outlook of  the saints, which has
been praised by Guru Maharaj again and again. Guru Maharaj has
said that the ground the holy feet of the Saints tread upon is
sanctified by the touch. The dust of their feet becomes so sacred
that all the sixty eight deities seek it and pray to almighty God,
"O Master bestow on us the sacred dust of the feet of the saints,
so that numberless sins which have darkened our visage are
removed :

The Ganges, the Jamna, the Godawari and the Saraswati; they
make effort for the dust of the saint's feet.
They say, "The mortals full with the filth of sins take dip into us.
The dust of the saints' feet washes away our filth.
Instead of sixty eight holies, bathe thou, O man, in the Lord's
Name.
When the dust of the saints' congregation rises and falls into the
eyes, it removes all the filth of evil-intellect. Pause.
Bhagirath, the penitent, brought down the Ganges and Shiva
established Kidar Nath.
Krishan grazed cows in Banaras. Through touch of the Lord's
slaves, these places attained glory.
As many are the pilgrim-stations established by gods, so many all
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long for the dust of the saint's feet.
If I meet with the Lord's saints or a holy man of the Guru, I shall
apply the dust of his feet to my countenance.
As many as are the creatures of Thine, O my Lord, so many all
crave for the dust of the saints' feet.
Nanak, he on whose forehead it is so writ; blessing him with the
dust of the saints' feet, the Lord ferries him across.
×³×Å Üî¹éÅ ×¯çÅòðÆ ÃðÃ¹åÆ×³×Å Üî¹éÅ ×¯çÅòðÆ ÃðÃ¹åÆ×³×Å Üî¹éÅ ×¯çÅòðÆ ÃðÃ¹åÆ×³×Å Üî¹éÅ ×¯çÅòðÆ ÃðÃ¹åÆ×³×Å Üî¹éÅ ×¯çÅòðÆ ÃðÃ¹åÆ
å¶ ÕðÇÔ À°çî¹ èÈÇð ÃÅèÈ ÕÆ åÅÂÆÍÍå¶ ÕðÇÔ À°çî¹ èÈÇð ÃÅèÈ ÕÆ åÅÂÆÍÍå¶ ÕðÇÔ À°çî¹ èÈÇð ÃÅèÈ ÕÆ åÅÂÆÍÍå¶ ÕðÇÔ À°çî¹ èÈÇð ÃÅèÈ ÕÆ åÅÂÆÍÍå¶ ÕðÇÔ À°çî¹ èÈÇð ÃÅèÈ ÕÆ åÅÂÆÍÍ
ÇÕñÇòÖ îË« íð¶ êð¶ ÔîðË ÇòÇÚÇÕñÇòÖ îË« íð¶ êð¶ ÔîðË ÇòÇÚÇÕñÇòÖ îË« íð¶ êð¶ ÔîðË ÇòÇÚÇÕñÇòÖ îË« íð¶ êð¶ ÔîðË ÇòÇÚÇÕñÇòÖ îË« íð¶ êð¶ ÔîðË ÇòÇÚ
ÔîðÆ îË« ÃÅèÈ ÕÆ èÈÇð ×òÅÂÆÍÍÔîðÆ îË« ÃÅèÈ ÕÆ èÈÇð ×òÅÂÆÍÍÔîðÆ îË« ÃÅèÈ ÕÆ èÈÇð ×òÅÂÆÍÍÔîðÆ îË« ÃÅèÈ ÕÆ èÈÇð ×òÅÂÆÍÍÔîðÆ îË« ÃÅèÈ ÕÆ èÈÇð ×òÅÂÆÍÍ
åÆðÇæ ÁáÃÇá îÜé° éÅÂÆÍÍåÆðÇæ ÁáÃÇá îÜé° éÅÂÆÍÍåÆðÇæ ÁáÃÇá îÜé° éÅÂÆÍÍåÆðÇæ ÁáÃÇá îÜé° éÅÂÆÍÍåÆðÇæ ÁáÃÇá îÜé° éÅÂÆÍÍ
ÃåÃ³×Çå ÕÆ èÈÇð êðÆ À°Çâ é¶åÌÆÃåÃ³×Çå ÕÆ èÈÇð êðÆ À°Çâ é¶åÌÆÃåÃ³×Çå ÕÆ èÈÇð êðÆ À°Çâ é¶åÌÆÃåÃ³×Çå ÕÆ èÈÇð êðÆ À°Çâ é¶åÌÆÃåÃ³×Çå ÕÆ èÈÇð êðÆ À°Çâ é¶åÌÆ
Ãí ç¹ðîÇå îË« ×òÅÂÆÍÍÃí ç¹ðîÇå îË« ×òÅÂÆÍÍÃí ç¹ðîÇå îË« ×òÅÂÆÍÍÃí ç¹ðîÇå îË« ×òÅÂÆÍÍÃí ç¹ðîÇå îË« ×òÅÂÆÍÍ
ÜÅÔðéòÆ åêË íÅ×ÆðÇæÜÅÔðéòÆ åêË íÅ×ÆðÇæÜÅÔðéòÆ åêË íÅ×ÆðÇæÜÅÔðéòÆ åêË íÅ×ÆðÇæÜÅÔðéòÆ åêË íÅ×ÆðÇæ
ÁÅäÆ Õ¶çÅð¹ æÅÇêú îÔÃÅÂÆÍÍÁÅäÆ Õ¶çÅð¹ æÅÇêú îÔÃÅÂÆÍÍÁÅäÆ Õ¶çÅð¹ æÅÇêú îÔÃÅÂÆÍÍÁÅäÆ Õ¶çÅð¹ æÅÇêú îÔÃÅÂÆÍÍÁÅäÆ Õ¶çÅð¹ æÅÇêú îÔÃÅÂÆÍÍ
Õ»ÃÆ Ç´Ãé° ÚðÅòå ×ÅÀ±Õ»ÃÆ Ç´Ãé° ÚðÅòå ×ÅÀ±Õ»ÃÆ Ç´Ãé° ÚðÅòå ×ÅÀ±Õ»ÃÆ Ç´Ãé° ÚðÅòå ×ÅÀ±Õ»ÃÆ Ç´Ãé° ÚðÅòå ×ÅÀ±
ÇîÇñ ÔÇð Üé Ã¯íÅ êÅÂÆÍÍÇîÇñ ÔÇð Üé Ã¯íÅ êÅÂÆÍÍÇîÇñ ÔÇð Üé Ã¯íÅ êÅÂÆÍÍÇîÇñ ÔÇð Üé Ã¯íÅ êÅÂÆÍÍÇîÇñ ÔÇð Üé Ã¯íÅ êÅÂÆÍÍ
ÇÜåé¶ åÆðæ ç¶òÆ æÅê¶ÇÜåé¶ åÆðæ ç¶òÆ æÅê¶ÇÜåé¶ åÆðæ ç¶òÆ æÅê¶ÇÜåé¶ åÆðæ ç¶òÆ æÅê¶ÇÜåé¶ åÆðæ ç¶òÆ æÅê¶
ÃÇí Çååé¶ ñ¯ÚÇÔ èÈÇð ÃÅèÈ ÕÆ åÅÂÆÍÍÃÇí Çååé¶ ñ¯ÚÇÔ èÈÇð ÃÅèÈ ÕÆ åÅÂÆÍÍÃÇí Çååé¶ ñ¯ÚÇÔ èÈÇð ÃÅèÈ ÕÆ åÅÂÆÍÍÃÇí Çååé¶ ñ¯ÚÇÔ èÈÇð ÃÅèÈ ÕÆ åÅÂÆÍÍÃÇí Çååé¶ ñ¯ÚÇÔ èÈÇð ÃÅèÈ ÕÆ åÅÂÆÍÍ
ÔÇð ÕÅ Ã³å° ÇîñË ×¹ð ÃÅèÈÔÇð ÕÅ Ã³å° ÇîñË ×¹ð ÃÅèÈÔÇð ÕÅ Ã³å° ÇîñË ×¹ð ÃÅèÈÔÇð ÕÅ Ã³å° ÇîñË ×¹ð ÃÅèÈÔÇð ÕÅ Ã³å° ÇîñË ×¹ð ÃÅèÈ
ñË ÇåÃ ÕÆ èÈÇð î¹ÇÖ ñÅÂÆÍÍñË ÇåÃ ÕÆ èÈÇð î¹ÇÖ ñÅÂÆÍÍñË ÇåÃ ÕÆ èÈÇð î¹ÇÖ ñÅÂÆÍÍñË ÇåÃ ÕÆ èÈÇð î¹ÇÖ ñÅÂÆÍÍñË ÇåÃ ÕÆ èÈÇð î¹ÇÖ ñÅÂÆÍÍ
ÇÜåéÆ ÇÃÌÃÇà å°îðÆ î¶ð¶ ¶ Ã¹ÁÅîÆÇÜåéÆ ÇÃÌÃÇà å°îðÆ î¶ð¶ ¶ Ã¹ÁÅîÆÇÜåéÆ ÇÃÌÃÇà å°îðÆ î¶ð¶ ¶ Ã¹ÁÅîÆÇÜåéÆ ÇÃÌÃÇà å°îðÆ î¶ð¶ ¶ Ã¹ÁÅîÆÇÜåéÆ ÇÃÌÃÇà å°îðÆ î¶ð¶ ¶ Ã¹ÁÅîÆ
Ãí ÇååéÆ ñ¯ÚË èÈÇð ÃÅèÈ ÕÆ åÅÂÆÍÍÃí ÇååéÆ ñ¯ÚË èÈÇð ÃÅèÈ ÕÆ åÅÂÆÍÍÃí ÇååéÆ ñ¯ÚË èÈÇð ÃÅèÈ ÕÆ åÅÂÆÍÍÃí ÇååéÆ ñ¯ÚË èÈÇð ÃÅèÈ ÕÆ åÅÂÆÍÍÃí ÇååéÆ ñ¯ÚË èÈÇð ÃÅèÈ ÕÆ åÅÂÆÍÍ
éÅéÕ ÇññÅÇà Ô¯òË ÇÜÃ¹ ÇñÇÖÁÅéÅéÕ ÇññÅÇà Ô¯òË ÇÜÃ¹ ÇñÇÖÁÅéÅéÕ ÇññÅÇà Ô¯òË ÇÜÃ¹ ÇñÇÖÁÅéÅéÕ ÇññÅÇà Ô¯òË ÇÜÃ¹ ÇñÇÖÁÅéÅéÕ ÇññÅÇà Ô¯òË ÇÜÃ¹ ÇñÇÖÁÅ
ÇåÃ¹ ÃÅèÈ èÈÇð ç¶ ÔÇð êÅÇð ñ¿ØÅÂÆÍÍÇåÃ¹ ÃÅèÈ èÈÇð ç¶ ÔÇð êÅÇð ñ¿ØÅÂÆÍÍÇåÃ¹ ÃÅèÈ èÈÇð ç¶ ÔÇð êÅÇð ñ¿ØÅÂÆÍÍÇåÃ¹ ÃÅèÈ èÈÇð ç¶ ÔÇð êÅÇð ñ¿ØÅÂÆÍÍÇåÃ¹ ÃÅèÈ èÈÇð ç¶ ÔÇð êÅÇð ñ¿ØÅÂÆÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - ABFC- ABFC- ABFC- ABFC- ABFC

Guru Maharaj further says that Waheguru has bestowed such
blessings on the saints, that they are ever working for the uplift
of those sinners, who have passed through sinful life of lower
births. They are the benefactors; who remove the suffering of  all
living beings; they dispense and bestow joys; they are ever ready
to do good to others, by removing the pain of the those who are
suffering. They are an endless spring of  devotion to the welfare
of  others. Just as the sweet scent emanates from a rose, similarly
in the conduct of the saints, doing good to others issues forth
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spontaneously :
They are the erasers of millions upon millions of sins.
They dispel anguish and are the givers of Divine life unto man.
Õ¯Çà Õ¯Çà ÁØ ÕÅàéÔÅðÅÍÍÕ¯Çà Õ¯Çà ÁØ ÕÅàéÔÅðÅÍÍÕ¯Çà Õ¯Çà ÁØ ÕÅàéÔÅðÅÍÍÕ¯Çà Õ¯Çà ÁØ ÕÅàéÔÅðÅÍÍÕ¯Çà Õ¯Çà ÁØ ÕÅàéÔÅðÅÍÍ
ç¹Ö çÈÇð Õðé ÜÆÁ Õ¶ çÅåÅðÅÍÍç¹Ö çÈÇð Õðé ÜÆÁ Õ¶ çÅåÅðÅÍÍç¹Ö çÈÇð Õðé ÜÆÁ Õ¶ çÅåÅðÅÍÍç¹Ö çÈÇð Õðé ÜÆÁ Õ¶ çÅåÅðÅÍÍç¹Ö çÈÇð Õðé ÜÆÁ Õ¶ çÅåÅðÅÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - CIB- CIB- CIB- CIB- CIB

There are numerous of legends about similar acts of
benevolence by the saints.

The Great Saint of Rara Sahib Sri 108 Sant Ishar Singh Ji
Maharaj when came to the place called Dhakki to undergo very
strict and mortifying meditative practice, he dug a pit in the ground
and covered it with a thatched roof to provide shade; there day
and night with steady uninterrupted concentration of  mind, mute
and silent, he absorbed himself in prayer, rapt in communion with
God. During that period a snake daily came to his pit and stood
there with his hood spread out. The attendants were worried. They
sought to secure the orders of Sant Ji to kill that snake. The great
soul told them : this snake is soon going to die a natural death.
You remain unfazed. The snake died its natural death and was
found near the hut. Sant Ji revealed that during the life time of
the Sixth Master, this serpent was a very haughty Choudhri (village
headman). Later when it (serpent) heard of  the advent of  the Guru
Maharaj, Guru Gobind Singh, it came for the Guru’s glimpse. It
sought to climb to the cot of  Guru Maharaj. The Sikhs
accompanying the Guru tried to stop it from doing so and it went
back, without bending his head before the majesty of  the Guru.
Later when it died, it was reborn as a serpent and was greatly
troubled, being full of poison. He had got the darshan (glimpse)
of  Guru Maharaj, it was yet to receive its full reward. Bound by
that noble act of  seeing Guru Ji, it came daily before us to perform
repentance for its old sins; and was thinking of its own welfare.
So today its body lies quiet lifeless; it has been liberated from such
a degraded birth.
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In a similar instance, when Baba Jawala Singh of Harkhowal
sat to pray, and later when he got up after the prayers, a serpent
used to be sitting under his seat. Many a time, the saint used to
leave him in the sand at some distance, after carrying it, in the
seat cover.

After many days, the serpent died. On being questioned, Sant
Ji revealed that, that snake was once a devotee in a Gurdwara. He
was mentally deranged because he had pilfered the grain offered
in charity to a Gurdwara. In place of offering prayers, he was lured
by the desire to amass wealth. He died thinking of  obtaining riches.
He was born as a serpent. Now it has secured its deliverance.

None but these great saints can perform such exalted tasks;
certainly not the worldly leaders or preachers; it is not within the
capacity of  the Ragis. Because they are the prisoners of  the
mundane world and lost in the egoistic world they wander
rudderless. They are always motivated to achieve a big name and
earn a lot of  money for themselves. Elucidating this point, Guru
Maharaj further says that the words of saints are very potent and
have immense power in them. Maya does not affect the saints,
though it has many shapes, whatever is visible, what has a form
and whatever has a name is all Maya.

Saints are valiant and men of word.
These saints have cheated the poor mammon.
ÃÈðìÆð ìÚé Õ¶ ìñÆÍÍ ÕÀ°ñÅ ìê¹ðÆ Ã³åÆ ÛñÆÍÍÃÈðìÆð ìÚé Õ¶ ìñÆÍÍ ÕÀ°ñÅ ìê¹ðÆ Ã³åÆ ÛñÆÍÍÃÈðìÆð ìÚé Õ¶ ìñÆÍÍ ÕÀ°ñÅ ìê¹ðÆ Ã³åÆ ÛñÆÍÍÃÈðìÆð ìÚé Õ¶ ìñÆÍÍ ÕÀ°ñÅ ìê¹ðÆ Ã³åÆ ÛñÆÍÍÃÈðìÆð ìÚé Õ¶ ìñÆÍÍ ÕÀ°ñÅ ìê¹ðÆ Ã³åÆ ÛñÆÍÍ

AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - CIB- CIB- CIB- CIB- CIB
While after long worship of  Waheguru, one’s consciousness

withdraws from the world and gets in-ward-centered, is focussed
on Guru’s form and Guru’s Light, then one begins getting into
contact with the mighty power inside. When the threefold
distinction between the meditator, meditation and the Meditated
(God) completely vanishes and the consciousness after passing
through the sphere of wisdom, and crossing through the thousand
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petalled lotus enters the Tenth Gate, then it becomes
indistinguishable from the Invisible God, then the cosmic energy
makes such a terrific entry into the body of the saint, that it
becomes very difficult to control it despite all efforts, and it
becomes extremely difficult to bear this unbearable cosmic energy.
Such a state is very common among the practitioners of Nam.

Bhai Sahib Bahi Randhir Singh has been a great man and an
outstanding saint of his time. Receiving inspiration from him,
thousands of devotees were enthused to practise and learn harsh
austerities of  Nam. They achieved very high states. The great saint
wrote many books; one of these titled ‘Rangle sajjan’ (noble souls
with God’s hue) writes about Sri Bhai Sahib Sant Hira Singh of
Daudpur (Khanna). During continuing devotional singing, Divine
Energy used to enter his body, it erupted irresistibly and became
hard to control. The saint would break out of  the earth’s gravity
and by degrees rose higher and higher and touched the ceiling and
then came down, falling prostrate before Guru Granth Sahib. At
one place, he writes that rays of resplendent light began to emanate
out of  Sant Hira Singh’s body and spread all over the Gurdwara
and the members congregation present there experienced some
mystic emotional upheaval inside them; they felt being imbued with
some mysterious bliss. For six hours, Sant Hira Singh remained in
this state of divine ecstasy; and then resumed control over himself
and was able to assimilate that boundless energy. This spiritual goal
is achieved by many great saints after practising numberless
austerities of Nam. The feeling of I-ness becomes totally absent
from their lives; the shadow of self departs from their body and
only the Immortal Supreme Reality remains behind. As is the
commandment :

When there was egoism in me, Thou wert not within me, then; now
that Thou art there, there is no egoism.
As huge waves are raised by the wind in the great ocean, but they
are, only water in water.
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Üì Ôî Ô¯å¶ åì å± éÅÔÆ Áì å± ÔÆ îË éÅÔÆÍÍÜì Ôî Ô¯å¶ åì å± éÅÔÆ Áì å± ÔÆ îË éÅÔÆÍÍÜì Ôî Ô¯å¶ åì å± éÅÔÆ Áì å± ÔÆ îË éÅÔÆÍÍÜì Ôî Ô¯å¶ åì å± éÅÔÆ Áì å± ÔÆ îË éÅÔÆÍÍÜì Ôî Ô¯å¶ åì å± éÅÔÆ Áì å± ÔÆ îË éÅÔÆÍÍ
Áéñ Á×î ÜËÃ¶ ñÔÇð îÇÂ úçÇèÁéñ Á×î ÜËÃ¶ ñÔÇð îÇÂ úçÇèÁéñ Á×î ÜËÃ¶ ñÔÇð îÇÂ úçÇèÁéñ Á×î ÜËÃ¶ ñÔÇð îÇÂ úçÇèÁéñ Á×î ÜËÃ¶ ñÔÇð îÇÂ úçÇè
Üñ Õ¶òñ Üñ î»ÔÆÍÍÜñ Õ¶òñ Üñ î»ÔÆÍÍÜñ Õ¶òñ Üñ î»ÔÆÍÍÜñ Õ¶òñ Üñ î»ÔÆÍÍÜñ Õ¶òñ Üñ î»ÔÆÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - FEG- FEG- FEG- FEG- FEG

This is the state of  Power that comes to Sants, sadhus and
mystics (God-realised souls). If any word casually escapes their lips,
it becomes true in the course of  time.

During the time of  the Tenth Master there lived in Malwa a
Sikh Bhai Godaria. He achieved perfection through spiritual
endeavour. When he came to have a glimpse of  Guru Maharaj in
Malwa, then Guru Maharaj ordained thus : dear brother, this
Godaria has naturally enough capacity to lead the whole of Malwa
to salvation. He has achieved perfection as a man; he remains in
an undistinguishable state with us.

There is a mention in history that one Bhai Gaura Brar, who
was the son of  Bahi Bhagtu used to render service to Gaudariya
in feeding his horses with fodder. On one occasion, Bhai Gaura
got very angry with the Sikh and harshly rebuked him and even
gave him a slap. At that time Bhai Godaria was grinding corn for
feeding the horses. He heard the loud sound of  slap. Speaking from
where he was sitting Bhai Godaria said, brother Gaura, why are
you thrashing this man? What mistake has been committed by him?
Then Bhai Gaura said, Bhai Godariya, you go on doing your own
work; these are worldly matters, you don’t understand them. In
reply, Gaudaria said, brother Gaura, you are much puffed up. You
seem to be much bloated over your authority and wealth and over
your physical strength. He had hardly spoken those words, when
his words began to have effect on Bhai Gaura. He started suffering
from flatulence (a disease) and began to roll on the ground writhing
in pain. The pain of distension of stomach became unbearable. The
physicians prescribed many medicines, but there was no relief. One
wise Sikh who understood the reality said, Bai Gaudaria had cursed
him as such, therefore, he alone can cure it. When Bhai Godariya
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was approached for relief, he gave him some flour stuck to the pin
of  the grindstone and told him to swallow it with water. This
would cure his flatulence. By this step, his disease was all gone.
Bhai Gaura was greatly scared by his great power and relieved him
of his duties and accorded him full respect by offering him the robe
of  honour.

After that, he returned home. It was the month of Chet
(March-April). The mustard fields had ripened and were swaying
all yellow. His sons and daughters sent Bhai Gaudaria to reap the
harvest. But sent for him neither the morning breakfast, nor the
afternoon lunch, nor even the drinking water. It was a mustard
farm, near it passed a foot path, which the travellers used as a
short cut instead of the longer route, to save distance. When his
acquaintances who were passing over the nearby foot path, they
recognised Bhai Gaudaria. They stopped nearby and asked Gaureaji,
brother, what is this work that you are doing? It is a custom among
us to enquire ‘what one is doing even though we see everything
with our own eyes. In this fashion, they questioned him. In reply,
Bhai Gauderia said, I am uprooting the mustard plants. At that time,
he was not reaping the field with a scythe, but was uprooting it.
But by mistake, he chanced to say, I am pulling out roots of  my
family. Instead of  uttering mustard, he had spoken of  the roots of
the family. (His words must come out to be true). And in seven
days, the entire family passed away. Submitting to all this as the
Will of God, he said thank God, my relations are gone. I am rid
of  all bondages.

Now he turned to be a wandering monk. One day, a woman
recognised him, while he was sitting in the dharamsala (religious
place). She brought a bowl of curd for Gaudharia to eat. Hearing
lest he should ask for more, she had put too many red chillies in
it. Bhai Gaudaria ate it all. When the woman came to collect the
utensils she asked Gauriya if  the curds was tasty. He replied that
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the curds was very tasty, but some person worthy of  being bitten
by a serpent had put hot red chillies in it. Even now my lips are
burning with the chillies. The woman, after collecting the utensils,
went home. The words of  the Sant had power to be true. To heat
the milk, she went inside a cell to fetch the cow-dung cakes, there
she was bitten by a black snake and she died. The word spoken
by a saint has great power given to it by God and so it comes
true.

Baba Ram Singh Ji Namdhari was another such saint, worthy
of all respect and popular among all. He was pained to notice the
lack of  character among the Sikh army men. He remarked that this
Sikh kingdom had been established after making sacrifices of the
countless heads. But its soldiers have completely forsaken the
character of  Guru Sikhs. They are treading the path of  evil
practices. Drinking liquor and eating meat had taken their lives to
a condemnable state, cutting their hair and trimming the beards had
become a common practice among them. Instead of reciting
Gurbani they had started besieging and killing their own Sikh
brethren (Sikh leaders). Hooliganism was rampant. Seeing all this,
he spontaneously uttered the ominous words that the sun of the
Sikh kingdom is going to set soon. These words he repeated three
or four times; because the spectacle of the impending battles of
Pheru and Mudki flashed on and loomed large before his divine
sight. Seeing the miserable conditions all around, he was uttering
the words of  truth. These terrible words were heard by his near
relative, brother-in-law Kabul Singh and were reported to the
commander. Bhai Ram Singh was considered a mad man and was
tied to the mouth of a cannon. He said, Kabul Singh, why are you
tying me to the mouth of the cannon? This cannon is destined to
blow you off  in the coming war. With the passing of  time there
was the war and Kabul Singh was blown off by the same cannon,
by the conquering British armies when they attacked Lahore,
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capital of  Sikh Raj. His words had destined inevitability. Such
prophetic words were spoken by Baba Khuda Singh when Lahore
armies, who were inimical to the Guru got a great man like Bir
Singh blown off by the cannon. The good man had got ready a
langar (community kitchen) for over one lakh Sikh soldiers to eat.
There are many such prophesies.

There is spiritual force in the language (of the man) of the realm of
grace.
(Except those mentioned below) no one else resides in that domain.
The very powerful warriors and heroes dwell there.
Within them the might of the Pervading Lord remains fully-filled.
Õðî Ö³â ÕÆ ìÅäÆ Ü¯ð¹ÍÍ ÇåæË Ô¯ð ¹ é Õ¯ÂÆ Ô¯ð¹ÍÍÕðî Ö³â ÕÆ ìÅäÆ Ü¯ð¹ÍÍ ÇåæË Ô¯ð ¹ é Õ¯ÂÆ Ô¯ð¹ÍÍÕðî Ö³â ÕÆ ìÅäÆ Ü¯ð¹ÍÍ ÇåæË Ô¯ð ¹ é Õ¯ÂÆ Ô¯ð¹ÍÍÕðî Ö³â ÕÆ ìÅäÆ Ü¯ð¹ÍÍ ÇåæË Ô¯ð ¹ é Õ¯ÂÆ Ô¯ð¹ÍÍÕðî Ö³â ÕÆ ìÅäÆ Ü¯ð¹ÍÍ ÇåæË Ô¯ð ¹ é Õ¯ÂÆ Ô¯ð¹ÍÍ
ÇåæË Ü¯è îÔÅìñ ÃÈðÍÍ Çåé îÇÔ ðÅî¹ ðÇÔÁÅ íðêÈðÍÍÇåæË Ü¯è îÔÅìñ ÃÈðÍÍ Çåé îÇÔ ðÅî¹ ðÇÔÁÅ íðêÈðÍÍÇåæË Ü¯è îÔÅìñ ÃÈðÍÍ Çåé îÇÔ ðÅî¹ ðÇÔÁÅ íðêÈðÍÍÇåæË Ü¯è îÔÅìñ ÃÈðÍÍ Çåé îÇÔ ðÅî¹ ðÇÔÁÅ íðêÈðÍÍÇåæË Ü¯è îÔÅìñ ÃÈðÍÍ Çåé îÇÔ ðÅî¹ ðÇÔÁÅ íðêÈðÍÍ

AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - H- H- H- H- H
Great men, who belong to this sphere, spontaneously utter

such statements, and Waheguru has to turn these spontaneous
utterances into reality. As is the commandment :

My saint can release one bound by me, but I can release not one
bound by my saint.
If, at any time, my saint seizes and binds me, then even I can raise
not any objection.
î¶ðÆ ì»èÆ í×å¹ ° ÛâÅòË ì»èË í×å° é Û±àË î¯ÇÔÍÍî¶ðÆ ì»èÆ í×å¹ ° ÛâÅòË ì»èË í×å° é Û±àË î¯ÇÔÍÍî¶ðÆ ì»èÆ í×å¹ ° ÛâÅòË ì»èË í×å° é Û±àË î¯ÇÔÍÍî¶ðÆ ì»èÆ í×å¹ ° ÛâÅòË ì»èË í×å° é Û±àË î¯ÇÔÍÍî¶ðÆ ì»èÆ í×å¹ ° ÛâÅòË ì»èË í×å° é Û±àË î¯ÇÔÍÍ
Â¶Õ ÃîË î¯ ÕÀ° ×ÇÔ ì»èËÂ¶Õ ÃîË î¯ ÕÀ° ×ÇÔ ì»èËÂ¶Õ ÃîË î¯ ÕÀ° ×ÇÔ ì»èËÂ¶Õ ÃîË î¯ ÕÀ° ×ÇÔ ì»èËÂ¶Õ ÃîË î¯ ÕÀ° ×ÇÔ ì»èË
åÀ° ë¹Çé î¯ êË ÜìÅì¹ é Ô¯ÇÂÍÍåÀ° ë¹Çé î¯ êË ÜìÅì¹ é Ô¯ÇÂÍÍåÀ° ë¹Çé î¯ êË ÜìÅì¹ é Ô¯ÇÂÍÍåÀ° ë¹Çé î¯ êË ÜìÅì¹ é Ô¯ÇÂÍÍåÀ° ë¹Çé î¯ êË ÜìÅì¹ é Ô¯ÇÂÍÍ                          AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - ABEB- ABEB- ABEB- ABEB- ABEB

The beloved devotees of  Guru are indistinguishable from God
Himself. Under the loving spell of  Waheguru, what ever words these
saints speak have to be proved true by Waheguru, even though that
may mean making a change in the laws of Nature :

They, who are imbued with the love of the Lord's Name, accept
that whatever the Lord does.
They who repair to the Lord's feet; they are honoured everywhere.
My Lord, no one is so great as God's saints.
The devotees remain pleased with their Lord and see Him in
water, land nether region and firmament. Pause.
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Millions of sinners are saved in the saints' society and death's
minister draws not near them.
He who is separated from his God since many births; him the saint
unites with the Lord.
The Lord banishes the love of wealth, doubt and dread of him, who
enters the saints' sanctuary.
With whatever desire the mortal contemplates, that he obtains from
the saints.
To what extent, should I narrate the glory of the Lord's slaves,
who are pleasing to Him.
Says Nanak, they who meet with their True Guru; they become
independent of one and all.
Ü¯ ÇÕÛ° ÕðË Ã¯ÂÆ êÌí îÅéÇÔ úÇÂ ðÅî éÅî ð³Ç× ðÅå¶ÍÍÜ¯ ÇÕÛ° ÕðË Ã¯ÂÆ êÌí îÅéÇÔ úÇÂ ðÅî éÅî ð³Ç× ðÅå¶ÍÍÜ¯ ÇÕÛ° ÕðË Ã¯ÂÆ êÌí îÅéÇÔ úÇÂ ðÅî éÅî ð³Ç× ðÅå¶ÍÍÜ¯ ÇÕÛ° ÕðË Ã¯ÂÆ êÌí îÅéÇÔ úÇÂ ðÅî éÅî ð³Ç× ðÅå¶ÍÍÜ¯ ÇÕÛ° ÕðË Ã¯ÂÆ êÌí îÅéÇÔ úÇÂ ðÅî éÅî ð³Ç× ðÅå¶ÍÍ
Çåé ÕÆ Ã¯íÅ ÃíéÆ æÅÂÆ ÇÜé êÌí Õ¶ Úðä êðÅå¶ÍÍÇåé ÕÆ Ã¯íÅ ÃíéÆ æÅÂÆ ÇÜé êÌí Õ¶ Úðä êðÅå¶ÍÍÇåé ÕÆ Ã¯íÅ ÃíéÆ æÅÂÆ ÇÜé êÌí Õ¶ Úðä êðÅå¶ÍÍÇåé ÕÆ Ã¯íÅ ÃíéÆ æÅÂÆ ÇÜé êÌí Õ¶ Úðä êðÅå¶ÍÍÇåé ÕÆ Ã¯íÅ ÃíéÆ æÅÂÆ ÇÜé êÌí Õ¶ Úðä êðÅå¶ÍÍ
î¶ð¶ ðÅî ÔÇð Ã³åÅ Ü¶òâ° é Õ¯ÂÆÍÍî¶ð¶ ðÅî ÔÇð Ã³åÅ Ü¶òâ° é Õ¯ÂÆÍÍî¶ð¶ ðÅî ÔÇð Ã³åÅ Ü¶òâ° é Õ¯ÂÆÍÍî¶ð¶ ðÅî ÔÇð Ã³åÅ Ü¶òâ° é Õ¯ÂÆÍÍî¶ð¶ ðÅî ÔÇð Ã³åÅ Ü¶òâ° é Õ¯ÂÆÍÍ
í×åÅ ìÇä ÁÅÂÆ êÌí Áêé¶ ÇÃÀ° ÜÇñ æÇñ îÔÆÁÇñ Ã¯ÂÆÍÍí×åÅ ìÇä ÁÅÂÆ êÌí Áêé¶ ÇÃÀ° ÜÇñ æÇñ îÔÆÁÇñ Ã¯ÂÆÍÍí×åÅ ìÇä ÁÅÂÆ êÌí Áêé¶ ÇÃÀ° ÜÇñ æÇñ îÔÆÁÇñ Ã¯ÂÆÍÍí×åÅ ìÇä ÁÅÂÆ êÌí Áêé¶ ÇÃÀ° ÜÇñ æÇñ îÔÆÁÇñ Ã¯ÂÆÍÍí×åÅ ìÇä ÁÅÂÆ êÌí Áêé¶ ÇÃÀ° ÜÇñ æÇñ îÔÆÁÇñ Ã¯ÂÆÍÍ
Õ¯Çà ÁêÌÅèÆ Ã³åÃ³Ç× À°èðË Üî¹ åÅ ÕË é¶Çó é ÁÅòËÍÍÕ¯Çà ÁêÌÅèÆ Ã³åÃ³Ç× À°èðË Üî¹ åÅ ÕË é¶Çó é ÁÅòËÍÍÕ¯Çà ÁêÌÅèÆ Ã³åÃ³Ç× À°èðË Üî¹ åÅ ÕË é¶Çó é ÁÅòËÍÍÕ¯Çà ÁêÌÅèÆ Ã³åÃ³Ç× À°èðË Üî¹ åÅ ÕË é¶Çó é ÁÅòËÍÍÕ¯Çà ÁêÌÅèÆ Ã³åÃ³Ç× À°èðË Üî¹ åÅ ÕË é¶Çó é ÁÅòËÍÍ
Üéî Üéî ÕÅ ÇìÛ°ÇóÁÅ Ô¯òË Çåé ÔÇð ÇÃÀ° ÁÅÇä ÇîñÅòËÍÍÜéî Üéî ÕÅ ÇìÛ°ÇóÁÅ Ô¯òË Çåé ÔÇð ÇÃÀ° ÁÅÇä ÇîñÅòËÍÍÜéî Üéî ÕÅ ÇìÛ°ÇóÁÅ Ô¯òË Çåé ÔÇð ÇÃÀ° ÁÅÇä ÇîñÅòËÍÍÜéî Üéî ÕÅ ÇìÛ°ÇóÁÅ Ô¯òË Çåé ÔÇð ÇÃÀ° ÁÅÇä ÇîñÅòËÍÍÜéî Üéî ÕÅ ÇìÛ°ÇóÁÅ Ô¯òË Çåé ÔÇð ÇÃÀ° ÁÅÇä ÇîñÅòËÍÍ
îÅÇÂÁÅ î¯Ô íðî¹ íÀ° ÕÅàË Ã³å ÃðÇä Ü¯ ÁÅòËÍÍîÅÇÂÁÅ î¯Ô íðî¹ íÀ° ÕÅàË Ã³å ÃðÇä Ü¯ ÁÅòËÍÍîÅÇÂÁÅ î¯Ô íðî¹ íÀ° ÕÅàË Ã³å ÃðÇä Ü¯ ÁÅòËÍÍîÅÇÂÁÅ î¯Ô íðî¹ íÀ° ÕÅàË Ã³å ÃðÇä Ü¯ ÁÅòËÍÍîÅÇÂÁÅ î¯Ô íðî¹ íÀ° ÕÅàË Ã³å ÃðÇä Ü¯ ÁÅòËÍÍ
Ü¶ÔÅ îé¯ðæ¹ ÕÇð ÁÅðÅè¶ Ã¯ Ã³åé å¶ êÅòËÍÍÜ¶ÔÅ îé¯ðæ¹ ÕÇð ÁÅðÅè¶ Ã¯ Ã³åé å¶ êÅòËÍÍÜ¶ÔÅ îé¯ðæ¹ ÕÇð ÁÅðÅè¶ Ã¯ Ã³åé å¶ êÅòËÍÍÜ¶ÔÅ îé¯ðæ¹ ÕÇð ÁÅðÅè¶ Ã¯ Ã³åé å¶ êÅòËÍÍÜ¶ÔÅ îé¯ðæ¹ ÕÇð ÁÅðÅè¶ Ã¯ Ã³åé å¶ êÅòËÍÍ
Üé ÕÆ îÇÔîÅ Õ¶åÕ ìðéÀ° Ü¯ êÌí Áêé¶ íÅä¶ÍÍÜé ÕÆ îÇÔîÅ Õ¶åÕ ìðéÀ° Ü¯ êÌí Áêé¶ íÅä¶ÍÍÜé ÕÆ îÇÔîÅ Õ¶åÕ ìðéÀ° Ü¯ êÌí Áêé¶ íÅä¶ÍÍÜé ÕÆ îÇÔîÅ Õ¶åÕ ìðéÀ° Ü¯ êÌí Áêé¶ íÅä¶ÍÍÜé ÕÆ îÇÔîÅ Õ¶åÕ ìðéÀ° Ü¯ êÌí Áêé¶ íÅä¶ÍÍ
ÕÔ¹ éÅéÕ ÇÜé ÃÇå×¹ð¹ í¶ÇàÁÅ Ã¶ Ãí å¶ ¶ íÂ¶ ÇéÕÅä¶ÍÍÕÔ¹ éÅéÕ ÇÜé ÃÇå×¹ð¹ í¶ÇàÁÅ Ã¶ Ãí å¶ ¶ íÂ¶ ÇéÕÅä¶ÍÍÕÔ¹ éÅéÕ ÇÜé ÃÇå×¹ð¹ í¶ÇàÁÅ Ã¶ Ãí å¶ ¶ íÂ¶ ÇéÕÅä¶ÍÍÕÔ¹ éÅéÕ ÇÜé ÃÇå×¹ð¹ í¶ÇàÁÅ Ã¶ Ãí å¶ ¶ íÂ¶ ÇéÕÅä¶ÍÍÕÔ¹ éÅéÕ ÇÜé ÃÇå×¹ð¹ í¶ÇàÁÅ Ã¶ Ãí å¶ ¶ íÂ¶ ÇéÕÅä¶ÍÍ

AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - GDH- GDH- GDH- GDH- GDH
Sant Faqir Chand, who was related to the Bedi family of  Guru

Nanak used to live in Dera Baba Nanak. All the time, he was
absorbed in the love of the Almighty; and he used to earn his
livelihood by physical labour. One day, while tending  the buffaloes,
he came near a pond in the village. The buffaloes entered the
water, but since the water in the pond was very shallow, all the
cattle got badly smeared with the sticky mud. Seeing this pitiable
condition of the buffaloes, Faqir Chand called upon the river Ravi,
since all the ponds of  this village had gone dry. Please fill them,
because I want to bathe my buffaloes." The current of  the river
rose high and without any rain in the catchment area, all the ponds
were filled with water under the orders of the saint. In addition,
the water entered the houses of the residents there. Since water
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used to enter their houses, the residents of Dera Baba Nanak were
put to a lot of inconvenience. When Baba Sahib Singh visited Dera
Baba Nanak, the residents made this prayer to him. According to
the pronouncement of Faqir Chand all the ponds of the place are
filled with water, but the water also enters our homes. Thereupon
Baba Ji ordained thus - prepare a huge couldren of Karah Parshad
on the bank of  river Ravi, in a proper prescribed manner. They
prayed to the river thus - O river Ravi. You have been bound by
the words of a saint (Faqir Chand), now with the blessings of the
Guru and with full faith in him I release you from your
commitment. After that time, river Ravi was never in spate there
nor did water ever enter the houses of the residents there.

In the time of  Sant Maharaj of  Rara Sahib, one devotee of
the Guru used to render him service at Sant Ji's instance. At that
time, the village of  Rara Sahib was complete wilderness. Only a
few huts had been constructed in the settlement of  Sardar Gyan
Singh Rare Wallah. This Baba with the grace of  the God had
achieved divine sight. The walls of the past and the future crashed
before his eyes as he could clearly visualise past and future events.
At that time there were very high topped sand dunes near the
Dhakki (the wild woodland), of  Rara Sahib. This Baba, climbing
those sand dunes, used to make strange prophesies. One day, the
great Baba took Sant Kishan Singh Ji Maharaj along with him and
climbed on the top of a sand dune. Gesticulating with his hand,
he pointed out to the Saint, Reverend Sir since you can see these
future sights but they are making me much wonderstruck. I foresee
a pucca road from the village Ghudani towards the canal. On the
sides of  this road, see what tall buildings have come up. Look on
this side. What a magnificent Gurdwara has been built on the canal
bank. It looks very lovely. Maharaj Ji, look that way. In front, I
can see the clock Tower. On this side there are hospitals. Banks
have opened there and many shops have come up, facing the canal.
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At a distance of a mile, you can see a big college. Children are
coming out of  the college after studies. Look Maharaj, how much
the habitation has increased here. The automobiles, cars, trucks and
motorcycles are plying here. Roads from Ludhiana are meeting here.
(All this was the shape of things to come in future, at that time,
the whole place was a wilderness). Then the junior Sant told the
Baba of  Rarewalla - your words will surely prove true. Your
consciousness is having a glimpse of  God, at all places. At all times,
you speak spontaneously, looking towards God. Your habitation is
in the Divine region. Whatever you speak can never go wrong. Thus
it is said, "Saints are valiant and men of word. These saints have
cheated the poor mammon. ÃÈðìÆð ìÚé Õ¶ ìñÆ¨ ÕÀ°ñÅ ìê¹ðÆÃÈðìÆð ìÚé Õ¶ ìñÆ¨ ÕÀ°ñÅ ìê¹ðÆÃÈðìÆð ìÚé Õ¶ ìñÆ¨ ÕÀ°ñÅ ìê¹ðÆÃÈðìÆð ìÚé Õ¶ ìñÆ¨ ÕÀ°ñÅ ìê¹ðÆÃÈðìÆð ìÚé Õ¶ ìñÆ¨ ÕÀ°ñÅ ìê¹ðÆ
Ã¿åÆ ÛñÆ¨Ã¿åÆ ÛñÆ¨Ã¿åÆ ÛñÆ¨Ã¿åÆ ÛñÆ¨Ã¿åÆ ÛñÆ¨ Kaula Bapuri refers to Maya (false appearances or
illusions). This Maya completely separates man from the sight of
God Who pervades every heart. This Maya (delusion) has divided
God’s Light into three parts. One is called Waheguru Ji, the second
is called the living beings and the third is called the world. Since
the power of  illusion pervades the whole world, to such an extent
that man has forgotten God’s living presence permeating him.
Though the Bani repeats this fact again and again, yet man
overpowered by Maya, cannot bring himself to believe, that God
is ever present in and around him. Guru Maharaj commands :

Wherever I see, there I see Him present. He, My Master, is never
far from any place.
O my soul, ever remember Him, who is contained in everything.
He alone is accounted a companion, who separates not here and
hereafter.
Paltry is said to be the pleasure, which passes off in an instant.
Pause.
Giving sustenance, the Lord cherishes all and He is short of
nothing.
Every moment, that Lord of mine takes care of His creatures.
ÜÔ ÜÔ ê¶ÖÀ° åÔ ÔÜÈÇð çÈÇð ÕåÔ¹ é ÜÅÂÆÍÍÜÔ ÜÔ ê¶ÖÀ° åÔ ÔÜÈÇð çÈÇð ÕåÔ¹ é ÜÅÂÆÍÍÜÔ ÜÔ ê¶ÖÀ° åÔ ÔÜÈÇð çÈÇð ÕåÔ¹ é ÜÅÂÆÍÍÜÔ ÜÔ ê¶ÖÀ° åÔ ÔÜÈÇð çÈÇð ÕåÔ¹ é ÜÅÂÆÍÍÜÔ ÜÔ ê¶ÖÀ° åÔ ÔÜÈÇð çÈÇð ÕåÔ¹ é ÜÅÂÆÍÍ
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ðÇò ðÇÔÁÅ ÃðìåÌ îË îé ÃçÅ ÇèÁÅÂÆÍÍðÇò ðÇÔÁÅ ÃðìåÌ îË îé ÃçÅ ÇèÁÅÂÆÍÍðÇò ðÇÔÁÅ ÃðìåÌ îË îé ÃçÅ ÇèÁÅÂÆÍÍðÇò ðÇÔÁÅ ÃðìåÌ îË îé ÃçÅ ÇèÁÅÂÆÍÍðÇò ðÇÔÁÅ ÃðìåÌ îË îé ÃçÅ ÇèÁÅÂÆÍÍ
ÂÆå ÀÈå éÔÆ ìÆÛ°óË Ã¯ Ã³×Æ ×éÆÁËÍÍÂÆå ÀÈå éÔÆ ìÆÛ°óË Ã¯ Ã³×Æ ×éÆÁËÍÍÂÆå ÀÈå éÔÆ ìÆÛ°óË Ã¯ Ã³×Æ ×éÆÁËÍÍÂÆå ÀÈå éÔÆ ìÆÛ°óË Ã¯ Ã³×Æ ×éÆÁËÍÍÂÆå ÀÈå éÔÆ ìÆÛ°óË Ã¯ Ã³×Æ ×éÆÁËÍÍ
ÇìéÇÃ ÜÅÇÂ Ü¯ ÇéîÖ îÇÔ Ã¯ Áñê Ã¹Ö¹ íéÆÁËÍÍÇìéÇÃ ÜÅÇÂ Ü¯ ÇéîÖ îÇÔ Ã¯ Áñê Ã¹Ö¹ íéÆÁËÍÍÇìéÇÃ ÜÅÇÂ Ü¯ ÇéîÖ îÇÔ Ã¯ Áñê Ã¹Ö¹ íéÆÁËÍÍÇìéÇÃ ÜÅÇÂ Ü¯ ÇéîÖ îÇÔ Ã¯ Áñê Ã¹Ö¹ íéÆÁËÍÍÇìéÇÃ ÜÅÇÂ Ü¯ ÇéîÖ îÇÔ Ã¯ Áñê Ã¹Ö¹ íéÆÁËÍÍ
êÌÇåêÅñË ÁÇêÁÅÀ° ç¶ÇÂ ÕÛ° À±é é Ô¯ÂÆÍÍêÌÇåêÅñË ÁÇêÁÅÀ° ç¶ÇÂ ÕÛ° À±é é Ô¯ÂÆÍÍêÌÇåêÅñË ÁÇêÁÅÀ° ç¶ÇÂ ÕÛ° À±é é Ô¯ÂÆÍÍêÌÇåêÅñË ÁÇêÁÅÀ° ç¶ÇÂ ÕÛ° À±é é Ô¯ÂÆÍÍêÌÇåêÅñË ÁÇêÁÅÀ° ç¶ÇÂ ÕÛ° À±é é Ô¯ÂÆÍÍ
ÃÅÇÃ ÃÅÇÃ Ã³îÅñåÅ î¶ðÅ êÌí Ã¯ÂÆÍÍÃÅÇÃ ÃÅÇÃ Ã³îÅñåÅ î¶ðÅ êÌí Ã¯ÂÆÍÍÃÅÇÃ ÃÅÇÃ Ã³îÅñåÅ î¶ðÅ êÌí Ã¯ÂÆÍÍÃÅÇÃ ÃÅÇÃ Ã³îÅñåÅ î¶ðÅ êÌí Ã¯ÂÆÍÍÃÅÇÃ ÃÅÇÃ Ã³îÅñåÅ î¶ðÅ êÌí Ã¯ÂÆÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg -  FGG-  FGG-  FGG-  FGG-  FGG
He sees, hears, and is ever with me, but I, a fool, deem Him to be
distant.
ê¶Öå Ã¹éå ÃçÅ ÔË Ã³×¶ îË îÈðÖ ÜÅÇéÁÅ çÈðÆ ð¶ÍÍê¶Öå Ã¹éå ÃçÅ ÔË Ã³×¶ îË îÈðÖ ÜÅÇéÁÅ çÈðÆ ð¶ÍÍê¶Öå Ã¹éå ÃçÅ ÔË Ã³×¶ îË îÈðÖ ÜÅÇéÁÅ çÈðÆ ð¶ÍÍê¶Öå Ã¹éå ÃçÅ ÔË Ã³×¶ îË îÈðÖ ÜÅÇéÁÅ çÈðÆ ð¶ÍÍê¶Öå Ã¹éå ÃçÅ ÔË Ã³×¶ îË îÈðÖ ÜÅÇéÁÅ çÈðÆ ð¶ÍÍ

AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - FAB- FAB- FAB- FAB- FAB
But to the Sants, Waheguru is visible with certitude, present and

all-pervading, manifest and glorious, outside and at all places :
The Infinite Lord is both within and without.
The Auspicious Master is contained in every heart.
He is in earth, sky and the under-world.
Of all the worlds, he is the Perfect Cherisher.
In forests, grass blades and mountains, the Supreme Lord is
contained.
As is His will so are His creatures' acts.
The Lord is in wind, water and fire.
He is permeating the four quarters and the ten directions.
There is no place without Him.
By Guru's grace, Nanak has obtained peace.
Ã¯ Á³åÇð Ã¯ ìÅÔÇð Áé¿åÍÍÃ¯ Á³åÇð Ã¯ ìÅÔÇð Áé¿åÍÍÃ¯ Á³åÇð Ã¯ ìÅÔÇð Áé¿åÍÍÃ¯ Á³åÇð Ã¯ ìÅÔÇð Áé¿åÍÍÃ¯ Á³åÇð Ã¯ ìÅÔÇð Áé¿åÍÍ
ØÇà ØÇà ÇìÁÅÇê ðÇÔÁÅ í×ò³åÍÍØÇà ØÇà ÇìÁÅÇê ðÇÔÁÅ í×ò³åÍÍØÇà ØÇà ÇìÁÅÇê ðÇÔÁÅ í×ò³åÍÍØÇà ØÇà ÇìÁÅÇê ðÇÔÁÅ í×ò³åÍÍØÇà ØÇà ÇìÁÅÇê ðÇÔÁÅ í×ò³åÍÍ
èðÇé îÅÇÔ ÁÅÕÅÃ êÇÂÁÅñÍÍèðÇé îÅÇÔ ÁÅÕÅÃ êÇÂÁÅñÍÍèðÇé îÅÇÔ ÁÅÕÅÃ êÇÂÁÅñÍÍèðÇé îÅÇÔ ÁÅÕÅÃ êÇÂÁÅñÍÍèðÇé îÅÇÔ ÁÅÕÅÃ êÇÂÁÅñÍÍ
Ãðì ñ¯Õ êÈðé êÌÇåêÅñÍÍÃðì ñ¯Õ êÈðé êÌÇåêÅñÍÍÃðì ñ¯Õ êÈðé êÌÇåêÅñÍÍÃðì ñ¯Õ êÈðé êÌÇåêÅñÍÍÃðì ñ¯Õ êÈðé êÌÇåêÅñÍÍ
ìÇé ÇåÇé êðìÇå ÔË êÅðìÌÔî¹ÍÍìÇé ÇåÇé êðìÇå ÔË êÅðìÌÔî¹ÍÍìÇé ÇåÇé êðìÇå ÔË êÅðìÌÔî¹ÍÍìÇé ÇåÇé êðìÇå ÔË êÅðìÌÔî¹ÍÍìÇé ÇåÇé êðìÇå ÔË êÅðìÌÔî¹ÍÍ
ÜËÃÆ ÁÅÇ×ÁÅ åËÃÅ Õðî¹ÍÍÜËÃÆ ÁÅÇ×ÁÅ åËÃÅ Õðî¹ÍÍÜËÃÆ ÁÅÇ×ÁÅ åËÃÅ Õðî¹ÍÍÜËÃÆ ÁÅÇ×ÁÅ åËÃÅ Õðî¹ÍÍÜËÃÆ ÁÅÇ×ÁÅ åËÃÅ Õðî¹ÍÍ
êÀ°ä êÅäÆ ìËÃ³åð îÅÇÔÍÍêÀ°ä êÅäÆ ìËÃ³åð îÅÇÔÍÍêÀ°ä êÅäÆ ìËÃ³åð îÅÇÔÍÍêÀ°ä êÅäÆ ìËÃ³åð îÅÇÔÍÍêÀ°ä êÅäÆ ìËÃ³åð îÅÇÔÍÍ
ÚÅÇð Õ° ³à çÔ ÇçÃ¶ ÃîÅÇÔÍÍÚÅÇð Õ° ³à çÔ ÇçÃ¶ ÃîÅÇÔÍÍÚÅÇð Õ° ³à çÔ ÇçÃ¶ ÃîÅÇÔÍÍÚÅÇð Õ° ³à çÔ ÇçÃ¶ ÃîÅÇÔÍÍÚÅÇð Õ° ³à çÔ ÇçÃ¶ ÃîÅÇÔÍÍ
ÇåÃ å¶ Çí³é éÔÆ Õ¯ áÅÀ°ÍÍÇåÃ å¶ Çí³é éÔÆ Õ¯ áÅÀ°ÍÍÇåÃ å¶ Çí³é éÔÆ Õ¯ áÅÀ°ÍÍÇåÃ å¶ Çí³é éÔÆ Õ¯ áÅÀ°ÍÍÇåÃ å¶ Çí³é éÔÆ Õ¯ áÅÀ°ÍÍ
×¹ð êÌÃÅÇç éÅéÕ Ã¹Ö ¹ êÅÀ°ÍÍ×¹ð êÌÃÅÇç éÅéÕ Ã¹Ö ¹ êÅÀ°ÍÍ×¹ð êÌÃÅÇç éÅéÕ Ã¹Ö ¹ êÅÀ°ÍÍ×¹ð êÌÃÅÇç éÅéÕ Ã¹Ö ¹ êÅÀ°ÍÍ×¹ð êÌÃÅÇç éÅéÕ Ã¹Ö ¹ êÅÀ°ÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - BIC- BIC- BIC- BIC- BIC

To gain the company of  such great saints, group of  gods from
heaven come to meet them. These include gods from Brahma’s
(Creator’s) universe, Shiva’s (Destroyer’s) region and residents of  the
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highest heaven like Brahma, Shiv and Vishnu.
The great god, Shiva, searches for the man, who knows God.
Nanak the Brahm-gyani, is Himself the Exalted Lord.
ìÌÔî Ç×ÁÅéÆ ÕÀ° Ö¯ÜÇÔ îÔ¶Ã¹ðÍÍìÌÔî Ç×ÁÅéÆ ÕÀ° Ö¯ÜÇÔ îÔ¶Ã¹ðÍÍìÌÔî Ç×ÁÅéÆ ÕÀ° Ö¯ÜÇÔ îÔ¶Ã¹ðÍÍìÌÔî Ç×ÁÅéÆ ÕÀ° Ö¯ÜÇÔ îÔ¶Ã¹ðÍÍìÌÔî Ç×ÁÅéÆ ÕÀ° Ö¯ÜÇÔ îÔ¶Ã¹ðÍÍ
éÅéÕ ìÌÔî Ç×ÁÅéÆ ÁÅÇê êðî¶Ã¹ðÍÍéÅéÕ ìÌÔî Ç×ÁÅéÆ ÁÅÇê êðî¶Ã¹ðÍÍéÅéÕ ìÌÔî Ç×ÁÅéÆ ÁÅÇê êðî¶Ã¹ðÍÍéÅéÕ ìÌÔî Ç×ÁÅéÆ ÁÅÇê êðî¶Ã¹ðÍÍéÅéÕ ìÌÔî Ç×ÁÅéÆ ÁÅÇê êðî¶Ã¹ðÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - BGC- BGC- BGC- BGC- BGC
Their association is cherished even by gods of gods.
Accredited is their sight and fruitful their service.
åÅÕÅ Ã³×¹ ìÅÛÇÔ Ã¹ð ç¶òÍÍåÅÕÅ Ã³×¹ ìÅÛÇÔ Ã¹ð ç¶òÍÍåÅÕÅ Ã³×¹ ìÅÛÇÔ Ã¹ð ç¶òÍÍåÅÕÅ Ã³×¹ ìÅÛÇÔ Ã¹ð ç¶òÍÍåÅÕÅ Ã³×¹ ìÅÛÇÔ Ã¹ð ç¶òÍÍ
Áî¯Ø çðÃ¹ Ãëñ ÜÅÕÆ Ã¶òÍÍÁî¯Ø çðÃ¹ Ãëñ ÜÅÕÆ Ã¶òÍÍÁî¯Ø çðÃ¹ Ãëñ ÜÅÕÆ Ã¶òÍÍÁî¯Ø çðÃ¹ Ãëñ ÜÅÕÆ Ã¶òÍÍÁî¯Ø çðÃ¹ Ãëñ ÜÅÕÆ Ã¶òÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - CIB- CIB- CIB- CIB- CIB

The fruit of  meeting such Sants never goes in vain. For this
reason, the gods ever crave to have a glimpse of  such Sadhus. Such
incidents occur in the lives of all saints in their practical life of
spiritualism. When they give sermons before the congregation or
take part in the chorus of  devotional singing, then the God-realised
souls, gods and martyrs grace those meetings with their presence.
The effect of their presence over the audience is that there is utter
silence, and the consciousness of the audiences gets completely
yoked to the Shabad (divine words). On the other hand (at
meetings) where the iron age rules the roost, there the speakers
utter poisonous words, deliver poisonous discourses, and words of
falsehood and insincerity, these create the emotions of  attachment,
jealousy, slander, censure, restlessness and enmity. The iron age,
with all its forces seems to hold its sway over those gatherings.
Guru Maharaj has told us how to pray to be able to discriminate
between good and evil religious persons.

With joined hands Nanak makes a supplication, O Lord, the
Treasure of excellences, bless me with the service of the saints.
Õð Ü¯Çó éÅéÕ° Õð¶ ÁðçÅÇÃÍÍÕð Ü¯Çó éÅéÕ° Õð¶ ÁðçÅÇÃÍÍÕð Ü¯Çó éÅéÕ° Õð¶ ÁðçÅÇÃÍÍÕð Ü¯Çó éÅéÕ° Õð¶ ÁðçÅÇÃÍÍÕð Ü¯Çó éÅéÕ° Õð¶ ÁðçÅÇÃÍÍ
î¯ÇÔ Ã³åÔ àÔñ çÆÜË ×¹äåÅÇÃÍÍî¯ÇÔ Ã³åÔ àÔñ çÆÜË ×¹äåÅÇÃÍÍî¯ÇÔ Ã³åÔ àÔñ çÆÜË ×¹äåÅÇÃÍÍî¯ÇÔ Ã³åÔ àÔñ çÆÜË ×¹äåÅÇÃÍÍî¯ÇÔ Ã³åÔ àÔñ çÆÜË ×¹äåÅÇÃÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - CIB- CIB- CIB- CIB- CIB

Gurbani extols in very clear and beautiful words the personal
nature, the bearing, the conduct and the mental make up and
inclination of  Sants. As :
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With the sharp weapon, man cuts down the tree and it feels not
enraged in its mind.
ÃÃÇåÌ åÆÖÇä ÕÅÇà âÅÇðú îÇé é ÕÆé¯ ð¯Ã¹ÍÍÃÃÇåÌ åÆÖÇä ÕÅÇà âÅÇðú îÇé é ÕÆé¯ ð¯Ã¹ÍÍÃÃÇåÌ åÆÖÇä ÕÅÇà âÅÇðú îÇé é ÕÆé¯ ð¯Ã¹ÍÍÃÃÇåÌ åÆÖÇä ÕÅÇà âÅÇðú îÇé é ÕÆé¯ ð¯Ã¹ÍÍÃÃÇåÌ åÆÖÇä ÕÅÇà âÅÇðú îÇé é ÕÆé¯ ð¯Ã¹ÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - A@AG- A@AG- A@AG- A@AG- A@AG

During his address to the congregation once the Fifth Master
(Guru Arjan Dev Ji) said, when God is pleased and kind then he
blesses the devotee with the bliss and the grace of the most
coveted thing the company of  the Sants. The saints at all times
keep their attention concentrated on the God Almighty; what ever
words they speak are the words of  the Almighty, which therefore
must prove true. God’s speech is fully revealed to them :

Salutation to Him the creator of Maya the Primal word,
Which is truth, Beauty and ever Blissful.
Ã¹ÁÃÇå ÁÅÇæ ìÅäÆ ìðîÅÀ°ÍÍÃ¹ÁÃÇå ÁÅÇæ ìÅäÆ ìðîÅÀ°ÍÍÃ¹ÁÃÇå ÁÅÇæ ìÅäÆ ìðîÅÀ°ÍÍÃ¹ÁÃÇå ÁÅÇæ ìÅäÆ ìðîÅÀ°ÍÍÃ¹ÁÃÇå ÁÅÇæ ìÅäÆ ìðîÅÀ°ÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - D- D- D- D- D

When Waheguru’s Grace descends on one, then he gains the
company of  such realised Sants. Also the Guru ordained that when
the time comes for the good acts of the previous life to have their
effect, then one meets such noble men of God. On hearing their
message, the deep somnolence of illusion induced by the three
qualities, satv, rajas and tamo gun (good, bad and indifferent) gives
place to awakening (in True knowledge); the darkness of  ignorance
is dispelled; Omnipresent God begins to shine upon one. Such a
society of the noble (satsang) becomes available only with the Grace
of God.

When God becomes merciful, then does slave Nanak attain to the
saint's soceity and meditates on his Lord.
ÜÀ° íÇÂú Ç´êÅ« åÅ ÃÅèÃ³×¹ êÅÇÂÁÅÜÀ° íÇÂú Ç´êÅ« åÅ ÃÅèÃ³×¹ êÅÇÂÁÅÜÀ° íÇÂú Ç´êÅ« åÅ ÃÅèÃ³×¹ êÅÇÂÁÅÜÀ° íÇÂú Ç´êÅ« åÅ ÃÅèÃ³×¹ êÅÇÂÁÅÜÀ° íÇÂú Ç´êÅ« åÅ ÃÅèÃ³×¹ êÅÇÂÁÅ
Üé éÅéÕ ìÌÔî¹ ÇèÁÅÇÂúÍÍÜé éÅéÕ ìÌÔî¹ ÇèÁÅÇÂúÍÍÜé éÅéÕ ìÌÔî¹ ÇèÁÅÇÂúÍÍÜé éÅéÕ ìÌÔî¹ ÇèÁÅÇÂúÍÍÜé éÅéÕ ìÌÔî¹ ÇèÁÅÇÂúÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - A@AG- A@AG- A@AG- A@AG- A@AG

Hearing these words, a devotee present in the congregation
said, “O Guru Maharaj, according to Gurbani, you are the manifest
embodiment of God, as you have clarified in Bani :

I have churned the body ocean and a beauteous thing came to
view.
The Guru is God and God is the Guru, O my brother Nanak.
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There is no difference between the two.
Ãî¹ ³ç¹ Çòð¯Çñ ÃðÆð¹ Ôî ç¶ÇÖÁÅ Ãî¹ ³ç¹ Çòð¯Çñ ÃðÆð¹ Ôî ç¶ÇÖÁÅ Ãî¹ ³ç¹ Çòð¯Çñ ÃðÆð¹ Ôî ç¶ÇÖÁÅ Ãî¹ ³ç¹ Çòð¯Çñ ÃðÆð¹ Ôî ç¶ÇÖÁÅ Ãî¹ ³ç¹ Çòð¯Çñ ÃðÆð¹ Ôî ç¶ÇÖÁÅ ÇÂÕ òÃå° Áé±ê ÇçÖÅÂÆÍÍÇÂÕ òÃå° Áé±ê ÇçÖÅÂÆÍÍÇÂÕ òÃå° Áé±ê ÇçÖÅÂÆÍÍÇÂÕ òÃå° Áé±ê ÇçÖÅÂÆÍÍÇÂÕ òÃå° Áé±ê ÇçÖÅÂÆÍÍ
×¹ð ×¯Çò³ç¹ ×¯Çò³ç¹ ×¹ðÈ ÔË ×¹ð ×¯Çò³ç¹ ×¯Çò³ç¹ ×¹ðÈ ÔË ×¹ð ×¯Çò³ç¹ ×¯Çò³ç¹ ×¹ðÈ ÔË ×¹ð ×¯Çò³ç¹ ×¯Çò³ç¹ ×¹ðÈ ÔË ×¹ð ×¯Çò³ç¹ ×¯Çò³ç¹ ×¹ðÈ ÔË éÅéÕ í¶ç¹ é íÅÂÆÍÍ éÅéÕ í¶ç¹ é íÅÂÆÍÍ éÅéÕ í¶ç¹ é íÅÂÆÍÍ éÅéÕ í¶ç¹ é íÅÂÆÍÍ éÅéÕ í¶ç¹ é íÅÂÆÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - DDB- DDB- DDB- DDB- DDB

After studying the Janam Sakhis (stories about the lives of  the
Guru), we have centered our firm faith on this fact, that when in
your previous existence, you were present at the Court of Akal
Purukh (Supreme God), which court is also called the Abode of
Truth, then the Akal Purukh being very happy with your spiritual
earnings made this statement that you (the Guru) had drunk deep
the nectar of  God’s Name. I am the Supreme God and you are
Guru, the God. You go into the world and bestow this treasure
of the Nam on the people of the world and teach them to get
out of  the darkness of  the iron age. You have attained the title
of the great Saint, by great spiritual effort attained the status God
the Guru. Again and again, it has been reiterated in the Gurbani,
to be in the company of men of God, and never even by mistake,
to fall into the company of  bogus gurus - those atheistic persons,
who have turned their face away from God, who are frauds and
hypocrites, and who are given to talking nonsense. In order to
enable us to discriminate between a true saint and a fake one, it
has been ordained as under :

Be Thou merciful, O my Lord, that I may pass my life in the
society of saints.
They, who forget Thee, are born to die again and again and their
sorrows end not ever.
Ô¯Ô¹ Ç´êÅñ Ã¹ÁÅîÆ î¶ð ¶ Ã³å» Ã³Ç× ÇòÔÅò¶ÍÍÔ¯Ô¹ Ç´êÅñ Ã¹ÁÅîÆ î¶ð ¶ Ã³å» Ã³Ç× ÇòÔÅò¶ÍÍÔ¯Ô¹ Ç´êÅñ Ã¹ÁÅîÆ î¶ð ¶ Ã³å» Ã³Ç× ÇòÔÅò¶ÍÍÔ¯Ô¹ Ç´êÅñ Ã¹ÁÅîÆ î¶ð ¶ Ã³å» Ã³Ç× ÇòÔÅò¶ÍÍÔ¯Ô¹ Ç´êÅñ Ã¹ÁÅîÆ î¶ð ¶ Ã³å» Ã³Ç× ÇòÔÅò¶ÍÍ
å°èÔ¹ í¹ñ¶ ÇÃ ÜÇî ÜÇî îðç¶å°èÔ¹ í¹ñ¶ ÇÃ ÜÇî ÜÇî îðç¶å°èÔ¹ í¹ñ¶ ÇÃ ÜÇî ÜÇî îðç¶å°èÔ¹ í¹ñ¶ ÇÃ ÜÇî ÜÇî îðç¶å°èÔ¹ í¹ñ¶ ÇÃ ÜÇî ÜÇî îðç¶
Çåé Õç¶ é Ú¹ÕÇé ÔÅò¶ÍÍÇåé Õç¶ é Ú¹ÕÇé ÔÅò¶ÍÍÇåé Õç¶ é Ú¹ÕÇé ÔÅò¶ÍÍÇåé Õç¶ é Ú¹ÕÇé ÔÅò¶ÍÍÇåé Õç¶ é Ú¹ÕÇé ÔÅò¶ÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - IFA- IFA- IFA- IFA- IFA

He has greatly sung the praises and the glories of  the true
saints. This is the command :

My forehead falls at the saints' feet.
Many a time, I prostrate before the saints.
This soul is a sacrifice unto the saints, under whose protection, I
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have attained peace and who have mercifully been saved.
I wash the saints' feet and drink that wash.
I live by seeing, seeing the saints' sight.
Ã³åÔ Úðé îÅæÅ î¶ð ¯ êÀ°åÍÍ Ã³åÔ Úðé îÅæÅ î¶ð ¯ êÀ°åÍÍ Ã³åÔ Úðé îÅæÅ î¶ð ¯ êÀ°åÍÍ Ã³åÔ Úðé îÅæÅ î¶ð ¯ êÀ°åÍÍ Ã³åÔ Úðé îÅæÅ î¶ð ¯ êÀ°åÍÍ ÁÇéÕ ìÅð Ã³åÔ â³âÀ°åÍÍÁÇéÕ ìÅð Ã³åÔ â³âÀ°åÍÍÁÇéÕ ìÅð Ã³åÔ â³âÀ°åÍÍÁÇéÕ ìÅð Ã³åÔ â³âÀ°åÍÍÁÇéÕ ìÅð Ã³åÔ â³âÀ°åÍÍ
ÇÂÔ¹ îé° Ã³åé ÕË ìÇñÔÅðÆÍÍÇÂÔ¹ îé° Ã³åé ÕË ìÇñÔÅðÆÍÍÇÂÔ¹ îé° Ã³åé ÕË ìÇñÔÅðÆÍÍÇÂÔ¹ îé° Ã³åé ÕË ìÇñÔÅðÆÍÍÇÂÔ¹ îé° Ã³åé ÕË ìÇñÔÅðÆÍÍ
ÜÅ ÕÆ úà ìÅð ×ÔÆ Ã¹Ö° êÅÇÂÁÅ ÜÅ ÕÆ úà ìÅð ×ÔÆ Ã¹Ö° êÅÇÂÁÅ ÜÅ ÕÆ úà ìÅð ×ÔÆ Ã¹Ö° êÅÇÂÁÅ ÜÅ ÕÆ úà ìÅð ×ÔÆ Ã¹Ö° êÅÇÂÁÅ ÜÅ ÕÆ úà ìÅð ×ÔÆ Ã¹Ö° êÅÇÂÁÅ ðÅÖ¶ ÇÕðêÅ èÅðÆÍÍðÅÖ¶ ÇÕðêÅ èÅðÆÍÍðÅÖ¶ ÇÕðêÅ èÅðÆÍÍðÅÖ¶ ÇÕðêÅ èÅðÆÍÍðÅÖ¶ ÇÕðêÅ èÅðÆÍÍ
Ã³åÔ Úðä è¯ÇÂ è¯ÇÂ êÆòÅÍÍ Ã³åÔ Úðä è¯ÇÂ è¯ÇÂ êÆòÅÍÍ Ã³åÔ Úðä è¯ÇÂ è¯ÇÂ êÆòÅÍÍ Ã³åÔ Úðä è¯ÇÂ è¯ÇÂ êÆòÅÍÍ Ã³åÔ Úðä è¯ÇÂ è¯ÇÂ êÆòÅÍÍ Ã³åÔ çðÃ¹ ê¶ÇÖ ê¶ÇÖ ÜÆòÅÍÍÃ³åÔ çðÃ¹ ê¶ÇÖ ê¶ÇÖ ÜÆòÅÍÍÃ³åÔ çðÃ¹ ê¶ÇÖ ê¶ÇÖ ÜÆòÅÍÍÃ³åÔ çðÃ¹ ê¶ÇÖ ê¶ÇÖ ÜÆòÅÍÍÃ³åÔ çðÃ¹ ê¶ÇÖ ê¶ÇÖ ÜÆòÅÍÍ

AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - HHI- HHI- HHI- HHI- HHI
Remain thou united with the holy Guru, the saint of the saints,
who utters the Lord's praise for the public good.
Meeting with the Guru, the holiest of the holy, my soul blossoms
like the lotus, which is embellished by obtaining the water.
Ã³åé Ã³å ÃÅè ÇîÇñ ðÔÆÁË Ã³åé Ã³å ÃÅè ÇîÇñ ðÔÆÁË Ã³åé Ã³å ÃÅè ÇîÇñ ðÔÆÁË Ã³åé Ã³å ÃÅè ÇîÇñ ðÔÆÁË Ã³åé Ã³å ÃÅè ÇîÇñ ðÔÆÁË ×¹ä ì¯ñÇÔ êðÀ°êÕÅð¶ÍÍ×¹ä ì¯ñÇÔ êðÀ°êÕÅð¶ÍÍ×¹ä ì¯ñÇÔ êðÀ°êÕÅð¶ÍÍ×¹ä ì¯ñÇÔ êðÀ°êÕÅð¶ÍÍ×¹ä ì¯ñÇÔ êðÀ°êÕÅð¶ÍÍ
Ã³åË Ã³å° ÇîñË îé° Çì×ÃË Ã³åË Ã³å° ÇîñË îé° Çì×ÃË Ã³åË Ã³å° ÇîñË îé° Çì×ÃË Ã³åË Ã³å° ÇîñË îé° Çì×ÃË Ã³åË Ã³å° ÇîñË îé° Çì×ÃË ÇÜÀ° Ü« ÇîÇñ Õîñ ÃòÅð¶ÍÍÇÜÀ° Ü« ÇîÇñ Õîñ ÃòÅð¶ÍÍÇÜÀ° Ü« ÇîÇñ Õîñ ÃòÅð¶ÍÍÇÜÀ° Ü« ÇîÇñ Õîñ ÃòÅð¶ÍÍÇÜÀ° Ü« ÇîÇñ Õîñ ÃòÅð¶ÍÍ

AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg -IHC-IHC-IHC-IHC-IHC
This is the strange way of the saints, that they ever see the
Transcendent Lord with them.
Ã³åÅ ÕÆ ÇÂÔ ðÆÇå ÇéðÅñÆÍÍÃ³åÅ ÕÆ ÇÂÔ ðÆÇå ÇéðÅñÆÍÍÃ³åÅ ÕÆ ÇÂÔ ðÆÇå ÇéðÅñÆÍÍÃ³åÅ ÕÆ ÇÂÔ ðÆÇå ÇéðÅñÆÍÍÃ³åÅ ÕÆ ÇÂÔ ðÆÇå ÇéðÅñÆÍÍ
êÅðìÌÔî¹ ÕÇð ç¶ÖÇÔ éÅñÆÍÍêÅðìÌÔî¹ ÕÇð ç¶ÖÇÔ éÅñÆÍÍêÅðìÌÔî¹ ÕÇð ç¶ÖÇÔ éÅñÆÍÍêÅðìÌÔî¹ ÕÇð ç¶ÖÇÔ éÅñÆÍÍêÅðìÌÔî¹ ÕÇð ç¶ÖÇÔ éÅñÆÍÍ                          AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - A@HE- A@HE- A@HE- A@HE- A@HE

Dear Sir, such genuine saints put on no ostentation. They
make no personal publicity. They make total effort to keep
themselves out of lime light. They live as the dust of all persons’
feet. Then how then should we know who is that real saint, about
who are alluded to repeatedly in the Gurbani. At that time, Guru
Maharaj did the favour to explain the way of  the true saints. He
gave some illustrations from this phenomenal world. He took the
examples of  1. A sandal tree; 2. a boat, 3. the earth, 4. the sky,
5. the sun, 6. the wind and 7. the fire. Through these illustrations,
he tried to shed light on the nature of  the saints. Firstly, the sandal
tree or any other tree is cut with some sharp weapon or somebody
cuts it with an axe. But this good tree felt no anger in his heart.
Rather, it tried to improve on the work of the woodcutter and felt
not a bit angry. It did not find even the smallest fault with the
action of  the wood-cutter. Dear brother, listen to the nature of  the
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saints. Saints, who are good-samaritans and are like the sandal tree,
do not feel any resentment over those who utter bitter words of
disgrace against them, who slander them, and try to hurl meaningless
accusations at the saints, out of sheer jealousy because of the
honour and respect they command. They bear no grudge even
against those who tried to scandalize them. The saint has good
wishes in his heart even for such a person, who had gone astray.
He wishes him well. He neither pronounces any curse on such a
wicked person, nor does he nurse negative thoughts about him. As
against this, he rather prays for the welfare of the sinner, says
Nanak. God’s Name raises us to the highest level and May God
ordain the welfare of  all. As the Guru says :

Nanak, God's Name is ever exalting,
And may all prosper by Thy grace, O Lord.
éÅéÕ éÅî Úó·çÆ ÕñÅÍ å¶ð ¶ íÅä¶ Ãðì¼å ÕÅ íñÅÍéÅéÕ éÅî Úó·çÆ ÕñÅÍ å¶ð ¶ íÅä¶ Ãðì¼å ÕÅ íñÅÍéÅéÕ éÅî Úó·çÆ ÕñÅÍ å¶ð ¶ íÅä¶ Ãðì¼å ÕÅ íñÅÍéÅéÕ éÅî Úó·çÆ ÕñÅÍ å¶ð ¶ íÅä¶ Ãðì¼å ÕÅ íñÅÍéÅéÕ éÅî Úó·çÆ ÕñÅÍ å¶ð ¶ íÅä¶ Ãðì¼å ÕÅ íñÅÍ
The sharp weapon cleaves the tree
But it grumbles not,
And serves him who harms it
And blames him not the least
O my mind utter ever the Name of the Lord
For the God is compassionate, merciful and sustainer
And listen that too is the nature of Saints.
ÃÃÇåÌ åÆÖÇä ÕÅÇà âÅÇðú îÇé é ÕÆé¯ ð¯Ã¹ÍÍÃÃÇåÌ åÆÖÇä ÕÅÇà âÅÇðú îÇé é ÕÆé¯ ð¯Ã¹ÍÍÃÃÇåÌ åÆÖÇä ÕÅÇà âÅÇðú îÇé é ÕÆé¯ ð¯Ã¹ÍÍÃÃÇåÌ åÆÖÇä ÕÅÇà âÅÇðú îÇé é ÕÆé¯ ð¯Ã¹ÍÍÃÃÇåÌ åÆÖÇä ÕÅÇà âÅÇðú îÇé é ÕÆé¯ ð¯Ã¹ÍÍ
ÕÅÜ¹ À°ÁÅ Õ¯ ñ¶ ÃòÅÇðú Çå« é çÆé¯ ç¯Ã¹ÍÍÕÅÜ¹ À°ÁÅ Õ¯ ñ¶ ÃòÅÇðú Çå« é çÆé¯ ç¯Ã¹ÍÍÕÅÜ¹ À°ÁÅ Õ¯ ñ¶ ÃòÅÇðú Çå« é çÆé¯ ç¯Ã¹ÍÍÕÅÜ¹ À°ÁÅ Õ¯ ñ¶ ÃòÅÇðú Çå« é çÆé¯ ç¯Ã¹ÍÍÕÅÜ¹ À°ÁÅ Õ¯ ñ¶ ÃòÅÇðú Çå« é çÆé¯ ç¯Ã¹ÍÍ
îé î¶ð¶ ðÅî ðÀ° Çéå éÆÇåÍÍîé î¶ð¶ ðÅî ðÀ° Çéå éÆÇåÍÍîé î¶ð¶ ðÅî ðÀ° Çéå éÆÇåÍÍîé î¶ð¶ ðÅî ðÀ° Çéå éÆÇåÍÍîé î¶ð¶ ðÅî ðÀ° Çéå éÆÇåÍÍ
çÇÂÁÅñ ç¶ò Ç´êÅñ ×¯Çì³ç Ã¹Çé Ã³åéÅ ÕÆ ðÆÇåÍÍçÇÂÁÅñ ç¶ò Ç´êÅñ ×¯Çì³ç Ã¹Çé Ã³åéÅ ÕÆ ðÆÇåÍÍçÇÂÁÅñ ç¶ò Ç´êÅñ ×¯Çì³ç Ã¹Çé Ã³åéÅ ÕÆ ðÆÇåÍÍçÇÂÁÅñ ç¶ò Ç´êÅñ ×¯Çì³ç Ã¹Çé Ã³åéÅ ÕÆ ðÆÇåÍÍçÇÂÁÅñ ç¶ò Ç´êÅñ ×¯Çì³ç Ã¹Çé Ã³åéÅ ÕÆ ðÆÇåÍÍ

AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - A@AG- A@AG- A@AG- A@AG- A@AG
The second example is of  the boat or the ship. Suppose one

has to sail across the ocean and one is dead tired after covering a
long distance on foot. But when he rides the boat and occupies a
comfortable seat, he feels no discomfort and easily sails across the
ocean. This example signifies that when a traveller of life gets on
to the boat of the company of the saints, then all the suffering
of the body which he had undergone through births and deaths of
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millions of lives is gone. As is said in Gurbani :
For several births thou were a worm and a moth.
For several birth thou were an elephant, a fish or a deer.
For several births thou were a bird and a snake.
In several births thou were yoked as a horse and an ox.
ÕÂÆ Üéî íÂ¶ ÕÆà êå³×ÅÍÍ ÕÂÆ Üéî ×Ü îÆé Õ°ð³×ÅÍÍÕÂÆ Üéî íÂ¶ ÕÆà êå³×ÅÍÍ ÕÂÆ Üéî ×Ü îÆé Õ°ð³×ÅÍÍÕÂÆ Üéî íÂ¶ ÕÆà êå³×ÅÍÍ ÕÂÆ Üéî ×Ü îÆé Õ°ð³×ÅÍÍÕÂÆ Üéî íÂ¶ ÕÆà êå³×ÅÍÍ ÕÂÆ Üéî ×Ü îÆé Õ°ð³×ÅÍÍÕÂÆ Üéî íÂ¶ ÕÆà êå³×ÅÍÍ ÕÂÆ Üéî ×Ü îÆé Õ°ð³×ÅÍÍ
ÕÂÆ Üéî ê³ÖÆ Ãðê Ô¯ÇÂúÍÍ ÕÂÆ Üéî ÔËòð ÇìÌÖ Ü¯ÇÂúÍÍÕÂÆ Üéî ê³ÖÆ Ãðê Ô¯ÇÂúÍÍ ÕÂÆ Üéî ÔËòð ÇìÌÖ Ü¯ÇÂúÍÍÕÂÆ Üéî ê³ÖÆ Ãðê Ô¯ÇÂúÍÍ ÕÂÆ Üéî ÔËòð ÇìÌÖ Ü¯ÇÂúÍÍÕÂÆ Üéî ê³ÖÆ Ãðê Ô¯ÇÂúÍÍ ÕÂÆ Üéî ÔËòð ÇìÌÖ Ü¯ÇÂúÍÍÕÂÆ Üéî ê³ÖÆ Ãðê Ô¯ÇÂúÍÍ ÕÂÆ Üéî ÔËòð ÇìÌÖ Ü¯ÇÂúÍÍ

AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - AGF- AGF- AGF- AGF- AGF
Thus in the journey of life, through the grace of the saints

one is enabled to cross the ocean of the world, by listening to the
sermons of  the saints, their exhortations, by making spiritual
efforts, by way of  his noble actions, worship, prayer and true
knowledge, which destroy the veneer of filth (in the mind), discords,
and ignorance. He is freed from all these sufferings.

O saint, thus is crossed the world-ocean.
He who practises the word of the saints, he is ferried across by
Guru's grace.
Ã³åÔ¹ ÃÅ×ð¹ êÅÇð À°åðÆÁËÍÍÃ³åÔ¹ ÃÅ×ð¹ êÅÇð À°åðÆÁËÍÍÃ³åÔ¹ ÃÅ×ð¹ êÅÇð À°åðÆÁËÍÍÃ³åÔ¹ ÃÅ×ð¹ êÅÇð À°åðÆÁËÍÍÃ³åÔ¹ ÃÅ×ð¹ êÅÇð À°åðÆÁËÍÍ
Ü¶ Õ¯ ìÚé° ÕîÅòË Ã³åé ÕÅ Ü¶ Õ¯ ìÚé° ÕîÅòË Ã³åé ÕÅ Ü¶ Õ¯ ìÚé° ÕîÅòË Ã³åé ÕÅ Ü¶ Õ¯ ìÚé° ÕîÅòË Ã³åé ÕÅ Ü¶ Õ¯ ìÚé° ÕîÅòË Ã³åé ÕÅ Ã¯ ×¹ð êðÃÅçÆ åðÆÁËÍÍÃ¯ ×¹ð êðÃÅçÆ åðÆÁËÍÍÃ¯ ×¹ð êðÃÅçÆ åðÆÁËÍÍÃ¯ ×¹ð êðÃÅçÆ åðÆÁËÍÍÃ¯ ×¹ð êðÃÅçÆ åðÆÁËÍÍ

AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - GDG- GDG- GDG- GDG- GDG
Trampling it under his feet, man sits in the boat and is rid of his
bodily fatigue.
The great ocean affects him not and in a moment he lands on the
yonder shore.
Úðä åñË À°×ÅÇÔ ìËÇÃú ÃÌî¹ é ðÇÔú ÃðÆÇðÍÍÚðä åñË À°×ÅÇÔ ìËÇÃú ÃÌî¹ é ðÇÔú ÃðÆÇðÍÍÚðä åñË À°×ÅÇÔ ìËÇÃú ÃÌî¹ é ðÇÔú ÃðÆÇðÍÍÚðä åñË À°×ÅÇÔ ìËÇÃú ÃÌî¹ é ðÇÔú ÃðÆÇðÍÍÚðä åñË À°×ÅÇÔ ìËÇÃú ÃÌî¹ é ðÇÔú ÃðÆÇðÍÍ
îÔÅ ÃÅ×ð¹ éÔ ÇòÁÅêË ÇÖéÇÔ À¹åÇðú åÆÇðÍÍîÔÅ ÃÅ×ð¹ éÔ ÇòÁÅêË ÇÖéÇÔ À¹åÇðú åÆÇðÍÍîÔÅ ÃÅ×ð¹ éÔ ÇòÁÅêË ÇÖéÇÔ À¹åÇðú åÆÇðÍÍîÔÅ ÃÅ×ð¹ éÔ ÇòÁÅêË ÇÖéÇÔ À¹åÇðú åÆÇðÍÍîÔÅ ÃÅ×ð¹ éÔ ÇòÁÅêË ÇÖéÇÔ À¹åÇðú åÆÇðÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - A@AG- A@AG- A@AG- A@AG- A@AG

The third is the example of the earth and it is explained thus
:

Sandal, aloe, camphor-paste; the earth loves them not.
In its mind it hates him not, who digs it bit by bit or dumps
ordure and urine in it.
Ú³çé Á×ð ÕêÈð ñ¶êé ÇåÃ¹ Ã³×¶ éÔÆ êÌÆÇåÍÍÚ³çé Á×ð ÕêÈð ñ¶êé ÇåÃ¹ Ã³×¶ éÔÆ êÌÆÇåÍÍÚ³çé Á×ð ÕêÈð ñ¶êé ÇåÃ¹ Ã³×¶ éÔÆ êÌÆÇåÍÍÚ³çé Á×ð ÕêÈð ñ¶êé ÇåÃ¹ Ã³×¶ éÔÆ êÌÆÇåÍÍÚ³çé Á×ð ÕêÈð ñ¶êé ÇåÃ¹ Ã³×¶ éÔÆ êÌÆÇåÍÍ
ÇìÃàÅ îÈåÌ Ö¯Çç Çå« Çå« îÇé é îéÆ ÇìêðÆÇåÍÍÇìÃàÅ îÈåÌ Ö¯Çç Çå« Çå« îÇé é îéÆ ÇìêðÆÇåÍÍÇìÃàÅ îÈåÌ Ö¯Çç Çå« Çå« îÇé é îéÆ ÇìêðÆÇåÍÍÇìÃàÅ îÈåÌ Ö¯Çç Çå« Çå« îÇé é îéÆ ÇìêðÆÇåÍÍÇìÃàÅ îÈåÌ Ö¯Çç Çå« Çå« îÇé é îéÆ ÇìêðÆÇåÍÍ

AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - A@AH- A@AH- A@AH- A@AH- A@AH
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Some one passes urine on the earth, and some defecate, some
digs it bit by bit but the mother earth never has any harsh thoughts
about him over this violation. The earth does only good to him.
Houses are built for man’s dwelling, the earth produces various
kinds of foodgrains to feed him, the earth grows many trees which
supply him with fruits. The honey bees produce nectar and sweet
honey from the flowers which grow on the surface of the earth.
Man walks on the earth and earns his livelihood. There are
tubewells at so many places. Man pierces the belly of  earth, which
offers him clean water, which it had hidden within its bosom. This
water is used for the crops as well as for drinking. On no score,
does the earth think ill of the man. Brother, hear from me, such
is the nature of  the saints. Though some one may sing the praises
of the saints, like pasting the earth with fifty two types of sandals
and camphor, but the saints feel no special love after hearing so
many praises from such worshippers; on the other hand, the saints
have no enmity for such a wicked person like the one who urinates
and defecates on earth and he who is ever weaving plans to do
harm to the saints and over trifles and trivialities, he tries to bring
false accusations to the saints. But the peace and equanimity of
the Saints is never disturbed on hearing the poisonous remarks
which fill the heart of  the slanderer. Nor do the saints ever think
of  doing any harm to that bad man. Rather they do good to him,
by trying to bring him into the company of  the saints.

The earth bears all sorts of digging by men but objects not,
The trees are axed but they protest not,
Likewise saints & seers bear all slander,
Which we mortals can hear not.
Ö¯ç ÖÅç èðåÆ ÃÔË ÕÅà ÕÈà ìéðÅÇÂÍÍÖ¯ç ÖÅç èðåÆ ÃÔË ÕÅà ÕÈà ìéðÅÇÂÍÍÖ¯ç ÖÅç èðåÆ ÃÔË ÕÅà ÕÈà ìéðÅÇÂÍÍÖ¯ç ÖÅç èðåÆ ÃÔË ÕÅà ÕÈà ìéðÅÇÂÍÍÖ¯ç ÖÅç èðåÆ ÃÔË ÕÅà ÕÈà ìéðÅÇÂÍÍ
ì¯ñ Õì¯ñ ÃÅèÈ ÃÔË ÁÀ°ð êÇÔ ÃÇÔÁÅ é ÜÅÇÂÍÍì¯ñ Õì¯ñ ÃÅèÈ ÃÔË ÁÀ°ð êÇÔ ÃÇÔÁÅ é ÜÅÇÂÍÍì¯ñ Õì¯ñ ÃÅèÈ ÃÔË ÁÀ°ð êÇÔ ÃÇÔÁÅ é ÜÅÇÂÍÍì¯ñ Õì¯ñ ÃÅèÈ ÃÔË ÁÀ°ð êÇÔ ÃÇÔÁÅ é ÜÅÇÂÍÍì¯ñ Õì¯ñ ÃÅèÈ ÃÔË ÁÀ°ð êÇÔ ÃÇÔÁÅ é ÜÅÇÂÍÍ

This is the noble tradition of  the way of  life of  the saints.
For this reason, even slanderers and those who turn their face away
from God develop needless enmity against the saints. If  they just
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have the sight of  the saints, even that will bear fruit for them.

In the annals of  the Gurus, there occurs an instance like this.
Once, Emperor Akbar with a great faith went to meet Guru Amar
Das. He also partook of  the food at Guru’s langar (community
kitchen). At that time, he (Akbar) was accompanied by his younger
brother Qasam Beg. Not realising the greatness of  the Guru, he
took him to be a common human being and grossly criticized the
humility and devotion that Akbar extended to the Guru. He talked
ill of  the Guru. It so happened that at night, while at dinner, a
bone got stuck in his throat, as a result of which he died; and
due to his jealous nature, he was born in the lower category of
life. With the passing of  time, Guru Har Gobind Sahib, in the
company of Jehangir once went for the hunting of a very ferocious
tiger. Hearing the roar of  that tiger, the horses got frightened  and
the elephants took fright and began trumpeting and started to go
back. No brave man could pluck up courage to face that terrible
tiger. At that time, the Sixth Master Guru Har Gobind gave a battle
to the tiger with his sacred sword and killed him. Jehangir saw its
soul in a light and on enquiry Guru Maharaj told him that this tiger
was guilty of  running down the Third Master Guru Amardas and
had spoken words of  extreme resentment against the Guru. As a
result of that, it had to wander through many lower births, but it
was yet to receive the fruit of  Guru Maharaj’s darshan (sight); that
fruit was to be obtained by the tiger at this time. It had to meet
its death at the sacred lotus hands of  the Guru, so he is saved
from going into hell. This is the way in which the saints conduct
themselves in the world. In this context, Guru Maharaj has also
given the fourth illustration of  the sky.

The peace-giving canopy of the sky is evenly stretching over all the
high, low, bad and good.
Friend and foe it knows not, and all the beings are alike to it.
À±Ú éÆÚ ÇìÕÅð Ã¹Ç´å Ã³ñ×é Ãí Ã¹Ö ÛåÌÍÍÀ±Ú éÆÚ ÇìÕÅð Ã¹Ç´å Ã³ñ×é Ãí Ã¹Ö ÛåÌÍÍÀ±Ú éÆÚ ÇìÕÅð Ã¹Ç´å Ã³ñ×é Ãí Ã¹Ö ÛåÌÍÍÀ±Ú éÆÚ ÇìÕÅð Ã¹Ç´å Ã³ñ×é Ãí Ã¹Ö ÛåÌÍÍÀ±Ú éÆÚ ÇìÕÅð Ã¹Ç´å Ã³ñ×é Ãí Ã¹Ö ÛåÌÍÍ
ÇîåÌ ÃåÌ é ÕÛ± ÜÅéË Ãðì ÜÆÁ ÃîåÍÍÇîåÌ ÃåÌ é ÕÛ± ÜÅéË Ãðì ÜÆÁ ÃîåÍÍÇîåÌ ÃåÌ é ÕÛ± ÜÅéË Ãðì ÜÆÁ ÃîåÍÍÇîåÌ ÃåÌ é ÕÛ± ÜÅéË Ãðì ÜÆÁ ÃîåÍÍÇîåÌ ÃåÌ é ÕÛ± ÜÅéË Ãðì ÜÆÁ ÃîåÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - A@AH- A@AH- A@AH- A@AH- A@AH
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Dear brother, listen to the nobility of the saints’ code of
conduct. The saints treat equally both the sinners and virtuous, the
proud and humble. They have neither any attachment nor any
enmity with anyone. They never have the feeling of enmity against
anyone. They look at all with the same eye but the worldly folk
behave contrarily. So they criticise the saints’ attitude of  having
no attachment or enmity with anyone. They regard some as their
enemies, that is, in their mind some persons have an image of an
enemy and they have decided to practise enmity against them, like
the present day political parties. They seek in the saints their own
hearts desire namely that they (saints) should talk only about their
good (and not show any love or pity for their enemies), and they
should not permit anyone of  their political enemies to attend their
congregation in the service of  Guru Granth Sahib. And if  such a
person does attend, they criticise the saint saying that he (saint)
has now joined that party. The minds of  such fools is completely
pervaded by darkness, because they know neither the nature of  the
saints nor do they have any knowledge of the ideals of the Bani.
On this point, Guru Maharaj says :

So long as he deems one as a friend, another foe
It is mind stays not in peace.
So long as he is attached to Maya
He receives punishment from the Lord of the Law.
Üì èÅðË Õ¯À± ìËðÆ îÆå°ÍÍ åì ñ×¹ ÇéÔÚ« éÅÔÆ ÚÆå°ÍÍÜì èÅðË Õ¯À± ìËðÆ îÆå°ÍÍ åì ñ×¹ ÇéÔÚ« éÅÔÆ ÚÆå°ÍÍÜì èÅðË Õ¯À± ìËðÆ îÆå°ÍÍ åì ñ×¹ ÇéÔÚ« éÅÔÆ ÚÆå°ÍÍÜì èÅðË Õ¯À± ìËðÆ îÆå°ÍÍ åì ñ×¹ ÇéÔÚ« éÅÔÆ ÚÆå°ÍÍÜì èÅðË Õ¯À± ìËðÆ îÆå°ÍÍ åì ñ×¹ ÇéÔÚ« éÅÔÆ ÚÆå°ÍÍ
Üì ñ×¹ î¯Ô î×é Ã³Ç× îÅÇÂÍÍ åì ñ×¹ èðîðÅÇÂ ç¶ÇÂ ÃÜÅÇÂÍÍÜì ñ×¹ î¯Ô î×é Ã³Ç× îÅÇÂÍÍ åì ñ×¹ èðîðÅÇÂ ç¶ÇÂ ÃÜÅÇÂÍÍÜì ñ×¹ î¯Ô î×é Ã³Ç× îÅÇÂÍÍ åì ñ×¹ èðîðÅÇÂ ç¶ÇÂ ÃÜÅÇÂÍÍÜì ñ×¹ î¯Ô î×é Ã³Ç× îÅÇÂÍÍ åì ñ×¹ èðîðÅÇÂ ç¶ÇÂ ÃÜÅÇÂÍÍÜì ñ×¹ î¯Ô î×é Ã³Ç× îÅÇÂÍÍ åì ñ×¹ èðîðÅÇÂ ç¶ÇÂ ÃÜÅÇÂÍÍ
                                  AMg                                   AMg                                   AMg                                   AMg                                   AMg - - - - - BGHBGHBGHBGHBGH

The saints’ nature is like that of  the sun and the sky. They
know neither any kin nor any stranger. This faculty  has been totally
destroyed in their heart by hard and incessant practice of teachings
of  Guru Granth Sahib :

Since the time, I have attained unto the society of the saints, I have
altogether forgotten to be jealous of others. Pause.
No one now is my enemy, nor is anyone a stranger to me and I am
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the friend of all.
ÇìÃÇð ×ÂÆ Ãí åÅÇå êðÅÂÆÍÍÇìÃÇð ×ÂÆ Ãí åÅÇå êðÅÂÆÍÍÇìÃÇð ×ÂÆ Ãí åÅÇå êðÅÂÆÍÍÇìÃÇð ×ÂÆ Ãí åÅÇå êðÅÂÆÍÍÇìÃÇð ×ÂÆ Ãí åÅÇå êðÅÂÆÍÍ
Üì å¶ ÃÅèÃ³×Çå î¯ÇÔ êÅÂÆÍÍÜì å¶ ÃÅèÃ³×Çå î¯ÇÔ êÅÂÆÍÍÜì å¶ ÃÅèÃ³×Çå î¯ÇÔ êÅÂÆÍÍÜì å¶ ÃÅèÃ³×Çå î¯ÇÔ êÅÂÆÍÍÜì å¶ ÃÅèÃ³×Çå î¯ÇÔ êÅÂÆÍÍ
éÅ Õ¯ ìËðÆ éÔÆ Çì×ÅéÅéÅ Õ¯ ìËðÆ éÔÆ Çì×ÅéÅéÅ Õ¯ ìËðÆ éÔÆ Çì×ÅéÅéÅ Õ¯ ìËðÆ éÔÆ Çì×ÅéÅéÅ Õ¯ ìËðÆ éÔÆ Çì×ÅéÅ
Ã×ñ Ã³Ç× Ôî ÕÀ° ìÇé ÁÅÂÃ×ñ Ã³Ç× Ôî ÕÀ° ìÇé ÁÅÂÃ×ñ Ã³Ç× Ôî ÕÀ° ìÇé ÁÅÂÃ×ñ Ã³Ç× Ôî ÕÀ° ìÇé ÁÅÂÃ×ñ Ã³Ç× Ôî ÕÀ° ìÇé ÁÅÂÆÍÍÆÍÍÆÍÍÆÍÍÆÍÍ      AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - ABII- ABII- ABII- ABII- ABII

Thus the saints have neither friendly partiality towards any
person, nor the feeling of enmity for anyone. They look on all with
the same eye. The next concrete example given is that of the sun.

The sun rises and sheds dazzling light, wherewith darkness is
dispelled.
Touching the pure and the impure, the sun's rays feel not mental
pain.
ÕÇð êÌ×ÅÃ¹ êÌÚ³â êÌ×Çàú Á³èÕÅð ÇìéÅÃÍÍÕÇð êÌ×ÅÃ¹ êÌÚ³â êÌ×Çàú Á³èÕÅð ÇìéÅÃÍÍÕÇð êÌ×ÅÃ¹ êÌÚ³â êÌ×Çàú Á³èÕÅð ÇìéÅÃÍÍÕÇð êÌ×ÅÃ¹ êÌÚ³â êÌ×Çàú Á³èÕÅð ÇìéÅÃÍÍÕÇð êÌ×ÅÃ¹ êÌÚ³â êÌ×Çàú Á³èÕÅð ÇìéÅÃÍÍ
êÇòåÌÌ ÁêÇòåÌÔ ÇÕðä êÇòåÌÌ ÁêÇòåÌÔ ÇÕðä êÇòåÌÌ ÁêÇòåÌÔ ÇÕðä êÇòåÌÌ ÁêÇòåÌÔ ÇÕðä êÇòåÌÌ ÁêÇòåÌÔ ÇÕðä ñÅ×¶ îÇé é íÇÂñÅ×¶ îÇé é íÇÂñÅ×¶ îÇé é íÇÂñÅ×¶ îÇé é íÇÂñÅ×¶ îÇé é íÇÂú ÇìÖÅç¹ÍÍú ÇìÖÅç¹ÍÍú ÇìÖÅç¹ÍÍú ÇìÖÅç¹ÍÍú ÇìÖÅç¹ÍÍ

AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - A@AH- A@AH- A@AH- A@AH- A@AH
The rays of the sun fall equally well on the holy and unholy

spots, on the flower gardens as well as on the heaps of the filth.
Just there is no reservation in the heart of  the sun :

The knower of God is ever stainless as the Sun gives comfort to all.
ìÌÔîÇ×ÁÅéÆ ÃçÅ Çéðç¯ÖÍÍ ÜËÃ¶ ÃÈð ¹ Ãðì ÕÀ° Ã¯ÖÍÍìÌÔîÇ×ÁÅéÆ ÃçÅ Çéðç¯ÖÍÍ ÜËÃ¶ ÃÈð ¹ Ãðì ÕÀ° Ã¯ÖÍÍìÌÔîÇ×ÁÅéÆ ÃçÅ Çéðç¯ÖÍÍ ÜËÃ¶ ÃÈð ¹ Ãðì ÕÀ° Ã¯ÖÍÍìÌÔîÇ×ÁÅéÆ ÃçÅ Çéðç¯ÖÍÍ ÜËÃ¶ ÃÈð ¹ Ãðì ÕÀ° Ã¯ÖÍÍìÌÔîÇ×ÁÅéÆ ÃçÅ Çéðç¯ÖÍÍ ÜËÃ¶ ÃÈð ¹ Ãðì ÕÀ° Ã¯ÖÍÍ

AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - BGB- BGB- BGB- BGB- BGB
The saints, like the intense rays of the sun, destroy darkness

from the deep recesses of  one’s consciousness with the light of
true knowledge. They employ a variety of  figures of  speech to
explain their message which destroys the darkness of ignorance.
Their sermons like the beams of  the sun equally illumine the inner
minds of the persons of purity as well as the filthy hearts ungodly
folk and make all of  them realise their own true divine reality. The
world inflicts numerous kinds of sufferings on the saints, just as
saintly persons like Namdev, Kabir Sahib, Prahlad, Ravidas had to
undergo so much pain, but the saints’ following their on innate
nature like the sun, changed them into the devotees of God, by
focussing on them the rays of their Divine knowledge. There is
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never any feeling of resentment in the hearts such noble preachers
and the saints; nor do they keep any count of  such activities. They
do not notice how some bad man has injured the feelings of the
devout. Being indifferent to such sentiments, they pray for the
welfare of one and all.

The sixth example is that of the wind. In the heat of the
summer, cool breeze seems so sweet. There are all sorts of things
- good and bad - on this earth, just as in the world, there are
persons of all sorts of mentality - good and bad; some are God-
lovers, others are away from God, some are slanderers, some are
do gooders, charitable, full of  service for others, like the wind
which gives life to all, the saints offer their sermons to all sorts
of persons for their uplift, without considering their good or bad
conduct. Such is the cool loving nature of  the saints. Whatever they
do, they do it out of  love for all. They give their instructions to
all equally. They extinguish the pride of  the mighty, and the wicked,
by means of their advice :

The cool and fragrant wind gently brushes all the places alike.
Wheresoever anything is, there it touches it and hesitates not even
a bit.
ÃÆå î³ç Ã¹×³è ÚÇñú Ãðì æÅé ÃîÅéÍÍÃÆå î³ç Ã¹×³è ÚÇñú Ãðì æÅé ÃîÅéÍÍÃÆå î³ç Ã¹×³è ÚÇñú Ãðì æÅé ÃîÅéÍÍÃÆå î³ç Ã¹×³è ÚÇñú Ãðì æÅé ÃîÅéÍÍÃÆå î³ç Ã¹×³è ÚÇñú Ãðì æÅé ÃîÅéÍÍ
ÜÔÅ ÃÅ ÇÕÛ° åÔÅ ñÅÇ×ú Çå« é Ã³ÕÅ îÅéÍÍÜÔÅ ÃÅ ÇÕÛ° åÔÅ ñÅÇ×ú Çå« é Ã³ÕÅ îÅéÍÍÜÔÅ ÃÅ ÇÕÛ° åÔÅ ñÅÇ×ú Çå« é Ã³ÕÅ îÅéÍÍÜÔÅ ÃÅ ÇÕÛ° åÔÅ ñÅÇ×ú Çå« é Ã³ÕÅ îÅéÍÍÜÔÅ ÃÅ ÇÕÛ° åÔÅ ñÅÇ×ú Çå« é Ã³ÕÅ îÅéÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg -  A@AH-  A@AH-  A@AH-  A@AH-  A@AH
The knower of God looks on all with equal eyes like the wind that
blows alike on the King and the poor.
ìÌÔîÇ×ÁÅéÆ ÕË ÇçÌÃÇà ÃîÅéÍÍìÌÔîÇ×ÁÅéÆ ÕË ÇçÌÃÇà ÃîÅéÍÍìÌÔîÇ×ÁÅéÆ ÕË ÇçÌÃÇà ÃîÅéÍÍìÌÔîÇ×ÁÅéÆ ÕË ÇçÌÃÇà ÃîÅéÍÍìÌÔîÇ×ÁÅéÆ ÕË ÇçÌÃÇà ÃîÅéÍÍ
ÜËÃ¶ ðÅÜ ð³Õ Õ¯À¹ ñÅ×Ë å°Çñ êòÅéÍÍÜËÃ¶ ðÅÜ ð³Õ Õ¯À¹ ñÅ×Ë å°Çñ êòÅéÍÍÜËÃ¶ ðÅÜ ð³Õ Õ¯À¹ ñÅ×Ë å°Çñ êòÅéÍÍÜËÃ¶ ðÅÜ ð³Õ Õ¯À¹ ñÅ×Ë å°Çñ êòÅéÍÍÜËÃ¶ ðÅÜ ð³Õ Õ¯À¹ ñÅ×Ë å°Çñ êòÅéÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - BG- BG- BG- BG- BGBBBBB

Further on, Guru Ji gives the example of  the fire.
Good or bad, whosoever draws near fire; his cold is dispelled.
Its own or that of another, it knows not and ever maintains the
same disposition.
Ã¹íÅÇÂ ÁíÅÇÂ Ü¹ ÇéÕÇà ÁÅòË ÃÆå° åÅ ÕÅ ÜÅÇÂÍÍÃ¹íÅÇÂ ÁíÅÇÂ Ü¹ ÇéÕÇà ÁÅòË ÃÆå° åÅ ÕÅ ÜÅÇÂÍÍÃ¹íÅÇÂ ÁíÅÇÂ Ü¹ ÇéÕÇà ÁÅòË ÃÆå° åÅ ÕÅ ÜÅÇÂÍÍÃ¹íÅÇÂ ÁíÅÇÂ Ü¹ ÇéÕÇà ÁÅòË ÃÆå° åÅ ÕÅ ÜÅÇÂÍÍÃ¹íÅÇÂ ÁíÅÇÂ Ü¹ ÇéÕÇà ÁÅòË ÃÆå° åÅ ÕÅ ÜÅÇÂÍÍ
ÁÅê êð ÕÅ ÕÛ° é ÜÅäË ÃçÅ ÃÔÇÜ Ã¹íÅÇÂÍÍÁÅê êð ÕÅ ÕÛ° é ÜÅäË ÃçÅ ÃÔÇÜ Ã¹íÅÇÂÍÍÁÅê êð ÕÅ ÕÛ° é ÜÅäË ÃçÅ ÃÔÇÜ Ã¹íÅÇÂÍÍÁÅê êð ÕÅ ÕÛ° é ÜÅäË ÃçÅ ÃÔÇÜ Ã¹íÅÇÂÍÍÁÅê êð ÕÅ ÕÛ° é ÜÅäË ÃçÅ ÃÔÇÜ Ã¹íÅÇÂÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - A@AH- A@AH- A@AH- A@AH- A@AH
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This is the attribute of the knower of God.
Nanak, his inherent nature is all purifying like the fire.
ìÌÔîÇ×ÁÅéÆ ÕÅ ÇÂÔË ×¹éÅÀ°ÍÍìÌÔîÇ×ÁÅéÆ ÕÅ ÇÂÔË ×¹éÅÀ°ÍÍìÌÔîÇ×ÁÅéÆ ÕÅ ÇÂÔË ×¹éÅÀ°ÍÍìÌÔîÇ×ÁÅéÆ ÕÅ ÇÂÔË ×¹éÅÀ°ÍÍìÌÔîÇ×ÁÅéÆ ÕÅ ÇÂÔË ×¹éÅÀ°ÍÍ
éÅéÕ ÇÜÀ° êÅòÕ ÕÅ ÃÔÜ Ã¹íÅÀ°ÍÍéÅéÕ ÇÜÀ° êÅòÕ ÕÅ ÃÔÜ Ã¹íÅÀ°ÍÍéÅéÕ ÇÜÀ° êÅòÕ ÕÅ ÃÔÜ Ã¹íÅÀ°ÍÍéÅéÕ ÇÜÀ° êÅòÕ ÕÅ ÃÔÜ Ã¹íÅÀ°ÍÍéÅéÕ ÇÜÀ° êÅòÕ ÕÅ ÃÔÜ Ã¹íÅÀ°ÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - BGB- BGB- BGB- BGB- BGB

Giving the instance of  the fire, Guru Ji tells us that whoever
goes near the fire, whether with love or with wickedness, the fire
is there to remove his feeling of cold. The fire knows no kin or
stranger. Whoever comes near it, it removes his cold, according to
its nature. Fire also removes his fear, lest he should catch
pneumonia, by catching cold. Also it sheds light over a long
distance, with its flames. Thus the saints make no distinction
between one’s own and the others. It is their nature to treat all
alike. Whatever persons approach the congregation of the saint,
with or without love, get their chill of ignorance removed. Their
fear is put away. The saints’ company puts to flight, people’s fear
of  the agents of  death. The light of  true knowledge shines on
them. The circle of  births and deaths is ended. As Guru Maharaj
has ordained :

Whosoever seeks the refuge of the feet of the sublime Lord, soul of
his is imbued with the love of his Beloved.
Singing ever the praise of the World-Cherisher, O Nanak, the
Master befcomes merciful.
Úðä Ãðä ÃéÅæ ÇÂÔ¹ îé° ð³Ç× ðÅå¶ ñÅñÍÍÚðä Ãðä ÃéÅæ ÇÂÔ¹ îé° ð³Ç× ðÅå¶ ñÅñÍÍÚðä Ãðä ÃéÅæ ÇÂÔ¹ îé° ð³Ç× ðÅå¶ ñÅñÍÍÚðä Ãðä ÃéÅæ ÇÂÔ¹ îé° ð³Ç× ðÅå¶ ñÅñÍÍÚðä Ãðä ÃéÅæ ÇÂÔ¹ îé° ð³Ç× ðÅå¶ ñÅñÍÍ
×¯êÅñ ×¹ä Çéå ×ÅÀ° éÅéÕ íÂ¶ êÌí ÇÕðêÅñÍÍ×¯êÅñ ×¹ä Çéå ×ÅÀ° éÅéÕ íÂ¶ êÌí ÇÕðêÅñÍÍ×¯êÅñ ×¹ä Çéå ×ÅÀ° éÅéÕ íÂ¶ êÌí ÇÕðêÅñÍÍ×¯êÅñ ×¹ä Çéå ×ÅÀ° éÅéÕ íÂ¶ êÌí ÇÕðêÅñÍÍ×¯êÅñ ×¹ä Çéå ×ÅÀ° éÅéÕ íÂ¶ êÌí ÇÕðêÅñÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - A@AH- A@AH- A@AH- A@AH- A@AH

The saints are steeped in the love of God. Be under the
shelter of  the feet of  such saints and serve them, because they
have the capacity to make you swim across the ocean of life.

Kabir, for performing service, only the two personalities are
sublime, one the saint and another the Lord.
The Lord, who is the Giver of salvation and the saint, who makes
man utter the Name.
ÕìÆð Ã¶òÅ ÕÀ° ç¹ÇÂ íñ¶ Â¶Õ° Ã³å° ÇÂÕ° ðÅî¹ÍÍÕìÆð Ã¶òÅ ÕÀ° ç¹ÇÂ íñ¶ Â¶Õ° Ã³å° ÇÂÕ° ðÅî¹ÍÍÕìÆð Ã¶òÅ ÕÀ° ç¹ÇÂ íñ¶ Â¶Õ° Ã³å° ÇÂÕ° ðÅî¹ÍÍÕìÆð Ã¶òÅ ÕÀ° ç¹ÇÂ íñ¶ Â¶Õ° Ã³å° ÇÂÕ° ðÅî¹ÍÍÕìÆð Ã¶òÅ ÕÀ° ç¹ÇÂ íñ¶ Â¶Õ° Ã³å° ÇÂÕ° ðÅî¹ÍÍ
ðÅî¹ Ü¹ çÅåÅ î¹ÕÇå Õ¯ Ã³å° ÜêÅòË éÅî¹ÍÍðÅî¹ Ü¹ çÅåÅ î¹ÕÇå Õ¯ Ã³å° ÜêÅòË éÅî¹ÍÍðÅî¹ Ü¹ çÅåÅ î¹ÕÇå Õ¯ Ã³å° ÜêÅòË éÅî¹ÍÍðÅî¹ Ü¹ çÅåÅ î¹ÕÇå Õ¯ Ã³å° ÜêÅòË éÅî¹ÍÍðÅî¹ Ü¹ çÅåÅ î¹ÕÇå Õ¯ Ã³å° ÜêÅòË éÅî¹ÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - ACGC- ACGC- ACGC- ACGC- ACGC
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Hence you Beloved Sikhs of  the Guru, make your life
successful by living in the company of such saints, who have
attained such great spiritual heights. The saints are indistinguishable
from Waheguru. Waheguru does all their work Himself; and they
receive the blessings of  God. Waheguru Himself  saves the honour
of  the saints. When the great saint of  Rarewallah Sahib used to
practise his strict austerities near his village and performed the jap
(repetition) of Gurumantar for years together, forsaking his sleep and
hunger and bearing hardships, disregarding the heat or the cold, then
one day this incident occurred. A party of some hundred mourners
who after attending the obsequies and condolence meeting were
returning by the Gujjarwal Jarag road, that they stopped to pay their
obeisance to Sant Ji Maharaj. Spontaneously these words escaped
the lips of  Sant Rarewalla Sahib. ‘The Karah parshad is ready in
the langar (community kitchen), kindly go after partaking it.’ Hearing
these words, those mourners went to the Singh Sahib incharge of
the langar and sat in rows. At that time, in the kitchen the dala
sahib (pulses) for the night dinner was being cooked; Kadah Parshad
was yet to be prepared and presented in the service of  the Guru.
They told the kitchen incharge that Sant Maharaj has given orders
that the whole sangat (holy gathering) should go home after
partaking Karah Parshad. On that day, some ‘devotee’ had offered
the Karah Parshad for the value of  Rs. 21/2. The kitchen incharge
came to Sant Ji and pleaded, Sir the deg (Karah Parshad) is not
enough. Hearing this, Sant Ji directed them to speak to Sant Kishen
Singh Ji, who was the overall incharge of  the langar. Hearing the
whole story, Baba Kishen Singh Ji came to the langar and put his
handkerchief on the bowl and commanded thus; dear one, this is
the langar of  Guru Maharaj; it keeps running only with the Grace
of  the Guru. Be sure, there never can be any shortage in this
langar. Guru Maharaj has stated thus in the Holy Book :

As long as the Lord Himself is merciful, so long, one's capital
exhausts not ever.
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Inexhaustible is the treasure of the word of Sire Nanak, howsoever
one may eat and expend this wealth and property.
ÇåÚð¹ îÈÇñ é æ¹ ºóÆç¯ ÇÜÚð¹ ÁÅÇê Ç´êÅ«ÍÍÇåÚð¹ îÈÇñ é æ¹ ºóÆç¯ ÇÜÚð¹ ÁÅÇê Ç´êÅ«ÍÍÇåÚð¹ îÈÇñ é æ¹ ºóÆç¯ ÇÜÚð¹ ÁÅÇê Ç´êÅ«ÍÍÇåÚð¹ îÈÇñ é æ¹ ºóÆç¯ ÇÜÚð¹ ÁÅÇê Ç´êÅ«ÍÍÇåÚð¹ îÈÇñ é æ¹ ºóÆç¯ ÇÜÚð¹ ÁÅÇê Ç´êÅ«ÍÍ
Ãìç¹ ÁÖ¹à¹ ìÅìÅ éÅéÕÅ ÖÅÇÔ ÖðÇÚ èé° îÅ«ÍÍÃìç¹ ÁÖ¹à¹ ìÅìÅ éÅéÕÅ ÖÅÇÔ ÖðÇÚ èé° îÅ«ÍÍÃìç¹ ÁÖ¹à¹ ìÅìÅ éÅéÕÅ ÖÅÇÔ ÖðÇÚ èé° îÅ«ÍÍÃìç¹ ÁÖ¹à¹ ìÅìÅ éÅéÕÅ ÖÅÇÔ ÖðÇÚ èé° îÅ«ÍÍÃìç¹ ÁÖ¹à¹ ìÅìÅ éÅéÕÅ ÖÅÇÔ ÖðÇÚ èé° îÅ«ÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - ADBF- ADBF- ADBF- ADBF- ADBF

God Himself  saves us from awkward situations. Don’t bring
any doubt in your mind. Go on distributing (Karah Parshad) without
lifting cover of  the handkerchief. No shortage will occur. Thus is
the commandment of  Guru Maharaj :

The Lord automatically accomplishes the tasks of those, to whom
the Name of God is dear.
By Guru's grace, He, who arranges all the affairs, ever abides
within their mind.
Whosoever rivals those, who have the Lord God as their saviour,
he is destroyed.
ÁÇÚ³å Õ³î ÕðÇÔ êÌí Çåé Õ¶ ÇÜé ÔÇð ÕÅ éÅî¹ ÇêÁÅðÅÍÍÁÇÚ³å Õ³î ÕðÇÔ êÌí Çåé Õ¶ ÇÜé ÔÇð ÕÅ éÅî¹ ÇêÁÅðÅÍÍÁÇÚ³å Õ³î ÕðÇÔ êÌí Çåé Õ¶ ÇÜé ÔÇð ÕÅ éÅî¹ ÇêÁÅðÅÍÍÁÇÚ³å Õ³î ÕðÇÔ êÌí Çåé Õ¶ ÇÜé ÔÇð ÕÅ éÅî¹ ÇêÁÅðÅÍÍÁÇÚ³å Õ³î ÕðÇÔ êÌí Çåé Õ¶ ÇÜé ÔÇð ÕÅ éÅî¹ ÇêÁÅðÅÍÍ
×¹ð êðÃÅÇç ÃçÅ îÇé òÇÃÁÅ ÃÇí ÕÅÜ ÃòÅðäÔÅðÅÍÍ×¹ð êðÃÅÇç ÃçÅ îÇé òÇÃÁÅ ÃÇí ÕÅÜ ÃòÅðäÔÅðÅÍÍ×¹ð êðÃÅÇç ÃçÅ îÇé òÇÃÁÅ ÃÇí ÕÅÜ ÃòÅðäÔÅðÅÍÍ×¹ð êðÃÅÇç ÃçÅ îÇé òÇÃÁÅ ÃÇí ÕÅÜ ÃòÅðäÔÅðÅÍÍ×¹ð êðÃÅÇç ÃçÅ îÇé òÇÃÁÅ ÃÇí ÕÅÜ ÃòÅðäÔÅðÅÍÍ
úéÅ ÕÆ ðÆÃ Õð¶ Ã¹ Çò×¹ÚË ÇÜé ÔÇð êÌí¹ ÔË ðÖòÅðÅÍÍúéÅ ÕÆ ðÆÃ Õð¶ Ã¹ Çò×¹ÚË ÇÜé ÔÇð êÌí¹ ÔË ðÖòÅðÅÍÍúéÅ ÕÆ ðÆÃ Õð¶ Ã¹ Çò×¹ÚË ÇÜé ÔÇð êÌí¹ ÔË ðÖòÅðÅÍÍúéÅ ÕÆ ðÆÃ Õð¶ Ã¹ Çò×¹ÚË ÇÜé ÔÇð êÌí¹ ÔË ðÖòÅðÅÍÍúéÅ ÕÆ ðÆÃ Õð¶ Ã¹ Çò×¹ÚË ÇÜé ÔÇð êÌí¹ ÔË ðÖòÅðÅÍÍ

AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg -FCH-FCH-FCH-FCH-FCH
When Parshad was being distributed, many more persons came

and sat in the ranks. All participants were quite satisfied with Karah
Parshad and went away thanking and blessing the hosts. Thus the
tasks of  the saints are performed by God Himself; because in the
whole world, they see none other than God. In their eyes, no one
has ever come here, except Waheguru. Thus we see that the conduct
of the saints is quite extraordinary & unique :

This is the strange way of the saints, that they ever see the
Transcendent Lord with them.
Ã³åÅ ÕÆ ÇÂÔ ðÆÇå ÇéðÅñÆÍÍÃ³åÅ ÕÆ ÇÂÔ ðÆÇå ÇéðÅñÆÍÍÃ³åÅ ÕÆ ÇÂÔ ðÆÇå ÇéðÅñÆÍÍÃ³åÅ ÕÆ ÇÂÔ ðÆÇå ÇéðÅñÆÍÍÃ³åÅ ÕÆ ÇÂÔ ðÆÇå ÇéðÅñÆÍÍ
êÅðìÌÔî¹ ÕÇð ç¶ÖÇÔ éÅñÆÍÍêÅðìÌÔî¹ ÕÇð ç¶ÖÇÔ éÅñÆÍÍêÅðìÌÔî¹ ÕÇð ç¶ÖÇÔ éÅñÆÍÍêÅðìÌÔî¹ ÕÇð ç¶ÖÇÔ éÅñÆÍÍêÅðìÌÔî¹ ÕÇð ç¶ÖÇÔ éÅñÆÍÍ                          AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - A@HE- A@HE- A@HE- A@HE- A@HE

Thus the saints live imbued in love day and night and see God
both within and without everywhere. They live as indistinguishable
part of  Him. They have with them the Name of  Waheguru. After
realising Waheguru, no craving is left in them. Since they always
remain steeped in God. Their minds and bodies remain as fresh as
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ever. They stay in the service of  their Omniscient Guru, yet they
consider themselves as slaves of  the slaves. They remain imbued
with the Name of  Waheguru, so they see Him in each & every
particle. They see nothing other than Waheguru. The whole world
appears to them to be the manifestation of  Waheguru. All the time,
they keep themselves untouched by joys and sorrows, discord,
confusion and ignorance and remain united with Waheguru. In
appearance, they appear to behave like common human beings; busy
in their families, the worldly affairs but they stay unattached to all
these matters. They are always engrossed in the contemplation of
God. Even the Veda cannot describe the greatness of  such persons;
none can ever evaluate them. Being indistinguishable from
Waheguru, they are one with Him and are a manifestation of
Waheguru.

The Vedas know not the greatness of the holy men.
They describe them as much, as they have heard regarding them.
The greatness of the saints is beyond the three qualities.
All pervading is the praise of the saints.
There is no limit to the glory of the saint.
Ever infinite is the renown of the saint.
The glory of a saint is the highest of the high.
The honour of saint is the greatest of the great.
The celebrity of saint behoves the saint alone.
O brother Nanak, between His saint and the Lord there is no
difference.
ÃÅè ÕÆ îÇÔîÅ ì ¶ç é ÜÅéÇÔÍÍ Ü ¶åÅ Ã ¹éÇÔ å¶åÅ ìÇÖÁÅéÇÔÍÍÃÅè ÕÆ îÇÔîÅ ì ¶ç é ÜÅéÇÔÍÍ Ü ¶åÅ Ã ¹éÇÔ å¶åÅ ìÇÖÁÅéÇÔÍÍÃÅè ÕÆ îÇÔîÅ ì ¶ç é ÜÅéÇÔÍÍ Ü ¶åÅ Ã ¹éÇÔ å¶åÅ ìÇÖÁÅéÇÔÍÍÃÅè ÕÆ îÇÔîÅ ì ¶ç é ÜÅéÇÔÍÍ Ü ¶åÅ Ã ¹éÇÔ å¶åÅ ìÇÖÁÅéÇÔÍÍÃÅè ÕÆ îÇÔîÅ ì ¶ç é ÜÅéÇÔÍÍ Ü ¶åÅ Ã ¹éÇÔ å¶åÅ ìÇÖÁÅéÇÔÍÍ
ÃÅè ÕÆ À°êîÅ ÇåÔ¹ ×¹ä å¶ ç ÈÇðÍÍ ÃÅè ÕÆ À°êîÅ ðÔÆ íðêÈÇðÍÍÃÅè ÕÆ À°êîÅ ÇåÔ¹ ×¹ä å¶ ç ÈÇðÍÍ ÃÅè ÕÆ À°êîÅ ðÔÆ íðêÈÇðÍÍÃÅè ÕÆ À°êîÅ ÇåÔ¹ ×¹ä å¶ ç ÈÇðÍÍ ÃÅè ÕÆ À°êîÅ ðÔÆ íðêÈÇðÍÍÃÅè ÕÆ À°êîÅ ÇåÔ¹ ×¹ä å¶ ç ÈÇðÍÍ ÃÅè ÕÆ À°êîÅ ðÔÆ íðêÈÇðÍÍÃÅè ÕÆ À°êîÅ ÇåÔ¹ ×¹ä å¶ ç ÈÇðÍÍ ÃÅè ÕÆ À°êîÅ ðÔÆ íðêÈÇðÍÍ
ÃÅè ÕÆ Ã ¯íÅ ÕÅ éÅÔÆ Á³åÍÍ ÃÅè ÕÆ Ã ¯íÅ ÃçÅ ì ¶Á³åÍÍÃÅè ÕÆ Ã ¯íÅ ÕÅ éÅÔÆ Á³åÍÍ ÃÅè ÕÆ Ã ¯íÅ ÃçÅ ì ¶Á³åÍÍÃÅè ÕÆ Ã ¯íÅ ÕÅ éÅÔÆ Á³åÍÍ ÃÅè ÕÆ Ã ¯íÅ ÃçÅ ì ¶Á³åÍÍÃÅè ÕÆ Ã ¯íÅ ÕÅ éÅÔÆ Á³åÍÍ ÃÅè ÕÆ Ã ¯íÅ ÃçÅ ì ¶Á³åÍÍÃÅè ÕÆ Ã ¯íÅ ÕÅ éÅÔÆ Á³åÍÍ ÃÅè ÕÆ Ã ¯íÅ ÃçÅ ì ¶Á³åÍÍ
ÃÅè ÕÆ Ã ¯íÅ À±Ú å¶ À±ÚÆÍÍ ÃÅè ÕÆ Ã ¯íÅ î ÈÚ å¶ î ÈÚÆÍÍÃÅè ÕÆ Ã ¯íÅ À±Ú å¶ À±ÚÆÍÍ ÃÅè ÕÆ Ã ¯íÅ î ÈÚ å¶ î ÈÚÆÍÍÃÅè ÕÆ Ã ¯íÅ À±Ú å¶ À±ÚÆÍÍ ÃÅè ÕÆ Ã ¯íÅ î ÈÚ å¶ î ÈÚÆÍÍÃÅè ÕÆ Ã ¯íÅ À±Ú å¶ À±ÚÆÍÍ ÃÅè ÕÆ Ã ¯íÅ î ÈÚ å¶ î ÈÚÆÍÍÃÅè ÕÆ Ã ¯íÅ À±Ú å¶ À±ÚÆÍÍ ÃÅè ÕÆ Ã ¯íÅ î ÈÚ å¶ î ÈÚÆÍÍ
ÃÅè ÕÆ Ã ¯íÅ ÃÅè ìÇé ÁÅÂÆÍÍéÅéÕ ÃÅè ê Ìí í ¶ç ¹ é íÅÂÆÍÍÃÅè ÕÆ Ã ¯íÅ ÃÅè ìÇé ÁÅÂÆÍÍéÅéÕ ÃÅè ê Ìí í ¶ç ¹ é íÅÂÆÍÍÃÅè ÕÆ Ã ¯íÅ ÃÅè ìÇé ÁÅÂÆÍÍéÅéÕ ÃÅè ê Ìí í ¶ç ¹ é íÅÂÆÍÍÃÅè ÕÆ Ã ¯íÅ ÃÅè ìÇé ÁÅÂÆÍÍéÅéÕ ÃÅè ê Ìí í ¶ç ¹ é íÅÂÆÍÍÃÅè ÕÆ Ã ¯íÅ ÃÅè ìÇé ÁÅÂÆÍÍéÅéÕ ÃÅè ê Ìí í ¶ç ¹ é íÅÂÆÍÍ

AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - BGB- BGB- BGB- BGB- BGB
Guru Maharaj instructs us thus - pray that the dust of  the

feet of such great souls, which is greater than the holiness of crores
of  the Ganges, be available to us. As is the commandment :
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My face and brow, I besmear with the dust of the saints feet and
my hopes and limitless surge of desires is fulfilled.
The saints belong to the Transcendent Lord, whose glory is
immaculate. The saint's feet are equal to millions of holies like the
Ganges.
Nanak has taken bath in the dust of the saints' feet and his sins of
many births have been washed away.
Üé Úð ðÜ î¹ÇÖ îÅæË ñÅ×ÆÜé Úð ðÜ î¹ÇÖ îÅæË ñÅ×ÆÜé Úð ðÜ î¹ÇÖ îÅæË ñÅ×ÆÜé Úð ðÜ î¹ÇÖ îÅæË ñÅ×ÆÜé Úð ðÜ î¹ÇÖ îÅæË ñÅ×Æ
ÁÅÃÅ êÈðé Áé¿å åð³×ÅÍÍÁÅÃÅ êÈðé Áé¿å åð³×ÅÍÍÁÅÃÅ êÈðé Áé¿å åð³×ÅÍÍÁÅÃÅ êÈðé Áé¿å åð³×ÅÍÍÁÅÃÅ êÈðé Áé¿å åð³×ÅÍÍ
Üé êÅðìÌÔî ÜÅ ÕÆ Çéðîñ îÇÔîÅÜé êÅðìÌÔî ÜÅ ÕÆ Çéðîñ îÇÔîÅÜé êÅðìÌÔî ÜÅ ÕÆ Çéðîñ îÇÔîÅÜé êÅðìÌÔî ÜÅ ÕÆ Çéðîñ îÇÔîÅÜé êÅðìÌÔî ÜÅ ÕÆ Çéðîñ îÇÔîÅ
Üé Õ¶ Úðé åÆðæ Õ¯Çà ×³×ÅÍÍÜé Õ¶ Úðé åÆðæ Õ¯Çà ×³×ÅÍÍÜé Õ¶ Úðé åÆðæ Õ¯Çà ×³×ÅÍÍÜé Õ¶ Úðé åÆðæ Õ¯Çà ×³×ÅÍÍÜé Õ¶ Úðé åÆðæ Õ¯Çà ×³×ÅÍÍ
Üé ÕÆ èÈÇð ÕÆú îÜé° éÅéÕÜé ÕÆ èÈÇð ÕÆú îÜé° éÅéÕÜé ÕÆ èÈÇð ÕÆú îÜé° éÅéÕÜé ÕÆ èÈÇð ÕÆú îÜé° éÅéÕÜé ÕÆ èÈÇð ÕÆú îÜé° éÅéÕ
Üéî Üéî Õ¶ ¶ Ôð¶ Õñ¿×ÅÍÍÜéî Üéî Õ¶ ¶ Ôð¶ Õñ¿×ÅÍÍÜéî Üéî Õ¶ ¶ Ôð¶ Õñ¿×ÅÍÍÜéî Üéî Õ¶ ¶ Ôð¶ Õñ¿×ÅÍÍÜéî Üéî Õ¶ ¶ Ôð¶ Õñ¿×ÅÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - HBH- HBH- HBH- HBH- HBH

The gist and meaning of the above account has been given
by Guru Maharaj in his Bani thus :

Night and day, the Saints abide in the love of One God.
The Lord, they deem, to be, ever, with them.
Lord's Name they make their way of life.
They are sated by the glimpse of god's sight.
Imbued with God, their soul and body are ever green & fresh.
They enter the sanctuary of the Perfect Guru. Pause.
Lord's lotus feet are the support of their soul.
They behold but one God, and obediently obey His command.
Their's is but one trade, and one occupation.
Without the Formless Lord, they know none else.
They are free both from weal and woe.
They know the way of, ever, remaining detached from the world,
and attached with God.
They are seen among all, and yet are removed from all.
On the Supreme Lord, they fix their attention.
What glories of the Saints, can I describe?
Unfathomable is their knowledge, and I know not their worth.
O, Great God show mercy unto me.
Grant Nanak the dust of the Saints' feet.
ð Ë Çä ÇçéÃ¹ ðÔ Ë  ÇÂÕ ð ³×ÅÍÍ ê Ìí ÕÀ° ÜÅäË Ãç ÔÆ Ã ³×ÅÍÍð Ë Çä ÇçéÃ¹ ðÔ Ë  ÇÂÕ ð ³×ÅÍÍ ê Ìí ÕÀ° ÜÅäË Ãç ÔÆ Ã ³×ÅÍÍð Ë Çä ÇçéÃ¹ ðÔ Ë  ÇÂÕ ð ³×ÅÍÍ ê Ìí ÕÀ° ÜÅäË Ãç ÔÆ Ã ³×ÅÍÍð Ë Çä ÇçéÃ¹ ðÔ Ë  ÇÂÕ ð ³×ÅÍÍ ê Ìí ÕÀ° ÜÅäË Ãç ÔÆ Ã ³×ÅÍÍð Ë Çä ÇçéÃ¹ ðÔ Ë  ÇÂÕ ð ³×ÅÍÍ ê Ìí ÕÀ° ÜÅäË Ãç ÔÆ Ã ³×ÅÍÍ
áÅÕ°ð éÅî ¹  ÕÆú À°Çé òðåÇéÍÍ Çå ÌêÇå ÁØÅòé° ÔÇð Õ Ë çðÃÇéÍÍáÅÕ°ð éÅî ¹  ÕÆú À°Çé òðåÇéÍÍ Çå ÌêÇå ÁØÅòé° ÔÇð Õ Ë çðÃÇéÍÍáÅÕ°ð éÅî ¹  ÕÆú À°Çé òðåÇéÍÍ Çå ÌêÇå ÁØÅòé° ÔÇð Õ Ë çðÃÇéÍÍáÅÕ°ð éÅî ¹  ÕÆú À°Çé òðåÇéÍÍ Çå ÌêÇå ÁØÅòé° ÔÇð Õ Ë çðÃÇéÍÍáÅÕ°ð éÅî ¹  ÕÆú À°Çé òðåÇéÍÍ Çå ÌêÇå ÁØÅòé° ÔÇð Õ Ë çðÃÇéÍÍ
ÔÇð Ã ³ Ç× ðÅå ¶ îé åé Ôð ¶ÍÍ ×¹ð ê Èð ¶  ÕÆ ÃðéÆ êð ¶ÍÍÔÇð Ã ³ Ç× ðÅå ¶ îé åé Ôð ¶ÍÍ ×¹ð ê Èð ¶  ÕÆ ÃðéÆ êð ¶ÍÍÔÇð Ã ³ Ç× ðÅå ¶ îé åé Ôð ¶ÍÍ ×¹ð ê Èð ¶  ÕÆ ÃðéÆ êð ¶ÍÍÔÇð Ã ³ Ç× ðÅå ¶ îé åé Ôð ¶ÍÍ ×¹ð ê Èð ¶  ÕÆ ÃðéÆ êð ¶ÍÍÔÇð Ã ³ Ç× ðÅå ¶ îé åé Ôð ¶ÍÍ ×¹ð ê Èð ¶  ÕÆ ÃðéÆ êð ¶ÍÍ
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Úðä Õîñ ÁÅåî ÁÅèÅðÍÍÚðä Õîñ ÁÅåî ÁÅèÅðÍÍÚðä Õîñ ÁÅåî ÁÅèÅðÍÍÚðä Õîñ ÁÅåî ÁÅèÅðÍÍÚðä Õîñ ÁÅåî ÁÅèÅðÍÍ
Â¶Õ° ÇéÔÅðÇÔ ÁÅÇ×ÁÅÕÅðÍÍÂ¶Õ° ÇéÔÅðÇÔ ÁÅÇ×ÁÅÕÅðÍÍÂ¶Õ° ÇéÔÅðÇÔ ÁÅÇ×ÁÅÕÅðÍÍÂ¶Õ° ÇéÔÅðÇÔ ÁÅÇ×ÁÅÕÅðÍÍÂ¶Õ° ÇéÔÅðÇÔ ÁÅÇ×ÁÅÕÅðÍÍ
Â¶Õ¯ ìéÜ¹ Â ¶Õ¯ ÇìÀ°ÔÅðÆÍÍÂ¶Õ¯ ìéÜ¹ Â ¶Õ¯ ÇìÀ°ÔÅðÆÍÍÂ¶Õ¯ ìéÜ¹ Â ¶Õ¯ ÇìÀ°ÔÅðÆÍÍÂ¶Õ¯ ìéÜ¹ Â ¶Õ¯ ÇìÀ°ÔÅðÆÍÍÂ¶Õ¯ ìéÜ¹ Â ¶Õ¯ ÇìÀ°ÔÅðÆÍÍ
Áòð¹ é ÜÅéÇÔ Çìé° Çéð³ÕÅðÆÍÍÁòð¹ é ÜÅéÇÔ Çìé° Çéð³ÕÅðÆÍÍÁòð¹ é ÜÅéÇÔ Çìé° Çéð³ÕÅðÆÍÍÁòð¹ é ÜÅéÇÔ Çìé° Çéð³ÕÅðÆÍÍÁòð¹ é ÜÅéÇÔ Çìé° Çéð³ÕÅðÆÍÍ
ÔðÖ Ã¯× ç¹ÔÔÈ ³  å¶ î ¹Õå¶ÍÍÔðÖ Ã¯× ç¹ÔÔÈ ³  å¶ î ¹Õå¶ÍÍÔðÖ Ã¯× ç¹ÔÔÈ ³  å¶ î ¹Õå¶ÍÍÔðÖ Ã¯× ç¹ÔÔÈ ³  å¶ î ¹Õå¶ÍÍÔðÖ Ã¯× ç¹ÔÔÈ ³  å¶ î ¹Õå¶ÍÍ
ÃçÅ ÁÇñêå° Ü¯× Áð¹ Ü¹×å¶ÍÍÃçÅ ÁÇñêå° Ü¯× Áð¹ Ü¹×å¶ÍÍÃçÅ ÁÇñêå° Ü¯× Áð¹ Ü¹×å¶ÍÍÃçÅ ÁÇñêå° Ü¯× Áð¹ Ü¹×å¶ÍÍÃçÅ ÁÇñêå° Ü¯× Áð¹ Ü¹×å¶ÍÍ
çÆÃÇÔ Ãí îÇÔ Ãí å¶ ðÔå¶ÍÍçÆÃÇÔ Ãí îÇÔ Ãí å¶ ðÔå¶ÍÍçÆÃÇÔ Ãí îÇÔ Ãí å¶ ðÔå¶ÍÍçÆÃÇÔ Ãí îÇÔ Ãí å¶ ðÔå¶ÍÍçÆÃÇÔ Ãí îÇÔ Ãí å¶ ðÔå¶ÍÍ
êÅðìÌÔî ÕÅ úÇÂ ÇèÁÅé° èðå¶ÍÍêÅðìÌÔî ÕÅ úÇÂ ÇèÁÅé° èðå¶ÍÍêÅðìÌÔî ÕÅ úÇÂ ÇèÁÅé° èðå¶ÍÍêÅðìÌÔî ÕÅ úÇÂ ÇèÁÅé° èðå¶ÍÍêÅðìÌÔî ÕÅ úÇÂ ÇèÁÅé° èðå¶ÍÍ
Ã³åé ÕÆ îÇÔîÅ Õòé òÖÅéÀ°ÍÍÃ³åé ÕÆ îÇÔîÅ Õòé òÖÅéÀ°ÍÍÃ³åé ÕÆ îÇÔîÅ Õòé òÖÅéÀ°ÍÍÃ³åé ÕÆ îÇÔîÅ Õòé òÖÅéÀ°ÍÍÃ³åé ÕÆ îÇÔîÅ Õòé òÖÅéÀ°ÍÍ
Á×ÅÇè ì¯Çè ÇÕÛ° ÇîÇå éÔÆ ÜÅéÀ°ÍÍÁ×ÅÇè ì¯Çè ÇÕÛ° ÇîÇå éÔÆ ÜÅéÀ°ÍÍÁ×ÅÇè ì¯Çè ÇÕÛ° ÇîÇå éÔÆ ÜÅéÀ°ÍÍÁ×ÅÇè ì¯Çè ÇÕÛ° ÇîÇå éÔÆ ÜÅéÀ°ÍÍÁ×ÅÇè ì¯Çè ÇÕÛ° ÇîÇå éÔÆ ÜÅéÀ°ÍÍ
êÅðìÌÔî î¯ ¯ ÇÔ ÇÕðêÅ ÕÆÜËÍÍêÅðìÌÔî î¯ ¯ ÇÔ ÇÕðêÅ ÕÆÜËÍÍêÅðìÌÔî î¯ ¯ ÇÔ ÇÕðêÅ ÕÆÜËÍÍêÅðìÌÔî î¯ ¯ ÇÔ ÇÕðêÅ ÕÆÜËÍÍêÅðìÌÔî î¯ ¯ ÇÔ ÇÕðêÅ ÕÆÜËÍÍ
è ÈÇð Ã ³åé ÕÆ éÅéÕ çÆÜËÍÍè ÈÇð Ã ³åé ÕÆ éÅéÕ çÆÜËÍÍè ÈÇð Ã ³åé ÕÆ éÅéÕ çÆÜËÍÍè ÈÇð Ã ³åé ÕÆ éÅéÕ çÆÜËÍÍè ÈÇð Ã ³åé ÕÆ éÅéÕ çÆÜËÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - AHA- AHA- AHA- AHA- AHA

Gurbani is a source of  limitless knowledge. Therein Guru
Maharaj has expounded in detail the philosophy, which is not to
be found in any other scriptures of the world. But we have to say
with extreme regret that many committees, missionaries, speakers
and the preachers have begun to develop a Phobia for the word
Sant. Phobia causes different types of  pychological complexes. So
that when pronouncing the Name, their whole body experiences an
anti-wave, though unwittingly and then Man’s sense of
discrimination completely departs. This could be understood by a
single example.

The world renowned General Napoleon was waging a decisive
battle against the British. His armies were advancing step by step.
He considered a tiger as a fearful animal, but he had a phobia of
the cats. The British Admiral Nelson knew this secret that Napoleon
could not stand the sight of the cats; that sight of the cat causes
an unnatural transformation in his body, knowing that weakness of
his, he (Nelson) let loose thousands of cats in the battlefield. Seeing
the cats, Napoleon was bamboozled, and started retreating in the
battlefield. Thus his forces lost that decisive battle. Such Phobias
attack political personalities, leaders, missionaries, the fanatics, and
the preachers. Then they fail to understand the fundamentals of  Guru
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Granth Sahib and then deny the greatness and uniqueness of the
Sadhus, Sants and God-realised persons and fall into the infernal well
of atheism. Day and night, they go on conspiring how not to allow
the saints to enter the Gurdwaras and not allow them to perform
Kirtan (devotion of singing) because they think these saints have
brought the Panth to this terrible pass. If  they had the power, they
would even put all the saints to death. Just as in Islam, many devout
religious men who kept close to the Gospel killed persons like
Surmmad, Mansoor, Shamastabrez, and many such other faqirs and
wandering monks, who had attained their goal because these great
divines, preached the divine Truth, according to their own vision,
rising above the tenets of strict Sharah. They used to preach the
message of  Truth in the world in their own way. In every religion,
there is a hierarchy of  Gurus, Seers, Saints and sages and mendicants.
They deliver their sermons according to the situation. They give such
exhortations to such persons, who are engaged in committing sins,
and those who have no faith in God; and who never shy away from
committing evil deeds. They themselves suffer miseries due to their
own fault; also those who come in contact with them suffer miserably.
To give good counsel to such sinners, sermons have to be full of
threats (about hell etc.). Also they are made conscious of the fact,
that they have regarded the outward world as the only reality and
so have turned their eyes from the fact that there is a hereafter also.
They do not remember this mortal frame is subject to death. Inside
the body is a subtle body and subtler than that is the causal frame,
which in a serial order are called the Physical, the Astral and the
Ethereal bodies. The physical (the gross) body is left behind in this
world after death and is disposed off according to the religious
beliefs of  the deceased. The Astral (the subtle) body which Guru
Maharaj calls Jeeara (ÜÆÁóÅ) or Jeev (ÜÆò) bound by one's karma faces
the Eternal Court to render account of one's good or bad deeds and
face the consequences thereof. When Guru Nanak was questioned
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about this matter in the holy city of Mecca he replied thus :
Says Nanak, hear thou, O man, the true instruction.
Seated in judgement and taking out His ledger, God shall call thee
to account.
The rebels of the Lord, with outstanding against them, shall be
called out.
The death's courier, Azrail, shall be appointed to punish them.
Entangled in the narrow lane, they shall see no way of escape or
coming and going.
Falsehood shall come to an end, O Nanak and truth shall
ultimately prevail.
éÅéÕ ÁÅÖË ð¶ îéÅ Ã¹äÆÁË ÇÃÖ ÃÔÆÍÍéÅéÕ ÁÅÖË ð¶ îéÅ Ã¹äÆÁË ÇÃÖ ÃÔÆÍÍéÅéÕ ÁÅÖË ð¶ îéÅ Ã¹äÆÁË ÇÃÖ ÃÔÆÍÍéÅéÕ ÁÅÖË ð¶ îéÅ Ã¹äÆÁË ÇÃÖ ÃÔÆÍÍéÅéÕ ÁÅÖË ð¶ îéÅ Ã¹äÆÁË ÇÃÖ ÃÔÆÍÍ
ñ¶ÖÅ ðì¹ î³×¶ÃÆÁÅ ìËáÅ ÕÇã òÔÆÍÍñ¶ÖÅ ðì¹ î³×¶ÃÆÁÅ ìËáÅ ÕÇã òÔÆÍÍñ¶ÖÅ ðì¹ î³×¶ÃÆÁÅ ìËáÅ ÕÇã òÔÆÍÍñ¶ÖÅ ðì¹ î³×¶ÃÆÁÅ ìËáÅ ÕÇã òÔÆÍÍñ¶ÖÅ ðì¹ î³×¶ÃÆÁÅ ìËáÅ ÕÇã òÔÆÍÍ
åñìÅ êÀ°ÃÇé ÁÅÕÆÁÅ ìÅÕÆ ÇÜéÅ ðÔÆÍÍåñìÅ êÀ°ÃÇé ÁÅÕÆÁÅ ìÅÕÆ ÇÜéÅ ðÔÆÍÍåñìÅ êÀ°ÃÇé ÁÅÕÆÁÅ ìÅÕÆ ÇÜéÅ ðÔÆÍÍåñìÅ êÀ°ÃÇé ÁÅÕÆÁÅ ìÅÕÆ ÇÜéÅ ðÔÆÍÍåñìÅ êÀ°ÃÇé ÁÅÕÆÁÅ ìÅÕÆ ÇÜéÅ ðÔÆÍÍ
ÁÜðÅÂÆ« ëð¶ÃåÅ Ô¯ÃÆ ÁÅÇÂ åÂÆÍÍÁÜðÅÂÆ« ëð¶ÃåÅ Ô¯ÃÆ ÁÅÇÂ åÂÆÍÍÁÜðÅÂÆ« ëð¶ÃåÅ Ô¯ÃÆ ÁÅÇÂ åÂÆÍÍÁÜðÅÂÆ« ëð¶ÃåÅ Ô¯ÃÆ ÁÅÇÂ åÂÆÍÍÁÜðÅÂÆ« ëð¶ÃåÅ Ô¯ÃÆ ÁÅÇÂ åÂÆÍÍ
ÁÅòä° ÜÅä° é Ã¹ÞÂÆ íÆóÆ ×ñÆ ëÔÆÍÍÁÅòä° ÜÅä° é Ã¹ÞÂÆ íÆóÆ ×ñÆ ëÔÆÍÍÁÅòä° ÜÅä° é Ã¹ÞÂÆ íÆóÆ ×ñÆ ëÔÆÍÍÁÅòä° ÜÅä° é Ã¹ÞÂÆ íÆóÆ ×ñÆ ëÔÆÍÍÁÅòä° ÜÅä° é Ã¹ÞÂÆ íÆóÆ ×ñÆ ëÔÆÍÍ
Õ±ó ÇéÖ¹à¶ éÅéÕÅ úóÇÕ ÃÇÚ ðÔÆÍÍÕ±ó ÇéÖ¹à¶ éÅéÕÅ úóÇÕ ÃÇÚ ðÔÆÍÍÕ±ó ÇéÖ¹à¶ éÅéÕÅ úóÇÕ ÃÇÚ ðÔÆÍÍÕ±ó ÇéÖ¹à¶ éÅéÕÅ úóÇÕ ÃÇÚ ðÔÆÍÍÕ±ó ÇéÖ¹à¶ éÅéÕÅ úóÇÕ ÃÇÚ ðÔÆÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - IEC- IEC- IEC- IEC- IEC

In this way, the individual self  remains whirling in the circle
of his good and bad actions, till the ego is totally destroyed and
the knowledge of the self and the Supreme Self is attained and
God is realised. He has to be born and to die again and again. He
has to experience the fruit of  his actions. In the end, he has to
give the true account of  all the evil acts performed by him in the
world, such as of slandering others, talking ill of them, being full
of  jealousy, looting and embezzling the wealth of  others,
committing murders and fraud, deceiving others, taking to adultery
and all such sinful acts. While undergoing punishments for his sins,
that self  (ethereal body) goes on suffering the torments of  hell and
feels extremely miserable. There is only a hint of it in Gurbani as
under :

The sinners commit evil deeds and then bemoan and bewail.
Nanak, as the churning-staff churns the curd, so does the Righteous
Judge churn them.
êÅêÆ Õðî ÕîÅòç¶ Õðç¶ ÔÅÇÂ ÔÅÇÂÍÍêÅêÆ Õðî ÕîÅòç¶ Õðç¶ ÔÅÇÂ ÔÅÇÂÍÍêÅêÆ Õðî ÕîÅòç¶ Õðç¶ ÔÅÇÂ ÔÅÇÂÍÍêÅêÆ Õðî ÕîÅòç¶ Õðç¶ ÔÅÇÂ ÔÅÇÂÍÍêÅêÆ Õðî ÕîÅòç¶ Õðç¶ ÔÅÇÂ ÔÅÇÂÍÍ
éÅéÕ ÇÜÀ° îæÇé îèÅäÆÁÅ ÇåÀ° îæ¶ èÌîðÅÇÂÍÍéÅéÕ ÇÜÀ° îæÇé îèÅäÆÁÅ ÇåÀ° îæ¶ èÌîðÅÇÂÍÍéÅéÕ ÇÜÀ° îæÇé îèÅäÆÁÅ ÇåÀ° îæ¶ èÌîðÅÇÂÍÍéÅéÕ ÇÜÀ° îæÇé îèÅäÆÁÅ ÇåÀ° îæ¶ èÌîðÅÇÂÍÍéÅéÕ ÇÜÀ° îæÇé îèÅäÆÁÅ ÇåÀ° îæ¶ èÌîðÅÇÂÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - ADBE- ADBE- ADBE- ADBE- ADBE
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Taking halters, men go out at night to strangle others, but the Lord
knows all, O mortal.
Concealed in places they look at others' women.
They break into places, difficult of access, and enjoy wine deeming
it sweet.
Over their respective misdeeds, they shall themselves afterwards,
regret.
Azrail, the courier of death, shall crush them like the mill crushes
the sesame.
ñË ëÅÔ¶ ðÅåÆ å°ðÇÔ êÌí¹ ÜÅäË êÌÅäÆÍÍñË ëÅÔ¶ ðÅåÆ å°ðÇÔ êÌí¹ ÜÅäË êÌÅäÆÍÍñË ëÅÔ¶ ðÅåÆ å°ðÇÔ êÌí¹ ÜÅäË êÌÅäÆÍÍñË ëÅÔ¶ ðÅåÆ å°ðÇÔ êÌí¹ ÜÅäË êÌÅäÆÍÍñË ëÅÔ¶ ðÅåÆ å°ðÇÔ êÌí¹ ÜÅäË êÌÅäÆÍÍ
åÕÇÔ éÅÇð êðÅÂÆÁÅ «ÇÕ Á³çÇð áÅäÆÍÍåÕÇÔ éÅÇð êðÅÂÆÁÅ «ÇÕ Á³çÇð áÅäÆÍÍåÕÇÔ éÅÇð êðÅÂÆÁÅ «ÇÕ Á³çÇð áÅäÆÍÍåÕÇÔ éÅÇð êðÅÂÆÁÅ «ÇÕ Á³çÇð áÅäÆÍÍåÕÇÔ éÅÇð êðÅÂÆÁÅ «ÇÕ Á³çÇð áÅäÆÍÍ
Ã³éÆ ç¶Çé ÇòÖ³î æÅÇÂ ÇîáÅ îç¹ îÅäÆÍÍÃ³éÆ ç¶Çé ÇòÖ³î æÅÇÂ ÇîáÅ îç¹ îÅäÆÍÍÃ³éÆ ç¶Çé ÇòÖ³î æÅÇÂ ÇîáÅ îç¹ îÅäÆÍÍÃ³éÆ ç¶Çé ÇòÖ³î æÅÇÂ ÇîáÅ îç¹ îÅäÆÍÍÃ³éÆ ç¶Çé ÇòÖ³î æÅÇÂ ÇîáÅ îç¹ îÅäÆÍÍ
ÕðîÆ ÁÅê¯ ÁÅêäÆ ÁÅê¶ êÛ°åÅäÆÍÍÕðîÆ ÁÅê¯ ÁÅêäÆ ÁÅê¶ êÛ°åÅäÆÍÍÕðîÆ ÁÅê¯ ÁÅêäÆ ÁÅê¶ êÛ°åÅäÆÍÍÕðîÆ ÁÅê¯ ÁÅêäÆ ÁÅê¶ êÛ°åÅäÆÍÍÕðîÆ ÁÅê¯ ÁÅêäÆ ÁÅê¶ êÛ°åÅäÆÍÍ
ÁÜðÅÂÆ« ëð¶ÃåÅ Çåñ êÆó¶ ØÅäÆÍÍÁÜðÅÂÆ« ëð¶ÃåÅ Çåñ êÆó¶ ØÅäÆÍÍÁÜðÅÂÆ« ëð¶ÃåÅ Çåñ êÆó¶ ØÅäÆÍÍÁÜðÅÂÆ« ëð¶ÃåÅ Çåñ êÆó¶ ØÅäÆÍÍÁÜðÅÂÆ« ëð¶ÃåÅ Çåñ êÆó¶ ØÅäÆÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - CAE- CAE- CAE- CAE- CAE

At one place, Guru Maharaj ordains as under :
The Righteous Judge is under command to sit and administer even-
handed justice.
The evil souls professing love for duality; they are thine subjects.
God, the Treasure of excellences abides within the heart of the
spiritual wayfarers and they meditate on One Lord the enemy of
ego.
The Righteous Judge does their service. Felicitious is the Lord their
adorner.
èðî ðÅÇÂ é¯ Ô¹Õî¹ ÔË ìÇÔ ÃÚÅ èðî¹ ìÆÚÅÇðÍÍèðî ðÅÇÂ é¯ Ô¹Õî¹ ÔË ìÇÔ ÃÚÅ èðî¹ ìÆÚÅÇðÍÍèðî ðÅÇÂ é¯ Ô¹Õî¹ ÔË ìÇÔ ÃÚÅ èðî¹ ìÆÚÅÇðÍÍèðî ðÅÇÂ é¯ Ô¹Õî¹ ÔË ìÇÔ ÃÚÅ èðî¹ ìÆÚÅÇðÍÍèðî ðÅÇÂ é¯ Ô¹Õî¹ ÔË ìÇÔ ÃÚÅ èðî¹ ìÆÚÅÇðÍÍ
çÈÜË íÅÇÂ ç¹Ãà¹ ÁÅåîÅ úÔ¹ å¶ðÆ ÃðÕÅðÍÍçÈÜË íÅÇÂ ç¹Ãà¹ ÁÅåîÅ úÔ¹ å¶ðÆ ÃðÕÅðÍÍçÈÜË íÅÇÂ ç¹Ãà¹ ÁÅåîÅ úÔ¹ å¶ðÆ ÃðÕÅðÍÍçÈÜË íÅÇÂ ç¹Ãà¹ ÁÅåîÅ úÔ¹ å¶ðÆ ÃðÕÅðÍÍçÈÜË íÅÇÂ ç¹Ãà¹ ÁÅåîÅ úÔ¹ å¶ðÆ ÃðÕÅðÍÍ
ÁÇèÁÅåîÆ ÔÇð ×¹ä åÅÃ¹ îÇé ÜêÇÔ Â¶Õ° î¹ðÅÇðÍÍÁÇèÁÅåîÆ ÔÇð ×¹ä åÅÃ¹ îÇé ÜêÇÔ Â¶Õ° î¹ðÅÇðÍÍÁÇèÁÅåîÆ ÔÇð ×¹ä åÅÃ¹ îÇé ÜêÇÔ Â¶Õ° î¹ðÅÇðÍÍÁÇèÁÅåîÆ ÔÇð ×¹ä åÅÃ¹ îÇé ÜêÇÔ Â¶Õ° î¹ðÅÇðÍÍÁÇèÁÅåîÆ ÔÇð ×¹ä åÅÃ¹ îÇé ÜêÇÔ Â¶Õ° î¹ðÅÇðÍÍ
Çåé ÕÆ Ã¶òÅ èðî ðÅÇÂ ÕðË è³é° ÃòÅðäÔÅð¹ÍÍ    Çåé ÕÆ Ã¶òÅ èðî ðÅÇÂ ÕðË è³é° ÃòÅðäÔÅð¹ÍÍ    Çåé ÕÆ Ã¶òÅ èðî ðÅÇÂ ÕðË è³é° ÃòÅðäÔÅð¹ÍÍ    Çåé ÕÆ Ã¶òÅ èðî ðÅÇÂ ÕðË è³é° ÃòÅðäÔÅð¹ÍÍ    Çåé ÕÆ Ã¶òÅ èðî ðÅÇÂ ÕðË è³é° ÃòÅðäÔÅð¹ÍÍ    AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - CH- CH- CH- CH- CH

So there are instructive precepts  for them in the Gurbani.
All these, the code of Hindu rites and rituals and the Muslim Code
of Shariat belong to the category of the Codes of religious
discipline.

The second type of precepts exhortations are for the
enthusiasts who always keep clear of the sinful acts; they always
recite the Bani, they do the jap of  Nam, they render service to
others, they do good to others, they give charity out of the money
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earned by them with the sweat of  their brow. For them, the
exhortations are of  the second (general) category.

To the third category belong those who by hard spiritual
endeavour and by strictly conforming to the teachings of  Gurbani
have reached the realm of sublime knowledge of the Divine.
Through the grace of  the Guru, they obtain knowledge of  Truth.
They are always absorbed in the meditation of Self and the
Supreme Self. For them the instructions are of  realistic and factual
character. All the three types of  instructions are true and relevant,
depending upon the different categories of  religious seekers. The
first one is called Shariat, the second Tariqat, the third Haqiqat and
the last one is Maarfat. Therefore, those who are just beginners and
are students of elementary classes of Spiritualism know precious
little about the ascetics, wandering mendicant’s, sages, saints and
great souls. Hearing their godly message of  other worldliness they
(beginners) pronounce verdicts upon them. In every religion, the
adherents of  Shariat are generally bereft of  true knowledge of  the
Gospel. They according to their own limited light have been
punishing the seekers of  Truth. Thus in our religion, it has become
almost a fashion to criticise and find fault with the saints to one’s
hearts content. They make all efforts so that the holy men should
be so ill-famed in society that people should start hating them. Such
things have always been happening.

To bother Kabir Sahib, the worldly people, on behalf  of
Kabir, sent hundreds of invitations to a public feast (Ü×). Common
people, sadhus and great men gathered in their thousands at Kabir's
residence. On the side of good saints like the Kabir, there is
always their beloved Waheguru to oppose the evil one's. Waheguru
Himself  performed the Yagya when he realised his devotee's
predicament.

Saint Ravidas was humiliated at the house of Rani Jhahli of
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Chitorgarh who was among the chief disciples of Ravidas); they
walked out of the big bhandara (big religious dinner) of the Rani,
saying, we will not touch any food, where Ravidas too is a participant
or serve us this holy food first of  all (so that we won’t stay to see
Ravidas eat it. Ravidas should be made to sit in a separate room.
These proud, fanatical Brahmans sat in a pangat (row). This thing
was not liked by Waheguru and so Waheguru Himself  sat among
them, assuming the appearance of  Ravidas. Waheguru saved the
honour of his own devotee. Thus the wicked and the sinful persons
are always out to annoy and disturb the real sadhus (men of God).
But Waheguru is on the side of  the true saints. According to the
Gurbani :

How can he, over whose head Thou art, O Lord, suffer pain?
Intoxicated with the wine of wealth, the mortal knows not how to
utter the True Name and thinks not of death.
O my sovereign Lord, Thou belongest to the saints and the saints
belong to Thee.
Thy slave has nothing to fear and the death's minister comes not
near him.
ÇÜÃ Õ¶ ÇÃð À±êÇð å± ³ Ã ¹ÁÅîÆ Ã¯ ç¹Ö ¹ ÕËÃÅ êÅòËÍÍÇÜÃ Õ¶ ÇÃð À±êÇð å± ³ Ã ¹ÁÅîÆ Ã¯ ç¹Ö ¹ ÕËÃÅ êÅòËÍÍÇÜÃ Õ¶ ÇÃð À±êÇð å± ³ Ã ¹ÁÅîÆ Ã¯ ç¹Ö ¹ ÕËÃÅ êÅòËÍÍÇÜÃ Õ¶ ÇÃð À±êÇð å± ³ Ã ¹ÁÅîÆ Ã¯ ç¹Ö ¹ ÕËÃÅ êÅòËÍÍÇÜÃ Õ¶ ÇÃð À±êÇð å± ³ Ã ¹ÁÅîÆ Ã¯ ç¹Ö ¹ ÕËÃÅ êÅòËÍÍ
ì¯Çñ é ÜÅäË îÅÇÂÁÅ îÇç îÅåÅ îðäÅ ÚÆÇå é ÁÅòËÍÍì¯Çñ é ÜÅäË îÅÇÂÁÅ îÇç îÅåÅ îðäÅ ÚÆÇå é ÁÅòËÍÍì¯Çñ é ÜÅäË îÅÇÂÁÅ îÇç îÅåÅ îðäÅ ÚÆÇå é ÁÅòËÍÍì¯Çñ é ÜÅäË îÅÇÂÁÅ îÇç îÅåÅ îðäÅ ÚÆÇå é ÁÅòËÍÍì¯Çñ é ÜÅäË îÅÇÂÁÅ îÇç îÅåÅ îðäÅ ÚÆÇå é ÁÅòËÍÍ
î¶ð¶ ðÅîðÅÇÂ å± ³ Ã³åÅ ÕÅ Ã³å å¶ð¶ÍÍî¶ð¶ ðÅîðÅÇÂ å± ³ Ã³åÅ ÕÅ Ã³å å¶ð¶ÍÍî¶ð¶ ðÅîðÅÇÂ å± ³ Ã³åÅ ÕÅ Ã³å å¶ð¶ÍÍî¶ð¶ ðÅîðÅÇÂ å± ³ Ã³åÅ ÕÅ Ã³å å¶ð¶ÍÍî¶ð¶ ðÅîðÅÇÂ å± ³ Ã³åÅ ÕÅ Ã³å å¶ð¶ÍÍ
å¶ð¶ Ã¶òÕ ÕÀ° íÀ° ÇÕÛ° éÅÔÆ Üî¹ éÔÆ ÁÅòË é¶ð¶ÍÍå¶ð¶ Ã¶òÕ ÕÀ° íÀ° ÇÕÛ° éÅÔÆ Üî¹ éÔÆ ÁÅòË é¶ð¶ÍÍå¶ð¶ Ã¶òÕ ÕÀ° íÀ° ÇÕÛ° éÅÔÆ Üî¹ éÔÆ ÁÅòË é¶ð¶ÍÍå¶ð¶ Ã¶òÕ ÕÀ° íÀ° ÇÕÛ° éÅÔÆ Üî¹ éÔÆ ÁÅòË é¶ð¶ÍÍå¶ð¶ Ã¶òÕ ÕÀ° íÀ° ÇÕÛ° éÅÔÆ Üî¹ éÔÆ ÁÅòË é¶ð¶ÍÍ

AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - GDI- GDI- GDI- GDI- GDI
He, on whose side is He, the Master, never stands vanquished.
ÇÜÃ çË Ô¯òË òÇñ Ã¹ Õç¶ é ÔÅðçÅÍÍÇÜÃ çË Ô¯òË òÇñ Ã¹ Õç¶ é ÔÅðçÅÍÍÇÜÃ çË Ô¯òË òÇñ Ã¹ Õç¶ é ÔÅðçÅÍÍÇÜÃ çË Ô¯òË òÇñ Ã¹ Õç¶ é ÔÅðçÅÍÍÇÜÃ çË Ô¯òË òÇñ Ã¹ Õç¶ é ÔÅðçÅÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - EAI- EAI- EAI- EAI- EAI

These are the eternal laws of  Waheguru. In order to add to
the glory of the saints and divine souls, He Himself sets after them
the wicked, the sinful and the detracters. He Himself  is the
Protector, who guards them. Guru Maharaj has ordained thus, at
one place :

The Lord, of Himself, makes these phantoms pursue the holy men
and He Himself saves them.
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They who ever abide in Thine sanctuary, O Lord, their mind is
afflicted not with sorrow.
ÁÅê¶ çËå ñÅÇÂ Ççå¶ Ã³å ÜéÅ ÕÀ° ÁÅê¶ ðÅÖÅ Ã¯ÂÆÍÍÁÅê¶ çËå ñÅÇÂ Ççå¶ Ã³å ÜéÅ ÕÀ° ÁÅê¶ ðÅÖÅ Ã¯ÂÆÍÍÁÅê¶ çËå ñÅÇÂ Ççå¶ Ã³å ÜéÅ ÕÀ° ÁÅê¶ ðÅÖÅ Ã¯ÂÆÍÍÁÅê¶ çËå ñÅÇÂ Ççå¶ Ã³å ÜéÅ ÕÀ° ÁÅê¶ ðÅÖÅ Ã¯ÂÆÍÍÁÅê¶ çËå ñÅÇÂ Ççå¶ Ã³å ÜéÅ ÕÀ° ÁÅê¶ ðÅÖÅ Ã¯ÂÆÍÍ
Ü¯ å¶ðÆ ÃçÅ ÃðäÅÂÆ Çåé îÇé ç¹Ö¹ é Ô¯ÂÆÍÍÜ¯ å¶ðÆ ÃçÅ ÃðäÅÂÆ Çåé îÇé ç¹Ö¹ é Ô¯ÂÆÍÍÜ¯ å¶ðÆ ÃçÅ ÃðäÅÂÆ Çåé îÇé ç¹Ö¹ é Ô¯ÂÆÍÍÜ¯ å¶ðÆ ÃçÅ ÃðäÅÂÆ Çåé îÇé ç¹Ö¹ é Ô¯ÂÆÍÍÜ¯ å¶ðÆ ÃçÅ ÃðäÅÂÆ Çåé îÇé ç¹Ö¹ é Ô¯ÂÆÍÍ               AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - AACC- AACC- AACC- AACC- AACC
The egocentrics deem themselves as very virtuous. They have no
understanding what-so-ever.
They indulge in the slander of the saintly persons and, wasting
their life, they shall depart.
They never reflect over the Lord's Name and, in the end, depart
repenting.
ÁÅêÃ ÕÀ° ìÔ¹ íñÅ ÕÇð ÜÅäÇÔ îéî¹ÇÖ îÇå é ÕÅÂÆÍÍÁÅêÃ ÕÀ° ìÔ¹ íñÅ ÕÇð ÜÅäÇÔ îéî¹ÇÖ îÇå é ÕÅÂÆÍÍÁÅêÃ ÕÀ° ìÔ¹ íñÅ ÕÇð ÜÅäÇÔ îéî¹ÇÖ îÇå é ÕÅÂÆÍÍÁÅêÃ ÕÀ° ìÔ¹ íñÅ ÕÇð ÜÅäÇÔ îéî¹ÇÖ îÇå é ÕÅÂÆÍÍÁÅêÃ ÕÀ° ìÔ¹ íñÅ ÕÇð ÜÅäÇÔ îéî¹ÇÖ îÇå é ÕÅÂÆÍÍ
ÃÅèÈ Üé ÕÆ Çé¿çÅ ÇòÁÅê¶ ÜÅÃÇé Üéî¹ ×òÅÂÆÍÍÃÅèÈ Üé ÕÆ Çé¿çÅ ÇòÁÅê¶ ÜÅÃÇé Üéî¹ ×òÅÂÆÍÍÃÅèÈ Üé ÕÆ Çé¿çÅ ÇòÁÅê¶ ÜÅÃÇé Üéî¹ ×òÅÂÆÍÍÃÅèÈ Üé ÕÆ Çé¿çÅ ÇòÁÅê¶ ÜÅÃÇé Üéî¹ ×òÅÂÆÍÍÃÅèÈ Üé ÕÆ Çé¿çÅ ÇòÁÅê¶ ÜÅÃÇé Üéî¹ ×òÅÂÆÍÍ
ðÅî éÅî¹ Õç¶ Ú¶åÇÔ éÅÔÆ Á³Çå ×Â¶ êÛ°åÅÂÆÍÍðÅî éÅî¹ Õç¶ Ú¶åÇÔ éÅÔÆ Á³Çå ×Â¶ êÛ°åÅÂÆÍÍðÅî éÅî¹ Õç¶ Ú¶åÇÔ éÅÔÆ Á³Çå ×Â¶ êÛ°åÅÂÆÍÍðÅî éÅî¹ Õç¶ Ú¶åÇÔ éÅÔÆ Á³Çå ×Â¶ êÛ°åÅÂÆÍÍðÅî éÅî¹ Õç¶ Ú¶åÇÔ éÅÔÆ Á³Çå ×Â¶ êÛ°åÅÂÆÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - F@A- F@A- F@A- F@A- F@A
God Himself is the Protector of His saintly persons. What can a
sinner do?
The proud fool practises pride and dies by eating poison.
í×å Üé» ÕÅ ðÅÖÅ ÔÇð ÁÅÇê ÔË ÇÕÁÅ êÅêÆ ÕðÆÁËÍÍí×å Üé» ÕÅ ðÅÖÅ ÔÇð ÁÅÇê ÔË ÇÕÁÅ êÅêÆ ÕðÆÁËÍÍí×å Üé» ÕÅ ðÅÖÅ ÔÇð ÁÅÇê ÔË ÇÕÁÅ êÅêÆ ÕðÆÁËÍÍí×å Üé» ÕÅ ðÅÖÅ ÔÇð ÁÅÇê ÔË ÇÕÁÅ êÅêÆ ÕðÆÁËÍÍí×å Üé» ÕÅ ðÅÖÅ ÔÇð ÁÅÇê ÔË ÇÕÁÅ êÅêÆ ÕðÆÁËÍÍ
×¹îÅé° ÕðÇÔ îÈó ×¹îÅéÆÁÅ ÇòÃ¹ ÖÅèÆ îðÆÁËÍÍ×¹îÅé° ÕðÇÔ îÈó ×¹îÅéÆÁÅ ÇòÃ¹ ÖÅèÆ îðÆÁËÍÍ×¹îÅé° ÕðÇÔ îÈó ×¹îÅéÆÁÅ ÇòÃ¹ ÖÅèÆ îðÆÁËÍÍ×¹îÅé° ÕðÇÔ îÈó ×¹îÅéÆÁÅ ÇòÃ¹ ÖÅèÆ îðÆÁËÍÍ×¹îÅé° ÕðÇÔ îÈó ×¹îÅéÆÁÅ ÇòÃ¹ ÖÅèÆ îðÆÁËÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - CAF- CAF- CAF- CAF- CAF

Thus these days a regular campaign has been launched against
the saints and sadhus, on behalf of fanatical elements; declaring -
don’t have anything to do with the saints and sadhus. It is said
that these saints have caused the collapse of  the Panth (religious
order). Hearing such talk, the saints feel no remorse, because they
are determined to fulfill their mission, which has been assigned to
them by Waheguru Himself. Without being bothered by public praise
or slander, this will be discussed further subsequently.

Some plain and blunt speaking

Because of the indifference of the Saints towards slander and
calumny an adverse propaganda has been unleashed against them,
therefore, it is proper for all the Saints of Sikh Panth to ponder
over the matter very seriously and deeply.

If we put the whole blame on others, that too would be
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entirely wrong. To start with, we will have to consider whether all
the so-called saints prove their metal on that touchstone; which has
been described thus far in such detail. Do these saints follow the
correct tradition, the correct code of conduct and life, which has
been described so far? I submit this with due apology, that all other
Sants and honourable sadhus  other than myself are worthy of all
reverence - I alone am a supernumerary, in that category. I never
had the ambition that anyone should address me as Sant or write
about me as a Sant. This feeling I am expressing from the bottom
of  my heart. I was only a farmer. Guru Maharaj gave me this
inspiration - your companions are dazed with liquor, they practise
very condemnable actions. If  this state continues, they will at the
earliest forsake the outward form of  Sikhism and will be totally
lost in intoxicants, drugs and baser passions. For a continuous
period of  twenty five years, I worked in U.P. to Ropar, carrying
the message of  Guru Nanak in every household, all the time
spending my own money and without going in even for a Saropa
(role of honour) from anyone. As a result of all these efforts, today
some more than 4 lakh persons, who were addicted to drugs and
liquors, and who were totally ignorant of  the Bani of  Guru Nanak,
have now come into the fold of Sikhism. Never did I eat at
anyone’s house, even by mistake. I took my meals from my own
house. I had a very lovely farm, with seven tubewells and four
irrigation outlets. I sold that farm house and as a result Guru
Maharaj gave me enough for my livelihood. All my children, have
studied in the foreign countries; and they have settled there.
Leaving all other activities, I became a whole-time worker, to
spread the Light of  Gurbani into all the recesses of  darkness.
People of  the Ropar district were immersed in intoxicants and drugs.
They ate tobacco, they cultivated tobacco; a real Sikh of  the Gurus
was rarely visible among them. But today the backward tracts of
Ropar, Banoor, Lalru and Rajpura stand out as No. 1 in the practice
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of  genuine Sikhism in the whole of  Punjab. I have been here in
the Punjab for the last 17 years. I am surprised to note that the
preachers of Shiromani Committee, who are known for such tall
talk, nor any Jathedar has ever been seen here at the functions of
the initiation ceremony. I do not care for the fact why they do not
take active part in the spread of the Sikh religion. It is the grace
of  Guru Maharaj entrust this work to those whom he wishes to
serve Him. I never put on any ochre or other robes. I went on
holding devotional singing sessions and giving lectures in this
ordinary dress of  a sardar. Why then did the congregations started
calling me a Sant? Only they can answer this question. At first I
did not like it (this appellation of Sant). Now when people did not
stop calling me a Sant and writing about me as a Sant, I submitted.
Even now sometimes I wonder how I have been made a Sant from
the sardar. I have not changed any dress or appearance. Only for
convenience, I have taken to Kurta-pyjama (shirt-trousers) in place
of the old pant, bush-shirt, coat and neck tie. I am writing all these
details, because I now intend to indulge in some bitter, painful talk
with my companions.

The Sants who are operating in Punjab and other provinces
should give thought to the fact why is it that the general public is
talking or writing such unsavoury things about them. I make an
humble request to them to seriously consider whether their way of
living corresponds to that of the saints or it is the opposite of it.
Do they practise penance, austerity, equanimity and self-control, the
practices of the saints or the opposite of all that? With folded
hands, I am going to do some plain talking. Kindly excuse me, if
my statements hurt someone. In my opinion, most of Sants today
have only put on the appearance of the Sants; and their actions
are the opposite of  what real Sants should do. Their actions and
conduct do not live up to those of  the real Sants. All the great
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saintly souls who have been there till now had the most honourable
name and repute. There was a flow of immeasurable powers in
them. They by ignoring the immense occult powers that arise from
the thousand petal lotus were able to reach upto the tenth gate of
the realm of  Truth. Their words had the power to prove true. Their
incredible spiritual powers have been the subject of discussion,
often seen, heard and tested. But today most of the tribe who are
called Sants, are called Sants because of  their dress.

Today, it is the paramount duty of  the Sants to explain
(propagate) the fundamentals of the Guru Granth Sahib in the wide
world, because it is with this mission that the Sants have been sent
to this world, by Waheguru. In the past, the saints used to approach
the highest level of  great men to receive instruction regarding the
secret of spiritual knowledge. They used to study under them. But
today, since the coming of  tapes and video films, many fake Sants
(depending only on their appearance) joined the ranks of the divine
Sants. They lack all self-experience. Plagiarising the thoughts of
others through tapes of the videos and audios, they impress the
audiences and plunder a lot of money from them. These persons
call themselves sants, but if we call them thief preachers, it won’t
be anything improper..They deliver emotional speeches and create
many delusions. Their whole concern is limited to the money, which
the devout place on the harmonium as offerings. The real sants are
completely unattached to wealth. They never accept money or a
saropa (role of  honour) from anyone. Since 1987, Vishav Gurmat
Roohani Mission has been set up as a public trust. This organisation
has recorded great achievements in a very short time. The Sikh
sangats, impressed by many programmes of  public good performed
by the Mission, have loosened their purse-strings very generously,
thus making their wealth fruitful. I have never used even one paise
out of  these public funds on my own upkeep. This Mission has
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made a great progress in a short time, because whatever public
money we received was spent keeping proper accounts and audit.
At many places, the devout public gave land in charity, keeping in
consideration the acceleration of the missionary wave. Those who
were keen on doing selfless public service were put on duty. Not
one worker of our mission uses public money for his own
livelihood.

As against this, many other ‘great’ men will claim that they
too spend public money to further the religious programmes. But
one question needs consideration, whether that organisation belongs
to the entire public or whether it is dominated and owned by a
small coterie. My prayer at the feet of the Sants and great souls is
that they should make sure that they have not been tied down to
those organisations with a sense of  attachment and ego. Are we
in a position to cut off all connection with them, whenever
necessary or whenever we want to? Sant Attar Singh Ji Maharaj,
Mastuana Wale rendered prolonged service to Dam Dama Sahib
Gurdwara, but as soon as the managing Committee of the
Gurdwara asked him to quit, he immediately left, taking with him
some of  his trifling personal belongings, after bidding Waheguru Ji
Ki Fateh.

We read in the newspapers that the critics accuse the Sants
of  setting up huge establishments. My submission to those accusers
is as to why they feel jealous of those establishments, where day
and night, there is the preaching of Sikhism, where Guru Ka Langar
(public kitchen) runs for all twenty four hours, and where all,
without any distinction of class or creed receive food,
accomodation, medical aid and clothes - all free of cost. Marriages
of  deserving girls are arranged also and these organisations are
incurring all the expenditure. The Sants need to eat only simple
food; for wearing they need only a change or two of  clothes. They
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are not to support their families. On the other hand, countless ragis
(devotional music makers) and preachers tour this and foreign
countries, making their masterpieces (some lecture or Kirtan
programme) the source of huge earnings, build huge personal
fortunes and properties. Their cases pinch no one. Persons who now
occupy exalted religious positions had exploited their position and
earned a lot of money in the foreign countries, which they employ
for personal use. As against this, there are other good Sikhs who
are running schools, colleges and hospitals for the welfare of  the
community. These do-gooders are subjected to ceaseless denigration.
People are not tired of  running them down.

We admit that a lot of  corruption and fraudulence has come
about in the class of  the Sants. They do not fully adhere to the
fundamentals of  the Guru’s religion. They narrate round-about ideas
and thus do not take the congregations towards the destination.
They put on false pretences, they make schisms. They indulge in
vulgarities that bring a bad name to the whole Sant fraternity.

There are many reasons for which unworthy and undesirable
persons put on the garb of a saint. It is generally noticed that
whenever there is a wave, many pseudo persons join it. If there is
a Morcha (movement of protest against Govt.), many mercenaries
hired by Govt. infiltrate into it. They bring a bad name to the whole
organisation. In the same manners, some persons who ought not
be there have joined the ranks of the Sants and are bringing defame
to the whole of  the most exalted class of  sants.

My appeal is - Dear friends, think of the lives of the great
men who are gone. Even if we cannot attain their level of
excellence let us try to achieve their purity and integrity and become
true Sikhs, to spread the mission of  Guru Nanak in the wide world.
It is the weakness of people that on seeing the saint’ dress, they
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start calling him a saint.

Some unworthy persons start getting themselves to be called
Sants. They pose as saints by wearing the Sant’s robes. Seeing the
exalted position of the saints, they too try to be one of them, by
learning some Sakhis (stories about the Sikh Gurus), by copying the
behaviour of great men, by committing to memory the memorable
words of  great and learned persons. They join some sect (to get a
platform), and thus they come to be called Sants.

In the end, I submit, no one should ever think that my aim
is that public should call me a Sant. Such desires are the sign of
decline and downfall. Even if  I succeed in becoming a true Sikh
after a life time of efforts, that in itself will be a great
achievement; because Guru Maharaj has bestowed great honour and
dignity to a Sikh of  the Guru.

Servant Nanak asks for the dust of the feet of that Sikh of the Guru,
who himself contemplates on God's Name and makes others
contemplate thereon.
Üé° éÅéÕ° èÈÇó î³×Ë ÇåÃ¹ ×¹ðÇÃÖ ÕÆÜé° éÅéÕ° èÈÇó î³×Ë ÇåÃ¹ ×¹ðÇÃÖ ÕÆÜé° éÅéÕ° èÈÇó î³×Ë ÇåÃ¹ ×¹ðÇÃÖ ÕÆÜé° éÅéÕ° èÈÇó î³×Ë ÇåÃ¹ ×¹ðÇÃÖ ÕÆÜé° éÅéÕ° èÈÇó î³×Ë ÇåÃ¹ ×¹ðÇÃÖ ÕÆ
Ü¯ ÁÅÇê ÜêË ÁòðÔ éÅî¹ ÜêÅòËÍÍÜ¯ ÁÅÇê ÜêË ÁòðÔ éÅî¹ ÜêÅòËÍÍÜ¯ ÁÅÇê ÜêË ÁòðÔ éÅî¹ ÜêÅòËÍÍÜ¯ ÁÅÇê ÜêË ÁòðÔ éÅî¹ ÜêÅòËÍÍÜ¯ ÁÅÇê ÜêË ÁòðÔ éÅî¹ ÜêÅòËÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - C@F- C@F- C@F- C@F- C@F
O God, bless Thou me with the dust of the feet of the Guru's
disciples, that I, a sinner, may also be emancipated.
×¹ðÇÃÖ» ÕÆ ÔÇð èÈÇó ç¶ÇÔ×¹ðÇÃÖ» ÕÆ ÔÇð èÈÇó ç¶ÇÔ×¹ðÇÃÖ» ÕÆ ÔÇð èÈÇó ç¶ÇÔ×¹ðÇÃÖ» ÕÆ ÔÇð èÈÇó ç¶ÇÔ×¹ðÇÃÖ» ÕÆ ÔÇð èÈÇó ç¶ÇÔ
Ôî êÅêÆ íÆ ×Çå ê»ÇÔÍÍÔî êÅêÆ íÆ ×Çå ê»ÇÔÍÍÔî êÅêÆ íÆ ×Çå ê»ÇÔÍÍÔî êÅêÆ íÆ ×Çå ê»ÇÔÍÍÔî êÅêÆ íÆ ×Çå ê»ÇÔÍÍ                          AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - - - - - ADBDADBDADBDADBDADBD

My prayer at the feet of  those friends, who run down the
saints, without any rhyme or reason is this : today we are faced
with a great problem, as to how to save the form and ideals of
Sikhism, the Sikh ideology and tenets, the Sikh way of  life, the
greatness and glory of  the Sikh religion. You are talking ill of  the
Sants, while those Sants are performing initiation ceremony of  the
lakhs of Sikhs, by administering to them Amrit and converting
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disciples of  Guru Granth Sahib. If  there is a lot of  praise of  the
greatness of  the Sants in Holy writings of  Guru Granth Sahib, it
is no fault of  the Sants. The magnet attracts pieces of  iron that is
its nature. Many of  our adherents turn their back on the Guru
family and on Guru Granth Sahib and join other religious sects.
Therein lies the fault of those slanderers, and hard critics, who try
to stop our Sants from meeting with the Sants of our own Sikhism,
while themselves these critics do nothing.

Themselves, they give not even a handful of water, but slander him
who brought down the Ganges.
ÁÅÇê é ç¶ÇÔ Ú¹ðÈ íÇð êÅéÆÍÍÁÅÇê é ç¶ÇÔ Ú¹ðÈ íÇð êÅéÆÍÍÁÅÇê é ç¶ÇÔ Ú¹ðÈ íÇð êÅéÆÍÍÁÅÇê é ç¶ÇÔ Ú¹ðÈ íÇð êÅéÆÍÍÁÅÇê é ç¶ÇÔ Ú¹ðÈ íÇð êÅéÆÍÍ
ÇåÔ Çé¿çÇÔ  ÇÜÔ ×³×Å ÁÅéÆÍÍÇåÔ Çé¿çÇÔ  ÇÜÔ ×³×Å ÁÅéÆÍÍÇåÔ Çé¿çÇÔ  ÇÜÔ ×³×Å ÁÅéÆÍÍÇåÔ Çé¿çÇÔ  ÇÜÔ ×³×Å ÁÅéÆÍÍÇåÔ Çé¿çÇÔ  ÇÜÔ ×³×Å ÁÅéÆÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - - - - - CCBCCBCCBCCBCCB

So my beloved and devout companions, meditate on this
problem. Don’t have any fear from the Sants, for the Sants have to
fight no election, nor are they candidates for any ministership. If
fight you must, you should select some other field for your
opposition (don't make Sants your victims). In those fields, you can
scold others to your heart’s content. By defaming the Sants, you
are committing a great sin. Sometime read the thirteenth octave of
Sukhmani Sahib. Otherwise, Guru Granth Sahib is never going to
pardon you.

This is a fact and we admit it that in the ranks of the Sants,
there has been degeneration on a vast scale. Many ‘Sants’ have
become the slaves of  the money, which they make the devout to
place before them on the harmonium. They are insulting the exalted
status of the Sants, like the singers, making the public put their
donations on the musical instrument harmonium. The more you
speak against money grabbing or more you kick money, the more
it will pour at your feet, to make itself successful. Remember the
edict of  Guru Maharaj :

The nine treasures and eighteen miraculous powers go after him,
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who ever keeps enshrined the Lord within his mind.
éò ÇéèÆ ÁáÅðÔ ÇÃèÆ ÇêÛË ñ×ÆÁÅ ÇëðÇÔéò ÇéèÆ ÁáÅðÔ ÇÃèÆ ÇêÛË ñ×ÆÁÅ ÇëðÇÔéò ÇéèÆ ÁáÅðÔ ÇÃèÆ ÇêÛË ñ×ÆÁÅ ÇëðÇÔéò ÇéèÆ ÁáÅðÔ ÇÃèÆ ÇêÛË ñ×ÆÁÅ ÇëðÇÔéò ÇéèÆ ÁáÅðÔ ÇÃèÆ ÇêÛË ñ×ÆÁÅ ÇëðÇÔ
Ü¯ ÔÇð ÇÔðçË ÃçÅ òÃÅÇÂÍÍÜ¯ ÔÇð ÇÔðçË ÃçÅ òÃÅÇÂÍÍÜ¯ ÔÇð ÇÔðçË ÃçÅ òÃÅÇÂÍÍÜ¯ ÔÇð ÇÔðçË ÃçÅ òÃÅÇÂÍÍÜ¯ ÔÇð ÇÔðçË ÃçÅ òÃÅÇÂÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - FDI- FDI- FDI- FDI- FDI

I had to make this prayer at such length, because all this
running down of  the saints or finding faults with them does not
do any damage to the saints, because their protector is Waheguru
Himself. They are beyond praise or blame. To those fake Sants who
have infiltrated into the ranks of the Sants, by putting on the garb
of the Sants, they are greedy fellows, whose interest is limited only
to money grabbing, my very humble request is dear ones, do not
down grade the gospel of  the Gurus, you raise your arms while
lecturing and misinterpret the meaning of Gurbani to win public
applause. Make atonement for these wrong actions of  yours. Regard
the conduct of  the true Sants as your ideal, try to act upon that
model. Great honour, acquired by trickery and fraud is not long-
lasting. The honour, blessed by Waheguru and earned as a result of
prayer and devotion, will daily get bigger and brighter, like the
concept of Charhdi Kala.

In the end, I beg pardon bowing my head at the feet of those
‘friends’, who might have felt hurt by my words.
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Practice of Nam and Satsang
Part - I

The discourse delivered before the holy congregation
at Gurdwara Ratwara Sahib on the 14th of October, 1995,

on the eve of the 6th Gurmat Samagam.

I salute the All-Eternal God Who resides within each one of
you. When Guru Nanak Dev came to the world, the Hindus and
the Muslims were at logger heads. He was born at a time, when in
India there was suffering on all sides. I want to submit before you
today that happiness and misery are constant companions of man.
There is no special suffering when one falls ill. Suffering is there
always. Guru Nanak Dev has expressed this mysterious truth thus :

Nanak, the whole world is in agony.
éÅéÕ ç¹ÖÆÁÅ Ãí¹ Ã ³ÃÅð ¹ÍÍéÅéÕ ç¹ÖÆÁÅ Ãí¹ Ã ³ÃÅð ¹ÍÍéÅéÕ ç¹ÖÆÁÅ Ãí¹ Ã ³ÃÅð ¹ÍÍéÅéÕ ç¹ÖÆÁÅ Ãí¹ Ã ³ÃÅð ¹ÍÍéÅéÕ ç¹ÖÆÁÅ Ãí¹ Ã ³ÃÅð ¹ÍÍ AMg AMg AMg AMg AMg - IED- IED- IED- IED- IED

Suffering is spread all over the world and all the people are
in misery. This is the truth. Then who is happy? He alone is happy,
who depends on the Nam all his life. There are many methods of
jap of the Nam. When one is in trouble, then at that time everyone
takes to the jap of Nam. When one is happy one completely forgets
it. But if one gives to the Nam a lodgement in one's heart, then
no such thing as suffering remains there. One sees the end of all
troubles. Therefore I say unto you - love and devotion to God are
all right, but for some time of  the day, for every person, man or
woman, it is necessary to do the jap of Nam. This is the essence
of  the teachings of  the Guru Granth Sahib. When performing  the
jap, fix this one idea in your mind, that in the whole wide world
there is no reality, other than jap. By degrees, this jap will purify
your mind and your soul. There have been so many great men in
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the world on whom research is being done - take Mahatma Buddh,
or Jesus Christ, or Guru Nanak Dev. They were not educated at
any university, they did not go to any school, but many great
scholars have done research work on their Scriptures. Still these
works remain beyond their understanding. The secret of  the Guru
Granth Sahib can be understood only by one who devotes, his
attention to Nam and who makes the jap of Nam the foundation
of his life.

Whatever sort of a person you may be, whatever your ideas,
whatever your personality, you must do the jap of  Nam for sometime;
you must do it daily. This alone will bring you peace of  mind. There
are so many palaces in the world, there have been so many great
achievements, but happiness is found nowhere among them. If
happiness is to be found anywhere in the world, it is in the jap of
the Nam. Now the question is how to perform this jap of  the Nam.
Some people say that jap should be performed with each breath;
others say the tongue should not move. I will tell you a small point
in this connection. Instead of doing jap of the Nam, it is better to
start with the hearing of the Nam. Instead of repeating the Nam,
start with the hearing of  the Nam continuously being sung. At first,
the tongue moves when one does the jap of the Nam. Some others
do it to the accompaniment of  the rosary. Kabir Sahib has explained
this fact in a very good manner :

Ages have gone by in telling the beads,
But the turmoil of the mind has not gone.
I should give up these rosary beads
And should pray with the beads of the mind.
îÅñÅ ë¶ðå Ü¹× Ç×ÁÅ, Ç×ÁÅ éÅ îé ÕÅ ë¶ðÍîÅñÅ ë¶ðå Ü¹× Ç×ÁÅ, Ç×ÁÅ éÅ îé ÕÅ ë¶ðÍîÅñÅ ë¶ðå Ü¹× Ç×ÁÅ, Ç×ÁÅ éÅ îé ÕÅ ë¶ðÍîÅñÅ ë¶ðå Ü¹× Ç×ÁÅ, Ç×ÁÅ éÅ îé ÕÅ ë¶ðÍîÅñÅ ë¶ðå Ü¹× Ç×ÁÅ, Ç×ÁÅ éÅ îé ÕÅ ë¶ðÍ
ÕðÕÅ îéÕÅ ÛÅâ Õ¶, îé ÕÅ îéÕÅ ë¶ðÍÕðÕÅ îéÕÅ ÛÅâ Õ¶, îé ÕÅ îéÕÅ ë¶ðÍÕðÕÅ îéÕÅ ÛÅâ Õ¶, îé ÕÅ îéÕÅ ë¶ðÍÕðÕÅ îéÕÅ ÛÅâ Õ¶, îé ÕÅ îéÕÅ ë¶ðÍÕðÕÅ îéÕÅ ÛÅâ Õ¶, îé ÕÅ îéÕÅ ë¶ðÍ

So long as the mind does not withdraw itself, and remains
engrossed in the sensual pleasures, till then one can never
experience bliss. There is nothing else other than jap that can bring
happiness to man for a longer period. If there is one thing which
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can give you happiness for all time, that is Nam.

Only the Name of Ek Onkar is Eternal. Everything becomes
possible for a person, who makes Nam as the basis of his life, and
who leaves everything to its care. Such a person has no desires.
He has renounced all his, desires. But if  ever he feels any desire,
late and its fulfillment occurs even before he thought of it. Last
year, I made a promise to Sant Ji (Sant Waryam Singh Ji) and to
you all too, that I would do the translation of  the Guru Granth
Sahib in English. Till now, only half  of  the work has been
completed. It was a very gigantic and a very massive project. Daily
I devote 7-8 hours to this work. At night, I do not go to sleep.
The night is very dear to me. There is no interruption then. I have
completed half  the work by now. I have sent that incomplete work
to America and have taken bamboo paper there for its printing. My
wish is that my translation should surpass all the translations that
have been made so far - in English, Hindi, Gurmukhi and Sanskrit.
Thousands of Sikh children who live in foreign lands, do tie the
turban, they wear an iron bangle (karaa) too, they wear an
undergarment (kachhera); they carry a comb (kangha too. They adopt
all the five kakkars; but they do not know about the spirit of this
Sikh religion. Hence I took this huge work in my own hands.
Although there are so many translations of the sacred texts, such
as the Sukhmani Sahib, the Japuji Sahib, and some other banis. But
I was not satisfied. Sant Ji (Sant Waryam Singh Ji) inspired me to
work on the Guru Granth Sahib. Now I work 8-9 hours every
night. That has given me some satisfaction that at least some part
of  the work has been done; and I am able to do some service.

What I want to point out is this whether you are a small man
or a big man, whether you are wealthy or not, whether your body
is healthy or otherwise - all such things are of no consequence. I
have these things, I lack these things - in this circle of thought,
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the whole life is spent. Learn to sit still for sometime and do the
jap. Now I will briefly tell you the method of  the jap. This is your
head, this is the neck and this is the backbone (spine); keep all
these three in an upright straight line. Learn how to steady your
body. When you learn how to keep the body steady, the first thing
that will happen will be this. You tell a child, sit still, can’t you
sit still? Similarly, if  you don’t bring your body under control, it
will keep moving unnecessarily. At first, the body will turn from
one side, it will turn to another side, because the body has not
been brought under control and restraint. After some days practice,
these gross movements of the body would cease. After that, there
are still movements. Learn how to sit still, then in place of  still
movements, you will feel twitching movements. These too will
cease after a few days practice. There is another important thing.
You feel some difficulty, in the breathing. If  your intake and output
of the breathing is not balanced, that means you breathe in (air)
less and breathe out less or you breathe in more and breathe out
more (air), that would produce an imbalance in your body. Hence
breathing in and breathing out is a great discipline, it is a great
art. What should you do then? Close your eyes and take your mind
as; if  you are breathing out, imagine it coming from the outermost
point of the spine; the same when you are breathing in. After you
have practised this thing for a few days, your attention will not
remain preoccupied with your body. This is called the purification
of  the nadis (ducts). True, the teachers teach many other methods
of  controlled breathing also, but this one explained here is simpler
than the simplest. The first thing to be learnt is to keep the head,
neck and spine in an upright straight line. This programme should
last for one month - do nothing, just learn to sit still. How should
I sit perfectly still. On the first day, you will feel some difficulty;
on the second day, somewhat less and after a few days, it will
disappear completely. You will experience some strange peace
(quietude). If  you want to feel equanimity, it can come only through
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jap; not through any other method. You may attain any amount
of knowledge, you may dissolve all the scriptures of the world in
water and drink them but you will gain nothing. Bliss will come
to you only from devotion to God. So you learn how to sit still
and how to inhale and exhale in perfect harmony.

Swami Vivekanand has been a great Hindu saint. He wandered
all over India from Kanya Kumari to the Himalayas. He met Sants
of all denominations; He met Muslim mendicants, Hindu sadhus, Sikh
saints and so on. At Ghazipur he met a Sant, known as Puhari Baba.
He found that this Mahatma sat with not a care in the world. When
asked if he had any desire, the Mahatma replied, "I have no desire
at all". ‘Can I render any service to you?’ "No, I need no service
at all." Swami Vivekanand, you have wandered all over the world
and the world is beginning to worship you; but till now, you have
not learnt how to do jap or sit in meditation. Sit with me. Your
inhalation and exhalation of breath are not in proper rhythm. Hence
your meditation is not successful. You try very hard, you are an
extremely learned man, you are full of  truth, yet you are not able
to reach your goal.” He said, "Honoured Sir, what should I do?"
He replied, "I will explain to you the whole lore in just five
minutes."

Kabir Ji laid a great stress on this point. When you study the
literature of  Kabir Sahib, you would find therein the mention of
something called Sukhamana. How should the mind experience
happiness? So long as the mind is not steady in devotion, so long
one can’t taste happiness. Ever though the mind is immersed in
devotion, it will go on thinking such thoughts; wherefrom shall I
get so much money tomorrow? Day after tomorrow, how will I pick
that man’s pocket? What would happen day after tomorrow? The
world thinks that you are engaged in devotion, but your mind is
wandering in all directions. What kind of  worship is this? You can
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deceive some people for sometime, but how can you deceive God
Himself, Who is inside you and Who is Omnipresent? You can
achieve complete Godhood within six months, in case you are fully
earnest. If you are some what slack, it would take you one year;
and even if  you are an utter fool, it would take you three years.
But there is no sense in wasting the whole of your life and
achieving nothing. Every man has the right to do jap of  God, and
to experience God in this life; that is our birth right. If in this life
after obtaining this human form, we do not achieve God or the
Immortal, then this birth is worthless. It is with very great difficulty
that we get the birth as a human being but then we misuse it. You
must have noticed that man is given to passions and physical
enjoyments. Ask him, how he feels after these sensual enjoyments?
He would reply that he feels exhausted and goes to sleep. There
are three states of consciousness, namely waking, dreaming and
dreamless deep sleep. By experiencing all these states of
consciousness, we find that one does get a little rest during sleep.
But when a person rests in sleep, on waking up, he feels the same
that he felt on the previous day. If  he was a fool, he stays the
same fool. But a man of meditation can progress from being a fool
today to being a saint tomorrow. This is the difference. Whatever
you may be, you may be a dacoit, it does not matter, still you have
hope. Leave all worldly concerns aside for five minutes and
meditate.

I narrate to you a short anecdote from my own life’s
experience. All of you must have heard the name of dacoit Man
Singh. In those days, I used to live on the bank of the river
Narbada. One day, one Home Minister of  that state Phool Singh
came to me, bringing with him a basketful of  bananas. There were
policmen with him. Phool Singh. Ten minutes after their departure,
another person came there I had never seen the like of him in my
life. A gigantic frame, a long face, he was wearing white clothes;
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a dhoti and kurta. He prostrated before me and placed that basket
of  bananas before me. He said, ‘Sir, of  what service can I be to
you? It was the month of Chait (March-April). In the meantime, a
Police Inspector came there. He was accompanied by 7-8 police
constables. All carried guns. They questioned me about identity? At
once he stood upright and said, "Do you know, I am Raja Man
Singh." All the policemen were frightened and were bamboozled.
He had a gigantic personality. He said, "You all sit still, I am going
away". He was accompanied by seven men all of whom carried
loaded guns. He went away. Next day, he came to see me during
the night. He asked me, "Did those people give any trouble to you?"
I replied, "Dear brother no one can give me any trouble. Here all
sorts of people come to me; the sadhus come, the dacoits come
and the Mahatams come too. It makes no difference to me." He
said, "Tell me one thing : How to do the jap". When you go to
any Sant, don't ask anything for yourself. You will receive
everything. You should ask only one thing - "Sir, how to do the
jap?" Those saints who do the jap, who take to meditation are sure
to tell you about this subject. The jap in the breathing goes on
automatically; but if  you start only with that, you will not go far.
I tell you something new; this I will tell those who perform the
jap. He who does the jap of  rasna, cetainly gets the fruit thereof.
After enjoying it's fruit, he once again does the jap. And thus the
circle continues. Instead of  doing the jap, listen to the jap. When
you have made your mind steady, then you will be hearing the jap,
in every part of  your body. Your tongue will not move then; you
would be doing nothing actively (the jap would go on
automatically). Listening, meditating and constant musing (devotion)
are the three aspects of  Vedant. This is the simplest method. Do
not leave it.

There was a sage. When, after doing a lot of penance he
gained nothing, he began to weep. He shed bitter tears. He kept
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weeping till his weeping stopped. Then he received the grace of
the inner self and it manifested itself before him, face to face. In
the world, some hanker after a woman, some weep for a child,
some have craving for wealth, some are greedy; some cry for
attachment, some weep for egotism, some cry for recognition of
their greatness. But when a person cries intensely for seeking the
Truth, then the Self  showers grace on him. Grace can be of  four
kinds; you daily make a reading of the Guru Granth Sahib - That
is the grace of  the holy granth. You daily touch the feet of  the
Guru and serve him - that is the grace of  the Guru (Preceptor).
You respect every person - that is the grace of  the public. But all
these three graces are of no use, unless you receive the grace of
your inner self. There is nothing higher than the grace of the soul
(self). That is very necessary; that is indispensable. You silently ask
yourself thus - What are you brother? What are you Swami Ram?
The inner spirit cries - you are this and this and this. For that you
don’t need the judgement of the world. Some people who are after
honour suffer from complexes namely - I have become a Swami,
lie prostrate before me; offer flowers, leaves and money to me.
These are all complexes; they are our weaknesses. Why so?
Somewhere our soul is tormented. This we do to forget the
torments of  soul. O dear, all these have no value; none of  this
ever accompanies us after death. The only thing that goes with us
beyond the grave is the activity of the mind, the devotion that you
have performed with your mind. That provides us a seat - a bridge
to cross over. My message is this, unto all the sisters, all the
children, all the brethren, to the Sants, to all present in this
congregation. My message to all is - fix sometime for prayer. You
must stick to that timing, whatever may happen, even if the world
may change and even if the most terrible thing may happen, you
will devote that time to prayer, and never allow any interruption.
Do no other work at that time except chanting God’s Name. It
may be only for ten or fifteen minutes. After that the mind begins
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to wander hither and thither. Don’t offer prayer, to make a show
of  it to others.

There was a man and his wife. Both were great God-lovers.
The woman daily visited the temple and performed worship there.
One day, she told her husband, "My father married me to you. No
doubt you are a very good person dear one, but sometime do try
to remember God also." He replied, "You are doing that. That
should be sufficient for both of  us." One day, in his sleep, he spoke
‘Ram’. When he pronounced Ram, his wife immediately awakened
him. The husband said, "What is the matter? Why are you troubling
me at 2 A.M. in the night." She said, "Please sit down. I will like
to worship you by doing your Arti." He asked, "What is the matter?
Wherefrom have you learnt this act of doing my Arti (worship).
She replied, "Because today the name of Ram has escaped your
lips." He said, "Has it really come out and escaped? This Name
of Ram I have always kept in my heart; today it has come out."
He immediately breathed his last (because God’s Name which was
always in his heart had now come out). His prayer was totally
secret. Even his wife did not know about it. When it became open,
he died. The wife was always full of devotion; and her devotion
was genuine. But the man’s worship was secret. He never told
anyone. So making a show of one's prayer the Namaz or the jap
or meditation to others is absolutely useless. One should pray in
silence. For such a person (God-worshipper) nothing is impossible.
He never entertain’s any desire, but if  by mistake he does has any
desire, it is fulfilled forthwith. This is the truth that I speak unto
you. I mean that all is well with the world; there is all happiness
in the world, but what you regard as happiness in the world is not
long-lasting. It is temporary and shortlived. There is only one
happiness that is everlasting; and that happiness is to be found in
the Name of  God. Lose yourself  in the jap of  Onkar.

Here you come to Sant Ji, you have his darshan. Sant Ji is
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giving me this inspiration to speak to you brethren, set apart
sometime everyday for prayer. Sit silent and do the jap. Today I
have nothing more to say. Tomorrow, God willing I shall try to
continue this discourse.
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Practice of the Nam & Satsang
(Part - II)

I salute God, Who is innate in all of  you. Yesterday, we had
a talk on the worship of God. I want to place before you whatever
spiritual gains I have made, by coming into the company of the
saints. When I started making a comparative self-study of  all the
religions of the world, I was attracted by two religions, namely
Buddhism and Sikhism. For some time I went on making the self-
study of  both these creeds. One day, I had a glimpse of  the holy
Guru Nanak Dev. Since that day, I started making a deep study
of the Sikh religion. Last year I told you that it would take me
about one year, to do the translation of  the Guru Granth Sahib,
since it was a gigantic task. I have already sent my translation of
the 500 pages of  the Guru Granth Sahib to the centre of  Sikh
studies, Delhi. They are delaying the publication. I have written to
all the scholars there to examine it and if there is any shortcoming,
please tell me. My work is on. With the Grace of  the Guru, the
translation of  the entire Guru Granth Sahib would be ready by next
year. This year, the first volume of  the 500 pages of  the Guru
Granth Sahib will be in your hands, as I had promised last year
that I would complete the project in one year. But it could not be
completed, even though I had devoted eight or nine hours every
night to this work, because it is a very unique scripture. If you
put all the scriptures of the world at one place, the sum total of
all of  them would be the Guru Granth Sahib.

Please remember that what is contained in the Sikh religion
is not to be found anywhere else. You have no need to wander
hither and thither. The Sikh Dharam is self-sufficient. It contains
everything and whatever is not to be found in other religions you
will find that in the Sikh religion. Follow your religion, with full
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faith and love. I have noticed only one shortfall. The Sikhs have
a lot of  energy. There are many Gurudwaras in the foreign
countries too. I visited one of  the Gurdwaras. One day I noticed
that four or five Sikhs with their swords drawn came to me. I
enquired, what the matter was? They told me, that there was going
to be a riot, as there was going to be the election of the office-
bearers of that Gurdwara; including the President and other office-
bearers. They told me that they had come for my protection. Why
should there be these discords and jealousies amongst one another?
That love must be very narrow. If  there are two lovers of  a woman
the rivals would cut and kill each other. But if  two persons love
God, they would embrace each other. There is a great difference.
Hence I say unto you, the more of  worship you do, more of  the
Light will come to you. It is exactly like this, that you put 5 or 6
covers around a lamp. There would be light inside, but that light
won’t come outside, piercing those covers. You remove one cover,
and some light becomes visible. By degrees, you should remove all
these covers, then you will see the Light, which is to be found
inside of  all. We call some people bad. There is no bad person.
Goodness and evil are a mere talk of  the world, dear brother. No
one is really bad. If  you ask me the truth, the fact is that after
receiving True Knowledge, I feel that I alone am bad; all others
are good. A person devoted to the worship of God has to be very
practical. There is one great defect in human beings. That is that
most people live only for themselves but we should live for others.
A man imagines that his wife wants him to wear a creation type
of  dress, to have a certain hair style, to speak in a particular way.
The woman, too, thinks in the same manner. Those who worship
God feel the greatest happiness, in that worship. Any other pleasure
of  the world pales before the bliss of  God-worship.

I was addressing you about the worship of God. There are
many steps in it. When Kabir Ji was about to shuffle off his mortal
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frame, all his disciples gathered round him. All were singing in praise
of God. Kabir asked each of the disciples the following question
:

One Ram was the son of Dashrath,
Another Ram is present in every heart,
One Ram created the entire universe,
One Ram is unique above all these.
Â¶Õ ðÅî çôðæ ÕÅ ì¶àÅÍ Â¶Õ ðÅî Øà Øà î¶ º ìËáÅÍÂ¶Õ ðÅî çôðæ ÕÅ ì¶àÅÍ Â¶Õ ðÅî Øà Øà î¶ º ìËáÅÍÂ¶Õ ðÅî çôðæ ÕÅ ì¶àÅÍ Â¶Õ ðÅî Øà Øà î¶ º ìËáÅÍÂ¶Õ ðÅî çôðæ ÕÅ ì¶àÅÍ Â¶Õ ðÅî Øà Øà î¶ º ìËáÅÍÂ¶Õ ðÅî çôðæ ÕÅ ì¶àÅÍ Â¶Õ ðÅî Øà Øà î¶ º ìËáÅÍ
Â¶Õ ðÅî é¶ Ü×å êÃÅðÅÍ Â¶Õ ðÅî ÔË Ãí Ã¶ ÇéÁÅðÅÍÂ¶Õ ðÅî é¶ Ü×å êÃÅðÅÍ Â¶Õ ðÅî ÔË Ãí Ã¶ ÇéÁÅðÅÍÂ¶Õ ðÅî é¶ Ü×å êÃÅðÅÍ Â¶Õ ðÅî ÔË Ãí Ã¶ ÇéÁÅðÅÍÂ¶Õ ðÅî é¶ Ü×å êÃÅðÅÍ Â¶Õ ðÅî ÔË Ãí Ã¶ ÇéÁÅðÅÍÂ¶Õ ðÅî é¶ Ü×å êÃÅðÅÍ Â¶Õ ðÅî ÔË Ãí Ã¶ ÇéÁÅðÅÍ

Kabir asked them which Ram they worshipped. One disciple
replied that he worshipped that Ram, who was the son of
Dashrath. Kabir ordered him to go out, and sit there and told him
that, that was the place for him. Another disciple replied that he
did the jap of  Ram, who pervades every heart. Kabir told him also
to sit in front. Another said that he worshipped that Ram who
created the world. He too was ordered to sit separately. Another
disciple replied, I worship that Ram, who is beyond all these; one
who has the qualities of non-attachment and aloofness, which are
qualities of God. Kabir said, "Dear son, you have got the greatest
gain from my instructions."

Now what gathering can be termed as sangat or holy
congregation? Tulsidas has described it in a wonderful manner -

åÅå Ãð× Áêòð× Ã¹Ö èðË å°ñÅ Â¶Õ Á³×¨åÅå Ãð× Áêòð× Ã¹Ö èðË å°ñÅ Â¶Õ Á³×¨åÅå Ãð× Áêòð× Ã¹Ö èðË å°ñÅ Â¶Õ Á³×¨åÅå Ãð× Áêòð× Ã¹Ö èðË å°ñÅ Â¶Õ Á³×¨åÅå Ãð× Áêòð× Ã¹Ö èðË å°ñÅ Â¶Õ Á³×¨
å°ñÇÔ éÅ åÅÔ¶ ÃÕñ ×¹é Ü¯ Ã¹Ö ñÀ° ÃåÃ¿×¨å°ñÇÔ éÅ åÅÔ¶ ÃÕñ ×¹é Ü¯ Ã¹Ö ñÀ° ÃåÃ¿×¨å°ñÇÔ éÅ åÅÔ¶ ÃÕñ ×¹é Ü¯ Ã¹Ö ñÀ° ÃåÃ¿×¨å°ñÇÔ éÅ åÅÔ¶ ÃÕñ ×¹é Ü¯ Ã¹Ö ñÀ° ÃåÃ¿×¨å°ñÇÔ éÅ åÅÔ¶ ÃÕñ ×¹é Ü¯ Ã¹Ö ñÀ° ÃåÃ¿×¨

O dear, place in the two pans of a balance, (1) the happiness
of heaven and (2) the happiness one obtains from the sacred
company. All the virtues of  heaven cannot be equal to the
happiness, which one derives from the holy congregation, sangat.

Weigh in one pan of  the balance all the joys of  the  seven
heavens of world and in the other pan place the holy congregation.
That will not be heavier than the holy congregation. The happiness
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you get in holy gatherings and in the company of the Sants, cannot
be got anywhere else. Hence one should always try to attend
religious gatherings. Otherwise there are so many dacoits and
thieves who rob you through the ear, through the nose, through
the mouth and through the other sense organs and such thought
waves arise in the mind, that make even a good worshipper lose
his way and go on the wrong path. Hence a seeker who always
stays in the religious company will never run any risk of  going on
the wrong path.

Some people teach you about the jap of the breath. Beyond
that, is the ajapa jap of  nam namely, automatic repetition of  Gods
Name in one’s consciousness. But even beyond that is the hearing
or listening to the Divine Name. One achieves such a state that
the jap goes on automatically. Attending religious company and
seeking of God should both go side by side. This is what I mean.
No gain is to be derived from egoistic worship. Someone may say,
I don’t need to go to any religious gathering; I do not need any
Guru; I don’t need to go to the company of  the sages. I am self-
sufficient to do everything. That is all wrong. You may have noticed
that worship is of  three kinds. An ant lifts its feet and falls. It lifts
itself again and falls again. This is not a good manner of self-effort.
The elephants get their food by breaking strong trees. That too is
not a good action. Then, who is the true devotee? The honey bee
makes the honey from all the flowers and from the pollen. Such
are the Saints. The aspirants also are of  the same type. Along with
the effort of  seeking God, you must attend congregations too.
Everyone can claim for a little while for two minutes that he has
got complete knowledge. He needs no satsang; he needs no worship.
This is all wrong. For how long and for how many years should
one take to worship. The answer is for as long as you live. Worship
and attending divine gatherings must go on side by side.
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The human being is a bird that has two wings with which he
can fly to the regions of God; untill he acquires these two wings,
he can’t fly to the heavens. These two wings are divine worship
and holy company. The special and necessary element in worship
is that one must sit for this at a fixed time.

I will tell you a personal experience of my life. I wandered
everywhere all over India. I saw the temples of the Hindus and
the mosques of  the Muslims. During my wanderings, I met a
wandering faqir in Mecca. He said, "Dear son, whom are you in
search of? I replied, ‘I am not searching for anything. He said,
"Don’t talk in a round about manner. Come straight to the point.
I replied, "During my wanderings, I came across great saints like
you. What can be greater than that?" He said, "When to the person,
ignominy becomes more welcome than praise, on that day, he would
become a real saint. If I tell you, you are very good, you would
feel very happy. If  I say, you are no good, you would feel miserable.
What does that mean? It means that your life is dependent upon
people's opinion. That means that your life is nothing in itself. If
on getting up in the morning, you say, that my life is nothing, then
you would lead an unhappy life and be unhappy all day long. If
you smile and feel sad depending on the remarks of others, then
every thing is wrong. We look upon this life as a test. When I
studied at Shanti Niketan, philosophy and psychology were grouped
together as one subject. When Professor Bhatia came there, we
student thought of putting him to the test, to find out whether he
himself was the master of the learning that he was there to teach.
As is the habit of mischievous students, we all stood up and said",
Sir, today you seem to be out of  sorts." His reply was, "I am all
right." All the boys stood up again. The professor thought that there
really must be something wrong with him. He went to the staff
room. His colleagues asked him, what is the matter with you?" Are
you not well? Other professors met him and also enquired, 'What
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is the matter.' Today you are not looking well. He fell ill and was
hospitalised. This anecdote shows what effect the remarks of people
can have on a person. There is no such effect upon a God-realised
person. He attaches no importance to death. What is death? Many
people think they will get heaven after death. They pray to God,
please give me death as I have grown old. One day, death came
face to face with that man and said, "What is your will, dear son.
Daily you used to pray for death. So I have come today to take
you away. Have you been left with some desire, as yet?" He replied,
"I want to have a son. That is my only wish." Death said, "Only
this much? So he got a son. After that death once again came to
take him. He said, "By your grace, I have got a son. Now let me
have a grand son also. And so a grandson was born too. Death
came again & said, "You have got the grandson. Now come to the
house of  death. Your time is up. He replied, "You kindly carry my
suitcase. I will come later."

Great men have died, but attachment, greed and thirst for
sensuous pleasures still remains. The cravings are of  three kinds;
desire for a son, desire for wealth, desire for name and fame. A
genuine seeker gets beyond these cravings. When his thirst dies only
then he is able to achieve some success. Therefore one should
always keep oneself  busy in worship. To start with, one must
devote oneself to prayer for sometime whether one feels like it or
not. Slowly one’s mind gets tuned to the spiritual programme. There
is no other path to bliss except devotion to God. When you are
engaged in devotion, you feel very secure. Nothing untoward can
happen. You are fully protected by the Name of  God. So long as
you depend on your physical strength or strength of  the arms or
on the power of  society, you can never feel protected. You are safe
only with prayers.

We had read in some books that if  ever one happens to
encounter wild animals like bears in a jungle during one's
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meditation, one should sit still and meditate in utter silence, the
animals will sniff  at you and go away without harming you,
presuming you to be dead. Once when we were busy in our
meditation, a Mahatma whom we used to call Nantin Baba was
also there with us. We lived together at one place. I was at that
time 17 or 18 years of age. The jungle was infested with lots of
bears. Our Guru Ji used to send us deliberately into that bear-
infested dangerous jungle. One day I asked our Guru Ji, "Why do
you expose us to so much danger by asking us to go to different
places? What is the use of this? Why don't you allow us to sit
still at one place to do meditation? On that day we had made up
our mind that we would not move from the place till we had spent
the prescribed amount of  time for meditation. We saw a bear
coming towards us. We thought that, that day we were done for.
We closed our eyes and started breathing very slowly. The animal
sniffed at us and went away. We realised that what the Mahatmas
spoke from their personal experience was the truth. What is true
faith? It is when a man sits still and does not have any sense of
fear of who hates him and who loves him? Such kinds of fears
vanish. We, all of  us can achieve all this, while we have human
form.

One Pandit Ji used to give a religious discourse. He talked
too much about non attachment to the world. Nothing can be
achieved without non-attachment to the world, he said, ‘No real
success can be achieved through meditation, prayer and devotion.’
On listening to Pandit Ji’s discourse, one of  the audience felt the
call of futility of the world. He went to the jungle. When he
returned after his long penance, it struck him that 12-14 years had
passed and he wanted to go and see how that Pandit Ji was doing.
The Pandit Ji had continued his discourse, the listners were nodding
their heads (as a sign of appreciation) and some of them were
sleeping too. Whenever you feel the call and the Grace of  God
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comes on you, you should get busy in spiritual undertakings. You
must have noticed that when the man passes away we take the
body to the cremation ground. There all men, under the shadow
of  death turn into men of  True knowledge. But once the dead body
is cremated and people return home, all their spiritual knowledge
goes away. Indifference for the world and its joys comes in the
cremation ground only. But such a mentality should be maintained
at all times. The world has its own place; it is a passing phase; it
is an extension of  Lord's divinity. One should always ask; what
have I done in this life? Therefore one should remain unshaken in
one’s spiritual quest.

Before Gurdwara Hemkunt Sahib was constructed, we used to
wander there. In my life, I met one great soul. Even today, I bow
my head before him. He had learnt the whole of  the Guru Granth
Sahib by heart. Its reading took him only eight hours. He read so
fast. One day I thought that perhaps he was making a fool of us
all. An English educated person’s intellect gets corrupted. He does
not put faith in anyone in a hurry. My intellect too is so, on account
of  my English education, I thought of  bringing a tape recorder. I
said, "Sir, I want to go to Dehradun for a few days. I will return
later." He said, "Yes you may go. Bring a tape recorder." I did bring
a tape recorder. To recite the whole of  the Guru Granth Sahib was
his daily routine. Those who go towards that mountain Hemkunt
must also have heard his name. His name was ‘Gudri Baba’ (the
saint of  the gudri of  rags). He used to wear a 'gudri' of  rags. When
I was young, I used to think that I was very strong. Every
youngman thinks so. One day, it had rained and his gudri of  rags
got wet. He told me, "Dear son, kindly take care of  my gudri rags."
When I lifted the gudri, I was dashed to the ground. It had grown
so heavy. How did he prepare this 'gudri'? He picked up any piece
of cloth that he found on the roads and sewed them together
making the garment excessively heavy. I found that man had a body
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of  steel. He said, "Now I will forsake this body. Immerse my dead
body in the Ganges. He passed away. I felt his pulse and examined
his eyes, all had come to a stop. His heartbeat had stopped too.
Many of  us were present there. We all could not lift his body it
was so heavy. Four or five of  us young students stood up and said,
"Let us all lift the dead body." But we could not do so. At last,
we cut some branches from the trees, wherever we could find them.
We tried to lift him with the help of  sticks but could do nothing.
He was dead and he could laugh no more, but we did hear some
laughter. Thereafter to our astonishment, his body raised itself  and
moved towards the waters of  Ganges river. You will think that this
talk of  mine is abra cadabra, but it is not so, not so at all. The
experiences that you get in the meditation of God are to be had
nowhere else. They completely change the life of man. Otherwise,
a man can’t get salvation, on account of evil tendencies inherited
over many lives. The seeker must have a two pronged programme
- practice of Nam and satsang, as I have told you. One should go
on doing meditational practices and attend the holy congregations.

I am very happy to notice that Sant Ji Maharaj (Sant Waryam
Singh Ji) has organised such a gigantic Kumb (huge function). Every
year, a large number of  people come here to take part in the satsang.
And people like us who are called minor swamis also come here. I
am very happy to have met Sant Ji Maharaj and to see you all.
Now let us plan for the next year. Next year, I will present before
you the complete volumes of  the translation of  Guru Granth Sahib.
Once again I salute the God, who is innate in all of you. My only
prayer is that my mother Biji and Sant Ji Maharaj should live for
at least one hundred years and should keep on organising such
magnificent satsangs. The good that comes out of  these programmes
can never come out of  any other thing.
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